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EISCO started as a small, family-owned manufacturing company serving the science education 
marketplace. Over the past 48 years we have grown into a multinational corporation serving more than 
100 countries and hundreds of distributors. Our team continues the work we started over four decades 
ago and our values and strengths have grown through every aspect of the business.

Our mission is simple: Trust, Deliver, Learn. We aim to build trust with distributors through out the world 
by delivering science education products and solutions on time so that students everywhere will have the 
opportunity for a better hands on science education.

A lot has changed since our last catalog, we now have a new website, new services, a new manufacturing 
facility and now large North American operations. These changes were needed to service our customers 
at levels the market has not seen before. Thank you for your trust and business, our customers are the 
best customers in the world.

A note from our Management...

Sumit Jain
CEO

Ben Pearson
General Manager –
Commercial Operations,
Research & Development

First, I would like to say thank you for your continued trust and 
business with Eisco.  Our customers mean the world to us; we 
would not be here if it were not for you.
 
Working and being part of a family business that has turned into 
a multinational corporation is a journey that I am thankful to be 
part of. We have been able to grow the business by continuing to 
invest in our people, infrastructure, research, and development. 
A business is built on its people, and we have been developing 
the strongest team in the arena of science product manufacturing. 
I would like to take a minute to say thank you to all of our 
hardworking and dedicated employees.  I am so proud of what we 
have created together.

We are also excited to announce the opening of our new, state-
of-the-art manufacturing facility. The new manufacturing campus 
is over 200,000 square feet. This has allowed us a bigger foot 
print for tooling and innovative technology, as well as building up 
capacity, capability, and stock to serve your needs quicker. We now 
have over 10,000 products between our India and United States 
distribution facilities.

Again, thank you for your trust and business.  I hope you enjoy our 
anniversary catalog.

- Sumit

My childhood and early adult life were spent working and studying, 
as I wanted to be an engineer and scientist. As my education and 
career developed, my love of creating new products became more 
about passion and excitement than merely a job. It is an honor to 
bring new products and services developed by our teams to the 
market through all of Eisco’s great partners.

I would like to say thank you to all of our distributors and end- 
users of our products.  Your dedication to enable learning and 
knowledge is the one of the noblest missions in the world.  We 
are happy and honored to be able to provide products for you to 
do so.

Our business and team have grown substantially in the past 5 
years and we have been investing all of those gains back into the 
business. We have brought new and innovative products, more 
efficient supply chains, and un-paralleled service in the science 
industry.  We strive to answer every call we can real time.  Please 
take a look at our new website and try our live chat.
 
Bringing you the best service will allow you to bring the best 
education and scientific research into the world.

- Ben

About Us... . . . . T r u s t  |  D e l i v e r  |  L e a r n
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Welcome to the new EISCO Physics catalog. Once again we have expanded our range with 
this catalog making it one of the best o�erings in the trade from a manufacturer.

Our goal is to keep up with the latest changes in the curriculum and make quality products 
available to all our customers at signi�cantly shorter lead time.

Most of our products are technology/probeware friendly and cover STEM curriculum needs 
for almost all curriculums across the world.

We hope you will �nd this catalogue interesting . 

The Eisco Garage Physics line is aimed at students aged 7-13 
who are interested in STEM concepts, including physics and 
engineering. Each kit engages the young learner to discover 
new ideas about the physical world through assembly and 
play. The kits contain pre-cut wooden pieces that resemble 
woodworking projects.

Garage Physics

We are proud to introduce our "100 Level" Physics kits. These 
kids are designed to be algebraically based with the 
beginnings of calculus to service high school and lower 
university physics labs. The curriculum guides are designed in 
such that the instructor can easily scale up or down the 
mathematically di�culty depending on the audience. Some of 
the higher level electronics kits are forced to use some more 
advanced math.

EISCO 100 Level Physics Kits

The Eisco sensors platform was designed for the classroom 
with ever-changing needs in mind. Users can select from 
three di�erent operational settings, allowing you to tailor the 
platform to your unique experiment needs.

EISCO Sensors

Browser Based



PHYSICS

Spiral of Theodorus Kit
GP00006
The Spiral of Theodorus Block Kit allows students of any age to experiment with square roots and irrational numbers in physical form. This kit, though simple in 

design, provides a setting for age-appropriate discussions of the structure and behavior of a whole new type of number. Young children can use the kit to explore 

right triangles and ramps. Elementary school children can use the triangles to make their first foray into indirectly defined quantities. They can work to make 

Theodorus’ spiral and other related shapes, and depending on their age level, elementary school children can explore the pythagorean theorem and square roots. 

Middle school students can use the triangles to test equivalencies with square roots, and explore abstract concepts like a sequence of geometric shapes based 

on the Fibonacci numbers. High school students can use the kit to explore a proof of irrationality for non-square integer roots, a method for approximating square 

roots and, using the Spiral of Theodorus, approximating the number p.

Pythagorean Theorem Puzzle Kit
GP00004
We’ve designed this kit to enable an engaging back and forth for almost every level of child.  

Young children can use the kit to explore basic shapes and similarity. Elementary-school children 

can engage in solving the central puzzle of the Pythagorean theorem - forming squares that 

represent the squares of the hypotenuse and shorter sides.  Middle-school students can 

use the puzzle to work out three algebraic proofs of the Pythagorean theorem, including  the proof 

put forward by President James A. Garfield. High-school students can use the kit to explore units 

of measure and reason out Einstein’s proof of the Pythagorean theorem. Here we provide 

suggestions on how to engage with each of these age-groups!

Magic Blocks Kit
GP00005
We’ve designed this kit to enable an engaging back and forth for every age of child. Young 

children can use the kit to explore the natural numbers. Elementary school children can use them 

to investigate addition, subtraction, multiplication, as well as units of measure, and the associative 

property. They can also try to solve simplified versions of the magic square puzzle by trying to 

make two stacks, three stacks, or five stacks of the same height. Middle school students can use 

the puzzle to explore the magic square in depth (in which all rows, columns and the two diagonals 

should stack to the same height), as well as arithmetic sequences (including the first few elements 

of the Fibonacci sequence). Beyond working out the complete solution to the magic square, high 

school students can use the kit to explore counting in binary up to 15 and, in classroom settings, 

counting in ternary up to 26.

The Eisco Garage Physics line is aimed at students aged 7-13 interested in STEM 
concepts included physics and engineering. Each kit engages the young learner to 
discover new ideas about the physical world through assembly, play and 
engineering. The kits contain pre-cut wooden pieces that resemble woodworking 
projects.

Standing (Catenary) Arch Kit

The Standing Arch Kit is composed of seven wooden blocks that when properly assembled produce the shape 

of the catenary arch. This kit engages students to learn engineering concepts such as force balancing and load 

transfer through the assembly of the arch. The kit shows students how vaulted arches and types of bridges are 

constructed, and how they are able to bear the weight of buildings and roadways they hold up. By playing with 

the various blocks, young learners can understand the importance of the keystone in holding up the arch.

The kit includes a hook for the attachment of the hanger and masses from the Eisco Hanging Mass Kit 

(GP00002) to demonstrate a live load. Alternatively, one can attach a Force Sensor to the hook to measure the 

amount of weight the arch can hold up.

• Introduces students aged 7-13 to STEM concepts, instructions correlated to Next Generation Science

   Standards (NGSS)

• Constructed arch stands 16.5 inches tall and 13 inches wide

• Kit consists of seven wooden (pine) blocks with tight tolerances for a student to create a catenary arch

• Add on mass kit PH02580SS demonstrates how bridges can handle a live load

• Use Neulog Force Sensor NUL211 and USB200 to take digital measurements.

• Comes with instruction manual that includes correlatoin to Next Generation Science Standards

GP00001

Center of Mass KitTorque Demonstration

Torque is a measurement quantity that explains how well a force 
can cause a rotation. With this kit the user can experience 
significantly increasing torque by moving a mass set down a rod 
while trying to balance the main rod. It is a tricky and fun 
demonstration that will leave a lasting conceptual understanding 
with students of any age. The activity correlates well with the Next 
Generation Science Standards PS2, Motion and Stability: Forces 
and Interactions.

Center of Mass (or Center of Gravity) is a single point on any solid 
body about which the weight is balanced in all directions. This kit 
will explore the center of mass of a two body system and create a 
demonstration that almost appears to be magic.

GP00002 GP00003
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PHYSICS

The origins of EISCO begin with building 
physics apparatus. To this day it is our passion 
to build innovative physics experiments that 
bring excitement,  knowledge to students and 
educators around the world. 

EIRQ01 EIRQ02 EIRQ03 EIRQ04 EIRQ05 EIRQ06 EIRQ07 EIRQ08 EIRQ09 EIRQ10

We are proud to introduce our "100 Level" Physics kits. These kids are designed to be 
algebraically based with the beginnings of calculus to service high school and lower 
university physics labs. The curriculum guides are designed in such that the instructor can 
easily scale up or down the mathematically difficulty depending on the audience. Some of 
the higher level electronics kits are forced to use some more advanced math.

Instruction guides range from 50 to 250 pages and cover hundreds of experiments. If every 
kit is purchased and can service a 100 level physics program for 4 full semesters. The 
content was written by physics educators in the United States and tested in classrooms 
around the world.

These premier physics kits do have the ability to be customized based on your needs, 
budget, and curriculum. Please contact technical.support@eiscolabs.com if you would like 
to obtain information about this service.

All components are made from the highest quality materials and components to ensure 
proper experimental results so that teachers and professors can spend more time teaching 
and less time "making it work". The packing materials also keep the educator in mind. The 
kits each come in metal cases with laser cut foam. The advantage to this is parts don't break 
and an instructor can visually identify if all parts have been put away, so less is lost.

Eisco 100 level physics kits are well suited for:
High-school Ages 16-18
College and University - 100 - 101 Level
Advanced Placement Curriculum
International Baccalaureate material
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Manuals
Each kit comes with its own individual manual. These manuals contain
 • Information on what experiments can be done with each respective kit
 • Teacher’s instructions
 • Set-up for each experiment
 • Data analysis sheet for students
 • Many more activities

packing
Each kit is placed in laser cut foam which is placed 
in a sturdy and solid aluminium case keeping all 
the components safe and in place.

experiments
A number of experiments can be performed with each kit. Some examples: 
 • Pendulums - Simple Harmonic Motion
 • Communicating Vessels
 • Psychrometry
 • Exploring Electrostatic Charge
 • The Half wave rectifier
 • The full-wave rectifier
 • Specific Heat of Several Metals
 • Heat of Fusion
 • Convective Heat Transfer
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MECHANICS KIT 1
EIRQ01
This system includes everything you would need to teach an introductory 
course in mechanics at an advanced non calculus level. The universal 
base can be transformed into a single or double ring stand as well as 
hold the linear track with cart, be converted into a fulcrum balance, or 
even a force table. Included in the kit is over 100 pages of lab activities 
with answers and student answers sheets to photo copy. Lab activities 
focus on general concepts of graphing, significance of slope, and using 
scientific inquiry to correct misconceptions and learn concepts. Topics 
include, simple harmonic motion with springs and pendulums, graphing 
constant speed and constant acceleration, free fall, activities for all three of 
Newton’s Laws, the relationship between mass and weight, using a force 
table for vector addition, using pulleys to study mechanical advantage and 
efficiency, using a fulcrum balance to study levers, torque, and rotational 
motion, studying ramps and inclined planes as simple machines to make 
work easier, calculating coefficients of friction, discovering Hooke’s Law 
as well as inquiry based extensions with combinations of springs.

Example Activities
•	Pendulums- Simple Harmonic 

Motion
•	Graphing Constant Motion of 

a Cart
•	Graphing Constant 

acceleration of a Cart

•	Free Fall
•	Inertia using Different Masses 

(The Table Cloth Trick)
•	Newton’s Second Law
•	Correcting Misconceptions 

about Newton’s Third Law with 

scale
•	How Weight and 

Mass are related 
using a Spring Scale

•	Spring In The Middle 
of two Pulleys

•	The Vertical Force 
Table and Vector 
Addition

•	Simple Machines- 
The Pulley

•	Simple Machines- 
Fulcrum Balance

•	Atwood Machine
•	Mechanical 

Advantage- The use 
of more than one 
Pulley

•	Ramps and Inclined 
Planes

•	Friction of everyday 
objects

•	Hooke’s Law with 
two Springs

•	Periodic Motion of a 
Spring

8 www.eiscolabs.com

PHYSICS KITS



List of Components:
•	60 cm cart track with ruler (1)
•	Boss Head Clamps (3)
•	35 cm steel rods (3)
•	35 cm steel rods with holes (1)
•	25 cm steel rods (4)
•	Universal base with knobs (2)
•	30 cm vertical ruler with angle 

measure
•	Trolley car with hook
•	Support posts
•	Balance pan
•	Support arms
•	27 cm thin flat leaf spring
•	55 mm post with circular 

clamp (2)
•	4 cm pulley on 6 cm post
•	10 gm mass hook
•	10 gram slotted masses (5)
•	130mm X 4mm post (S.S. rod)
•	S hooks (4)
•	Metal calipers
•	Nylon cord (10 meters)
•	2m tape
•	Triple wheel on 60mm post
•	Goniometric Circle

•	Spring balances (2.5N, 5N, 
10N)

•	2 Springs
•	10 piece slotted mass set
•	11 cm long pointer screw with 

lever
•	4 Prong clamp
•	4cm long rubber bands (4)
•	18 Piece double ended 

hooked mass
•	AL boss head clamp (2)
•	Single Pulley (2)

www.eiscolabs.com 9
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MECHANICS KIT 2
EIRQ02
This system includes just about everything you would need to teach 
an introductory course in fluid mechanics. The universal base can be 
transformed into a single or double ring stand with clamps provided 
to move apparatus around to desired positions. Included in the kit are 
instructions for fourteen lab activities and demonstrations with answers 
and student answers sheets to photo copy. Lab activities focus on general 
concepts of pressure, ideal gasses and fluids, and manipulating formulas 
to calculate pressure and behavior/types of fluids. Extensions into topics 
using calculus are included, but concepts can be taught without student 
understanding of calculus.

Activities include water pouring from a spout, using pressure and density 
as well as calculus based extensions, Marriott’s bottle to control speed 
of water from a spout, how to use a force pump to draw water from 
a well and science concepts such as Boyle’s Law behind this, inquiry 
based syringe activity to discover Boyle’s Law, communication vessels 
using Stevin’s Principle to explain, using a U’tube to find the density of 
an unknown liquid, constructing and using an open tube manometer to 
determine pressure, using Hare’s apparatus to determine density of an 
unknown liquid, making and explaining how a Cartesian Diver works, 
using Bernoulli’s Principle to explain why a ping pong ball will stay in 
a funnel when air is blown through the spout, using Bernoulli’s principle 
to calculate and explain air pressure in a Venturi’s tube, correct use of 
the Ostwald Viscometer to measure viscosity of fluids, and activities 
concerning a capillary tube and Jurin’s Law.

Example Activities
•	Water Pouring from 

a Spout
•	Mariotte’s Bottle
•	Force Pump
•	Discovering Boyle’s 

Law using a Syringe
•	Pascal’s Ball 

Apparatus
•	Communicating 

Vessels
•	Using a U-tube to 

find the Density of 
an Unknown Liquid

•	Open Tube 
Manometer

•	Hare’s Apparatus
•	Cartesian Diver
•	Bernoulli’s Principle 

and The Ping Pong 
Ball

•	Bernoulli’s Principle 
and The Venturi’s 
Tube

•	Viscosity Tube: The 
Ostwald Viscometer

•	Capillary Tube

10 www.eiscolabs.com
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List of Components:
•	Universal Base with knobs (2)
•	Expansion clamp with rod (4 

prong) (2)
•	Four Support rod, rounded 

ends, length 350mm
•	Mariotte’s bottle
•	Tube for Mariotte’s bottle, 

glass
•	Hare’s apparatus
•	Silicone tubing, 2 meters
•	Plastic boss head clamps with 

knobs (2)
•	Force pump
•	Rubber stopper, 1 hole for 

Mariotte’s bottle
•	Ping-pong ball
•	Base for capillary tube and 

communicating vessels
•	Beaker 250 mL, plastic

•	Styrofoam balls
•	Pascal apparatus ball
•	Food color
•	Drying tube, U shaped
•	Venturi’s tube
•	Syringe 5mL
•	Syringe 20mL
•	U-tube manometer with stand
•	U-tube manometer base
•	Communicating vessels
•	Capillary tubes
•	Funnel, 10cm, plastic
•	Silicone grease
•	Culture tube 13 x 100, glass 

with screw cap
•	Small stopper that fits in
•	Mariotte’s bottle spout
•	Ostwald viscometer
•	PVC transparent tube (25 cm)

www.eiscolabs.com 11
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HEAT KIT
EIRQ03
This system includes just about everything you would need to teach an 
introductory course on heat and energy. Included in the kit are instructions 
for fifteen lab activities and demonstrations with answers and student 
answers sheets to photo copy. Lab activities focus on general concepts 
of heating and cooling curves, relative humidity, specific heat, linear 
expansions of solids, expansion and contraction of liquids, density, 
convection cycles, etc.

Activities include making and using your own psychrometer, Newton’s 
Law of cooling and the hot tea problem, calculating the specific heat of 
metals using a calorimeter, using an electric calorimeter to calculate the 
specific heat of water, calculating the expansion of water using density, 
determining the specific heat of fusion for water as it changes phase, 
measuring the coefficient of linear expansion for metal rods, observing and 
recording cooling curves for wax, qualitatively exploring heat conduction 
in rods of different diameters and types of metal, modeling heat transfer 
in a convection cycle, exploring the science behind a pulse glass, 
verifying Charles’ Law, determining experimentally and mathematically the 
expansion of liquid, measuring the Seeback coefficient in a thermocouple 
and then using the thermocouple as a thermometer, and exploring the 
function of a bimetallic strip in regulating room temperature as part of a 
thermostat.

Example Activities
•	Psychrometry
•	Hot Tea Problem
•	Specific Heat of 

Several Metals
•	Specific Heat of 

Water
•	Expansion of Water
•	Heat of Fusion
•	Linear Expansion of 

a Solid
•	Phase Transitions 

and Cooling Curves

•	Heat Conduction in 
a Rod

•	Convective Heat 
Transfer

•	Pulse Glass
•	Expansion of Gas
•	Expansion of Liquid
•	Thermocouple
•	Thermostat

12 www.eiscolabs.com
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List of Components:
•	Beaker 500ml
•	Beaker 250ml
•	Beaker 100ml
•	Cylinder graduated 100mL
•	Centrifuge tube 100mL
•	Filtering flask, with side tube, 

500ml
•	U-shaped glass tube
•	Thermal insulation jacket
•	U-shaped rods, Aluminum (3)
•	U-shaped rods, Brass (3)
•	U-shaped rods, Stainless Steel 

(3)
•	Pulse glass
•	Glass tube
•	Universal base stand with 2 

knobs
•	Plastic bosshead with knobs
•	35 cm steel rods (2)
•	25 cm steel rods (2)
•	Thermocouple
•	Silicon tubing
•	Extension clamps with rod (4 

prong) (2)
•	Alcohol thermometer - 10 to 

110°C (2)

•	Rubber stopper for Filtering 
flask, Solid

•	Rubber stopper for Filtering 
flask, one hole

•	Gas burner tubing
•	Bimetallic strip
•	Digital Multimeter
•	Calorimeter cup with lid
•	Banana plug cords (2)
•	Silicone grease
•	Paraffin blocks (4)
•	Stainless Steel and Aluminum 

cylinders for linear thermal 
expansion (2)

•	Retort Ring
•	Specific heat cylinders - Iron, 

Brass, Lead & Cu
•	Wire mesh
•	Bunsen burner
•	Tripod stand for Bunsen burner
•	Micrometer dial gauge range 

0-10mm, sensitivity 0.01mm
•	Food color

www.eiscolabs.com 13
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ELECTROSTATIC KIT 1
EIRQ04
Since electric charges are too small to be seen with the eye, our knowledge 
about their behavior has been largely deduced from charges’ behavior 
on and in other objects. Notable scientists such as Charles’Augustin de 
Coulomb, Benjamin Franklin, Alessandro Volta, Joseph Priestley, and 
Michael Faraday all led to our current understanding of electric charge 
by using the simple and often home-made devices that are replicated 
in this instruction manual. Many of these experiments can be easily 
reproduced and their simplicity and profound insight into the behavior of 
electric charge is very accessible to students today. Franklin was able to 
develop his theories on electricity having had only a few years of formal 
schooling and very little math education. Likewise, students can grasp very 
fundamental concepts of static electricity with little to no background in the 
subject. An experimental guide with 11 student activities, teacher answer 
keys, and student response pages is included. The activities in this system 
include using friction to separate charge, inquiry activities to discover the 
types of charge, triboelectric series, distinguishing between static charge 
and magnetism, using an electroscope to diagram movement of charge, 
distinguishing between conductors and insulators, using charging spheres 
to charge by induction and conduction, conservation of charge and Volta’s 
Electrophorus, using Coulomb law to determine the charge on pith balls, 
and using conducting cups and Faraday’s Ice Pail to verify the absence 
of net charge inside a conductor.ic strip in regulating room temperature as 
part of a thermostat.

Example Activities
•	Exploring 

Electrostatic Charge 
using rods and cloths

•	Verifying Charging 
one part of an 
object affects the 
whole object

•	Discovering there are 
exactly two types of 
Charge using

•	Rods and Stirrups (Is 
there more than one 
type of charge?)

•	Comparing 
Magnetic and 
Electrostatic Force 
(What sticks)

•	The Electroscope 
and How objects 
acquire charge

•	Determining if an 
object is an insulator 

or conductor
•	Using an 

electroscope 
(conductors vs. 
Insulators)

•	Charging spheres, 
charging by 
induction and 
conduction

•	Volta’s Electrophorus 
and using a neon 
tube to determine 
charge

•	Using coulomb’s law 
to calculate charge 
on pith balls

•	The conducting cup 
: proving the net 
charge inside

•	A conductor is zero
•	Faraday’s ice pail
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List of Components:
•	Wool cloth 26 x 26 cm
•	Silk cloth
•	Glass rod
•	Ebonite rod
•	Perspex rod
•	Wire stirrup
•	Polyethylene strip
•	Gold leaf electroscope
•	Gold leaf
•	Glass panes that go on either 

side of the electroscope (2)
•	Metal conducting knob to 

collect charge on top of the 
electroscope

•	Metal conducting plate to 
collect charge on top of the 
electroscope

•	Metal conducting bucket 
(Faraday Pail) to collect charge 
of top of the electroscope

•	Pith balls connected by string
•	Pith ball electroscope stand
•	Bases for electroscope or 

metal conductive spheres (3)
•	Metal conducting spheres with 

insulating post (one with hole 
in the top and other without 
hole)

•	Electrophorus disk with handle
•	Square polyethylene tile
•	Neon tube
•	Reel of nylon filament Diameter 

0.20mm
•	Small electrophorus disk with 

handle
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ELECTRONICS KIT 1
EIRQ05
This system, combined with EIRQ06 Electronics System 2 provides almost 
everything needed to teach an introductory electronics course.

Included in the kit are instructions for twelve lab activities and demonstrations 
with teacher answers and student answer sheets to photo copy. Lab activities 
focus on general circuits components such as diodes, using diodes for half 
wave rectifiers, Zener diodes, using transistors as a switch, measuring gain 
with a PNP power transistor, using infrared diodes and photo transistors, 
LDR (light dependent resistors, temperature dependent resistors, silicon 
controlled rectifiers (SCR), TRIAC, and unijunction transistors.

Example Activities
•	The Forward Bias 

diode
•	The Half wave 

rectifier
•	The Zener diode
•	The Transistor as a 

switch
•	Measuring gain 

with a PNP power 
transistor

•	Infrared Diode and 
phototransistor

•	Light Dependent 
resistor (LDR)

•	Light Dependent 
resistor (LDR) – an 
application

•	Temperature 
dependent resistors

•	The Silicon 
controlled rectifier 
(SCR)

•	The Triac
•	The Unijunction 

transistor
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List of Components:
•	Board for Electricity and 

Electronics
•	Si Diode (2)
•	Zener Diode
•	Red LED Diode
•	Green LED Diode
•	Infrared (IR) Diode
•	Photoresistor
•	Light Dependent Resistor (LDR)
•	NTC Resistor

•	PTC Resistor
•	NPN signal transistor
•	PNP signal transistor
•	NPN power transistor
•	PNP power transistor
•	Silicon Controlled Resistor 

(SCR)
•	TRIAC
•	100 kohm potentiometer
•	Unijunction transistor (UJT)
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ELECTRONICS KIT 2
EIRQ06
This system is an extension of EIRQ05 and presents slightly more 
complicated circuits.

Instructions are included with background on the components and how 
they work, along with instructions for using components to make functional 
and useful circuits.

There are five activities including making, using, and exploring more 
complex circuits. Circuit components include an astable multivibrator, also 
called a relaxation oscillator, a full wave rectifier using a diode bridge, 
a full wave rectifier using a capacitor to create a continuous current, and 
two types of amplifiers, a push pull amplifier and a two stage audio 
amplifier. Activities include teacher instructions and answers as well as 
complete circuit diagrams and pictures of how the circuit board should 
look when properly connected.

Example Activities
•	The astable multivibrator
•	The full-wave rectifier
•	Full-wave rectifier with a capacitor
•	Push-pull amplifier
•	Two stage audio amplifier
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List of Components:
•	47 Ω resistor (2)
•	2.2 k Ω resistor (2)
•	3.3 k Ω resistor (2)
•	10 k Ω resistor (2)
•	47 k Ω resistor (2)
•	100 k Ω resistor (2)
•	1 M Ω resistor (2)
•	1 μF capacitor (2)
•	10 μF capacitor (2)
•	50 μF capacitor (2)

•	500 μF capacitor (2)
•	Bridging Plug (2)
•	Banana plug cord (8)
•	NPN signal transistor (1)
•	NPN power transistor
•	PNP power transistor
•	Full wave bridge rectifier
•	100 kohm variable resistor
•	Microphone
•	Speaker (piezo buzzer)
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MAGNETICS KIT 1
EIRQ07
This system explores the shape and direction of magnetic fields as well as 
the relationship between electricity and magnetism.

Changing currents to induce magnetism is explored and right hand rules 
are discovered.

Students will learn how diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic 
substances behave in a magnetic fields. Students will practice plotting 
magnetic field lines and explore magnetic fields when a coil or loop 
provides an induced field. Student can also use moving magnets to induce 
a current in a coil or loop. Student answer pages and teacher instructions 
with answers are included. This system also includes a bar magnet holder 
with acrylic shield for sprinkling iron filings, easy to use and clean single 
loop, five loop, straight wire, and solenoids mounted in acrylic.

Example Activities
•	Diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and 

ferromagnetic
•	Substances
•	Predicting magnetic field lines
•	Current induces a magnetic field
•	A magnetic field induces a current
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List of Components:
•	Bar magnets (2)
•	Iron filings (300g)
•	Support for acrylic plate
•	Clear acrylic plate to hold 

permanent magnets
•	Single coil and 5 coil in 

acrylic plate
•	Ferromagnetic bars (2)
•	Paramagnetic aluminum ring 

(25mm) in diameter

•	Push switch
•	D-Cell battery holders (3)
•	Magnetic needle probe
•	Plastic funnel
•	Straight wire conductor in 

acrylic plate
•	Long solenoid conductor in 

clear acrylic plate
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ELECTRICITY KIT 1
EIRQ08
This system includes almost everything you would need for an introductory 
high school or freshman level college level circuits course.

It includes over 100 pages of teachers instructions, suggested activities, 
student experiments with student answer sheets, and teachers instructions 
and answers.

Students will begin constructing simple circuits and learn how to use 
voltmeters and ammeters. Then they will make voltage dividers using 
potentiometers. There are activities on Ohm’s Law, how current, voltage, 
resistance, and capacitors behave in series and parallel circuits. Students 
can build and explore RC circuits, learn Kirchhoff’s Laws, and even explore 
electromagnetic induction. Manuals include circuit diagrams as well as 
detailed pictures of how to set up the circuit boards.

Example Activities
•	Simple electric circuit 

with switches
•	Voltmeter use
•	The voltage divider
•	Ammeter use
•	Potentiometer as a 

variable resistor
•	Ohm’s Law and the 

voltametric method
•	Series resistance 

circuit
•	Parallel resistance 

circuit 

•	Kirchhoff’s First Law
•	Kirchhoff’s Second 

Law
•	Series Capacitance 

circuit
•	Parallel Capacitance 

circuit
•	RC circuit: Charging
•	RC circuit: 

Discharging
•	Magnetic field of a 

wire
•	Magnetic field of a 

coil
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List of Components:
•	Board for Electricity and 

Electronics
•	Analog Voltmeter (0-15 V, 

0-1.5 V)
•	Analog Ammeter (0-500 mA, 

0-50 mA)
•	100 Ω resistor (4)
•	220 Ω resistor (2)
•	470 Ω resistor (2)
•	1 k Ω resistor (2)
•	4.7 k Ω resistor (2)
•	10 k Ω resistor (2)
•	100 Ω potentiometer
•	1000 μF capacitor (2)
•	Lamp holder for E10 bulbs (4)
•	Bridging Plug (4)
•	Two cell holder
•	Single cell holder

•	10 mH inductor (coil)
•	Compass
•	Toggle switch
•	Push button switch
•	Lamp bulb E10, 3.5 V (4)
•	Lamp bulb E10, 6 V (4)
•	Lamp bulb E10, 12 V (4)
•	Cylindrical magnet
•	Ferromagnetic core (hexagonal 

steel screw & nut)
•	Banana plug cord, 25 cm, 

red (2)
•	Banana plug cord, 25 cm, 

black (2)
•	Banana plug cord, 50 cm, 

red (1)
•	Banana plug cord, 50 cm, 

black (1)
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ELECTRICITY KIT 2
EIRQ09
This system builds upon the concepts learned in EIRQ08 Electricity 
System 1.

More practical uses of circuits are explored.

The included components and instruction manual allow students to 
discover how stepup and stepdown transformers work, to configure motors 
in different useful ways, and to set up circuits similar to what is found in 
home circuitry using single pole double throw switches.

Instructions include schematic diagrams and student answer sheets, along 
with teacher answers and pictures of how the circuit boards could look 
when set up properly.

Example Activities
•	Psychrometry
•	Hot Tea Problem
•	Specific Heat of 

Several Metals
•	Specific Heat of 

Water
•	Expansion of Water
•	Heat of Fusion
•	Linear Expansion of 

a Solid 

•	Phase Transitions 
and Cooling Curves

•	Heat Conduction in 
a Rod

•	Convective Heat 
Transfer

•	Pulse Glass
•	Expansion of Gas
•	Expansion of Liquid
•	Thermocouple
•	Thermostat
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List of Components:
•	Iron Core
•	Transformer Base
•	600 Turn Coil
•	1200 Turn Coil
•	Motor Model
•	DC Electric Motor (2)
•	Plastic Propeller

•	Rubber Tube
•	Bridging Plug (2)
•	Piezoelectric Buzzer
•	Toggle Switch
•	Push-button Switch
•	SPDT Switch (2)
•	Relay, 6-12 V
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MAGNETICS KIT 2
EIRQ10
This is the most basic system for high school or middle school students just 
starting to learn about magnets. A wide variety of magnets are included 
for endless possibilities of experiments.

Each magnet is made of different materials, in different shapes, and with 
different magnetic field strengths.

Students can explore magnetic field lines in 2D and 3D with included 
magnetic field chambers and plotting compasses.

A complete instruction manual will help students to explore magnetism 
through inquiry. Instructions include student answer pages to photocopy 
along with teacher answers and historical background. Also included are 
models of Earth’s magnetic field, a floating magnetic ring stand, and a 
tube and magnet for discovering Eddy currents.

Example Activities
•	Psychrometry
•	Hot Tea Problem
•	Specific Heat of 

Several Metals
•	Specific Heat of 

Water
•	Expansion of Water
•	Heat of Fusion
•	Linear Expansion of 

a Solid 

•	Phase Transitions 
and Cooling Curves

•	Heat Conduction in 
a Rod

•	Convective Heat 
Transfer

•	Pulse Glass
•	Expansion of Gas
•	Expansion of Liquid
•	Thermocouple
•	Thermostat
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List of Components:
•	Floating magnets with base 

support (ferrite)
•	Neodymium magnet (diameter 

20mm x 6mm) (5)
•	Aluminum foil for Eddy current
•	Magnetic field chamber 2D
•	Magnetic field chamber 3D
•	Pocket compass (45mm 

diameter)
•	Plotting compass (10)
•	U shaped magnet with keeper 

(chrome steel)
•	Horseshoe magnet with 

keeper 75mm (chrome steel)
•	Horseshoe magnet with 

keeper 30mm (Alnico)
•	Earth’s magnetic model 

(wooden ball, 55mm diameter)
•	Plastic cased bar magnets 

80mm (2)

•	Chrome steel bar magnets 
with keepers 100mm (2)

•	Ferrite bar magnets (dull gray) 
(2)

•	Alnico bar magnets (red) 40 
mm (2)

•	Ring magnets 18mm diameter 
(Ferrite) (5)

•	Cylindrical steel bar (small 
groove at the top)

•	Cylindrical stainless steel bar 
(no groove)

•	Steel hook
•	Ferromagnetic chain (2.0 

meters long)
•	Iron filings (300 grams)
•	Iron sphere 19mm
•	Plastic caliper
•	Cylindrical magnets 6mm x 

25mm (2)
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EISCO Sensors

The Eisco sensors platform was designed for the classroom with ever-changing needs in mind. Users can select from three different 
operational settings, allowing you to tailor the platform to your unique experiment needs.

Handheld Mode, as the name implies, allows students to collect and analyze data directly onto the Eisco Sensors Base Unit while on 
the move. This setting allows students to hone their scientific skills with as little restrictions as possible.

USB Mode is an alternate option for analyzing data on a larger screen. This is especially helpful for teachers who are reviewing results 
with the class post-experiment. The Base Unit connects directly to a computer where experiments can be uploaded and analyzed.

Wi-Fi Mode, is accessible with the purchase of the Eisco Sensors Wi-Fi Module, and allows data to be streamed directly to laptops, 
tablets, and smart phones. Wi-Fi mode is extremely helpful for collecting field or classroom data without the need to interact directly 
with the Base Unit.

Browser Based Seamless Connection To Any Device

Universal Compatibility What Do You Need

What Are Teachers Saying?

• No software needed

• No apps needed

• Data sent to browser

• Stream data to any device

• Stream data to multiple devices at once

• No internet connect needed

PC or Chromebook

Apple

Smartphone / Tablet Base Unit Sensor Wi� Module

“Spend more time doing science,
less time setting up and hassling

with technology”
“Completely intuitive for students”

“More science can be
demonstrated and learned

in less time”
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EISCO Base Handheld
ESB101
The Eisco sensors platform was designed for the classroom with ever-
changing needs in mind. Users can select from three different operational 
settings, allowing you to tailor the platform to your unique experiment 
needs. This handheld unit is the center of the system.  Any Eisco sensor 
can be connected to it, and it in turn can be used stand alone, tethered 
to a computer, or streaming data wifi to any device. Specifications: - 
Built in ambient temperature sensor. - Full color touch screen - Internal 
rechargeable battery.

EISCO Voltage Sensor
ESP101
The Eisco sensors platform was designed for the classroom with ever-
changing needs in mind. Users can select from three different operational 
settings, allowing you to tailor the platform to your unique experiment 
needs. This handheld unit is the center of the system.  Any Eisco sensor 
can be connected to it, and it in turn can be used stand alone, tethered 
to a computer, or streaming data wifi to any device. Specifications: - 
Built in ambient temperature sensor. - Full color touch screen - Internal 
rechargeable battery.
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EISCO Current Sensor
ESP102
Introduce and explore electricity concepts and safely measure electrical 
current with the Eisco Sensors Voltage Sensor. This sensor easily and 
accurately measures the current of electronic circuits using two banana 
plugs, included with the sensor. Requires Eisco Sensors Base Unit, 
available separately.

Possible applications include: Testing batteries and electronic circuits, 
measuring chemical cells, studying electronic components, and more.

Range: -2.5A to 2.5A
Resolution: 1 mA
Sample Rate: 3000

EISCO Temperature Sensor
ESP103
One of the most versatile sensors for a variety of grade levels and teaching 
topics, the Eisco Sensors Temperature Sensor makes it easy for students to 
collect valuable thermal data to supplement a wide variety of experiments. 
Requires Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available separately.

Some possible applications include: Building your own thermometer, earth 
and weather science studies, studying chemical reactions, and more.

Range:
•	-40 to 140 Celsius •	-40 to 284 Fahrenheit

Resolution:
•	0.01 Celsius •	0.01 Fahrenheit

Max Sampling:
•	100 S/sec

EISCO Light Sensor
ESP104
Measure the intensity of light in the darkest of classrooms to brightest 
school yards with the Eisco Sensors Light Sensor. It’s easier than ever for 
students to collect and record light data for experimentation and analysis. 
Requires Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available separately.

Possible applications include: Earth science and weather science studies, 
behavior of light and light filters, photosynthesis, and many more.

Range / Resolution:
0-1,000 lx / 1 lx
0-6,000 lx / 6 lx
0-150,000 lx / 150 lx
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EISCO pH Sensor
ESP105
pH measurements are fast, reliable, and safe with the Eisco Sensors pH 
Sensor. This flexible and durable sensor allows students to easily measure 
the pH of pure chemicals and dynamic chemical reactions alike. Range: 0 
– 14 pH; Resolution 0.01 pH. Requires Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available 
separately.

Possible applications include: Analysis of chemical reactions in real time, 
Analysis of static chemicals, Environmental monitoring, and Water quality 
testing.

Range: 0-14pH
Resolution: 0.01 pH
Sample Rate: 100 S/sec

EISCO Pressure Sensor
ESP106
Explore properties of gas and easily incorporate hands-on digital data 
collection with the Eisco Sensors Pressure Sensor. This durable sensor 
connects easily to a variety of containers and apparatus, making it 
easy to use with any lesson. Requires Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available 
separately.
Range   Resolution:
0 to 7atm   0.01atm
0 to 100 psi  0.1 psi
0 to 700 kPa  0.1 kPa
0 to 7 bar  0.01 bar

Sample Rate: 100 S/sec

EISCO Force Sensor
ESP107
Demonstrate force, gravity, and energy in a way that’s safe, hands-on and 
fun with the Eisco Sensors Force Sensor. The unique design of this sensor 
enables both pushing and pulling experiments so students can see, feel, 
and understand force concepts while measuring data digitally.  Requires 
Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available separately.

Possible applications include: Beginning force measurements, Spring 
forces, Friction analysis, Gravitational force analysis, and more.

Range:
•	-10 N to 10 N •	-50 N to 50 N

Resolution: 0.01N

Sample Rate: 3000 S/sec
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EISCO Sound Sensor
ESP108
Explore the science of sound while measuring both intensity and waves 
with the Eisco Sensors Sound Sensor. Two operational modes make it 
easy to measure both sound-pressure (decibels) and frequency. Requires 
Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available separately.

Possible applications include: Measuring the noise level of a classroom, 
examining the frequency of a car horn, studying the nature of sound 
waves, and many more.

Range / Resolution: 
•	40 - 110 dB / 0.1 dB •	0 - 4,095 Signal / 1

Sample Rate: 10,000 S/sec

EISCO Motion Sensor
ESP109
Explore properties of gas and easily incorporate hands-on digital data 
collection with the Eisco Sensors Pressure Sensor. This durable sensor 
connects easily to a variety of containers and apparatus, making it 
easy to use with any lesson. Requires Eisco Sensors Base Unit, available 
separately.
Range   Resolution:
0 to 7atm   0.01atm
0 to 100 psi  0.1 psi
0 to 700 kPa  0.1 kPa
0 to 7 bar  0.01 bar

Sample Rate: 100 S/sec

EISCO WIFI Module
ESPWIFI
Wi-Fi Mode, is accessible with the purchase of the Eisco Sensors Wi-Fi 
Module, and allows data to be streamed directly to laptops, tablets, 
and smart phones.  Wi-Fi mode is extremely helpful for collecting field or 
classroom data without the need to interact directly with the Base Unit. 

Eisco Sensors can be run and viewed from any Wi-Fi enabled device 
such as an iPad, iPhone, laptop, Android, or other Wi-Fi enabled devices. 
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EISCO Sensor Pack
ESENSPK
Consists of the Handheld base Unit one of each of the sensors (current, 
light, motion, force, temperature, pressure, pH, voltage and sound), and 
the Wi-Fi module. It’s easier for students to collect and record data for 
experimentation and analysis. Choose from one of the 9 sensors included 
to add technology to a variety of hands-on STEM lessons for every topic. 
Just collect & connect Start collecting digital data in an instant. Simply 
insert any of the Eisco Add-On sensors into the Base Unit. No calibration 
is required. Connect to any device, with our Wi-Fi module. Eisco Sensors 
Platform offers universal connectivity no matter which device you use, 
whether your classroom is equipped with a PC, Mace, iPad, Android 
tablet, smartphone or any combination of these. By using the Wi-Fi 
module, you can connect the base unit (and sensors) to any device by 
using the hotspot created. It is still possible to use the USB cable to directly 
connect the base unit to the classroom computer.
Designed for beginner users. Durable and user-friendly with an intuitive 
touch screen interface. the Eisco Sensors Platform is the ideal starter set for 
first-time probeware users – both student and teachers!

Voltage Sensor Kit
ESP101-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the voltage sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor measures voltages across various resistive, capacitive 
and inductive components, as well as those of photovoltaic cells, 
batteries and power supplies. This sensor can also be used to measure 
electrode potentials and to investigate the charging and discharging of 
capacitors.
When used in conjunction with the, the dependence of the current flowing 
on the applied voltage can be studied in various electric circuits.
This sensor can be used to measure low voltage AC and DC circuits. 
With its 4 mm plugs, it can easily be connected into electric circuits. It can 
also measure, using a step-down transformer, the AC voltage of the main 
supply and check its frequency 50/60 Hz (the input is limited to ±20 V).
Items needed
•	EISCO Voltage Sensor — ESP101 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
Items included
•	Electrode for Student Cell - Aluminium — PH0927A — 1
•	Electrode for Student Cell - Carbon Rod — PH0927D — 1
•	Electrode for Student Cell - Copper — PH0927E — 1
•	Electrode for Student Cell - Nickel — PH0927G — 1
•	Electrode for Student Cell - Zinc — PH0927I — 1
•	Electrode for Student Cell - Iron — PH0927J — 1
•	4mm Alligator Clip - Red — PH0962A — 1
•	4mm Alligator Clip - Black — PH0962B — 1
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Current Sensor Kit
ESP102-KIT
Part of Eisco series of hand held sensors, the current sensor allows students 
to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor can be used to measure the current in parallel or series 
branches of low voltage AC and DC circuits and also to investigate the 
dependence of the current flow through components on the voltage across 
them.
With its 4 mm plugs it can easily be connected into electric circuits.
Items needed
•	EISCO Current Sensor — ESP102 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
Items included
•	Energy Conversion Kit — PH1321A — 1

Temperature Sensor Kit
ESP103-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the temperature sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This is one of our most versatile sensors. It can be used in biology to 
monitor ecological systems, microbiological cultures and to study the effect 
of temperature on photosynthesis and enzymatic reactions. In chemistry, to 
study exothermic or endothermic reactions and how the rate of reaction is 
affected by temperature; in physics it can be used to study heat/energy 
transfer.
The sensitive element is within a 180 mm long, 3.2 mm diameter stainless 
steel tube. This sensor can be used for temperature measurements in solids, 
liquids or gases.
Items needed
•	EISCO Temperature Sensor — ESP103 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
•	Cylinder Graduated PP 100ml — CH0354D — 1
•	Digital Timer — 1
Items included
•	Solar Furnance — PH0467SF — 1
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Light Sensor Kit
ESP104-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the light sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor is very versatile with applications in many areas of the natural 
sciences. It can be used to study photosynthesis in biology, light-emitting 
chemical reactions in chemistry, the effect of changing voltage on a light-
bulb’s output in physics and more.
This sensor measures illumination with three ranges; it can be used in low 
light environments such as in a classroom, or high light environments as in 
daylight outdoors.
With both fast and slow modes, it can be used to measure fast light 
changes such as those produced by light bulbs connected to an AC 
supply, as well as the almost steady levels outside on a sunny day.
Items needed
•	EISCO Light Sensor — ESP104 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
Items included
•	Metalware Set — MTST1 — 2
•	Light Box and Optical Set — PH0615 — 1
•	Battery Eliminator — PH0971A — 1
•	Connecting Lead 4mm - Red — PH1055D — 1
•	Connecting Lead 4mm - Black — PH1055C — 1
•	Aluminium Foil — 1
•	Black Cardboard Paper — 1

pH Sensor Kit
ESP105-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the pH sensor allows students 
to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor can be used to measure the static pH values of common liquids 
(water, milk, soft drinks, vinegar, etc.) as well as the changing values in 
titrations or experiments such as those looking at the effect of antacids.
The pH sensor is designed for long life in a variety of general purpose 
situations. Its sealed reference system and gel fill make it easy to use and 
maintain. With an epoxy body it is a durable electrode for use both in the 
laboratory and in the field.
Items needed
•	EISCO pH Sensor — ESP105 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
•	6 Various Chemical Substances - powederd detergent, baking soda, 

soda, milk, lemon juice, vinegar, tap water — 1
•	Distilled Water — 1
•	pH 7 Buffer Solution — 1
•	Masking Tape — 1
Items included
•	Basic Lab Supply Pack — CH0871 — 1
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Pressure Sensor Kit
ESP106-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the pressure sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor can be used to monitor chemical reactions that involve gases 
and to investigate both Boyle’s Law and the Gay-Lussac’s Law for ideal 
gases. It can also prove useful in studies of weather phenomena and yeast 
fermentation.
The pressure sensor is located in a plastic box. The sensing part is 
connected to a plastic tube for connection to pressure sources such as a 
syringe via an adapter.
Items needed
•	EISCO Pressure Sensor — ESP106 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit ESB101 — 1
Items included
•	Boyle’s Law Apparatus — PH0145A — 1
•	Rubber Tubing, length 5cm, inner dia 3mm — 1

Force Sensor Kit
ESP107-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the force sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor can measure the mass to weight relationship and study 
how different pulley systems affect the effort needed to lift weights. It can 
also be used to measure push/pull forces and impacts. There is a hook 
at the bottom of the force sensor that can be connected to various pulling 
loads.
The sensor can be hung from a universal laboratory stand via a rod 
through the hole in it.
This sensor can be operated facing upwards, downwards or at any 
intermediate (including horizontal) position.
Items needed
•	EISCO Force Sensor — ESP107 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
•	Digital Scale or Balance — 1
Items included
•	Inclined Plane — PH0339 — 1
•	Hall’s Carriage — PH0343A — 1
•	Metalware Set — MTST1 — 1
•	String 40cm — 1
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Sound Sensor Kit
ESP108-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the sound sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor has two modes of operation. In slow mode it can be used 
to measure sound-pressure level in decibels. In fast mode it can display 
waveforms of different sound sources such as tuning forks and wind-chimes 
so that period and frequency can be determined.
With two sound sensors, the velocity of propagation of sound in various 
media could be determined by timing a pulse traveling between them.
The sound sensor is located in a plastic box accessible to the atmosphere 
via a hole in its side.
Items needed
•	EISCO Sound Sensor — ESP108 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
Items included
•	Pair of Tuning Fork — PH0742A — 1

Motion Sensor Kit
ESP109-KIT
Part of the Eisco series of hand held sensors, the motion sensor allows 
students to record and graph data in experiments on the go.
This sensor uses an ultrasonic transducer to transmit an ultrasonic wave 
and measure the time of the echo return. In this way, the sensor measures 
the distance to an article located against it.
Using the module software, it is able to calculate also the object’s velocity 
and acceleration. Therefore the sensor has three modes of operations: 
Distance, Velocity and Acceleration.
Items needed
•	EISCO Motion Sensor — ESP109 — 1
•	EISCO Base Handheld Unit — ESB101 — 1
•	Balance or Digital Scale — 1
Items inlcuded
•	Base Retort Stand — CH0654A — 1
•	Stainless Steel Rod, 100 cm — CH0659D — 1
•	Pendulum Clamp — PH0308 — 1
•	Harmonic Motion Spring — PH0713 — 1
•	Slotted Mass Set - SS — PH0037HSS — 1
•	Slotted Mass Hanger - SS 100g — PHSSH100 — 1
•	String or Long Twist Tie  — 1
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Balance Hydrostatic
For finding out the specific gravities by Archimedes Principle. Provided with two 
long and one short pan, adjustable at any height on the stand by means of a set 
screw. Large scale visible at a great distance. Mounted on polished wooden base with 
levelling screws.
Capacity : 250 g  Sensitivity : 5 mg

Code Specs

PH0011 Balance Hydrostatic

Balance Lever
A direct reading, single pan balance with its scale in the form of a quadrant. The arc 
scale is graduated in dual ranges of 0-250 x 1 g and 0-1000 x 5 g which can be 
set using the weight arm provided. Cast aluminium frame with all steel parts chrome 
plated. Leveling screw for zero adjustment.
Size : 29 x 23 x 6 cm. Weight : 500g approx.

Code Specs

PH0016 Balance Lever- Dual range

Balance Basic
To teach students for mass measurement, lightweight, durable, easy to use. Zero 
adjustment ensures accuracy. Pans are interchangeable and easily removable for 
pouring, cleaning and storing. Dual pointers are provided for viewing result from 
either side of the balance. Colours may vary. Capacity 2000 g. Readability 0.5 g. 
Mass Set must be purchased separately.

Code Specs

PH0005A

PH0005B

Balance Basic

Mass Set for use with above 1 x 50 g 2 x 20 g 1 x 10 g 1 x 5 
g 2 x 2 g 1 x 1 g. Supplied in case.

Balances

1

2

2

1

3

4

4

3
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Balances Spring & Electronic & Newton Scale

Balance Spring – Dial Type
Dial type, circular scale, 6 inches with suspension and load hooks, with zero adjuster.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0018A

PH0018C

PH0018B

10 kg 50 g

50 kg 200 g

25 kg 100 g1

Balance Compression
Useful for weighing chemicals and general purposes. Made of plastic body with wide 
view dial and easily readable scale. Most durable and provided with zero adjustment 
knob.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0020A

PH0020C

PH0020D

PH0020B

5 g

10 g

25 g

500 g

2 kg

5 kg

1000 g 5 g

2

Balance Electronic
Pan size 15x17 cm. Operates on 220V AC supply & battery. Supplied with adapter.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0021 0.1 g2 kg4

4

5

Balance Electronic
Pan Size 14.5 cm dia. Auto shut off & zero tracking. 5 digit Large LCD display.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0021G 0.01 g500 g5

2

Newton Scale Platform
Range 1275 N X 5 N
Platform size 240 mm X 240 mm. Overall size 260 X 255 X 255 mm.

Code Specs

NPS/EIS Newton Scale Platform3
3

1
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Balances Spring

Balance Spring - Economy
Polystyrene body with large, easily read flat scales, zero adjustable devices having 
anodized metal scale is provided.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0022A

PH0022C

PH0022D

PH0022E

PH0022B

2 g

10 g

20 g

40 g

100 g / 1 N

500 g / 5 N

1000 g / 10 N

2000 g / 20 N

250 g / 2.5 N 5 g

Balances Spring – Dual Scale Transparent
Acrylic body, similar in construction to PH0022 but much superior in quality & finish.

Balances Spring
Pocket size, moulded in tough ABS plastic, reading scale on both faces. Length 85 mm. 
Width 25 mm.

Balances Spring - Extra strength
Made of unbreakable nylon, incorporates overload protection and an inbuilt tare 
screw for zero adjustment.

Code

Code

Code

Capacity

Capacity

Specs

Resolution/Sub-division

Resolution/Sub-division

PH0024A

PH0028A

PH0031A

PH0024C

PH0028C

PH0031C

PH0024D

PH0028D

PH0031D

PH0024E

PH0028E

PH0024B

PH0028B

PH0031B

2 g

10 g

10 g

40 g

20 g

80 g

40 g

200 g

100 g / 1 N

500 g / 5 N

1000 g / 10 N

2000 g / 20 N

250 g / 2.5 N

250 g

1 kg x 10 g

1 kg

5 kg x 50 g

2 kg

10 kg x 100 g

5 kg

500 g

2 kg x 20 g

5 g

20 g

2

2

3

4

4

3

1

1
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Balances Spring

Newton Meters / Dynamometer
Plastic, tubular Newton spring balances. Each range is colour coded for convenience, 
and is scaled in both Grams and Newton’s. The spring mechanism is clearly visible and 
zero adjustment is incorporated.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0033A

PH0033C

PH0033D

PH0033F

PH0033E

PH0033G

PH0033B

2 g

10 g

20 g

50 g

40 g

100 g

100 g / 1 N

500 g / 5 N

1 kg / 10 N

3 kg / 30 N

2 kg / 20 N

5 kg / 50 N

250 g / 2.5 N 5 g

1

1

Push Pull Balances - Clear Tubular
These scales are dual calibrated. Use grams for a mass activity and newtons for a 
force activity.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0035A

PH0035D

PH0035C

PH0035G

PH0035B

PH0035E

250 g / 2.5 N

2 kg / 20 N

5 g

40 g

1 kg / 10 N

5 kg / 50 N

20 g

100 g

500 g / 5 N

3 kg / 30 N

10 g

60 g

2

2

Dynamometer - High resolution - Economy
These plastic newton meters have a better resolution than PH0033 series. A longer 
scale enables easier readability between the graduation.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0036A

PH0036D

PH0036C

PH0036F

PH0036G

PH0036B

PH0036E

1 N

10 N

0.02 N

0.2 N

5 N

30 N

50 N

0.1 N

0.5 N

1 N

2.5 N

20 N

0.05 N

0.4 N

3

3
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Balances Spring

Dynamometer - High resolution - Aluminium
These high resolution, aluminum spring balances are classroom quality.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0036AAL

PH0036DAL

PH0036CAL

PH0036FAL

PH0036GAL

PH0036BAL

PH0036EAL

100 g / 1 N

1 kg / 10 N

2 g

20 g

500 g / 5 N

3 kg / 30 N

5 kg / 50 N

10 g

50 g

100 g

250 g / 2.5 N

2 kg / 20 N

5 g

40 g

1

Dynamometer - Premium - Heavy Duty - Aluminium
High resolution, aluminium, heavy duty balances.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0036AALPRM

PH0036AAL01PRM

PH0036DALPRM

PH0036CALPRM

PH0036GALPRM

PH0036HALPRM

PH0036BALPRM

PH0036AAL02PRM

PH0036EALPRM

1N / 100g

0.1N / 10g

10N / 1kg

0.02N/2g

0.002N/0.2g

0.2N/20g

5N / 500g

50N / 5kg

100N / 10kg

0.1N/10g

1.0N/100g

2.0N/200g

2N / 200g

0.2N / 20g

20N / 2kg

0.04N/4g

0.004N/0.4g

0.4N/40g

2

2

1

Dynamometer - Premium Range
All metal parts made of Stainless Steel. Acrylic casing, easy to read and available in 
different colors.

Code Capacity Resolution/Sub-division

PH0036PRA

PH0036PRD

PH0036PRD01

PH0036PRC

PH0036PRF

PH0036PRH

PH0036PRI

PH0036PRB

PH0036PRE

PH0036PRG

0.1N / 10g

2N / 200g

2.5N / 250g

0.002N/0.2g

0.04N/4g

0.05N/5g

1N / 100g

10N / 1kg

50N / 5kg

100N / 10kg

0.02N/2g

0.2N/20g

1.0N/100g

2.0N/200g

0.2N / 20g

5N / 500g

20N / 2kg

0.004N/0.4g

0.1N/10g

0.4N/40g

3

3
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Balance Weights – AW
Polished Brass, in hardwood case with hinged lid. Divided compartment with dust 
cover holds nickel silver and aluminium fractions. With chrome plated brass forceps.

Code Capacity

PH0034A

PH0034D

PH0034C

PH0034B

PH0034E

1 mg to 100 g

1 mg to 1000 g

1 mg to 500 g

1 mg to 200 g

1 mg to 2000 g

1

1
Balance Weights – Spare
Polished Brass, supplied individually.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PH0034SW1 PH0034SW6

PH0034SW4 PH0034SW9

PH0034SW3 PH0034SW8

PH0034SW2 PH0034SW7

PH0034SW5 PH0034SW10

1 g 50 g

10 g 500 g

4 g 200 g

2 g 100 g

20 g 1000 g

2

2

Balance Weight - PW
Polished Brass, supplied with wooden block, as illustrated.

Code Specs

PH0037A

PH0037C

PH0037B

Capacity 500 g

Comprising 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, x 20 g, 
2 x 10 g, 1 x 5 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 1 g

Capacity 1000 g

Comprising 1 x 500 g, 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, 
1 x 20 g, 2 x 10 g, 1 x 5 g, 2 x 2 g,1 x 1 g

Capacity 2000 g

Comprising 1 x 1000 g, 1 x 500 g, 1 x 200g, 2 x 100 
g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 20 g, 2 x 10 g, 1 x 5 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 1g

3

3

4

4

Balances Weights

Balance Weight - Stainless Steel - Euro Design
Stainless Steel with marked weight, supplied in a wooden block, as illustrated.

Code Specs

PHBWUR1

PHBWUR3

PHBWUR2

Capacity 500 g

Comprising 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 20 g, 
2 x 10 g, 1 x 5 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 1 g

Capacity 1000 g

Comprising 1 x 500 g, 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 
x 20 g, 2 x 10 g, 1 x 5 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 1 g

Capacity 2000 g

Comprising 1 x 1000 g, 1 x 500 g, 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 
g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 20 g, 2 x 10 g, 1 x 5 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 1g

5

6

5
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Balances Weights

Balance Weight - Stainless Steel
Same as above but a different shape weights, supplied with wooden block, as 
illustrated.

Code Capacity

PH0037ASS

PH0037CSS

PH0037BSS

500 g

2000 g

1000 g

1

2

Hooked Weights
Brass hooks at both ends. Recessed bottoms to enable the weights to be hooked 
together. The bottom is flat when placed on a flat surface. Set of 9 weights, 10-1000 
g in wooden block.

Code Capacity

PH0037D

PH0037-ECO

Hooked Weights

Same as PH0037D but with weights of 1 kg and 500 g 
in steel.

5

Balance Weight - Spare
Same as above but a different shape weights, supplied with wooden block, as 
illustrated.

Brass Stainless Steel Capacity

PHBWSBR1

PHBWSBR4

PHBWSBR7

PHBWSBR3

PHBWSBR6

PHBWSBR9

PHBWSBR10

PHBWSBR2

PHBWSBR5

PHBWSBR8

PHBWSSS1

PHBWSSS4

PHBWSSS7

1 g

10 g

100 g

PHBWSSS3

PHBWSSS6

PHBWSSS9

PHBWSSS10

5 g

50 g

500 g

1000 g

PHBWSSS2

PHBWSSS5

PHBWSSS8

2 g

20 g

200 g

3 4

1

2

5

3

4

Hooked Weights - Stainless Steel (Metric-Grams)
Stainless Steel hooks at both ends. Recessed bottoms to enable the weights to be 
hooked together. The bottom is flat when placed on a flat surface. Set of 9 weights, 
10-1000 g in wooden block.

Code Capacity

PH0037DSS

PH0037DSSECO

Hooked Weights- Capacity 1000 g

Same as PH0037DSS but with weights of 1 kg and

500 g in steel.

6

6
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Balances Weights & Slotted

Masses - Slotted
Solid Brass. Accurate machined masses placed on a plastic and metal rack with handle.

Code Specs

PH0037F

PH0037H

PH0037I

PH0037G

Set of 8. 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 100 g, 
2 x 200 g and 1 x 500 g. Total 1100 g.

Set of 10. 1 x 10 ,g 2 x 20 g, 1 x 50 g, 5 x 100 g and 
1 x 500 g. Total 1100 g.

Set of 12. 1 x 1 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 5 g, 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 
1 x 50 g, 1 x 100 g, 2 x 200 g, 1 x 500 g. Total 1110 g.

Set of 14. 1 x 1 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 5 g, 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 1 
x 50 g, 5 x 100 g and 1 x 500 g. Total 1110 g.

6

6

Hooked Weights - Stainless Steel (Newton)
Set of nine hooked stainless steel weights are individually calibrated and inscribed 
with capacity. Supplied in a wooden block. Capacity 1 x 0.1 N, 2 x 0.2N, 
1 x 0.5N, 1x1N, 2 x 2N, 1x5N and 1 x 10N.

Code Capacity

PH0037ENTN Hooked Weights - Newton1

1

Hooked Weights - Spare
Same as above but a different shape weights, supplied with wooden block, as 
illustrated.

Brass Stainless Steel Capacity

PHHWBR1

PHHWBR4

PHHWBR7

PHHWBR3

PHHWBR6

PHHWBR2

PHHWBR5

PHHWSS1

PHHWSS4

PHHWSS7

10 g

100 g

1000 g

PHHWSS3

PHHWSS6

50 g

500 g

PHHWSS2

PHHWSS5

20 g

200 g

2

2

3

3

Hooked Weights Spare - Iron
Same as above but a different shape weights, supplied with wooden block, as 
illustrated.

Brass Capacity

PHHWFE1

PHHWFE2

500 g

1000 g

4

4

5

5

Masses Slotted Spare - Brass
Accurate machined Brass masses available in following capacities.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PH0258G1 PH0258G5

PH0258G4 PH0258G8

PH0258G3 PH0258G7

PH0258G2 PH0258G6

2 g 50 g

20 g 500 g

10 g 200 g

5 g 100 g

7

7
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Balances Weights

Masses Slotted Hanger Spare - Brass
Each of these mass hangers features a top hook.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PH0258H1 PH0258H3

PH0258H2 PH0258H4

10 g 50 g

20 g 100 g

2

Hooked Iron Weight Set
Hooked iron weights with slot on the bottom.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

HKW10G HKW200

HKW20G

HKW100

HKW1000

10 g 200 g

20 g

100 g

1000 g

1

1

Masses Slotted - Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel. Accurate machined masses placed on a plastic and metal rack with 
handle.

Code Specs

PH0037FSS

PH0037HSS

PH0037ISS

PH0037GSS

Set of 8. 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 100 g, 
2 x 200 g and 1 x 500 g. Total 1100 g.

Set of 10. 1 x 10 ,g 2 x 20 g, 1 x 50 g, 5 x 100 g and 
1 x 500 g. Total 1100 g.

Set of 12. 1 x 1 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 5 g, 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 
1 x 50 g, 1 x 100 g, 2 x 200 g, 1 x 500 g. Total 1110 g.

Set of 14. 1 x 1 g, 2 x 2 g, 1 x 5 g, 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 1 
x 50 g, 5 x 100 g and 1 x 500 g. Total 1110 g.

3

3

3

Masses Slotted Spare - Stainless Steel

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PHMSSS01

PHMSSS02

PHMSSS04

PHMSSS03

PHMSSS05

PHMSSS06

PHMSSS07

PHMSSS09

PHMSSS08

1 g

2 g

10 g

5 g

20 g

50 g

100 g

500 g

200 g

4

4

Masses Slotted Hanger Spare - Stainless Steel
For use with SS Slotted masses upto 100g i.e. Cat. no. PHMSSS01-PHMSSS07.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PHSSH050 PHSSH10050 g 100 g5 6

Hanger - Special
Capacity 1500gm, 19.5 cm in length, weight 50 g with S.S. hook. For use with SS 
Slotted masses upto 500g i.e. Cat. no. PHMSSS01 - PHMSSS09.

Code Capacity

PH0037HGR 50 g7

5 6

7

2
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Balances Weights

Weighing Set on Tray
A combined set of accurate Steel and Brass weights are housed in a sturdy blue 
mounted tray. Provides for weighing objects from 10 g to 1990 g in 10 g increments. 
3 steel weights and 6 brass weights. Contents 1 of each 1 kg 500 g 200 g 50 g 20 g 
2 of each 100 g and 10 g with moulded tray.

Code Specs

PH0039AN8 Weighing Set on Tray4

Balance Weight Set
Each piece individually machined for high accuracy. Manufactured from Steel shafts. 
Supplied on wooden block.

Code Specs

PH0038A

PH0038C

PH0038B

Set of 5. 1 of each 1000 g 500 g 200 g 100 g and 50 g

Set of 8. 1 of each 500 g, 200 g, 50 g, 10 g and

2 of each 100 g and 20 g

Set of 13. 1 of each 1 kg, 500 g, 250 g, 40 g, 20 g, 5 g, 
1 g. 2 of each 100 g, 10 g, and 2 g (9 steel weights and 
4 brass weights supplied on wooden block.)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Primary Weight Set
These are polished and lacquered Brass weight sets fitted in a durable, hardwood 
storage block.

Code Specs

PH0043A One each of 1 g 5 g 20 g 50 g 100 g and two each of 
2g and 10 g

5

5 Slotted Set of Masses and Hanger - Brass
Set comprises masses of Brass with slots, brass hangers with hook. Fine finish, masses 
removable and replicable on hanger.

Code Specs

PH0258A

PH0258C

PH0258F

PH0258K

PH0258D

PH0258J

PH0258L

PH0258B

PH0258E

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 10 g.

Total 100 g

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 25 g.

Total 250 g

Set of one hanger 20g three weights 20 g one weight 10 
g and two weights 5 g. Total 100 g

Set of 4 weights, one hanger each of 50 g.

Total 250 g

Set of one hanger 50 g nine weights 20 g one weight 10 
g and two weights 5 g. Total 250g

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 20 g.

Total 200g

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 100 g.

Total 1000 g

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 50g.

Total 500 g

Set of 4 weights, one hanger each of 10g.

Total 50 g

6

8

7

8
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Balances Weights & Slotted Masses

Masses Slotted Hanger - Spare
Each of these mass hangers features a top hook.

Code CodeBrass Stainless Steel

PH0258H1

PH0258H3

PHSSH050

PH0258H2

PH0258H4

PHSSH100

10 g

50 g

50 g

20 g

100 g

100 g

2

Slotted Set of Masses and Hanger - Stainless Steel
Set comprises masses of Stainless Steel with slots, S.S. hangers with hook. Fine finish, 
masses removable and replicable on hanger.

Code Specs

PH0258MSS

PH0258OSS

PH0258NSS

Set of 4 weights, one hanger each of 50 g. Total 250 g

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 50 g. Total 500 g

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 100 g. Total 1000 g

1

1

3

Individual Hooked Weights - Brass

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PH0259A1

PH0259A3

PH0259A5

PH0259A2

PH0259A4

PH0259A6

PH0259A7

10 g

50 g

500 g

20 g

100 g

1000 g

200 g

4

4

2

3

Slotted Masses Set- Zinc Casted
Zinc die casted, powder coated and accuracy ±2%. Excellent alternate for expensive 
brass weights.

Code Specs

PHZNW010

PHZNW050

PHZNW200

PHZNW020H

PHZNW500SET

PHZNW100H

PHZNW100SET

PHZNW020

PHZNW100

PHZNW010H

PHZNW1000SET

PHZNW50H

PHZNW200SET

10 g

20 g

100 g

10 g hanger

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 100g. Total 1 kg

50 g hanger

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 20g. Total 200 g

50 g

200 g

20 g hanger

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 50g. Total 500 g

100 g hanger

Set of 9 weights, one hanger each of 10g. Total 100 g

5

5

6

7

8

8

9

9

7

6
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Slotted Kilogram Masses Set - Cast Iron
A set of slotted iron masses suitable for use with sonometers or other applications 
where a large load is required. The masses and hanger are finished in black color.

Code Specs

PH0264A Five-piece set consists of one each ½ kg 1 kg 5 kg and 
two of 2 kg weights. Finished in black enamel color. 
Weights are stackable. Total weight 10.5 kg.

1

1 Individual Slotted Weights - Cast Iron

Code Specs

PH0264B1

PH0264B3

PH0264B5

PH0264B100

PH0264B2

PH0264B4

PH0264B6

PH0264B200

Slotted Weights - ½ kg

Slotted Weights - 1 kg

Slotted Weights - 5 kg

Spare Hanger - 1 kg

Spare Weights - 200 g

Slotted Weights - 2 kg

Spare Hanger - 500 g

Spare Weights - 100 g

2

Masses - Iron
Hexagonal with lifting ring. Within international tolerance.

Code Specs

PH0268A

PH0268C

PH0268E

PH0268G

PH0268B

PH0268D

PH0268F

50 g

100 g

500 g

2000 g

200 g

1000 g

5000 g

3

3

2

Masses

Weights Flat - Brass - Spare
Supplied individually, with hooks on both sides.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PH0040A

PH0040C

PH0040D

PH0040B PH0040E

PH0040F

5 g

20 g

50 g

10 g 100 g

200 g

Weights Flat - Brass
Weights, Brass, Set of 9, with hooks on both sides as illustrated.
Capacity 500 g. 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 20 g, 2 x 10 g & 2 x 5 g.

Code Specs

PH0040 Weights Flat - Set of 95

Mass Set - Cast Iron without Hook
Hexagonal without lifting ring. Within international tolerance. Set includes : 2 x 50g 2 
x 100g 1 x 200g 1 x 500 g 1 x 1000 g and 1 x 2000 g.

Code Specs

PH0268H Mass Set - Cast Iron without Hook4
4

5
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Masses

Weights Hooked Non Rolling - Brass
This new weight block comprises of hexagonal non rolling weights with hooks which 
allow them to hang them together. This set comprises of 11 masses weighing from 1g 
upto 200 g with a total capacity of 500 g.

Code Specs

PH0041E Weights Hooked - Brass

Weights Hooked
Weights , Set of 10, with hooks on both sides.

Code Specs

PH0041A

PH0041C

PH0041B

PH0041D

Brass, Capacity 375 g. 5 X 25 g, 5 X 50 g.

Steel, Capacity 375 g.

Brass, Capacity 500 g. 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 
x 20 g, 2 x 10 g & 2 x 5 g.

Brass, Capacity 500 g. 1 x 200 g, 2 x 100 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 
x 20 g, 2 x 10 g & 2 x 5 g.

1

Weights Hooked Non Rolling Brass - Spare
Brass non rolling weights with hook supplied individually.

Code CodeSpecs Specs

PHNRWB1

PHNRWB3

PHNRWB4

PHNRWB2 PHNRWB5

PHNRWB6

5 g

20 g

50 g

10 g 100 g

200 g

4

4

Weights Hooked - Spare - Brass/Steel

Code - Brass CapacityCode - Steel

PH0041BR1 PH0041ST1

PH0041BR4 PH0041ST4

PH0041BR3 PH0041ST3

PH0041BR6 PH0041ST6

10 g

50 g

PH0041BR2 PH0041ST2

PH0041BR5 PH0041ST5

20 g

100 g

25 g

200 g

2

3

3

1

2

Weights Fractional
Made of special alloy 1 mg to 500 mg complete set in plastic case.

Code Specs

PH0042B Analytical - Weight Fractional5 5

Forceps
Brass curved, chrome plated, length 90 mm for balance weights.

Code Specs

PH0048 Forceps6 6
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Meter Scales

Meter Scale Wooden
One meter, graduated on both edges in centimeters and millimeters, one edge reading 
0 to 100 left to right, the other edge in reverse.

Code Specs

PH0064A

PH0064A-PR

PH0064B

PH0064B-PR

One Meter - Horizontal Reading - Economy

One Meter - Horizontal Reading - Premium

Half Meter - Horizontal Reading - Economy

Half Meter - Horizontal Reading - Premium

1

3

2

Meter Scale Wooden - Premium
Made in good quality wood, one meter, graduated on both edges in centimeters and 
millimeters, one edge reading 0 to 100 left to right, the other edge in reverse.

Code Specs

PH0064C

PH0064E

PH0064G

PH0064D

PH0064F

PH0064H

One Meter - Vertical Reading - zero top

One Meter - Metal end - Printed on both sides

Half Meter - One edge in cm and one edge in mm

Half Meter - Vertical Reading - zero top

Half Meter - Metal end - Printed on both sides

One Meter - cm Reading

3

2

4

4

1

Rules - Folding
Made of hardwood, Easy-to-read boldface figures and graduations. Graduated on 
one side in milli meters, reverse side reads in inches.

Code Specs

PH0073A

PH0073B

Rule Folding – 1 meters

Rule Folding – ½ meters

5

5

6

7

Rule Steel
Made of steel, graduated in centimeters and millimeters.

Code Specs

PH0072A

PH0072B

PH0072C

Rule Steel – 30 cm

Rule Steel – 60 cm

Rule Steel – 1 meter

6

7

8

8

Rule Flexible Steel
Multipurpose rules available in various lengths. Rust - proof, tempered, carbon-steel 
blade is covered with special enamel. 13mm width curved blades of tape provide 
rigidity, Locking-control secures tape positively.

Code Specs

PH0074A

PH0074C

PH0074B

2 Meters

5 Meters

3 Meters

9
9

10
10

NEW
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NEW

Vernier Callipers

Tape Measures
Both sides metric, or one side metric and other in feet-inches. Fiberglass with PVC 
covering, non-conducting, waterproof, washable and water-resistant. Case made of 
zinc-coated steel sheet, covered with vinyl and fitted with a flush winding-handle.

Code Specs

PH0076A

PH0076D

PH0076C

PH0076G

PH0076B

PH0076F

5 Meters

20 Meters

15 Meters

50 Meters

10 Meters

30 Meters

1

2

3

Vernier Calliper
Plated steel. Columbus type calliper enabling the user to read either inside, outside or 
depth measurements. With dual scale 0-12 cm x 0.1 mm. Imperial scale graduated to 
5 x 1/16” provided with thumb wheel for easy motion of jaws, in case.

Code Specs

PH0078A

PH0078C

PH0078B

Vernier Calliper - Steel

Vernier Calliper - Stainless Steel

Vernier Calliper - Plastic (Scale 0 - 16 cm)

4

5

6
Vernier Calliper - Digital
Accurately reads to .001”. Large, easy to read numbers. Instantly convert inches to 
millimeters and back again. Hardened stainless steel construction for durability and 
corrosion resistance. “Zero” button for two step measurements with calculations. Inside, 
Outside, depth and steel measurements. Free wheeling friction roller for repetitive & 
accurate readings. Lock for repetitive measurement. Includes battery and instructions.

Code Specs

PH0079A

PH0079B

Vernier Caliper - Digital

Vernier Caliper, Digital - Economy

6

7

Vernier Calliper
IME type, Improved design, plated steel with dual scale 0-15 cm x 0.1 mm and 6 x 
1/128”, provided with thumb movement for easy motion of jaws, in box.

Code Specs

PH0080 Vernier Calliper - IME type8

8

9

10

7

5

4

9

10

Vernier Calliper - Premium
IME type, carbon steel, fully hardened, with dual scale laser engraved graduations. 
0-15 cm x 0.5 mm and 6 x 1/128", 0-20 cm x 0.5 mm and 8 x 1/128".

Code Specs

PH0080/PRM

PH0081/PRM

Vernier Calliper - Premium

Vernier Calliper - Premium - 20 cm

1

2

3
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Micrometer Screw Gauge - Digital
Precise, six digit display converts instantly between English & Metric measure. 
Metric scale 0.25 mm English scale 0.1” Readout is 0.00005”/0.0012mm accuracy is 
0.001”/0.0025mm. Supplied in case with wrench & manual.

Code Specs

PH0087 Micrometer Screw Gauge - Digital

Vernier Caliper Demonstration Wooden
A very useful class demonstration wooden model used for teaching vernier reading. 
Length 600 mm. Vernier length 250 mm. Height 180 mm.

Code Specs

PH0077 Vernier Caliper Demonstration Model

Spherometer - Economy
For accurate measurement of the radius of curvature of spherical lenses. Three-pronged 
brass table with three pointed legs carries a vertical main scale from 10 - 0 - 10 mm on 
one of the prongs, and a micrometer scale on a brass disc with 100 divisions. The table 
has a screw at its center with a pitch of 1mm giving a least count of .01 mm.

Code Specs

PH0090A Spherometer - Economy

Micrometer Screw Gauge
Made of nickel plated brass, with ratchet top, accurately machined stainless steel rod. 
Range 0-25 x 0.01 mm, supplied in case.

Code Specs

PH0086A

PH0086B

Micrometer Screw Gauge

Micrometer Screw Gauge, Lock type

Spherometer Precision
As per Cat no. PH0090A but with a heavier circular table instead of three prongs. 
Supplied without glass plate.

Code Specs

PH0092 Spherometer Precision

11

2

3

4

5

5

66

4

2

3

Micrometers & Spherometers
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Opisometer
For measuring the length of curved lines, comprising a knurled wheel runs on a 
transversely mounted threaded spindle.

Trundle Wheel
Fast, simple way to measure long distances. Simply roll the wheel along the ground. 
The circumference of the wheel is 1 meter and with every revolution it produces an 
audible click. The scale is graduated in 1 cm divisions. Sturdy, plastic handle enables 
the user to walk while rolling the wheel.

Set of Geometrical Models - 16 pcs.
Consists of 16 pieces, contains various geometrical models and figures. Made of hard 
wood and supplied in wooden box.

Vernier Microscope
Horizontal and vertical scales of brass steel. The cast iron base is fitted with levelling 
screws with the top duly machined over which slides a metal carriage. Slide can be 
clamped at any position by means of clamping screw. A vertical slide operating in a 
similar way is fitted on the horizontal carriage. The microscope with rack and pinion is 
fitted on this vertical carriage and can be clamped in a vertical or horizontal position. 
Stage for placing objects for measurement is fitted with plate. Achromatic lenses have 
been used. Slides travel 210 mm horizontally and 160 mm vertically. Vernier reading 
0.01 mm. Supplied in wooden polished case with manual.

Vernier Microscope Intermediate
For schools and colleges. The carriage slides on a cast iron and carries the vernier, for 
measurements accuracy to 0.01 mm. The carriage has two locations for the microscope, 
one on the carriage top face and the other on the side enabling the microscope to 
be mounted with its axis in any one of three positions with respect to travel. The 
microscope is focused by a rack and pinion and is fitted with a glass crossing graticule 
and a draw tube. Scale 0 - 180 mm with a vernier reading to 0.01 mm eyepiece 10x 
Ramsden, objective, focal length 75 mm.
Supplied in wooden box.

Code

Code

Code

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0094

PH0095

PH0100

PH0096

PH0097

Opisometer 

Trundle Wheel

Geometrical Models - Set of 16

Vernier Microscope

Vernier Microscope Intermediate

5

4

3

3

2

2

1
1

4

5

Vernier Microscopes
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Set of Geometrical Models - 19 pcs.
Consists of 19 pieces, contains various geometrical models and figures. Made of hard 
wood and supplied in wooden box.

Code Specs

PH0101A Geometrical Models - Set of 191

Geometrical Models, Large Scale - Set of 6
Large high quality three dimensional model set comprising of a Cube, Cylinder, Sphere, 
Cone, Square Pyramid, and Cuboid. Average dimensions are 100 x100 x 100 mm (L 
X W X H). Set is great for early age students learning geometrical shapes and spacial 
recognition, to advanced students visualizing calculas.

Code Specs

PH0101B Geometrical Models, Large scale - Set of 62

Cone Dissectible
Hardwood, polished, 24 cm height and 15 cm base dia. Four different sections-circle, 
ellipse, parabola and hyperbola held together by a pin and easily taken apart for 
demonstration. Can be dissected in 5 parts.

Code Specs

PH0103 Cone Dissectible4

4

5 6

7

Abacus
A simple device for counting and among the first calculating devices ever used.

Code Specs

PH0105A

PH0105B

PH0105D

PH0105C

PH0105E

Consists of a wooden frame with 6-U shaped steel wires 
strung with 20 coloured beads each (10 of the same color 
in each wire).

Consists of a wooden frame with 5-U shaped steel wires 
strung with 20 coloured beads each (10 of the same color 
in each wire).

Consists of a wooden frame with 3-U shaped steel wires 
strung with 20 coloured beads each (10 of the same color 
in each wire).

Consists of a wooden frame with 4-U shaped steel wires 
strung with 20 coloured beads each (10 of the same color 
in each wire).

Consists of a wooden frame with 2-U shaped steel wires 
strung with 20 coloured beads each (10 of the same color 
in each wire).

5

6

7

8

8

Geometrical Shapes - Two Dimensional
Set of 10 pcs., 2 each of circle, triangle, semi-circles, squares and rectangle.

Code Specs

PH0102A

PH0102B

Geometrical Shapes - Wooden

Geometrical Shapes - Plastic3
3

1

2

Geometrical Models
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Density Block Set with Hooks - 32 mm
This versatile set is ideal for studying density and specific heat. A block of brass, lead, 
aluminum, and steel are included in the kit along with a complete instruction manual 
that gives background on density, specific gravity, and specific heat and contains three 
student activities with capture sheets and a lab practical quiz. Each mass is 32mm 
cubed. The hook on top of the cubes makes it easy to measure mass using a spring 
scale. It is also easy to add and remove masses from boiling water for specific heat 
experiments using the hooks.

Cubes Metal Assorted - 10 mm
Set of six, 10 mm side, comprising brass, lead, iron, copper, aluminium, zinc. Supplied 
in plastic box. Supplied with Instruction manual.

Cubes for Density Investigation
Cubes for density investigation, 20 mm side. Supplied with Instruction manual.

Cubes for Density Investigation with Hook
Cubes for density investigation with hook, 20 mm side. Supplied with instruction 
manual.

Code

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0106

PH0108A

PH0108J

PH0108C

PH0108L

PH0108E

PH0108N

PH0108G

PH0108P

PH0106A

PH0108B

PH0108K

PH0108D

PH0108M

PH0108F

PH0108O

PH0108H

PH0108Q

PH0108I

PH0108R

Cubes Metal - Set of 6

Brass

Brass

Zinc

Zinc

Aluminium

Aluminium

Tin

Set of 6

Cubes Metal - Set of 7 including Tin

Lead

Lead

Copper

Copper

Iron

Iron

Set of 6, all above except Tin

Tin

Set of 7

Set of 7

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Code Specs

PH0108PCB Density Block Set with Hooks - 32 mm5

5

Cubes & Density Sets
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Density Block Set with Hooks - Lead Free
This versatile set is ideal for studying density and specific heat without using lead. 
A block of brass, copper, aluminum, and steel are included in the kit along with a 
complete instruction manual that gives background on density, specific gravity, and 
specific heat and contains three student activities with capture sheets and a lab 
practical quiz. Each mass is 32mm cubed. The hook on top of the cubes makes it easy 
to measure mass using a spring scale as well as easy to add and remove masses from 
boiling water for specific heat experiments.

Code Specs

PH0108PCBLF Density Block Set with hooks - Lead Free1

Specimen Density Set
Cubes for density investigation, 25 mm side. Set of 9 comprising brass, iron, copper, 
aluminium, hardwood, softwood, nylon, PVC and acrylic. Supplied in wooden box.

Code Specs

PH0109A Specimen Density Set of 95

Moleset
The mole set helps students visualise a mole in solid state. It contains four element 
specimens: Copper, Iron, Zinc and Aluminium. Each sample contains one mole, 6.02 
x 1023 atoms of the element. This will help students develop a greater understanding 
of the concept of the mole, mass, molar mass, as well as a greater knowledge of the 
properties of each element when they compare these four specimens side by side.

Code Specs

PHMOL15 Moleset6

6

5

7 PH0110 7

Specific Gravity Metal Cylinder Set
Four different metal cylinders each measuring 38 mm long x 10 mm in diameter, made 
of aluminium, zinc, copper and steel.

Code Specs

Specific Gravity Metal Cylinder Set

1

Density Determination Cubes - 10 Different Materials
With this kit, your students easily determine the density of the material studied by 
weighing. The dimension of 1 cm3 makes it possible, from the mass obtained with 
a scale, to determine the density in kg / m3 of the material studied by a simple 
multiplication by 1000.
Composition
•	Metal: Zinc, Stainless Steel, Copper, 

Aluminum

•	Mineral: Glass 

•	Wood: hard and soft

•	Plastics: ABS - PVC - Acrylic

Code Specs

312749 Cube 10 Set - Different Materials - 10 mm2

2

3

Drilled Ball Set
Perfect for pendulum experiments. It’s a multi-purpose set ideal for pendulum 
experiments but can be used to meet a variety of lab needs. Set includes 6 balls each 
25 mm in diameter. Contains one ball each of wood, aluminium, steel, copper, brass 
and lead. Each ball is drilled with 3 mm diameter hole.

Code Specs

PH0109

PH0109PCB

Drilled Ball Set - Set of 6

Drilled Ball Set - Set of 12, In a plastic box 2 balls each 
type of 25 mm dia. Al, Br, Cork, Lead, Steel & Wooden.

3

4
4

Blocks and Cyinders Set

NEW

NEW
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Specific Gravity Blocks
Consisting one block each of brass, aluminium, steel and copper. Generally specimen 
sets used are round but try these for a change.
Blocks Length 2” x ½” x ½”.

Code Specs

PH0111 Specific Gravity Blocks1

1

Equal Mass Metal Cylinder Set
To study the relationship between mass and density. Set of four cylinders having same 
mass 100g and dia. 16 mm but varying lengths. Metals included are copper, iron, 
aluminium and zinc.

Code Specs

PH0112F Equal Mass Metal Cylinder Set4

Equal Mass Metal Cylinder Activity Set
Help beginning students conceptually understand density with this set. The density 
of these metals ranges from 2.7 g/cm3 to 11.3 g/cm3 giving students a wide range 
of different values to study. A cylinder of zinc, copper, aluminum, tin and lead. Each 
cylinder has a ½” diameter and an equal mass. This set includes a complete instruction 
manual that give background on density and specific gravity and contains three 
inquiry based student activities with capture sheets.

Code Specs

PH0112FCB Equal Mass Metal Cylinder Activity Set5
5

Specific Gravity Cylinders with Hooks
Help beginning students conceptually understand density. A cylinder of zinc, copper, 
aluminum, tin, and steel, each machine stamped with identification, are included in 
the kit along with a complete instruction manual that gives background on density, 
specific gravity, and specific heat and contains three inquiry based student activities 
with capture sheets. Each cylinder has the same ½” diameter and mass but a different 
length. Hooks can be used to easily measure mass using a spring scale.

Code Specs

PH0112ACB Specific Gravity Cylinders with Hooks3

3

4

Specific Gravity Cylinders with Hooks
For specific gravity determinations. Each cylinder is 2” long and ½” diameter. Metals 
included are aluminium, steel, brass and copper.
Available in set or individually.

Code Specs Dia.

PH0112A

PH0112B

PH0112D

PH0112C

PH0112E

Set of Four

Aluminium

Brass

Steel

Copper

½” dia.

½” dia.

½” dia.

½” dia.

½” dia.

2

2

Cylinders Set
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Equal Mass Metal Cylinder Activity Set - Lead Free
Help beginning students conceptually understand density with this set. The density of 
these metals ranges from 2.7 g/cm3 to 8.8 g/cm3 giving students a wide range of 
different values to study. A cylinder of zinc, copper, aluminum, tin and brass. Each 
cylinder has a ½” diameter and an equal mass of 30g. This set includes a complete 
instruction manual that give background on density and specific gravity and contains 
three inquiry based student activities with capture sheets.

Code Specs

PH0112FCBLF Equal Mass Metal Cylinder Activity Set - Lead free

1

1

1

Mystery Density Activity Set
Set of 12 bars of different length but the same diameter. Comes in an attractive 
wooden holder, which allows for efficient storage and easy access when needed. As 
students plot the first few points it appears there is no relationship between the mass 
and volume. However, as more data is graphed, it becomes obvious that two different 
linear relationships exist. They are actually made of two different materials. Comes in 
an attractive wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113MDS Mystery Density Activity Set3

3

Density Set - Aluminium
Set of 12 aluminium cylindrical bars of different length but the same diameter. Students 
learn that the density of a substance is constant even as its mass and volume change. 
Comes in an attractive wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113F Density Set - Aluminium4

4

Density Set - PVC
Set of 12 PVC bars of different length but the same diameter. Students
learn that the density of a substance is constant even as its mass and
volume change. Comes in an attractive wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113G Density Set - PVC5
5

Metal Blocks Set
For density determinations, set of twelve in assorted sizes, shapes and masses. The 
set comprises two each of brass, iron, aluminium, copper, zinc and lead. Masses vary 
from 12 - 25 g.

Code Specs

PH0113 Metal Blocks Set2

2

Blocks and Cyinders Set
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Density Set - Polypropylene
Set of 12 Polypropylene bars of different length but the same diameter. Students learn 
that the density of a substance is constant even as its mass and volume change. Comes 
in an attractive wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113H Density Set - PP1

1Density Set - ID
Set of 12 cylindrical bars, of different length & material. Comes in an attractive 
wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113I Density Set - ID2

2

Density Set - Brass
Set of 12 Brass cylindrical bars of different length but the same diameter.Students learn 
that the density of a substance is constant even as its mass and volume change. Comes 
in an attractive wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113J Density Set - Brass3

3

Density Set - Black Derlin
Set of 12 Derlin cylindrical bars of different length but the same diameter.Students 
learn that the density of a substance is constant even as its mass and volume change. 
Comes in an attractive wooden holder.

Code Specs

PH0113K Density Set - Black Derlin4

4

Density Set - Super Pack
Set of 4 holders, 12 aluminium bars (PH0113F), 12 brass bars (PH0113J), 12 PVC bars 
(PH0113G) and 12 propylene bars (PH0113H).

Code Specs

PH0113SET Density Set - Super Pack

Materials Kit Solids
A variety of materials in the form of rectangular blocks, intended to familiarize 
students with appearance, ‘feel’, texture, hardness and density of a range of common 
substances. Kit comprises two each of seventeen blocks as detailed below.

Code Specs

PH0114 Blocks, 50 x 40 x 30 mm

Softwood, hardwood, paraffin wax, aluminium, Iron, 
foamed polystyrene.

Blocks, 20 x 20 x 100 mm

Perspex, glass, slate, aluminium, softwood, Marble

Blocks other sizes: Lead 50 x 50 x 20 mm

Aluminium 50 x 50 x 80 mm

Hardwood 50 x 50 x 200 mm

Brass 20 x 20 x 50 mm

Iron 40 x 40 x 20 mm

5

5

Density Sets
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Materials Kit Solids - Mini
This economy kit consist fifteen materials in the form of rectangular blocks, intended to 
familiarize the student with the appearance, ‘feel’, texture, hardness and density of a 
range of common substances.

Code Specs

PH0114A Blocks, 50 x 40 x 30 mm

Wood, paraffin wax, aluminium, Iron, foamed polystyrene.

Blocks, 20 x 20 x 100 mm

Perspex, glass, slate, aluminium, softwood, Marble.

Blocks other sizes: Lead 50 x 50 x 20 mm

Brass 20 x 20 x 50 mm

Iron 40 x 40 x 20 mm

1

1

Materials Kit & Spring Sets

Materials Kit Solids - Gratnell Storage Tray
Same as Cat. No. PH0114 but packed in Gratnell’s tray as illustrated.

Code Specs

PH0114B Material Kit Solids in Gratnell storage Tray2

2

Spring Large - Compression
300 mm approx. long, dia 10 mm and wire of 19 SWG.

Code Specs

PH0115C Spring Compression4

4

Springs Extension - Steel

Code Dia. Coiled 
Length

Overall 
Length

Wire 
Dia.

Pack 
Size

PH0115D

PH0115E

PH0115F

15.5 mm

19 mm

37 mm

20 mm

23 mm

25 mm

55 mm

56 mm

58 mm

0.7 mm

0.6 mm

1.5 mm

pk/50

pk/10

pk/10

5

5

6

6
7

7

Set of Springs
Diameter 1-3 cm approximately and flexible length between 10-20 cm
With hooks on both sides.

Code Specs

PH0115A

PH0115B

Springs, Set of 6 different pieces

Springs, Set of 12 different pieces

3

3
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Spring Sets & Displacement Vessels

Spring Steel - Extension
Closely wound with loops at both sides, dia. 6 mm approx. wire of 26 swg.

Code Length 
mm

Extension, mm 
average for 200 g load

Pack 
Size

PH0115G

PH0115H

PH0115I

100

150

225

120

230

430

pk/10

pk/10

pk/101

1

Displacement Vessel - Metal
Metal with spout, for specific gravity experiments.

Code Specs

PH0116

PH0117

PH0118

Size 100 x 50 mm

Size 115 x 90 mm

Size 225 x 125 mm

3

3

4

4

Displacement Vessel - Glass
Glass with spout, for specific gravity experiment.

Code Specs

PH0119

PH0119A

Capacity 250 ml

Capacity 500 ml

5

5

6

6

Displacement Vessel - PP
Polypropylene, medium size, with spout, for specific gravity experiment. Capacity 
250ml. 100 mm ht. and 75mm diameter.

Code Specs

PH0119C Displacement Vessel - PP7

7

Assorted Spring Set
An assortment of 150 compression and extension springs ranging from 15 to 300 mm 
in length, 4 to 18 mm dia. and 16 to 32 s.w.g in wire thickness.

Code Specs

PH0115AS Assorted Spring Set2

2
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Displacement Vessel - Aluminium
Aluminium, seamless construction, 130 mm ht. and 110mm diameter. Spout length 30 
mm. Used with catch bucket Cat No. PH0119D for experiments involving volumetric 
displacement of liquids.

Code Specs

PH0119B Displacement Vessel - Aluminium1

1

Catch Bucket
Aluminium, with handle 100 x 80 mm. Used with overflow can cat no. PH0119B for 
collecting the liquid flowing from spout of the overflow can.

Code Specs

PH0119D Catch Bucket2
2

Bursting Bottle
Demonstrates the anamalous expansion of water on freezing. Bottles are constructed 
from cast iron. Bottle size 90mm in length and 20mm in dia. Supplied with plug.

Code Specs

PH0119E Bursting Bottle3

3

Archimedes Principle Kit
To explain and calculate Archimedes principle. Consists of a metal regular shaped 
solid, irregular shaped solid, beaker to collect displacement liquid, newton meter 
with suspension hook and glass displacement vessel. Supplied without base, rod and 
suspension clamp.

Code Specs

PH0121

PH0121B

Archimedes Principle Kit

Spare stand for use with above

6

6

Specific Gravity Blocks Set
Kit designed to provide students all they need for simple specific gravity experiment 
such as determining the density of different metals. The kit consists of aluminium 
displacement vessel Cat. No. PH0119B and Overflow Bucket as per Cat. No. PH0119D, 
together with spring balance and three metal cubes of different density.

Code Specs

PH0121A Specific Gravity Blocks Set77

Bucket and Cylinder-Aluminium
For demonstrating Archimedes’s principle, simple form in aluminium, suitable for class 
demonstration. The bucket has suspension loop at top and hook at the bottom. The 
cylinder has a suspension hook at one end. Size of 6 cm long, overall length when 
extended 16 cm.

Code Specs

PH0120A

PH0120B

Bucket and Cylinder

Bucket and Cylinder, large

4

4

5

5

Archimedes Principle Kit
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Specific Gravity Bottle
Spherical pattern not adjusted, light blown borosilicate glass, with flat bottom and 
perforated stopper.

Code Specs

PH0122A

PH0122B

PH0122C

Capacity 25 ml

Capacity 50 ml

Capacity 10 ml

1

1

2

2

Hydrometer - Heavy Liquids
For specific gravity of heavy liquids, shot loaded. Overall length approximately 
250 mm.

Code Specs

PH0132A

PH0132B

PH0132C

1.000 to 1.500 x 0.010

1.500 to 2.000 x 0.010

1.000 to 2.000 x 0.010

6
6

Hydrometer Universal
For specific gravity of light & heavy liquids shot loaded, range 0.700 to 2.000 
subdivided in 0.01. Overall length approximately 370 mm.

Code Specs

PH0128 Hydrometer Universal4

4

Hydrometer - Light Liquids
For specific gravity of light liquids, shot loaded. Overall length approximately 
250 mm.

Code Specs

PH0130A 0.700 to 1.000 x 0.0055
5

Specific Gravity Bottle - Solid
Spherical with wide top for solids. Borosilicate glass.

Code Specs

PH0123 Capacity 50 ml3

3

Bernoulli’s Tubes
To demonstrate the Bernoulli effect produced by water-flow. Comprises a 
Bernoulli tube with central constriction, a constant-bore gradient tube, 6 lengths glass 
tubing, 2 swan-necked outlet tubes and 8 pre-cut lengths of connecting tubing. The 2 
flow-tubes, each 500 x 13 mm length 25 mm x 150 mm spacing, extended to form 500 
mm manometers with the lengths of glass tubing.

Code Specs

PH0136 Bernoulli’s Tubes7
7

Hydrometers
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3

Venturi Tube
To investigate pressure modification of an air stream within pipe constriction, to verify 
the dependence between static pressure and flow velocity and to investigate the 
velocity of flow streams in pipes. Length of pipe 190 mm interior diameter 28 mm or 
13 mm respectively.

Code Specs

PH0137 Venturi Tube3

Alpha Scattering
For demonstrating Rutherford scattering by means of a gravitational analogue of 
inverse square law repulsion.
The apparatus comprises a spun aluminium hill, 280mm diameter x 60mm high, a 
12.5mm and 19 mm X 2 steel ball and a wooden launching ramp. The shape has been 
determined by varying its height above the base line by an amount based upon the 
reciprocal of the radius.
Launching ramp, 300 x 48 x 105mm high with a guide groove down its curved front 
face and index marks at 40, 60, 80 and 100mm above the base to give a variety of 
known launching heights.

Code Specs

ALPHA-14 Alpha Scattering1

Half Life Analogue
Perfectly safe way to study the topic of radioactivity. Practicals are difficult to organise 
because of the hazardous nature of the topic, but this apparatus offers students the 
opportunity to obtain realistic results. The student set contains ten trays and 500 small 
plastic cubes. The cubes have one face identified and represent radioactive nuclei 
which have “decayed” when this face is uppermost.
Ten groups shake their set of nuclei and roll them out onto the bench. For each throw 
the decayed nuclei are counted and removed from the set. Excellent results for an 
exponential decay curve are obtained with increased awareness of the link between 
activity and the number of nuclei present.
Each set contains 10 trays and 500 small plastics cubes.

Code Specs

HLF-ANAL Half Life Analogue22

1

Venturi Tube Demonstration
Investigate the relationship between the speed of a fluid and its pressure. Consists of a 
glass venturi tube with two different diameters, with a set of additional tubes attached 
to the different sections . One pair holds a U-shaped tube in which a color liquid can 
be placed to demonstrate the different pressures exerted when air is blown through the 
tube. It includes two hoses, glass venturi tube, U-shaped tube and two hose clamps. 
Size: 45 x 13 x 32 cm.

Code Specs

PH0137VD Venturi Tube Demonstration4

4

Alpha Scattering & Half Life Analogue & Venturi Tubes

NEW

NEW
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Hare’s Apparatus
For comparing the densities of liquids by measuring the height of two columns 
of liquid produced by applying suction to the short centre limb. Comprising a 
three-limbed glass tube, with 250 mm of rubber tubing on the centre limb, 
mounted on a stand with a scale 61 cm. long with the zero at the bottom. 
Overall dimensions 68 x 30 x 15 cm.

Code Specs

PH0138A Hare’s Apparatus1

1

Jolly Bulb Metal - Superior
Palm-sized, hollow metallic ball with a manometer connected to it for demonstrating 
change of pressure in a closed volume of air when heated or cooled. Immersing the 
ball in a water bath at a specific temperature allows the relationship between pressure 
and temperature of the enclosed air to be investigated in order to demonstrate the 
behavior of an ideal gas. approx. 80 mm diameter Hollow ball. 12.3 - 18 PSI / 0.85 
x 105 - 1.25 x 105  Pa.

Code Specs

PH0138D Jolly Bulb Metal - Superior3

3

Jolly Bulb with Gauge
Jolly bulb is approx. 60mm diameter and is directly connected to a bourdon gauge. 
Used for investigation of gas at constant volume by inserting the glass bulb into either 
warm or cold water the expansion and contraction to the air contained in the bulb can 
be seen as a pressure change on the gauge. Gauge is calibrated in dual scale 12.3 - 
18 psi / 0.85 x 105 - 1.25 x 105  Pa.

Code Specs

PH0138C-SPL Jolly Bulb with Gauge2

2

Jolly Bulb & Bourdon Gauge

Bourdon Gauge
A circular gauge having overall dia. of 100 mm and a depth of 40 mm The dial is dual 
calibrated as 0 - 3.5 X 105 Pa and 0 - 50 PSI. An actual working gauge is mounted 
in our specially designed transparent polycarbonate case so the actual working parts 
are visible.

Code Specs

PH0139 Bourdon Gauge4

4

Bourdon Gauge - Premium
For the measurement of actual (total gaseous) pressure. Circular gauge, overall 
diameter 110mm, depth 50mm. The gauge is dual calibrated as 0 - 3.5 x 105 Pa and 
0 - 3500 hpa and the case has a clear perspex back so that the working parts may be 
seen. A tubule, 8mm diameter, provides connection to the system under investigation. 
The gauge is mounted on a heavy base.

Code Specs

PH0139PR Bourdon Gauge - Premium5

5
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1

2

Boyle’s Law Apparatus
For demonstrating the relationship between pressure and volume of a given amount 
of gas. Two glass tubes one closed at one end and the other with both ends open are 
connected by a long rubber tube. Wooden meter rule permits measurement.

Code Specs

PH0140A

PH0146

Boyle’ s Law Apparatus

Boyle’s Law glass tubes, Set of 2 - Spare

1

Boyle’s Law Apparatus - Deluxe
Ideally suited apparatus to demonstrating Boyle’s Law. Coloured oil is gradually 
pumped from a reservoir into a tube containing air. Whilst the volume of air is read 
from a scale clearly visible behind the tube, pressure is measured by a Bourdon gauge. 
The glass tube is extra strong and additionally protected by a plastic safety screen. 
Bourdon gauge is fitted with a transparent plastic back to allow students to see its 
working parts. Supplied with oil. This apparatus does not require mercury.

Code Specs

PH0142

PH0150B

Boyle’ s Law Apparatus - deluxe

Oil 250 ml for use with above, extra

2

Boyle’s Law Apparatus

Boyle’s Law Apparatus
To demonstrate the relationship between pressure and volume of gas. Consists of a 
29 mm dia. graduated cylinder with a piston and a screw valve. Cylinder acts upon a 
manometer through a narrow passage. 60mm dia. manometer dual scale is from 58 
psi with 1 psi interval and scale 0 - 4 X 105 Pa. Can read the gas’s temperature in the 
cylinder by digital thermometer in °C.

Code Specs

PH0142GL Boyle’ s Law Apparatus3

3

experiment
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1

2

5

3

Boyle ‘s Law - Simple Form
Simple apparatus for demonstration of Boyle’s law, graduated plastic syringe mounted 
on wooden block and lubricated piston of the syringe mounted on another platform. 
Different weights can be stacked on the top and measurement of pressure volume 
made.

Code Specs

PH0145A Boyle’ s Law - Simple Form1

Boyle’s Law Apparatus Demonstration Type
Wide bore tube closed at top is mounted on a scale 0 - 600 mm with zero corresponding 
to the inside of the top end. Air is trapped by colored oil in a metal pressure chamber 
fitted with a Bourdon Gauge and a riffled inlet tube with stopcock. Supplied with oil 
and hand pump as per Cat. No. PH0152C.

Code Specs

PH0150A

PH0150B

Boyle’s Law Apparatus

Oil 250 ml for use with above, extra

4

5

Boyle’s Law - Marriot New
Consists of acrylic tube graduated from 0 to 270 cm3 mounted horizontally. The tube 
is sealed with a gas tap with standard pressure gauge. By adjusting the position of the 
rubber stopper with a screw thread the effective length of the tube can be adjusted, 
by varying the position of the stopper Boyle’s law can be investigated. This apparatus 
does not require any oil unlike the conventional Boyle’s law apparatus.

Code Specs

PH0147 Boyle’s Law - Marriot New2

Boyle’s Law - Marriot
Demonstrates the relationship between the pressure and volume of a closed quantity 
of gas at constant temperature. A gas volume of 50 ml. is closed, in the gas syringe. 
A pressure gauge is connected to the connection tube of the gas syringe to measure 
the pressure. The gas syringe plunger is pushed in or pulled out of the syringe and the 
volume and the pressure of the gas are reduced. Mounted on ABS plastic base of size 
250 x 175 mm.

Code Specs

PH0148 Boyle’s Law - Marriot3

4

Boyle’s Law Apparatus

Pressure
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1

2

4

3

7

Charle’s Law - Jolly Apparatus
Mounted on wooden stand polished with heavy metal base, having levelling screws. 
Overall height 120 cm wooden scale 100 cm graduated in mm reading in both 
directions. The mercury reservoir held in clamp slides on metal rod. A Jolly’s air bulb 
made from corning glass is supplied mounted on a wooden frame which can be slotted 
on the side. Complete with rubber tubing and set of two glass tubes, without mercury.

Code Specs

PH0151A

PH0152A

Charle’s Law Apparatus

Jolly’s Air Bulb - spare

1

2

Pump Pressure
For use with Boyle’s law apparatus demonstration type as per Cat. no. PH0150A.

Code Specs

PH0152B

PH0152C

Foot Pump

Hand Pump

3

4

Guinea and Feather Apparatus - Glass
Glass tube 50 cm long, 26 mm dia., with two rubber bungs, one carrying brass and 
40 cm long tubing to connect to vacuum pump.

Code Specs

PH0160 Guinea and Feather Apparatus - Glass6

6

Guinea and Feather Apparatus - Acrylic
Acrylic tube 100 cm long, 44 mm outer dia. with two rubber bungs, one carrying 
stopcock and 60 cm long tubing to connect to vacuum pump.

Code Specs

PH0161 Guinea and Feather Apparatus - Acrylic7

Pump Plate Machined
Made of aluminium metal, with tube for connection to pump and stopcock for air 
regulation on central pillar, supplied with a rubber seal which facilitates sealing in bell 
jar experiments. Mounted on painted heavy tripod base.

Code Specs

PH0156B

PH0156C

PH0156E

PH0156F

Dia. 200 mm

Dia. 250 mm

Set of Pump Plate (PH0156B) & Bell Jar (PH0176CN8)

Set of Pump Plate (PH0156C) & Bell Jar (PH0176CN8)

5

5

Properties of Fluids
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Vacuum Pump - Hand Operated
Experiment with air pressure and atmosphere, vacuum filtering and check for leaks. 
This economical pump features a gauge in cm and inches, Hg displaces 725 ml of air. 
Pump rate of 15 ml Clear tubing is 60cm with 6mm inner diameter.

Magdeburg Hemisphere - Rubber
Demonstrates the force of air pressure without a vacuum pump. In this modern variant 
of a famous 17th-century experiment, student place the edges of two hemisphere cups 
together and squeeze them, forcing out the air between them. In a tug of war, students 
try to pull the cups apart, surprisingly difficult task. Each of the 7.5 cm diameter rubber 
hemisphere has a 2-finger tug handle and 2 release posts. Supplied with manual.

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

PH0167

PH0171

Vacuum Pump - Hand Operated

Magdeburg Hemisphere - Rubber

2

2

5

5

Vacuum Pump with Pump Plate
This is an integral system with the pump plate & hand vacuum pump. The plate comes 
with a rubber seal which facilitates sealing in bell jar experiments. The plate can be 
used with electric vacuum pumps also. A rubber seal is provided for pump plate. 
Supplied with manual.

Vacuum Pump
A high quality vacuum pump offered in 120 Volts or 220 Volts version is a superior 
offering to our old version. This CE- marked version is an excellent performer. Motor 
1/6 HPHA Air Flow 38 LPM Vacuum 650 mm. Weight 4.8 kg.

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

PH0166B 

PH0168C-V1

PH0176CN8

PH0168C-V2

PH0166F

PH0168D-V1

PH0168D-V2

Dia. 200 mm

Vacuum Pump with plate. Input 110/120V, 60Hz

Acrylic Bell Jar 25x14 cm with bell use with above

Vacuum Pump with plate.Input 220/240V, 50/60Hz

Set of Vacuum Pump (PH0166B) & Bell Jar (PH0176CN8)

Vacuum Pump without plate. Input 110/120V, 60Hz

Vacuum Pump without plate.Input 220/240V, 50/60Hz

1

3
3

4

4

Pumps - Hand & Vacuum

1
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Magdeburg Hemisphere - Plastic
Features a convenient valve for easy operation and release. Two tough plastic 11 cm 
diameter hemispheres with moulded handles and an O - ring seal.

Code Specs

PH0171A Magdeburg Hemisphere - Plastic1

Magdeburg Hemisphere - Brass
To demonstrate pressure of atmosphere fitted with stopcock and handle. Made of brass 
and diameter 75 mm.

Code Specs

PH0172 Magdeburg Hemisphere - Brass2

Magdeburg Hemisphere - Large
Made of brass, 100 mm dia. with non returnable valve and nozzle to connect to 
vacuum pump.

Code Specs

PH0174 Magdeburg Hemisphere - Large3

3

Magdeburg Hemisphere - On Base
Made of brass on base, can be placed on a vacuum pump plate to create vacuum. 
Fitted with stopcock to release vacuum.

Code Specs

PH0175 Magdeburg Hemisphere - On Base4

Bell Jar with Battery Operated Buzzer
Without air or matter, sound waves cannot travel and therefore cannot be heard. 
This bell jar effectively demonstrates this concept using a battery–operated 
buzzer housed inside an acrylic tube. When the buzzer is placed beneath 
the jar and a vacuum seal is created in the chamber, students will observe 
a total absence of sound. Once air is returned to the chamber, the sound of the buzzer 
can be heard once more. Activity requires a vacuum pump, not included. Height 14 
cm dia. 10 cm.

Code Specs

PH0178 Bell Jar with Battery Operated Buzzer7

Bell in Vacuum - Glass
For use on pump plate not less than 15 cm dia. electric bell operating on 4-6 volts AC/
DC suspended on bell jar. Fine coiled wire connections to terminals mounted in rubber 
bung sealing the jar.

Code Specs

PH0176A

PH0176B

Bell Jar Glass Size 22 x 15 cm

Bell Jar Glass Size 20 x 10 cm

5

6

1

2

4

7

5 6

Magdeburg Hemispheres

Sound

Pressure
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Bell in Vacuum - Acrylic
A new improved Acrylic Bell Jar of size 25 x 14 cm compatible with the pump plate. 
The bottom flange is ground flat to ensure a perfect seal. Electric bell is mounted for 
sound in vacuum experiments. Operates on 4-6V AC/DC. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0176CN8

PH1030B

PH0176E

Bell in Vacuum - Acrylic

Spare Bell for above

Spare Jar for above

1

Bell in Vacuum - Economy
Fitted in acrylic jar of size 20 x 10 cm and fitted with electric buzzer. Operates on 3-6 
V DC. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0177 Bell in Vacuum - Economy2

Equality of Pressure in Liquids
To demonstrate the equal transmission by liquids of pressure in all directions. 
Comprising glass flask with holes and glass piston.

Code Specs

PH0194 Equality of Pressure in Liquids7

Lift Pump
Working model. Made of borosilicate glass.

Code Specs

PH0180A

PH0180B

Lift Pump

Lift Pump, mounted on Stand

3

Force Pump
Working model. Made of borosilicate glass.

Code Specs

PH0182A

PH0182B

Force Pump

Force Pump, mounted on Stand

4

5

Hydraulic Press - Bramah
Working model. Overall height 23 cm and width 13 cm Made of borosilicate glass.

Code Specs

PH0190A

PH0190B

Hydraulic Press - Bramah

Hydraulic Press - Bramah, mounted on Stand

6

1

2

7

3
5

4

6

Properties of Fluids - Pressure
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Spouting Cylinder - Perspex
This new spouting cylinder is made of Perspex which gives a clear view of variation of 
level of liquid and pressure.

Code Specs

PH0198 Spouting Cylinder - Perspex2

2

Capillary Tubes Apparatus
For demonstrating the relationship between capillary pressure and the bore diameter 
of the capillary tube. The apparatus comprises of a metal frame arrangement whose 
base is like a trough and the upper part of the frame supports six capillary tubes 
of different bore. The trough is filled with water and the difference in heights of the 
resulting columns of water in the tubes is readily apparent. Overall height of frame 90 
mm length of capillary tubes 150 mm. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0202A Capillary Tubes Apparatus5

5

Capillary Tubes
The apparatus consists of a set of five interconnecting glass tube of different diameters 
which give students a unique experimental insight to the phenomenon of capillarity 
and surface tension. Supplied on plastic stand.

Code Specs

PH0202C Capillary Tubes6

6

PH0196-PR Spouting Cylinder - Premium

Spouting Cylinder
For demonstrating the principle that the pressure increased with depth. Comprising of 
60 mm metal pipe with 3 orifices of the same size at different heights down one side. 
Cylinder is 400 mm high.

Code Specs

PH0196 Spouting Cylinder1

1

Liquid Level Apparatus
To show that level of liquid in communicating vessels is constant irrespective of the 
size or shape of the vessels. The apparatus comprises four glass tubes of different 
shapes and cross-sectional area projecting vertically from a common horizontal tube. 
Mounted on a wooden base.

Code Specs

PH0200A

PH0200B

Liquid level apparatus, on wooden stand

Liquid level apparatus, on plastic stand

3

4

4

3

Properties of Fluids - Pressure
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Kinetic Theory Model
For demonstrating molecular activity in gases. To study motion and behavior of 
molecules in gases. An electric motor running at 6 - 12 V DC vibrates small platform 
inside transparent tube so that set of many small steel ball is vibrated violently inside 
tube. An increase in the violence of vibration simulates an increase in gas temperature 
and an increase in the weight of the ‘float’ simulates an increase in gas pressure. 
Supplied with balls and ‘floats’. CE Marked. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0203

PH0203A

Kinetic Theory Model

Spare Polystyrene Piston for above

1

1

Manometer - Plastic
Manufactured in plastic with a base, useful manometer to demonstrate pressure 
differences.

Code Specs

MANOSOND Manometer - Plastic4

4

Manometer w/o Stopcock
Complete package to highlight the variation of pressure in a liquid with depth. It consists 
of a pressure capsule of 35 mm dia placed in a bent steel tube. The pressure exerted by 
the water on the membrane of the capsule is measured by a pressure gauge mounted 
on a graduated support, connected to the probe by means of a transparent flexible 
tube. A device used to turn the capsule without leaving the water. The manometer tube 
is slidable on the support to facilitate setting of zero. Supplied without beaker.

Code Specs

PH0203G Manometer without stopcock5
5

Smoke Cell - Whitley Bay
For observation of ‘Brownian Motion’ in smoke particles. Consists of box with plastic 
lid as well as flanges that allow easy attachment to standard microscopes. The box 
contains a smoke cell, cylindrical condensing lens and a 12 volts DC festoon LED. 
Apparatus preset to focus the light at correct height. The set is supplied with detailed 
instructions and a squeeze bottle type smoke generator. Dimensions 90 x 46 x 20 mm.

Code Specs

PH0203B Smoke Cell - Whitley Bay3

3

Spheres - Steel
High quality steel ball bearings.

Code Dia. (mm) Pack

PH0203AA

PH0203AC

PH0203AE

PH0203AG

PH0203AB

PH0203AD

PH0203AF

3 Pk of 50

6 Pk of 50

13 Pk of 10

19 Pk of 10

10 Pk of 10

16 Pk of 10

25 Pk of 5

2

2

Kinetic Theory Model
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1

2

Manometer Glass
Glass manometer mounted on a back plate. Scale 80-0-80 with 2 mm subdivisions. 
Back plate dimensions 400 x 80 mm approx. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0205 Manometer Glass1

Demonstration Manometer
This large scale manometer comprises of an open ended glass U tube mounted on 
hardwood base supported on a heavy support. A convenient metric scale is mounted 
for measurements between the U tube. Ideal for demonstrating measurement of 
pressure of liquids and gases. A coloured liquid will work for demonstrations.

Code Specs

PH0206 Demonstration Manometer2

Pascal’s Law Apparatus
To show that the pressure of liquids depend upon their height and the surface of bottom 
of the columns and not on the capacities of the vessels, with plastic / glass vessels of 
four different shapes mounted on leak proof metallic collars, all parts of metal are 
painted. Mounted on moulded plastic base of size 20 x 12.5 cm.

Code Specs

PH0210A Pascal’s Law Apparatus3

3

Pascal’s Law Apparatus
Consists of a base into top of which may be screwed one of a set of four vases of 
differing shape. An aperture in the bottom has a thin rubber diaphragm across it, 
bearing upon the short arm of lever pointer. A movable index on vertical rod enables 
the height of water in vases to be set at same level. The apparatus is mounted on 
moulded plastic base of size 25 x 17.5 cm The experiment is performed by screwing 
in each vase, in turn and filling with water to the same level. It will be seen that given 
height of water will result in the same deflection of pointer whatever shape of the vase. 
Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0210B Pascal’s Law Apparatus4

4

Properties of Fluids - Pressure
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1

2

3

5

Code

Fluid Pressure Apparatus
For demonstrating the transmissibility of fluid pressure. The apparatus comprises two 
metal cylinders 20 and 36 mm internal diameters respectively, fitted with pistons 
and connected by metal tube. The pistons are provided with rods terminating in the 
circular platform each 75 mm diameter for loading, masses are required. The complete 
apparatus is mounted on base of size 20 x 12.5 cm and the overall height with both 
pistons at the bottom of their cylinders is 23 cm.

SpecsCode

PH0212 Fluid Pressure Apparatus1

Pascal’s Demonstrator
Hydraulic press is a great way to show Pascal’s Law in operation. Students will 
understand mechanical advantage when they use this system of connected pistons. 
Apply force to one syringe-type piston 10 ml to make the liquid rise in the other 
50 ml. recreating the concept behind such everyday items as power steering, shock 
absorbers, hydraulic jacks etc. Supplied complete with instructions.

Code Specs

PH0214 Pascal’s Demonstrator2

Hydraulic Press
For demonstrating the transmissibility of fluid pressure and to show how mechanical 
advantage may be obtained using interconnected cylinders of different diameters. 
Based upon graduated glass syringes having capacities of 10 ml and 50 ml and a 
cross-sectional area of 3.5 to 1, pistons are provided with loading platform 90 mm 
diameter. Graduated syringe barrels also permit simple Boyle’s law experiments to be 
carried out.

Code Specs

PH0215 Hydraulic Press3

Barometer Syphon
For demonstration, mercury column is feasible and scale graduated in Metric and 
English system. Zero point adjustment is carried by a screw clamp attached to a glass 
tube, complete fitted on wooden polished. Supplied without mercury.

Code Specs

PH0221

PH0221B

Barometer Syphon

Mercury for use with above

5

Code

Barometer Fortin’s
A superior standard Fortin mercury barometer suitable for altitudes upto 600 meters. 
The barometer has a nominal bore of 7 mm scales covering 675-810 mm Hg and 26-
32” Hg are screw fastened to metal frame at the top of the tube. A vernier reading 
0.05 mm Hg and 0.002” Hg provided with an adjustment knob is mounted between 
the two scales. The reservoir has a standard type of adjustment screw and index. Fitted 
with -10 to 50 deg. C thermometer, mounted on a polished wooden base. Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0218A

PH0218C

Hydraulic Press

Wooden case for above

4

4

Fluid Pressure & Hydraulic Press
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Barometer Tube
A straight tube 90 cm long and with 3 - 4 mm bore and one end open.

Code Specs

PH0222A

PH0222B

Barometer Tube, Borosilicate glass

Barometer Tube, Neutral glass

1

Barometer Tube with Bulb
A tube 90 cm long and with bulb on shorter limb.

Code Specs

PH0224A

PH0224B

Barometer Tube, Borosilicate glass

Barometer Tube, Neutral glass

2

Whirling Hygrometer
The ventilated type of hygrometer gives greater accuracy for humidity determinations 
and is particularly useful for measuring local differences in humidity. There are two 
thermometers mounted in case, one having wick dipping into a water reservoir at the 
end of the frame. The thermometers are engraved with lens fronts for easy reading. 
Range - 5 to + 50°C x 0.5°C. Supplied in carrying cover.

Code Specs

PH0234 Whirling Hygrometer6

Code

Mercury Trough
Made of porcelain, glazed inside and outside. Diameter 75 mm.

Specs

PH0226 Mercury Trough3

Wet and Dry Thermometer - Masons
Two thermometer tubes with double scale calibration 15 to 120 x 2°F and -10 to 
50 x 1°C. One thermometer has bulb wrapped with a wick dipped into a water 
cistern to keep it wet. Humidity reading obtained by comparing readings of the two 
thermometers with a humidity chart. Red alcohol filled for easy readability. With 
humidity and temperature conversion chart.

PH0232A

PH0232B

Wet & Dry Thermometer - plastic case

Wet & Dry Thermometer - Zeal Type

4

4

5

5

Code Specs

Thermometers & Hygrometers
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2

Hair Hygrometer
For measuring of relative humidity in air 0-100 x 1% r.h., in metal case.

Code Specs

PH0236A

PH0236B

Diameter 85 mm

Diameter 105 mm

3

3

Sling Psychrometer Kit
This kit is easily assembled by attaching the 2 thermometers to the end of the handle 
and placing the moisture cloth over the wet bulb.  Once assembled the user can swing 
the apparatus and then read the difference in temperature between the web-bulb 
and dry-bulb to determine the relative humidity.  After a few minutes spinning the 
apparatus the user can take the temperature readings and review the psychometric 
chart to determine relative humidity.
Kit Contains: (1) Dry Bulb Thermometer, (1) Wet Bulb Thermometer, (1) Handle, 
(1) Moisture Wick Cloth, (1) Screw, (2) Rubber Bands, (1) Set of instructions with 
psychometric chart of relative humidity.

Code Specs

PH1120142

PH1120142PK15

Sling Psychrometer Kit

Sling Psychrometer Kit - Pack of 15

1

Weather Station
Thermometer, Barometer and Hygrometer. Diameter 130 mm.

Code Specs

PH0235 Weather Station2

Sling Psychrometer Kit & Hygrometers

Dial Thermometer
For measuring temperature range -10 to 50°C, in metal case.

Code Specs

PH0239A

PH0239B

Diameter 85 mm

Diameter 105 mm

5

5

Thermo Hygrometer
For measuring of relative humidity and temperature both in room and air. Range -10° 
to 50°C for thermometer and 0 to 100% for Hygrometer, in metal case.

Code Specs

PH0238A

PH0238B

Diameter 85 mm

Diameter 105 mm

4

4

NEW

1
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Code

Rain Gauge - Stainless Steel
Same as per Cat. No. PH0241 but made of Stainless Steel.

SpecsCode

PH0242 Rain Gauge - Stainless Steel4

4

Code

Wind Vane Balanced
With bearings mounted on steel pivot. Complete with metal base and direction 
indicator as shown.

Specs

PH0244 Wind Vane Balanced5

5

Rain Gauge Symon’s
It consists of a cylinder made from iron sheet with brass collar which fits into the top 
and drains into an inner cylinder. When the inner cylinder fills the vessel collects the 
overflow. Complete with glass measure.

Code Specs

PH0240A

PH0241A

Rain Gauge

Glass Measure - spare

1

1

Rain Gauge British Association Pattern
Constructed from copper. It has 5 inch dia. (127 mm) funnel, an inner receiving vessel 
and an outer body all of copper, and a glass measuring cylinder graduated 0 to 10 
mm x 0.1 mm (100 divisions).

Code Specs

PH0241

PH0241A

Rain Gauge, British Pattern

Glass measure - spare

2

2

3
3

Anemometer Small
Simple device used to determine wind speed. It is simple enough for elementary 
children to understand and use. Cups are each mounted on horizontal arms which 
extends from the axis of rotation. Cups are of red and blue color.

Code Specs

PH0245S Anemometer Small6

Rain Gauges & Wind Vane

6
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Barometer & Thermometers

Barometer Aneroid Demonstration
Construction of this Barometer is like cat. no. PH0246 but enclosed in a transparent 
case for demonstration purposes. Air tight sealed all round, a pressure bulb is provided 
to force the movements for demonstration.

Code Specs

PH0248 Barometer Aneroid Demonstration2

2

Thermometers Maximum and Minimum Six’s Double 
Scale
Mercury filled, Range -30 to 60°C x 1°C and -20 to 140°F x 2°F. Mounted in plastic 
casing.

Code Specs

PH0250A Max. and Min. Thermometer3

3

Digital Thermometer
Hand held digital thermometer with probe having range -50°C to 200°C / -58°F to 
392°F.

Code Specs

PH0251 Digital Thermometer4

4

65

Clinical Thermometers
Graduated, enameled back. Range 94°F to 108°F or 35°C to 43°C, in plastic case.

Code Specs

PH0254A

PH0254B

PH0254C

Clinical Thermometer

Clinical Thermometer Stick Type

Clinical Thermometer - Digital

5

6

7

7

Barometer Aneroid - Non Working Demo Model
With 100 mm dial graduated 28 to 31” of mercury and 960 to 1060 millibars. With 
plated bezel, cover glass and index, plastic case 16 cm diameter.

Code Specs

PH0246 Barometer Aneroid - Non Working Demo Model1

1
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Pulleys - Metal & Plastic

10

13

14

12

Pulley Plastic Ball Bearing Tandem
Open sided frame, with hooks at each end carrying three ball bearing plastic pulleys 
with diameters of 25, 38 and 50 mm respectively. The open side frame greatly 
facilitates stringing up as no ‘threading’ is involved.

Code Specs

PH0281A

PH0281B

PH0281C

Single

Double

Triple

10

12

11

11

13

14

Pulley Differential

Code Specs

PH0282A

PH0282B

PH0282C

PH0282D

Pulley Differential Large Dia. 40, 65, 90, 115mm

Pulley Differential Metal - 3 Steps Dia. 30, 40, 50mm

Pulley Differential Metal - 4 Steps Dia. 20, 30, 40, 60mm

Pulley Differential Large Ball Bearing Dia. 20, 30, 40, 60mm

1

2

Pulleys Metal
Aluminium, 50 mm diameter, mounted in metal frame, accurately centered.

Code Specs Type

PH0278A

PH0278C

PH0278E

PH0278B

PH0278D

PH0278F

Single 1 Hook

Single 2 Hooks

Double Long

Triple Long

Double Parallel

Triple Parallel

1

2

3

3

4 5 6

7 8

Pulleys Plastic
Plastic 50 mm diameter, mounted in metal frame, with two hooks.

Code Specs Type

PH0280A

PH0280C

PH0280E

PH0280B

PH0280D

PH0280F

Single 2 Hooks

Double Parallel

Double Long

Quadruple Parallel

Triple Parallel

Triple Long

4

5

6

7

8

9

9
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Pulleys Rod and Differential

Pulley Differential - Economy
One piece, plastic differential pulley in three steps of 20, 40, 60 mm diameter, mounted 
with rod.

Spoke Pulley
This pulley is ideal for use with photogates sensors. 65 mm diameter with spokes. 
Pulley is mounted on free running ball bearings with minimum friction. Mounted on a 
removeable rod of 150 x 10mm dia.

Pulley Assembly Set
Comprises a set of components from which pulley blocks of many different configuration 
may be made up. This versatile set is an economical alternative to providing a similar 
range of options using separate discrete pulleys. Set contains 15 plastic pulley frames, 
5 each of single, double and triple sheave, each provided with a removable bearing 
pin and a pair of hooks. 30 plastic plain bearing pulleys, 10 each of diameters 25, 
38 and 50 mm.

Pulley Rod Mounted
Dia. 50 mm. Plastic ball bearing pulley, mounted on 150 x 10 mm dia. rod.

Code

Code

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0283

SPKP14

PH0292

PH0287

Pulley Differential - Economy

Spoke Pulley

Pulley Block - Assembly Set

Pulley Rod mounted

1

1

2

8
8

3

3

Pulley Blocks
Plastic pulleys 50 mm diameter are carried in tough plastic frames. Bearing pin is easily 
removable and has a simple locking arrangement which prevents the pin accidentally 
coming out. Blocks are provided with metal hooks.

Code Specs

PH0291A

PH0291B

PH0291C

Single pulley blocks

Double pulley blocks

Triple pulley blocks

5

5

6

6

7

7

Pulley Single Bench mounting 
Bench mounting, aluminium 50 mm diameter, in metal frame for clamping to benches 
or boards upto 28 mm thick.

Code Specs

PH0290A

PH0290B

Pulley Single - Bench mounting

As above with nylon ball bearing pulley

4
4

2
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Pulleys - Metal & Plastic

Pulley for Magnetic Force Board
50 mm plastic ball bearing pulley mounted on a circular strong magnet.

Code Specs

PH0298 Pulley for Magnetic Force Board6

6

Pulley Large with Universal Clamp
Comprises a 70 mm diameter light alloy, held in alloy bracket, with two clamping 
screws for bench and rod support. The bracket may be clamped to a bench edge or 
similar support upto 38 mm thick, screwed to a flat surface or held on 13 mm dia. 
support rod.

Code Specs

PH0293 Pulley Large with Universal Clamp1

1

Pulley Rod Mounting
Comprising a 50 mm diameter pulley carried on an aluminium boss, 20 x 20 x 110 
mm long provided with a hole and clamping screw to accommodate rods up to 13 mm 
diameter. Tapped holes are provided so that the pulley may be fitted onto the boss with 
its axis of rotation in any one of the three planes.

Code Specs

PH0294A

PH0294B

Pulley rod mounting, metal pulley

As above, with nylon ball bearing pulley2

2

Pulley Bench Clamp Fitting
Comprising a 50 mm diameter pulley, carried on a two part aluminium frame, 
designed primarily for clamping to the edge of a bench, table etc. With the pulley 
overhanging the edge and in a vertical plane. Overall length of frame (pulley bar) 110 
mm. Maximum clamp opening 25 mm.

Code Specs

PH0296A

PH0296B

Pulley bench clamp fitting

Pulley bench clamp fitting with nylon ball bearing pulley3
3

Pulley Adjustable Clamp
Sturdy, metal constructed clamp pulley can be used to demonstrate a wide variety of 
mechanics principles. The metal sheave is 5 cm in diameter and can be adjusted from 
flush with the tabletop to 13 cm above it. Pulley can be rotated to 360º to suit any 
experimental setup.

Code Specs

PH0297A

PH0297B

PH0297C

Pulley bench clamp fitting

Pulley adjustable clamp pulley with nylon ball bearing

Spare Pulley on rod (without clamp)5

5

44
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Pulleys with universal clamp

Pulley with Universal Clamp
50 mm aluminium pulley has a universal frame and can be clamped in any position to 
a wall, bench, drawing board, edge of a table or fitted to retort stand rod of diameter 
12.5 mm with two clamping screws for easy working.

Code Specs

PH0299 Pulley with Universal Clamp1

1
Pulley Rod Mounted Demonstration
Large Size aluminium pulley diameter 100 mm with ball bearing for low friction and 
attached to a 135 mm long rod of 10mm diameter. Can be used as alternative of 
Atwood Machine’s experiments.

Code Specs

PH0300A Pulley rod mounted Demonstration2

Pulley - Force Table
Low friction, nylon clamp attaches securely to table tops from 10 to 24 mm thick and 
pulley runs smoothly on ball bearing.

Code Specs

PH0300C Pulley - Force Table3

Pulley on Clamp
Comprises 50 mm pulley with metal bracket for bench mounting upto 24 mm thickness. 
Can be used with force table also.

Code Specs

PH0301A Pulley on Clamp - Metal4

Pulley on Clamp - Plastic
Comprises 38 mm diameter ball bearing or plastic sheaves, sturdy ABS plastic body 
and adjusts with thumbscrew.

Code Specs

PH0301B Pulley on Clamp - Plastic5
5

Cords Suspension
Suitable for small pulley system & pendulum. Length 30 m approx.

Code Specs

PH0302A

PH0302B

Nylon cord

Cotton twin

6

7

Scale Pan
Plated brass 75 mm dia with suspension cords and hook.

Code Specs

PH0303A

PH0303B

Scale Pan - Brass

Scale Pan - Plastic

8

89 9

2

3

4

6 7
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Pulley Demonstration Sets

Pulley Large with Universal Clamp
A highly versatile apparatus for the demonstration of various concepts associated with 
pulleys and their configurations. Consists of a rectangular wooden base 81 x 20 cm 
with two sockets on its top in which metal rods of diameter 12.5 mm and length 81 cm 
can be screwed in vertically. At the top of the vertical rods, two right angled clamps 
support a horizontal rod of the same size. Eight collars with
hook are provided and can be inserted on the horizontal rod for suspending various 
pulleys. A capstan is fitted on the wooden base at one end , with a hook for attaching 
a pulley at the other end of the base.
Set includes.
•	Pulleys 8 single, 2 triple tandem, 2 quadruple
•	Wooden base 81 x 20 cm fitted with 2 sockets, a capstan and an eye hook.
•	Rods 3 (diameter 12.5 mm and length 81 cm)
•	Collars with hook - 8
•	Right angled clamps - 3
•	Wheel & axle - 1
•	Cord - 4 roll
•	Tommy bar for tightening vertical rods - 1
•	Masses Brass. slotted. 2 x 10 g 2 x 20 g 2 x 50 g 4 x 100 g
•	4 x 200 g 1 x 500 g Total 15 weights.
•	Weight hangers Brass. 5 x 50 g 1 x 20 g 1 x 10 g
•	Total 7 hangers.

Supplied with manual.

Pulley Demonstration Activity Set Student’s
A simpler version of Cat No PH0304 as above with fewer components.
Set includes.
•	Pulleys 8 single, 2 double sheave, EISCO ball bearing frictionless pulleys
•	Wooden base 20 x 15 cm fitted with one vertical rod of size 61 cm x 12.5 mm 

   and one horizontal rod size of 20 cm x 9.5 mm with clamp.
•	Collars with hook - 6
•	Right angled clamp - 1
•	Wheel & axle - 1
•	Cord - 2 rolls
•	Tommy bar to tighten vertical rods - 1
•	Hooked Masses Brass, with hooks. 1 x 10 g, 2 x 20 g, 1 x 50 g, 1 x 100 g, 

   2 x 200 g, 1 x 500 g & 1 x 1000 g. Total 9 weights.
Supplied with manual.

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

PH0304

PH0305

Pulley Demonstration activity Set - Advanced

Pulley Demonstration Activity Set - Students

1

1

2

2

Force

Make sure to sign up
for our monthly email
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Pendulum Bobs & Stand

Pendulum Bobs - Set of 3
Comprising a solid sphere of one each brass, copper & iron having diameter of 25 mm 
with a small ring for suspension.

Code Specs

PH0306F Pendulum Bobs - Set of 36

6

Pendulum Clamp
Any one of the pendulums can be adjusted without disturbing the others. 28 cm 
long clamp consists of a support arm attached to a rod clamp. Thumb screws keep 
suspended cords secure.

Code Specs

PH0308 Pendulum Clamp7

7

Pendulums on Stand
Three 2.5 cm pendulum bobs of wood, iron and aluminium are suspended from a 
common hanger mounted on a vertical rod screwed to a heavy metal stand. A rod is 
printed from 0 to 100cm with 1mm graduation.

Code Specs

PH0309 Pendulums on Stand8

8

Inertia Balance Kit
A class demonstration kit for comparison of masses and to aid understanding of the 
terms ‘mass’ and ‘weight’. A platform is supported on spring-steel strips which is made 
to oscillate in the horizontal plane under various loads. Two trays 130 x 50 mm held 
approximately 200 mm apart on spring steel strips attached to their sides. One tray 
has holes to take three equal mass cylinders of size 100 mm length and 25 mm dia. 
Three support pins to fit radial holes in cylinders. Supplied without G Clamp.

Code Specs

PH0310 Inertia Balance Kit9

9

Pendulum Bobs
Comprising a solid sphere with a small ring for suspension.

Code Specs Dia.

PH0306ABR13

PH0306BBR25

PH0306DBR25

PH0306ABR25

PH0306CBR19

PH0306EBR19

PH0306BBR19

PH0306DBR19

PH0306ABR19

PH0306CBR13

PH0306EBR13

PH0306BBR13

PH0306DBR13

PH0306CBR25

PH0306EBR25

Brass

Copper

Lead

13 mm

25 mm

25 mm

Brass

Iron

Aluminium

19 mm

13 mm

13 mm

Copper

Lead

Iron

Aluminium

13 mm

13 mm

25 mm

25 mm

Brass

Iron

Aluminium

25 mm

19 mm

19 mm

Copper

Lead

19 mm

19 mm

1

1
3

3

4

4

2

2

5

5

Photogate
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Wheels & Axles & Falling Bodies Apparatus

Inertia Ball
This is a demonstration of Newton’s First Law of motion. Suspend the metal ball from 
the ceiling and attach a second string. What happens when you pull steadily on the 
lower string? What if you jerk it quickly? 455 g ball can also be used as pendulum 
bob. Fitted with 3 eye bolts.

Variable Inertia
The concept of equal mass but different distribution of mass will suddenly have meaning 
for students. Instantly change the distribution of mass in these 4 1/2” diameter discs by 
inserting up to eight solid steel balls into your choice of compartments inside. Replace 
the top, screw both halves together, and roll the weighted disc down a slope. Two 
complete discs are included so you can compare the speed as they roll. You will receive 
two injection-molded ABS plastic discs, eight 
solid steel balls. Supplied with manual.

Wheel and Axle Simple Form
Consisting of a wooden double wheel with flat-bottomed grooves, 150 and 50 mm 
diameter respectively. The wheel is pivoted on a spindle 10 mm diameter which 
projects for a distance of 100 mm so that the apparatus may be clamped to a normal 
retort stand. The apparatus is supplied complete with two hooks and 6 meters of cord 
but WITHOUT masses and stand.

Falling Bodies Apparatus
L-section launcher with holes for locating two 19 mm diameter steel balls which act as 
projectiles. Launcher is released by push button and projects one ball forward while 
allowing the other to fall freely. Launching mechanism mounted on wooden block 180 
x 60 x 30 mm which may be clamped by bench and has a convenient storage pocket 
for the balls, complete with two steel balls. Supplied with manual.

Second Law of Motion Apparatus
The unit is based on a substantial metal casting and the entire mechanism is visible. 
The spring gun offers two tensions. The 28 cm long unit has a 10 mm rod. It may be 
horizontally clamped to a support stand or table clamp. Complete with set of two steel 
balls.

Code

Code

Code

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0311

PH0312

PH0314

PH0318

PH0319

Inertia Ball

Variable Inertia

Wheel and Axle Simple Form

Falling Bodies Apparatus

Second Law of Motion Apparatus

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

Photogate

Force
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Hook’s Law Apparatus

Atwood Machine - Economy
This machine contains of two low-friction pulleys of 50 mm dia. mounted on a metal 
rod. Bosshead & Vertical rod is not included. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0320 Atwood Machine - Economy1

1

Hook’s Law Spring Set
The set has five different springs constants for in depth investigation with above Hook’s 
law apparatuses.

Code Specs

PH0323SS Hook’s law Spring Set6 6

Atwood Machine Kit
Consists of two low-friction pulleys of 50 mm dia. mounted on a metal rod. Supplied 
complete with Support rod & base 5” x 8”, Slotted weight one each of 20g, 50g & 3 
of 100g, 2 pcs. Mass hanger, 1 bosshead and nylon thread.

Code Specs

PH0320KIT Atwood Machine Kit2

Hook’s Law with Weight Pan
This new design apparatus comprises of a longer scale and is a taller design than Cat. 
No. PH0322A. Weighing pan acts like a pointer allowing any kind of weights to be 
used. Supplied without weights.

Code Specs

PH0321A Hook’s Law with Weight Pan3

3

Hook’s Law Apparatus
For verification of Hook’s law with metal base. Consists of a metal scale 15 cm long 
with supports spring, a weight holder. Supplied without weights. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0322A

PH0322B

PH0322A+B

Hook’s Law Apparatus

Set of 10 Weights each of 10 g for use with above.

Hook’s Law Apparatus complete with Weights4

PH0323A+B Hook’s Law Apparatus - Student complete with Weights

Hook’s Law Apparatus - Student
This complete apparatus has a 15 cm adjustable scale, to prevent parallax error and is 
marked in millimeters and mounted on sturdy 30 cm support rod and wooden base. A 
hook supporting a coiled spring with a mass hanger and indicator is attached to rod. 
Supplied without weights. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0323A

PH0323B

Hook’s Law Apparatus - Student

Set of 10 Weights each of 10 g for use with above.

5

2

4

5

Force
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Loop the Loop & Helical Spring Set

Multi Spring Hook’s Law Apparatus
Multiple Spring Hookes law. This new design allows students to investigate hooks law 
for single spring, series and parallel spring combinations. The apparatus is supplied 
complete with a robust stand, rod and 3 springs.

Code Specs

PH0323SP3 Multi Spring Hook’s Law Apparatus1

Loop the Loop
Demonstrates transformation of potential into kinetic energy. V-shaped metal track in 
the shape of a loop is fitted on a wooden base. Longer end of the loop stands at an 
angle to the base and is 50 cm high. A steel ball, let loose at upper end of the loop, 
transverses the track at a fast speed without falling, while climbing the upper track of 
the loop upside down.

Code Specs

PH0323LL Loop the Loop2

2

Elastic Materials Kit
Kit comprises 2 latex foam blocks, 130 x 50 x 50 mm square, 4 elastic cords with 
eyelets, 4 soft rubber erasers, one 900 mm length of valve rubber tubing, 40 g reels 
of bare copper wire 0.28 mm and 0.45 mm diameter, 2 wide steel strings of 4½ turns 
50 mm diameter and 25 pcs. of expandable steel springs for testing beyond the elastic 
limit, with ends bent to form hooks.

Code Specs

PH0324 Elastic Materials Kit4

4

Loop the Loop with scale
To demonstrate transformation of potential into kinetic energy. For demonstration of 
conservation of energy, momentum and projectile motion. Loop the Loop looks like the 
track of a roller coaster. The curved metal track allows you to drop a steel ball from the 
top and watch the results. Depending on the height at which it is dropped the ball will 
roll completely around the interior of the track or will drop to the ground. A circular 
scale is attached to the device for measuring the angle at which the ball drops and the 
track is also graduated to determine the distance. Includes steel ball. Base Size 38 x 
15cm. Height 53 cm. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0323LS Loop the Loop with scale3

Helical Spring Set
This set consists of a carefully selected steel spring of 20 cm long with hooks on both 
ends and a mass of 2 kg, 0.5 kg and 237g with hooks on both ends. Supplied with 
manual.

Code Specs

PH0325 Helical Spring Set5

1

3

5

Force
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Young’s Modulus Apparatus

Young’s Modulus Apparatus
Vernier type, for the experimental determination relationship between a load applied 
to a wire and the resulting extension. The apparatus consists of an engraved brass 
scale 10 cm long and vernier reading 0.1 mm, complete with tension weight.

Code Specs

PH0326 Young’s Modulus Apparatus1

Wire Testing Clamps
Wire and thread testing is often carried out in a similar way to strip material but an 
effective gripping system is hard to achieve. These clamps solve the problem and are 
used in a similar way to strip the clamps. Max. load 10kg. Supplied in pairs but without 
weights. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0327WT Wire Testing Clamps2

2

Strip Testing Clamps
A pair of aluminium clamps which allow strip material to be investigated for breaking 
strain, strength etc. The clamps each measure 65 x 50 x 20 mm each with wing-
nut fixings and an attachment system which ensures freedom from slip. Typical 
investigations would include comparison of carrier bag material strength, comparison 
of paper strength including the ‘grain’ of newspaper, stretch of fabrics and polythene 
etc.

Code Specs

PH0327ST Strip Testing Clamps3

3

Young’s Modulus of Wires Apparatus
Searle’s Pattern. Spirit level mounted in two rectangular aluminium frame with one end 
resting on point of micrometer screw, fitted in one frame, the second end of spirit level 
pivoted in the second frame. The micrometer is provided with vertical scale 10 mm on 
either sides of the zero and vernier reading 0.01 mm. Complete with ceiling bracket 
having two self-centering chucks and tension weight.

Code Specs

PH0328A

PH0331

Young’s Modulus of Wires Apparatus

Young’s Modulus of Wires Apparatus - Premium5

4

4

Young’s Modulus Apparatus
Comprises a scale plate carrying a 0 to 30 mm scale, and a moveable vernier readable 
to 0.1 mm. Both have bars with clamping screws for the wires and hooks for the tension 
weight and loading masses. Supplied with clamp for fitting. A tension weight, mass 
1.3 kg approx. for the comparison wire is also included. Complete with load masses 
and wires.

Code Specs

PH0329

PH0330

Young’s Modulus Apparatus

Set of six wires - One each of 21 s.w.g. and 
22 s.w.g. of brass, copper and stainless steel. 
Each wire is 6 meter long.

6

1

5

6
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Simple Machines

Inclined Plane - Simple Machines
This wooden machine is elegantly designed and easy for students to use. It comes with 
a built in mass but the cart has a shallow indent for adding additional mass if needed. 
Student can study several different simple machine concepts off of this one apparatus. 
Supplied with manual.
Size: 42 x 9 x 5 cm; Weight: 700 g

Specs

WDSM10 Inclined Plane - Simple Machines1

1

Code

Pulley - Simple Machines
This wooden machine has a sturdy wooden construction ideal for classroom use. 
This apparatus can model how the use of several pulleys increases one’s mechanical 
advantage. Students can use this both qualitatively and quantitatively and its design 
lends itself easily to inquiry based activities. Supplied with manual.
Size: 16 x 9 x 41 cm; Weight: 800 g

Code Specs

WDSM12 Pulley - Simple Machines3

3 Pendulum - Simple Machines
This wooden pendulum has a strong and sturdy construction ideal for classroom use. 
The blue pendulum bob is adjustable so that students can easily and quantitatively 
study the relationship between the length of the pendulum and the period of the bob. 
Wooden guide helps students to keep the release angle uniform and small and the 
rigid body allows for movement in only two dimensions keeping students focused on 
the relationship of length and period without having to worry about other variables. 
Supplied with manual.
Size: 16 x 9 x 40 cm; Weight: 700 g

Code Specs

WDSM13 Pendulum - Simple Machines4

4

Gear Train - Simple Machines
This wooden machine has a sturdy wooden construction ideal for classroom use. This 
apparatus can model how gears work at a basic level to make work easier. Supplied 
with manual.
Size: 39 x 9 x 15 cm; Weight: 1 kg

Code Specs

WDSM11 Gear Train - Simple Machines22

experiment
guide

experiment
guide

experiment
guide
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Simple Machines

Wedge - Simple Machines
This wooden machine is elegantly designed to demonstrate how a wedge can increase 
mechanical advantage. Easy for students to use and measure. Supplied with manual.
Size: 35 x 12 x 6 cm; Weight: 750 g

Motion Convertor - Simple Machines
This wooden machine easily demonstrates how rotational motion can be converted 
into the linear motion. The durable wooden construction makes this model ideal for 
classroom use. Supplied fully assembled and with manual.
Size: 39 x 7 x 15 cm; Weight: 1 kg

Code

Code

Specs

Specs

WDSM14

WDSM16

Wedge - Simple Machines

Motion Convertor - Simple Machines

1
1

Gear - Simple Machines
This wooden machine has a sturdy wooden construction ideal for classroom use. This 
apparatus can demonstrate how gears can turn rotational motion into translational 
motion. Supplied with manual.
Size: 40 x 6 x 15 cm; Weight: 550 g

Code Specs

WDSM15 Gear - Simple Machines2

2

3
3

Fulcrum Balance - Simple Machines
This wooden machine is elegantly designed and easy for students to use. Study how 
changing the distance from the fulcrum changes the mechanical advantage. Students 
can figure out the balance point for a given set of masses. Supplied with manual.
Size: 45 x 7 x 13 cm; Weight: 500 g

Code Specs

WDSM17 Fulcrum Balance - Simple Machines4
4

experiment
guide
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guide
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guide
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Simple Machines

Lever - Simple Machines
This wooden machine is elegantly designed and easy for students to use. Study levers 
and mechanical advantage both qualitatively and quantitatively. Supplied with manual.
Size: 45 x 7 x 13 cm; Weight: 350 g

Specs

WDSM18 Lever - Simple Machines1

1

Code

Wheel & Axle - Simple Machines
This wooden machine has a sturdy wooden construction ideal for classroom use. This 
apparatus can model how a crane works as well as several other uses for a wheel an 
axle. Supplied with manual.
Size: 24 x 9 x 12 cm; Weight: 535 g

Specs

WDSM19 Wheel & Axle - Simple Machines2

2

Code

Screw - Simple Machines
This wooden machine has a sturdy wooden construction ideal for classroom use. The 
large block mounted around the head of the screw gives students additional leverage 
so they can easily break eggs or squish other objects with the screw that would be 
difficult to break with their bare hands. The square top also makes it easy to measure 
the distance top of the screw is turned vs. the distance the screw is sent into the board. 
Supplied with manual.
Size: 20 x 10 x 11 cm; Weight: 680 g

Specs

WDSM20 Screw - Simple Machines3

3

Code

Block & Tackle - Simple Machines
This wooden machine has a sturdy wooden construction ideal for classroom use. 
This apparatus can model how the use of several pulleys increases one’s mechanical 
advantage. Students can use this both qualitatively and quantitatively and its design 
lends itself easily to inquiry based activities. Supplied with manual.
Size: 17 x 12 x 22 cm; Weight: 700 g

Specs

WDSM21 Block & Tackle - Simple Machines4

4

Code

Simple Machines - Set of 12
Complete set of all simple machines given above WDSM10 to
WDSM21. Set of 12.

Specs

WDSMSET Simple Machines - Set of 12

Code
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Inclined Planes & Friction Board 

Inclined Plane with Angle Measurer
A metal based board measuring 45 cm x 15 cm hinged at one end supporting 
a scaled planed board. The planed section can be inclined and fixed at any 
angle from 0-45° to the horizontal measured on the attached angle measurer. 
The end of the inclined board features an adjustable pulley wheel from 
which masses can be suspended. Without weights. Pan and roller included. 
Works great with Force Sensor.

Code Specs

PH0334 Inclined Plane with Angle Measurer1

Inclined Plane Steel - Long Form
This inclined plane is 48” long & straight as an arrow. It is made of heavy steel 
with rounded corners and can accommodate any kind of car. Holes in the supporting 
flanges fit a 12 mm support rod and 38 mm molded pulley on metal bracket to be 
mounted in a hole at the end.
Longer Plane = Longer Duration - Easier to do Experiments

Code Specs

PH0335 Inclined Plane Steel - Long Form2

2

Friction Board Apparatus
Wooden friction board 490 x 75 x 19 mm, a wooden slider with hook 
140 x 70 x 19 mm a plain aluminium slider and an aluminium slider with rubber 
backing. A further long aluminium slider is provided which fits over the friction board 
to provide an alternative surface type.

Code Specs

PH0336 Friction Board Apparatus3

3

Inclined Plane and Friction Board
For investigating sliding friction. Consists of a plane board hinged at the base at one 
end with a pulley for the force cord at the other end. Complete with 200 x 100 mm 
friction slider and 100 x 100 mm slider, metal roller and pan. Board dimensions 600 
x 100 mm. Fitted with arc. Supplied without weights.

Code Specs

PH0337 Inclined Plane and Friction Board4

1

4

Force
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Inclined Planes & Friction Cube

Inclined Plane Metal - Economy
Designed specially for students. Made entirely of heavy gauge steel, the base and 
plane are connected by a hinge, allowing the plane to be clamped at any angle from 
0 to 45°. Vertical displacement, angular displacement and distance from the hinge can 
be measured with built in scales. The pulley can be adjusted to ensure that the cord 
runs parallel to the plane. Board dimensions 600 x 100 mm. Pan and roller included. 
Weights not included. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0338 Inclined Plane Metal - Economy1

Code

Inclined Plane - Aluminium, Industry Standard
This new Inclined plane has a solid aluminum construction, comprises of a pulley which 
can be adjusted. The length of the plane is 480 x 70 mm approx. and has a protractor 
for angle measurements. A very useful apparatus to Investigate acceleration, friction, 
gravity, Galileo’s free-fall experiments. Supplied without roller, pan and weights. 
Includes manual.

Specs

PH0339 Inclined Plane - Aluminium2

2

Code

Inclined Plane Precision Arc Deluxe
Supplied with a large scale precision arc which allows better resolution measurements 
of the angle of plane. Board dimensions 600 x 110 mm approx. Complete with pan, 
roller and pulley. Supplied without weights.

Specs

PH0339DX Inclined Plane Precision Arc Deluxe3

3

Code

Friction Cube with Four Surfaces
The friction cube provides four surfaces for exploration into the force of friction. 
Each side of the 2” cube provides a surface (wood, paper, vinyl, sandpaper) with a 
different coefficient of friction. By pulling the cube by the attached hook, one can both 
qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrate the properties of static and kinetic friction.

Specs

PH1120151 Friction Cube with Four Surfaces6

Code

Rollers for Inclined Plane
Solid metal rollers run on cone bearings and are mounted in a metal
frame with provision for attaching cord.

Specs

PH0341A

PH0341B

1 kg roller, 8 cm wide, 4.3 cm dia.

400 g roller, 7 cm wide, 5 cm dia.

4

5

Code

1

4 5

6

Force
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Lever Kit Set & Gyroscopes

Lever Kit Set
Supplied as kit for eight pupils and consists of five plywood beams 600 x 44 x 3 mm 
graduated every 38 mm and with groove across its centre to locate the fulcrum point. 
Also included are four fulcrums 32 x 32 x 64 mm and 40 metal blanks 25 mm square. 
The masses of the blanks are matched to ±1%.

Code Specs

PH0340 Lever Kit Set1

Gyroscope Demonstration
Great for demonstrating Rotational Motion & Forces. The brass wheel is 7.5 cm in 
dia. 3 cm at its rim, carefully balanced and all three pairs of pivots are adjustable. 
Complete fitted on stand.

Code Specs

PH0342 Gyroscope Demonstration2

2

Gyroscope
This is a high quality gyroscope having 60mm rotor which is dynamically balanced 
and rotates in adjustable cone screws. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0342A Gyroscope3

Rocking Gimble
Shows investigation of both gyroscope stability and precession. Adjustable cone 
bearings gives you extra running time. 60 mm steel rotor is balanced dynamically & 
mounted in a pivoted gimble cradle.

Code Specs

PH0342RG Rocking Gimble4

4

Gyroscope Bicycle Demonstration
Create a Human interactive Gyroscope using students...
Large 20” steel bicycle wheel running on ball bearing on which mounted a heavy solid 
rubber tyre to guarantee a large moment of inertia. To each end of axle, we fasten a 
handle with a eye at the end. One push of the hand provides enough spin to the wheel 
to display all the properties of gyroscope. Supplied with manual.

Code Specs

PH0342B Gyroscope Bicycle Demonstration5

5

1

3
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Bottle Rocket Launcher & Projectile Launchers & Ballistic Pendulum

Projectile Launcher
Durable, unbreakable. Aluminium construction with hardened steel latches. 
String release trigger mechanism with 2 bore sights. Pivots from horizontal to 90°. 
19 mm diameter ball with hole is easy to use – fixed launch position. Trajectories 
vary less than 1 cm because ball does not spin when launched. Includes 
assembled spring loaded gun, two balls of aluminium, protractor, plumb bob. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0343 Projectile Launcher2

Code

Bottle Rocket Launching Platform
Introduce students in the most fun way to rocket science and concepts involving 
Newton’s laws. The bottle rocket launcher is attached to a sturdy base with the 
capability of launching 2 liter plastic soda bottles over 100 ft in the air. Using water 
as the liquid fuel, pressurize the bottle with a bicycle pump (Schrader-type connection, 
pump not included). Bottle is remotely launched from a safe distance using the corded 
release mechanism.
Safety features include heavy duty base and stakes, trigger release, and vertical 
launching guide posts. Instructions included.

Specs

PH1120143 Bottle Rocket Launching Platform1

Code

Balance Lever Force Demonstration
For demonstration of static forces, levers and an analytical balance. Vertical stem with 
base, zero offset rod, horizontal balance arm with equidistant holes to set the scale 
pans. Scale pans with hooks, balance needle and protractor.

Specs

PH0343DL Balance Lever Force Demonstration4

Code

Ballistic Pendulum
This very famous experiment combines a students understanding of position, 
velocity, momentum, acceleration, conservation of energy and momentum, 
potential and kinetic energy into one comprehensive experiment to experimentally 
determine the muzzle velocity of the ballistics launcher. Once the experiment is 
conducted and can be verified with photogates and then theoretically derived. Kit 
comes with everything seen in the image (ballistic launcher, rigid arm pendulum, angle 
back drop, steel ball, release mechanism).

Specs

BLPN14 Ballistic Pendulum3
3

Code

1

2

4

Photogate

NEW
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Wooden Lever
One meter long with fulcrum lever is graduated in centimeters and is balanced on the 
fulcrum by a transverse groove cut midway in the length of the lever over knife edge of 
the fulcrum. Supplied with 2 sets of 100 g weights.

Specs

PH0344 Wooden Lever2

Code

Centre of Gravity Kit
This kit helps students in the individual research of the center of gravity of a flat body, 
the conservation of the result on paper, the possibility of a graphic verification and the 
discovery of geometric research method. It consists of one support, 5 plumb lines, 1 roll 
of tape, 4 figures (triangle, trapezoid, parallelogram, circle).

Specs

PH0344CG Centre of Gravity Kit1

Code

Moment of Force Apparatus
This apparatus shows the relationship between moment of force, the amount of force 
and the length of the lever arm. By simply adjusting weights fitted on a meter stick 
lever to establish equilibrium, students will observe the law of torque for various centres 
of rotation, compare clockwise and counter-clockwise torques, measure various lever 
arms, and calculate torque. Consists a meter stick, three knife edge clamps and an 
aluminium support.Supplied with 100g & 200g hooked weight.

Code Specs

PH0344MF Moment of Force Apparatus3

Demonstration Balance Support
The sturdy notched support is available for use the lab. You will need a meter stick, 
mass hangers and masses and several knife edge clamps, available separately. 
Support is 18.5 cm in height and weight is 280 g approx.

Code Specs

PH0344DB Demonstration Balance Support4

4

Knife Edge Clamp
Clamps firmly to meter rule. Rigid steel knife edges properly align with edge of opening 
exposing the meter rule. Clamp fastens to the rule by a set screw. Metal wire stirrup 
serves as a mass hanger. Openings on each side of the meter rule ensure that clamp 
is set properly.

Code Specs

PH0344KE Knife Edge Clamp5

Centre of Gravity Kit & Moment of Force Apparatus

1

3

5

2
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Kit for Study of Moments
The shaped body is designed to complete the course of statics and to allow practical 
measurements to be undertaken. It allows following experiments :-
•	Determination of centre of gravity of a solid
•	Unstable equilibrium by reference to centre of gravity
•	Moment of a force, theory of moments
•	Study of couples
•	Study of equilibrium of a solid under the action of several couples.

The kit consists of Metal Board, irregular shaped body, a system for measurement of 
distances, 4 pulleys on magnet, one roll of thread and one magnet on hook.

Code Specs

PH0344KM Kit for study of moments1

Code

Metal Board
Metal Board 600 x 400 mm, mounted on stable support. Required for mechanics and 
optics experiments.

Specs

PH0344MB Metal Board2

2

2

Moment of Inertia Disc on Magnet
Plastic disc dia. 175 mm mounted on ball bearing and magnetic base perforated with 
hole at 1 cm interval on 12 axes at 30°. Supplied with 6 moveable pins.

Specs

PH0344MI Moment of Inertia Disc on Magnet3

Code

Irregular Shaped Body
Body of any irregular mounted on ball bearing positioned in its centre of gravity, 
perforated with 2 mm holes at 1 cm intervals on the whole surface. A measuring 
system enables the rapid calculation of the moments. The axle is fitted with a magnetic 
base dia. 40 mm enabling to place it on a metallic board.

Specs

PH0344IS Irregular Shaped body4

Code

Kit For Study of Moments

3

4
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Magnet with Hook
Magnetic base 40 mm diameter with removable metal hook.

Specs

PH0344MH Magnet with Hook2

2

Code

1

Pulley for Magnetic Force Board
50 mm plastic ball bearing pulley mounted on a circular strong magnet.

Specs

PH0298 Pulley for Magnetic Force Board1

Code

Metal Lever
Metal lever, length 37.5 cm perforated with holes at 25 mm intervals, mounted on 
magnetic base.

Specs

PH0344ML Metal Lever3

Code

Differential Pulley with Magnet
Designed for our metal force board PH0344MB, 3 step diameters.

Specs

PH0344DPM Differential Pulley with Magnet4

4

Code

Inclined Plane & Cart
2 dimensional forces can be difficult to master, but not with this teacher demonstration 
version the whole class can see. The instructor can change parameters and let the class 
do the calculations. Kit includes track with magnet attachments, mounted pulley, trolley, 
string. Supplied without Board, mass set and hanger.

Specs

PH0344IPC

PH0344MB

Inclined Plane and Cart

Metal Board for above

5

5

Code

Inclined Plane & Cart

3

Force
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T h e  p h y s i c a l  s c i e n c e  s y s t e m  o f  t h e  f u t u r e

Technology + Curriculum + Physics System = Student Success

Manufactured by

•  Full physical science system

•  Full mechanics curriculum

•  Compatible with any data logging system

•  Video Analysis

•  Built to last
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Visual Scientifics Experiment Starter Pack
Visual Scientifics starter pack is used for physics study, and includes interactive 
experiments for a range of laboratory activities, and includes the PTHOKL Hooke’s 
law kit, PT2SCO collisions in 2D, PTIPCR incline plane and car, PTLOP loop, and PTPEN 
pendulum for hands-on learning.
The starter pack contains instructions for experiments that include main labs and 
extensions, safety information, general theory, classroom lessons, experimental set up 
diagrams, student lab workbooks, Next Generation Science Standards Concepts, and 
Common Core Standards.
Each experiment requires the PTBASE base for operation (included); optional 
accessories include a video camera for the extensions, graphing software, scale for 
obtaining masses, measuring tapes or rulers, markers, pens, and erasers, PTBACK 
back board, and PTPGS photogate (sold separately). Starter pack pieces have steel 
construction for durability; steel is a good general-purpose material with better 
weldability and increased rust resistance over wrought iron. The pack is suitable for 
high school and college students, or ages 14 to 21.

Specs

PTSTR1 Visual Scientifics Experiment Starter Pack1
1

Code

Visual Scientifics Base
The heart of the system, the large, robust magnetic Base features precise mounting 
locations. It allows students to quickly set up experiments and generate accurate, 
repeatable results. Attach the magnetic high-contrast Visual Scientifics Back 
Board (item #753152) with grid for easy video analysis and data collection. 
Base measures 25 x 16 x 2-1/2” and may be used with any module. Instructions 
included with unit.

Specs

PTBASE Base2

Code

Visual Scientifics Back Board
Used to take vertical measurements, and mounts to the PTBASE base for operation 
(sold separately). The back board has a high-contrast color grid for ease of data 
collection, and is magnetic to attach to mounting solutions of various experiments and 
probeware. The back board is made of durable steel, which is a good general-purpose 
material, with better weldability and increased rust resistance over wrought iron. The 
back board measures 23.5 x 16.5 x 2.75 inches (L x W x H). The back board has 
instructions for use and is suitable for high school and college students.

Specs

PTBACK Back Board3

Code

2

3
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Visual Scientifics Range

1

Visual Scientifics Photogate System
This easy-to-use tool has a built-in stopwatch and works with the Visual Scientifics 
System or any lab requiring a photogate. It has 4 function modes gate (time of 
interruption), pulse (time between interruptions), pendulum (time between 1st and 
3rd interruptions), and frequency (frequency of interruptions). Includes instructions, 
2 photogates, 2 connecting wires, wall charger, 9-V battery, main hub, and control.

Specs

PTPGS Photogate System1

Code

2

Visual Scientifics Hooke’s Law
Used for investigation of simple harmonic motion and the spring constant, and 
measures the relationship between applied force and displacement. The kit includes 
springs, weights, weight hanger, guide ruler attachment, mount rod, and apparatus 
for hands-on experiments, and has steel construction for durability. Requires Visual 
Scientific Base as per Cat. no. PTBASE available separately. Included instructions for 
classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTHOKL Hooke’s Law2

Code

3

Visual Scientifics Collisions in 2D
Visual Scientifics two-dimensional collisions kit is used for investigating linear 
momentum, elastic collisions, and conservation of energy. The kit measures the 
momentum of two spheres colliding elastically at the edge of a table for detailed 
examination, and includes a ramp, balls, mounting base, and rotatable platform for 
hands-on experiments. The kit requires Cat. no. PTBASE base for operation, sold 
separately. Included instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

PT2SCO Collisions in 2D3

Code

4

Visual Scientifics Ballistic Pendulum
Used to demonstrate the properties of energy and momentum by measuring a ball’s 
velocity after it is shot from the pendulum’s spring loaded launcher into a barrel on 
the end of its rigid arm. The pendulum’s measuring board gauges the swing height of 
the pendulum arm in degrees after the ball has entered the barrel. This very famous 
experiment combines a students understanding of position, velocity, momentum, 
acceleration, conservation of energy and momentum, potential and kinetic energy 
into one comprehensive experiment to experimentally determine the muzzle velocity 
of the ballistics launcher. Once the experiment is conducted and can be verified with 
photogates and then theoretically. Kit comes with everything seen in the image (ballistic 
launcher, rigid arm pendulum, angle back drop, steel ball, release mechanism). 
Requires Visual Scientific Base as per Cat. no. PTBASE available separately. Included 
instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTBALP Ballistics Pendulum4

Code

Force

Photogate

Photogate
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Visual Scientifics Range

Visual Scientifics Loop Kit
Visual Scientifics loop kit is used to demonstrate kinetic and potential energy and 
calculates the normal force on a roller coaster rider. The kit includes two balls and a 
ramp with a loop for hands-on experiments and has steel construction for durability. 
Requires Visual Scientific Base as per Cat. no. PTBASE available separately. Included 
instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTLOP Loop Kit1

1

Code

Visual Scientifics Pendulum
Visual Scientifics pendulum is used to investigate the oscillation period and has a 
frictionless mount and an adjustable string for measuring varying changes. The kit 
includes a pendulum back board, mounting rod, string, and pendulum bob and stopper 
for hands-on experiments and has steel construction for durability. Requires Visual 
Scientific Base as per Cat. no. PTBASE available separately. Included instructions for 
classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTPEN Pendulum2

2

Code

Visual Scientifics Free Fall
Visual Scientifics free fall is used to investigate and calculate acceleration due to 
gravity and measures the acceleration of a steel ball in “free fall” from a platform to 
a landing pad for detailed examination. The free fall Includes a release mechanism, 
ball and landing pad for hands-on experiments. Requires Visual Scientific Base as per 
Cat. no. PTBASE available separately. Included instructions for classroom and lab use.

Visual Scientifics Projectile Launcher
Used to study kinematic equations and conversion between gravitational potential and 
kinetic energy. Students participate in an interactive experiment for measuring the 
muzzle velocity of the launcher to identify varying launch angles in order to quantify 
the initial kinetic energy of the projectile (ball). Using their velocity calculations, students 
then make predictions about where the ball will land. The kit includes a projectile 
launcher, mounting hardware, ball and a protractor with bob for hands-on learning, 
and has steel construction for durability. Requires Visual Scientific Base as per Cat. no. 
PTBASE available separately. Included instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

Specs

PTFFAL

PTPROJ

Free Fall

Projectile Launcher

3

4

Code

Code

3

4

Photogate

Photogate

Photogate

Photogate

Force
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Visual Scientifics Range

Visual Scientifics Inclined Plane & Car
Visual Scientifics inclined plane and car is used to investigate static and kinetic friction, 
dynamic equilibrium, unbalanced forces and workenergy theory. The plane and car 
can be used to predict velocity and quantify friction as a car is rolled down the ramp 
or measure the acceleration of the car as it is pulled up the ramp. The kit includes 
an incline plane with track, car, mounting rods and hardware, pulley attachment 
and nylon cord for hands-on experiments, and has steel construction for durability. 
Requires Visual Scientific Base as per Cat. no. PTBASE available separately. Included 
instructions for classroom and lab use.

Visual Scientifics Atwood Machine
Once students have an understanding of Newton’s laws and understand tension and 
using pulley’s to change direction of force this module is the next level of merging 
engineering and inquiry together. It is often difficult for students to conceptualize 
exactly how pulleys work. One common misconception which causes problems when 
students try to construct free body diagram and solve problems using pulleys is the 
idea of tension in a string. In this modules students will work though activities to solve 
this misconception, such as placing a spring between 2 pulleys. Included instructions 
for classroom and lab use.

Specs

Specs

PTIPCR

PTAWM

Inclined Plane & Car

Atwood Machine

1

1

2

2

Code

Code

Visual Scientifics Diffraction
A spectroscope helps to study and observe a spectrum of light. When white light 
travels through a double slit, an interference pattern immerges that is dependent on the 
wavelength of light. A diffraction grating will also reveal a spectrum. Use this apparatus 
to make your own spectroscope. Using the Visual Scientific Diffraction experiment 
combined with base and back board students will derive and experimentally prove 
the relationship y=(mlL)/d. The concept of wave and particle is typically difficult to 
understand and construct without and expensive optical bench, but using the Visual 
Scientifics system it is fast and easy to set up and explore. Included instructions for 
classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTDSE Diffraction3

3

Code

Photogate Force Motion

Light
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Visual Scientifics Range

1

Visual Scientifics Extended Inclined Plane
Extended length allows for easier investigations of newton’s laws and collisions. Consists 
of Incline plane with track, car, mounting rods, and hardware, pulley attachment, and 
nylon cord. Included instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTLFIP Extended Inclined Plane1

Code

2

Visual Scientifics Wave Demonstration
A fundamental qualitative understanding of waves is crucial for any student before 
then can begin to understand the quantitative mathematics. This apparatus is designed 
to guide students through understanding standing waves, nodes, antinodes, period, 
frequency and tension. After working through this visual scientifics module students 
will be able to answer questions such as: How does the tension on the string affect the 
frequency of the standing wave? How does the length of the string affect the speed of 
the wave? How does the mass of the string affect the frequency of the standing wave? 
How does the tension on the string effect the speed of the standing wave? Included 
instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTWDA Wave Demonstration2

Code

3

Visual Scientifics Car Kit
Visual Scientifics replacement car is for use with the PTIPCR incline plane and car. It is 
versatile for investigating static and kinetic friction, dynamic equilibrium, unbalanced 
forces and work-energy theory. Car can be used with the plane to predict velocity 
and quantify friction for further study. Included instructions for classroom and lab use.

Specs

PTCAR Car Kit3

Code

Photogate Force Motion

Force

Ask us about
supply chain solutions
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Force Apparatus

Force Board Kit
This compact Force Board Kit provides the teacher with a simple solution to demonstrate 
the principles of the parallelogram and polygon of forces. This low maintenance board 
of size 40 x 55 cm is constructed from a hard wearing material with a grid printed in 
black and is bench standing. Supplied with detachable feet to provide for easy storage 
when not in use, ball bearing pulleys, reel of cotton, 3 hooks and mass set.

Specs

PH0345 Force Board Kit1

1

Code

Hand Held Centripetal Force Kit
This elegantly simple kit provides the necessary tools to discover properties of rotational 
dynamics. A rubber stopper swings around on the end of a string counter balanced by 
weights, allowing students to see how mass and radius affect centripetal acceleration 
and rotational velocity.
Kit includes
Plastic handle, rubber stopper, string, 20 washers, 2 paper clips.

Specs

PH1120152 Hand Held Centripetal Force Kit2

2

Code

Parallelogram of Forces Apparatus
To verify the relationship between forces acting at a point. Comprises board 
65 x 50 cm with two aluminium pulleys 50 mm diameter on clamps for mounting in any 
position. Complete with three hangers iron nickel plated 50 g and 12 slotted weights 
of 50 g each. Supplied with instruction manual.

Specs

PH0346 Parallelogram of Forces Apparatus3

3

Code

Force Board Wall Type
For demonstrating the principles of the parallelogram and polygon of forces. The 
apparatus comprises a strong board 75 x 60 cm fitted with metal brackets for fixing 
to wall. The design is such that a clear space is left all round the edge of the board for 
the attachment of pulleys etc. The board is supplied complete with mounting brackets, 
cords, pulleys and masses.

Specs

PH0348 Force Board Wall Type

Code

Force

NEW
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Force Tables

Force Table - Economy
Equipped with a large 40cm diameter tabletop with thick support and heavy cast 
base with levelling screws. The durable polymer tabletop carries angle scale with 0.5° 
divisions, marked every 10° in both rotation directions. Complete with four pulleys, 
four sets of weights 250 g each set.

Force Table - Economy 3-legged
This inexpensive force table is an accurate product, lighter in weight than above two 
versions. The top is made from durable PVC and the laminated top allows to use 
erasable markers. The legs screw in the table quite easily and have built-in levelling 
screws for levelling adjustments. The table is supplied with 4 special ball bearing 
pulleys and 4 weight hangers. Complete with four pulleys, four weight hangers. 
Weights not included.

Specs

Specs

PH0347CN8

PH0347FT

Force Table - Economy

Force Table, Economy 3-legged

2

3

3

Force Table - Precision
To verify the law of composition and resolution of forces. This consists of machined 
aluminium table 40 cm in diameter. Its rim has a scale graduated in 360 degree, 
mounted on vertical support rod based provided with levelling screws. Body under 
study is a ring in center of the table fastened by cords passing over four pulleys, 
attached with the table. Complete with four pulleys, four weight hangers of 100 g 
each, sixteen weights 4 x 10 g 4 x 20 g 4 x 50 g 4 x 100 g steel chrome plated. 
Supplied with instruction manual.

Specs

PH0347A

PH0347BR

Force Table, 40 cm dia

Force Table with brass weights

1

Code

Code

Code

1

2

Force

Force

Force
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Maxwell Apparatus

Force Sensor Clamp
These clamps are designed to allow attaching the force sensors to Force Tables . 
Diameter of mounting rod is 10mm. Sold as a pack of 3.

Apparatus to study the Eccentricity of Center of Gravity
Ductile parallel piped with a central plumb line which enables to demonstrate that 
center of gravity of a solid passes through its support polygon.

Maxwell Apparatus
Maxwell Apparatus with stand consisting of metal wheel dia. 90 mm approximately 
with side latching for peripheral mass. Concentration via wheel center passing through 
a shaft. Supplied with stand.

Maxwell Wheel
Investigate conservation of mechanical energy and momentum. The wheel rolls to the 
top by means of string wound on its axle, then turns potential energy into kinetic and 
rolls back down. At the bottom, kinetic energy is converted into potential and the 
wheel rolls upward again. In an ideal world this would continue forever, but friction 
eventually sets in and the wheel will stop.

Statistic & Dynamic Study of Torsion
Device designed to study of torsion of couples and torsion pendulum. The apparatus 
consists of a plate with central hole equipped with two pulleys with ball bearing. Lines 
traced on plate give the direction of action lines. A dented lever with central core 
allows hanging torsion line. A hanger bracket holding a graduated drum on which 
axis the torsion line is fixed. A set of 7 torsion lines with tips. Eight round weights of 
10 g each and two hangers to apply forces to lever are provided. Supplied complete 
with weights.

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0347FSC

PH0348AN8

PH0349A

PH0349WL

PH0349SDS

Force Sensor Clamp - Pack of 3

Apparatus to study the Eccentricity of Center of Gravity

Maxwell Apparatus on Wooden base

Maxwell Wheel

Statistic & Dynamic Study of Torsion

1

2

3

4

5

5

Code

Code

Code

Code

Code

1

2

3

4
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Economy Collision Balls
This economy apparatus demonstrates elastic collision well. Features a steel frame 
supporting five steel balls on tough nylon monofilament. Size 135 x 115 x 140 mm.

Specs

PH0349ECB Economy Collision Balls1

1

Code

Newton’s Cradle - Giant
Newton’s Cradle demonstrates the concept of elastic collision. It is made of an odd 
number of identical steel balls, each suspended by a bifilar suspension from a sturdy 
wooden frame. Premium version. Completely assembled. Size 310 x 240 x 245 mm. 
Ball dia. 50 mm.

Specs

PH0349NCL Newton’s Cradle - Large2

Code

Engineer’s Newton’s Cradle- 5 Balls
Newton’s Cradle with 5 balls. Completely assembled. Size 200 x 150 x 180 mm.

Specs

PH0349NC5 Newton’s Cradle - 5 Balls3

3

Code

Aquistic Newton’s Cradle Economy - 3 Balls
Economy version of Newton’s Cradle. 3 balls. Completely assembled.
Size 130 x 120 x 155 mm.

Specs

PH0349NC3 Newton’s Cradle Economy - 3 Balls4

4

Code

Collision in Two Dimensions
This apparatus consists of a curved track with a base at one end. On the base is a 
support to hold a ball at the proper height for a center to center collision with a second 
ball rolling down the track. The track is level so collision occurs only in the horizontal 
plane, simplifying calculations. Consists of 25 cm one piece track, 3 balls 12 mm dia., 
2 steel, 1 glass and 1 plumb bob.

Specs

PH0349CTD Collision in two dimensions5

5Code

Collision Balls- Newton’s Cradle

2

Photogate
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Dynamic Trolleys

Trajectory Apparatus
Two dimensional motion can be a difficult topic to master, but not with this apparatus. 
A steel ball decends a metal ramp and strikes at opposing metal plate. Graph paper 
attaches to the back drop so that students can plot different trajectories versus dropping 
height and so on. Included in the kit is a 38 X 43 cm trajectory board, metal target, 2 
wooden supports, adjustable aluminum luncher with stop, steel ball, graph paper and 
pre cut target paper. A great economical way to teach a difficult concept.

Specs

STRJ Trajectory Apparatus1

1

Code

Double Cone & Plane
Defy gravity as cone appears to roll upward. This visual demonstrator of the center of 
gravity has a wooden frame with diverging rails and a double-ended cone. The cone 
appears to roll up actually the center of mass is moving down.

Specs

PH0349DCP Double Cone & Plane2

Code

Dynamic Trolley - Wooden
This pair of identical wooden trolleys 300 mm long, mounted on three wheels. A 
spring loaded rod is fitted to give impulse when released and have 5 slots for different 
level of spring compressions. It has a provision for stacking the trolleys on top of each 
other with removable pins. Supplied complete with springs, 4 pins (for stacking) and 
2 rubber corks.

Specs

PH0350 Dynamic Trolley - Wooden3

Code

Dynamic Trolley Pair - Metal
Dynamic trolley, all metal, compact design, one end of metal body carries an integral 
spring plunger/ trigger system for explosion experiments whilst the other end has a 
clamping screw for attaching ticker tape. Other built-in facilities includes velcro pads 
for non elastic collisions and locating pins to permit secure stacking of two or more 
trolleys.

Specs

PH0351 Dynamic Trolley Pair - Metal5

Code

Dynamic Trolley - 3 Wheeled
This pair of cart is constructed from solid wood and aluminium. Fitted with high quality 
frictionless nylon ball bearing wheels allows for more accurate dynamic measurements. 
One of the carts is equipped with an exploder piston that is activated by a trigger on 
the top of the cart. A pair of spring hoops is provided for collision experiments. Size 
300 x 90 mm Supplied with instruction manual.

Specs

PH0350A

PH0350B

Dynamic Trolley - 3 wheeled, without hoops

Dynamic Trolley - 3 wheeled, witht hoops

4

Code

2

3

4

5

Motion
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Dynamic Trolley Pair - Plastic
These carts have a single piece body which is virtually un-breakable. These are 
excellent upgrades for the traditional wooden or metallic one and its unique design 
allows many precision dynamic experiments to be carried out. The cart’s plastic body is 
mounted on a set of 3 low friction nylon wheels providing a straight distance over long 
distances. A lockable spring loaded plunge has 2 levels of spring compression  and is 
activated by a trigger knob on top of the trolley. A cushioned surface mounted on top 
of each cart enables placing of additional masses for increasing the effective weight of 
the cart. The cart can also be stacked on top of each other. Velcro pads are pasted at 
the back end of each cart enabling study of inelastic collisions. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0351PLN8 Dynamic Trolley Pair - Plastic1

Code

Rolling Friction Cars
The rolling friction car kit provides four cars for exploration into the force of friction. 
Each car provides a set of different material wheels (wood, fabric, soft rubber, soft 
silicone) with a different coefficient of friction. By setting the cars in motion with 
equivalent velocities, one can qualitatively demonstrate the frictional properties of 
rolling without slipping.

Specs

PH1120147 Rolling Friction Cars4

4

Code

Hall’s Car Single
This simple Hall’s car features a molded one-piece body with a central well to hold 
additional masses. The molded wheels have sleeve bearings. There is a hole in one end 
of the body to attach cords.

Specs

PH0351HCS Hall’s Car Single2 2

Code

Hall’s Car Pair - Minimal Friction
Most important lab. essential for dynamics experiments, this car is used in conjunction 
with the inclined plane, pulley and weights to study the relationship between work and 
energy. The car has low friction wheels in on oil free sleeve bearings which never need 
adjustment. The durable plastic moulded body has a deep well for weights and low 
profile. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0351APL Hall’s Car Pair - Minimal Friction3

3Code

Dynamic & Newton Trolley & Hall’s Car

1

Motion

Photogate
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Halls’s Carriage & Uniform Motion Vehicle

Hall’s Carriage
For Dynamics experiments. The one-piece aluminum wheels and axles mounted in 
cone bearings for low friction operation. One piece plastic body with facility to add 
weights on the top. Used with inclined planes listed on page 57 & 58.
Size 13.5 x 7 x 3.5 cm.

Two Speed Car
Battery Operated, 2 Speed Dynamics cart for study of motion. Compatible with our 
aluminum dynamics track.

Ballistics Car
Demonstrates that the horizontal component of the velocity of a body thrown vertically 
upward from another body moving horizontally is the same as that of the body moving 
horizontally and independent of the vertical component of velocity. Thus, a ball ejected 
from the vertical barrel of the Ballistic Car moving with uniform velocity return back to 
its original position into the barrel. The apparatus consists of a heavy metallic barrel 
mounted vertically on an aluminium car. The car has plastic wheels with ball bearings 
to minimize friction. Spring - loaded piston arrangement with two compressions 
settings of spring for ejecting the ball to two different heights. Complete with steel ball 
and a lock -pin with cord. Supplied with manual. Size : 26 x 11 x 18 cm. Weight : 1.8 
kg approx.

Uniform Motion Vehicle
The uniform motion vehicle is designed to aid in the exploration of such concepts as 
Newton’s laws, linear motion, and constant velocity. The car runs at two speeds, and 
comes with two sensor flags: one for use with motion logging sensors and one for use 
with photogate sensors. Runs on 2 ‘AA’ batteries, included.
Kit Contains:
•	Uniform Motion Vehicle
•	Photogate flag
•	Motion sensor flag

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0343A

PH0343TWC

PH0355APL

PH1120145

Hall’s Carriage

Two Speed Car

Ballistics Car

Uniform Motion Vehicle

1

2

2

4

3

3

Code

Code

Code

Code

1

4

Motion
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1

Dynamics System
An economical way to teach dynamics including, but not limated to, position, velocity, 
acceleration, force, elastic and in elastic collisions, momentum, conservation of energy, 
and much more. If you are looking to get started teaching physics, or need to revamp 
your mechanics labs this is the perfect kit. The kits contains 1 x 1.2m Track with pulley, 
1 Trolley Standard, 1 x Trolley Spring loaded, 2 x Masses, 10 x 10 g Masses, 1 x Ticker 
tape timer, 5 Spare tapes, 1 x Pack of carbon discs, 1 Reel of cotton, 1 x Spirit level 
and 1 x Stopwatch.

Specs

DYSYS Dynamics System1

Code

Dynamics System & Collisions Kit

Force

Motion

Photogate

Collisions Kit
A simple and easy to use kit for work on momentum collisions and the coefficient 
of restitution as well as conservation of energy. The kit consists two bogies having 
one side with velcro pad and other side with spring. Track 1.2 m long graduated, 
pair of support feet, 2 photogate support holders and rods, masses set of 50 g, 
20 g and 10 g each.

Specs

PH0352CKT

PH0352/CRA

Collisions Kit

Spare pair of Carts for above

2

2

Code

Photogate Motion Force
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Collision in One Dimenson
This device performs the same function as Newton's Cradle propel one or more balls 
toward one or more grouped further down the track. Watch how far and how many 
balls move.
An elastic collision is one which involves the full conservation of both momentum and 
energy. Objects involved in elastic collisions behave in a restricted manner. For a given 
set of pre collision conditions, there is one, and only one, set of results. This can be 
demonstrated by using balls of uniform mass. Balls are employed because they have 
low friction in their movement. Hard materials despite appearance are usually more 
elastic than soft ones.

Gaussian Gun
A fun and intriguing demonstration of Newtonian physics. When properly arranged, 
a slow moving steel ball will be accelerated to 3-4 times its original speed by the pull 
of magnets and Newton's Third Law of Motion.
The Gaussian Gun comes with 4 neodymium magnets, 4 magnet holders which allow 
the user to move the magnets and reverse their polarity towards one another. Ten 
3/4" steel balls, and a low friction track with an open end for launching the balls. This 
device can be used to teach magnetism, motion, Newton's Laws, and can be used as a 
fun ball launcher for other experiments and demonstrations.

Specs

Specs

COL12

GSGUN

Collision in One Dimension

Gaussian Gun

1

1

2

2

Code

Code

Collision Apparatus & Gaussian Gun

NEW

NEW

Check out
our new wesbite
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Inertia Apparatus & Dynamic Track

Inertia Apparatus
Stand with a receptacle for a ball at the top. 18 mm ball, a square piece of sheet metal 
and a trigger of sheet metal included. Pulling & releasing the trigger causes the square 
sheet to slide out from under the ball, dropping the ball in the receptacle by inertia. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0355IA Inertia Apparatus1

Code

Inertia Demo - Heavy Duty
An upgraded version of the above. Manufactured with heavy stand.

Specs

LID-17 Inertia Demo2

2

Code

Dynamic Track, Stand & Ramp
The 1.2m track bases are in thick MDF with hardwood side supports which give good 
resistance to flexing. Rounded corners avoid injuries. Support feet link with the support 
frame which provides a robust system for height adjustment. Complete with run off 
ramp to bridge the gap between track and floor when required. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0355DYTR Dynamic Track, Stand & Ramp3

Code

Trolley Runway
Designed to provide a smooth flat easily inclinable surface for dynamic experiments 
using trolleys. With wooden sides rails and plastic feets. Size 1.5 x 0.3 meters. Supplied 
without dynamic trolleys.

Specs

PH0352 Trolley Runway4

Code

3

4

Motion

1

NEW

Photogate
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Ticker Tape Timer

Ticker Tape Timer
This ticker tape timer is housed in a tough moulded plastic case. The timer operates 
on 12 volts AC supply and produces 50/60 dots per second depending on the mains 
frequency. The case has a tape guide and a carbon disc plug which can be moved 
to maximize the use of the discs. It is supplied with roll of 50 meters paper tape and 
carbon discs box of 100. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0353A

PH0353C

PH0353B

PH0353CPR

Ticker Tape Timer

Carbon paper disc, 50 mm dia. with 4 mm hole cut from 
carbon paper. Box of 100.

50 Meters of paper tape roll, 15 mm wide

Carbonised Paper Roll 50 Meters

1

2

3

Code

1

2 3

Ticker Tape Holder
A specially designed stand to hold our ticker tape rolls, with easy possible, it is an 
excellent accessory. 22 cm. tall approx. Tape not included.

Specs

PH0353D Ticker Tape Holder4

Code

2 Speed Ticker Timer
This 2 speed ticker timer is a modern version of tried and tested method of measuring 
velocity and acceleration. A vibrating striker prints dots on the tape using carbon 
discs. The unit is housed in hard wearing, inert, scratch proof and shock absorbing 
plastic case and has a single aluminium plate for clamping to the bench or fixing to 
a dynamics track. It has a unique method of adjusting the position of the carbon disc. 
Operates on 12 volts DC supply.
Size : 15 x 13 x 3 cm. Weight : 0.4 kg approx.

Specs

PH0353SPT 2 Speed Ticker Timer5

Code

Ticker Tape Timer with Holder - Battery Operated
This is a complete kit which includes a 12 volt DC ticker Tape Timer, Battery holder, 
2 Rolls of tape and carbon disc. Specially useful when no external power supply is 
available.

Specs

PH0353BTP Ticker tape timer with holder - Battery operated6

Code

4

5

6
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2 Speed Ticker Tape Timer - Plug in
This ticker tape timer has everything you need in one box including a wall plug adaptor 
so no power supply is needed. This timer is the time tested way for students to visualize 
distance, velocity, and acceleration versus time. For example, hook this to an inclined 
car on a ramp and you will get a visualization of acceleration caused by gravity, seen 
by the spacing between spots on the tape. Extra ticker tape is part number PH0353B.

Specs

PH0353MOP 2 Speed Ticker tape timer - Plug in1

Code

2

Advanced ‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus
This complete apparatus allows the study of free fall and pendulum levers. This 
complete system comprises of the following:
•	Aluminium extrusion column with scale and metal base
•	Electromagnet
•	Free Fall spheres, Ball receiver
•	Rod and Clamp for attaching Photogate on the column.
•	Supplied with manual but without Timer & Photogate.

Specs

GFFAL

PHGST08

Advanced ‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus

Compatible Photogate Timer Set for above

2

Code

Ticker Timer & ‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus

1

Photogate

Photogate Timer - Industry Standard
A very versatile photogate timer. Battery operated which allows to perform experiments 
without being connected to the outlet. There are five timing modes, including Interval 
mode which measures the time of interruption, Frequency mode which measures 
frequency of regular interruptions, Period mode which measures the time between the 
first and third interruption count mode which keep track of the number of times the 
photogate beam is interrupted adaptor leads. It also works as a normal stopwatch. 
Consists of Timer, Pair of photogates & mounting bolt & rods, connecting leads & 
adapter of 9V. Supplied with manual. Box Size 28 x 28 x 8 cm.

Specs

PHGST08 Photogate Timer with Photogates3

Code

3

experiment
guide

experiment
guide
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Digital Timer & 'g' by Free Fall Apparatus

‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus Economy with Timer
The determination of the gravitational constant ‘g’ is one of the most fundamental and 
early physical constants students must derive and observe. This kit has a wooden base, 
1.1m rod and a movable electro magnet. The electromagnet can be moved anywhere 
on the rod and is powered by the timer. When the ball is released the timer is triggered 
and stopped one the ball his landed on the base for a precise measurement and then 
calculation of ‘g’. Supplied with manual.

Specs

GFYE14-V1

GFYE14-V2

‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus Economy with Timer - 110V

‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus Economy with Timer - 220V3

Code

Digital Timer
This is a precision digital timer used to measure the time interval between any two 
events with high accuracy. The timer standard accuracy has been achieved using the 
10 MHz Quartz Crystal Oscillator. The timer has four operating modes manual, free 
fall mode, timing gates mode and any other triggering start and stop. The timer has a 
built in power source for timing gates and the coil for “g” by free fall. Displays LED 14 
mm. Suitable for use with PH0354A. Supplied with timing gates & manual.

Specs

LBTM-V1

LBTM-V2

Digital Timer, 110/120V, 60Hz

Digital Timer, 220/240V, 50/60Hz

2

2

Code

‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus - Basic
For determination of ‘g’ by free fall method. The apparatus consists of an electromagnet 
which is housed in a plastic moulded case with 4 mm socket connections provided to 
energize the magnet and another pair of sockets for connection to the timers in use. 
The electromagnet is energized and a metal sphere (provided) is attached. As soon as 
the power to the electromagnet is switched off the sphere falls and the unit activate the 
timer. The sphere hits a platform which is connected to a micro switch which then stops 
the timer and the time of fall can be determined. Supplied without stand.

Specs

PH0354A

PH0354B

‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus

Compatible Timer (LBTM-V1/V2) for use with above.
Supplied without timing gates.

1

Code

1

3

Ask us about
supply chain solutions
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Monkey and Hunter
This apparatus allows for an interactive study of the problem by students. A spring 
powered rifle fires ping pong ball bullets at a model monkey supported from a small 
electromagnet. The electromagnet is switched off at the instant the projectile leaves the 
gun. No matter what the distance is between gun and monkey, the ball will always 
hit its target giving a dramatic demonstration of the fact that any projectile falls at 
the same rate regardless of its horizontal velocity. This demonstrates the equation of 
motion and projectile theory. 

Specs

MNK-HT Monkey and Hunter1

1
Code

Stop Watch
Chrome plated steel case, non-rusting, dust and damp-proof, jewelled lever movement 
bold figures, white dial and black steel hands. With Start, Stop and Reset button. 0-60 
minutes and 0-60 seconds.

Specs

PH0358A

PH0358B

Stop Watch, 1/5th sec.

Stop Watch, 1/10th sec.

2

2

Code

Digital Stop Watch
Quartz timer, showing normal time, hours, minutes, seconds. Days, dates, months are 
displayed, 1/100th second, with alarm.

Specs

PH0359 Digital Stop Watch3

Code

Stop Clock
Two sweep hands, one indicating seconds, the other recording minutes. Start-stop lever 
on the left hand side, zero reset lever on right hand side. Movement housed in metal 
case. Runs for 24 hours on one winding. Diameter of dial 100 mm divided 0 - 60 x 1. 
Fitted in powder coated metal case.

Specs

PH0360B Stop Clock - Round4

4

Code

Minute Timer
A simple and economical timer that measures one minute intervals upto 1 hour. After 
setting the desired time interval, a signal indicates the end of the timed period. Knob 
provided at the top for setting of time interval.

Specs

PH0361 Minute Timer5

Code

Digital Timer
Digital timer is used to clock classroom or laboratory activities, and is operated with 
three keys for ease of use Lap, Stop/Start, and On/Reset. The timer’s display reads in 
hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of seconds for precise measurement. Its Lap 
key can be used for tracking elapsed time while the timer continues to run. The timer 
is a bright red color for visual identification and measures 2.0 x 2.0 x 7/16 inches (L 
x H x W). (L is length, the horizontal distance from left to right H is height, the vertical 
distance from the lowest to highest point W is width, the horizontal distance from 
front to back.) The timer runs on one lithium button battery such as a G10-A or similar 
battery (sold separately) and is suitable for all grades and ages.

Specs

DGTM Digital Timer6

Code

Monkey & Hunter & Stop Watch, Clocks & Timers

3

5

6

NEW
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Linear Air Track & Accessories

Linear Air Track with accessories
This kit is designed to provide a cost-effective system for the study of all aspects of 
dynamics in a virtually friction free environment. It is particularly effective in the field 
of collisions where conservation of momentum is dramatically demonstrated. The kit 
contains everything required for a vast array of experiments covering velocity, force 
and acceleration, potential energy, kinetic energy, conservation of energy, SHM, 
motion on level and inclined planes etc. Gliders are designed to accept standard 
slotted masses for additional loads. It is supplied with a comprehensive accessory 
pack to facilitate every type of interaction. It is supplied with a range of accessories 
including vehicles with mass attachments, catapults and buffers. For measurement 
of glider speeds standard light gates and timers are required. Supplied without Air 
Blower.

Air Blower
This blower is specifically designed for laboratory use. It give constant pressure at low 
noise levels. Ideal for use with our cat. no. PH0362A & PH0362B.

Air Blower - Mini
A smaller sized unit, works well with 1.5 meter Linear Air tracks.

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0362A

PH0363A

PH0363C

PH0362B

PH0363B

PH0363D

Linear Air Track - 1.5 m length

Air Blower - 110 V AC

Air Blower, Mini - 110 V AC

Linear Air Track - 2 m length

Air Blower - 220 V AC

Air Blower, Mini - 220 V AC

1

1

2

2

3

3

Code

Code

Code
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Specs

PH0362SET

PH0362GTACC

Precision Air Track System

Compatible Photogate Timer Accessories set in Gratnell 
storage tray

The complete photogate system with photogate & 
interrupter plates with activity guide. Supplied in Gratnell 
tray.

1

1

2

2

Code

Precision Air Track System
Absolutely everything needed to set up and run this air track as a nearly friction-
less environment. System will cover all fundamentals of dynamics and newtons laws, 
motion, force, momentum, conservation of energy, etc. No need to spend hours piecing 
together systems, everything is included. System can be used with any photogates 
(Neulog, Vernier, Pasco, Fourier, etc).

Included:
•	2m Air track (1)
•	Blower and Plug for air track (1)
•	100gm Slider with mounting bracket (2)
•	Attachment Nuts (1)
•	Spring Attachments (4)
•	Connection Bracket (for springs, string, etc) (4)
•	2 inch spring (2)
•	4 inch spring (2)
•	Male Verlco Bumper (2)
•	Female Velcro Bumper (2)
•	Friction-less Pulley and Bracket (2)
•	String (20 feet)
•	5gm slotted masses (9)
•	Slotted Mass hanger (1)
•	Photogate Interruption Screens (8)
•	Elastic Launching Cradle / Bumper (1)
•	12.5 gm Slider masses (4)
•	25 gm Slider masses (4)
•	Photogate/accessory attachment arm (2)
•	Leveling Feet (3)
•	Air Input Valve (1)
•	Measuring Meter on track (1)

Linear Air Track System

Photogate Motion

Force Pressure

experiment
guide
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Air Table

Air Table
The physics air table is perfect for near frictionless two dimensional motion to study 
position, velocity, acceleration, conservation of energy, and collisions.
•	Kit contains: (1) Air table, (2) Leveling Feet, (4) Installed Table Bumpers, (8) Air Pucks, 

(8) Velcro Bumpers, (8) Rail Pins, (8) 0.245 OZ Donut Masses
•	Air table is constructed of heavy gauge anodized steel, the workable surface is 

65cm by 45cm with major graduation of 5 cm and minor graduations of 1 cm
•	Air pucks are made of durable plastic and masses can be added as well as Velcro 

bumpers for elastic of inelastic collisions
•	Air table has preinstalled flexible cable bumpers for doing movement, launches, 

collisions, and a variety of other physics experiments, rails above bumpers accept 
rail pins for designing custom experiments

•	Requires a blower, most air track blowers will work, the outer diameter of the air 
input is 3cm, recommended air source is PH0363

Specs

AIRTBL Air Table1

1

Code
Photogate

Check out
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PH0366-TM-1   Single stage - Spur Gear.

PH0366-TM-2  Single stage - Spur Gear with intermediate gear.

PH0366-TM-3  Two Stage - Spur Gear.

PH0366-TM-4  Three Stage - Spur Gear.

PH0366-TM-5  Three Speed and Reverse Gear.

PH0366-TM-6  Worm Gear

PH0366-TM-7  Bevel Gear

PH0366-TM-8  Rack and Quadrant Gear Drive

PH0366-TM-9  Reversing Gear - Tumbler Type

PH0366-TM-13  Internal Gear and Pinion drive

PH0366-TM-14  Helical Gear

PH0366-TM-15  Spiral Gear 90 degree

PH0366-TM-18  Crank drive to oscillating link

PH0366-TM-19  Crankshaft and Slider Mechanism

PH0366-TM-21  Crank and Slotted link drive - Oscillator

PH0366-TM-23  Friction wheel drive - Circumference

PH0366-TM-25  Friction wheel drive - Variable speed

PH0366-TM-26  Cone clutch drive - Single sided

PH0366-TM-27  Cone clutch drive - Two speed

PH0366-TM-28  Dog clutch drive - Single sided

PH0366-TM-29  Dog clutch drive - Two speed

PH0366-TM-31  Belt Drive Toothed.

PH0366-TM-32  Belt drive - single speed.

PH0366-TM-33  Belt drive - Two stage.

PH0366-TM-34  Belt drive - Contra - Rotation

PH0366-TM-35  Belt drive-multispeed

PH0366-TM-36  Chain Drive with Tensioner

PH0366-TM-37  Geneva Drive - Maltese Cross

PH0366-TM-39  Cam with straight line and lever followers.

PH0366-TM-42  Oldhams Coupling.

PH0366-TM-44  Lathe Screw Cutting.

PH0366-TM-46  Crank and Connecting rod.

Mechanical Training Modules
Useful for demonstrating the most fundamental and frequently used mechanism. Useful 
for vocational, engineering & technical students. All the components are made of high 
degree of precision. These modules are assembled on transparent perspex sheets to 
facilitate teaching. Easy to assemble or disassemble.

Specs

PH0366 Mechanical Training Modules

1

1

2

2

3
3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Code

Mechanical Training Modules
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Heat - Thermal Expansion

1

5

Expansion Apparatus
Comprising two cast-iron uprights, height 18 cm linked by two nickel plated rods 
supporting on expansion bar, length 38 cm fixed to one upright and resting on a 
friction pointer placed at the other. Supplied with scale reading 0 to 90 deg. and one 
each of aluminium, brass and iron expansion bars.

Specs

PH0368 Expansion Apparatus1

Code

Pyrometer Alcohol
To demonstrate linear expansion by heating, comprising of an arrangement mounted 
upon a metal sheet base with large scale for easy view of expansion. Supplied with 
one each of aluminium, brass and iron expansion bars. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0369 Pyrometer Alcohol2

Code

Linear Expansion Apparatus
Consisting of metal rod 500 mm in length and 6 mm dia., enclosed in a well - lagged, 
metal tube with three tubules for steam inlet, outlet and thermometer. The metal rod to 
be investigated is supported in the steam jacket by detachable rubber bungs situated 
at each end of the tube. The apparatus is fitted on heavy channel base, at one end of 
which is an adjusting screw, at the opposite end is a micrometer screw reading to 0.01 
mm for measuring the expansion. Supplied with one each of aluminium, brass and iron 
expansion rods but WITHOUT thermometer. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0371A

PH0371B

Linear Expansion Apparatus

As above but fitted with Gauge

3

4

Code

Expansion Apparatus - Gunther
Comprising of cast iron supports joined by two rods which carry two sliding supports 
for glass jacket with inlet and outlet tubes. One endpiece fitted with spherometer 
reading to 0.01 mm and the other with contact screw. The glass jacket encloses both 
brass and aluminium rod fitted through corks, a half turn of the jacket changing rod 
in contact with the spherometer. Thermometer can be attached to either of the rods 
by rubber bands. Terminals are fitted to apparatus for electrical circuit to indicate the 
moment of contact of centre tube and spherometer. Supplied with one each of brass 
and aluminium expansion rods.

Specs

PH0372A

PH0372B

Expansion Apparatus - Gunther

Glass Tube for above, Spare

5

Code

2

3

4
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Ring and Ball Gravesande
An apparatus for demonstrating thermal expansion, comprising a captive brass ball 
secured to mounted brass ring by chain. Ring mounted on rod with plastic handle. Ball 
passes through the ring when cold but will not pass through after being heated. Ball 
dia. 22 mm.

Specs

PH0374A

PH0374C

PH0374B

PH0374D

Ring and Ball with chain

Ring and Ball, mounted on separate handle Ball dia. 
22 mm. Supplied with manual.

As above, but Ball dia. 19 mm

As above but Ball dia. 19 mm

1

2

2

Code

Ring and Ball with Stand
An apparatus for demonstrating thermal expansion, comprising a captive brass ball 
22 mm dia. with ring adjustably mounted on a tripod base. Total Height 32 cm.

Specs

PH0376 Ring and Ball with stand3

3

Code

Ring and Ball with stand - Superior
A superior version of above, comprises a 30 mm ball. The whole arrangement 
illustrated is mounted on a heavy cast iron base for more stability. 
Total Height 28 cm.

Specs

PH0376A Ring and Ball - Superior4

Code

Conductometer
To demonstrate relative thermal conductivity of brass, copper, aluminium, iron and 
stainless steel. A rod of each metal is radially spaced equally on a brass hub. Each 
of the rod has a cavity at the outer end for holding paraffin. Using the plastic handle, 
hold the brass hub over a flame, the wax will melt at different times.

Specs

PH0377 Conductometer5

Code

Quantitative Heat Conductometer
Four holes drilled along the length of the conductometer which allows for several 
multifaceted applications. As a quantitative demonstration, birthday candles or match 
heads may be palced on the holes and the heat conductivity can be demonstrated. 
The holes allow temperature probes to be placed at specific points to allow accurate 
measurements to be recorded.

Specs

FP-CNDO Quantitative Heat Conductometer6

6

Code

Conductivity Star
To demonstrate the different thermal conductivities of different metals - copper, brass, 
aluminium and iron. This apparatus consists of a support rod with a metal disc on top 
on which are fixed the four metal bars. Heating the metal disc the heat conducts along 
the bars.

Specs

PH0377CS Conductivity Star7

Code

Ring & Ball Gravesande and Bar & Gauge

4

5

7

Temp

1
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Heat - Thermal Expansion

Bar and Gauge
For illustrating expansion by heating and contraction by cooling. Comprising a mild 
steel bar 110 x 10 mm length x diameter, on rod with wood handle, overall length 
approx. 280 mm with metal cast gauge, sliding fit over ends of bar and with hole 10 
mm bore in one arm.

Specs

PH0378A

PH0378B

Bar and Gauge - Economy

Bar and Gauge - Superior

1

2

Code

Bar Breaking Apparatus
To show the forces which can be exerted during thermal expansion or contraction. 
Comprising a heavy cast iron frame 340 x 120 x 100 mm with slotted end pillars to 
carry a stout iron bar. The bar is threaded at one end for a large tensioning nut and 
has holes at the other end to accommodate the cast iron breaking bars. Supplied 
complete with ten breaking bars and manual.

Specs

PH0380A

PH0380B

Bar Breaking Apparatus

Spare, Pack of 10 pcs. cast iron bars size 70 x 6 mm dia.

3

3

4

Code

Compound Bar - Copper and Iron
For demonstrating the differential expansion of two metals as shown by the curvature 
produced when the bar is heated. Comprising a bar of copper and iron each 200 x 
15 mm. riveted together.

Specs

PH0384A

PH0384B

Compound bar - Copper and Iron

As above, but of Brass and Steel

7

Code

Bimetallic Strip Demonstration Blocks
A pack of bi-metal strips for practicals and project work. There are 10 strips each 
measuring 100 x 8 x 0.5 mm securely attached to wooden supports. Students can use 
them to investigate bending action as they are heated or build them into projects such 
as thermostat, fire alarms, frost alarm, thermometers etc.

Specs

PH0382 Bimetallic Strip Demonstration Blocks5

Code

Bimetallic Strip Demonstration
This single piece non-jointed bimetallic strip represents a commercial available stip. 
The metals are distinct and visible. An improved version of the riveted form. Metals are 
copper and steel.

Specs

PH0383 Bimetallic Strip Demonstration6

Code

1

2

4

5

6

7
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Hope’s Apparatus
To show the maximum density of water. Sheet iron cylinder mounted on a base and 
encircled midway along its length by a gallery 63 x 100 mm height x diameter. Fitted 
with tubulure to carry thermometers and rubber stoppers. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0388A

PH0388B

PH0388C

Hope’s Apparatus - Economy

Hope’s Apparatus - Superior

Thermometers for above in Set of 2, Range 0-50°C

1

1

Code

Expansion of Liquids Apparatus
For demonstrating the different thermal expansions of various liquids. Comprising five 
glass tubes in a frame and supported in a water trough. The frame has a special sliding 
arrangement with clips to hold glass bulbs with tubes. The bulbs can be easily removed 
and fixed and have funnel formation on top for easy filling. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0390A

PH0390B

Expansion of Liquids Apparatus

Set of 5 glass bulbs, extra

2

Code

Rods for Thermal Conductivity Experiments
300 mm long x 3 mm dia. Supplied in packets of ten rods.

Specs

PH0397A

PH0397C

PH0397E

PH0397G

PH0397B

PH0397D

PH0397F

Iron

Aluminium

Brass

Set of all above, one each

Copper

Lead

Zinc

3

Code

Conductivity Apparatus Ingen - Hausz
Metal rods 150 x 3 mm length x diameter, one each of aluminium, brass, copper, lead 
and iron, embedded along one side of a metal tank size 150 x 90 x 100 mm length x 
width x height. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0398 Conductivity Apparatus - Ingen-Hausz4

Code

Ingen - Hausz on stand
Comprises six equal rods of copper, iron, lead, brass, zinc and aluminium each 130 x 
3 mm dia. mounted in corks with their lower ends in a tank 210 x 75 x 75 mm. The tank 
is supported on four legs at a height of approx. 170mm above the bench. In use, the 
rods are lightly coated with paraffin wax and the rates of melting compared.

Specs

PH0399 Ingen - Hausz on stand5
5

Code

Ring & Ball Gravesande and Bar & Gauge

2

3

4

Temp

Surface
Temp
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Heat Conduction

2

1

Thermal Conductivity of Metal Apparatus
Comprising strips of copper, iron, aluminium and brass fixed on wooden ring meeting 
in the centre, outer ends of the strips formed with small cups.

Specs

PH0400A

PH0400B

Thermal Conductivity of Metal - Superior

Thermal Conductivity of Metal - Economy

1

2

Code

4

Thermal Conductivity of Metal Apparatus
Same as above but fixed on all metal ring.

Specs

PH0400C Thermal Conductivity of Metal - All metal4

Code

Thermal Conductivity Bar
The durable liquid crystal strips embedded in the bars show how a red zone of 40°C 
moves up the bars. The colours give a dramatic view of conduction. The marked 
difference in temperature gradients in the bars is also visible. Conduction of heat 
leaving the metal is shown via immersing the heated bars in cold water. The tops of the 
bars are designed to be touched with a finger tip to reinforce the colour observations.

Specs

CND16 Thermal Conductivity Bar3

Code

Thermostat Model
Demonstrates the operation of a thermostat. A vertically mounted bimetallic strip is 
used to open or close an electrical circuit with change in temperature. Consists of 
binding posts for connection to low current circuits and adjustable contacts.

Specs

PH0403 Thermostat Model6

Code

Demonstration Bimetallic Strip
Consist in bimetallic strip on base of size 130 x 80 x 30 mm A halogen bulb of 12V 
20W is mounted below this metallic strip. The bimetallic strip is heated by glow of bulb, 
bends up the circuit breaks and bulb goes off. Bimetallic cools down, circuit complete, 
bulb glows and this whole sequence repeats.

Specs

PH0403A Demonstration Bimetallic Strip7

Code

Thermal Conductivity Kit
A class kit of eight different wires of rods each 250 mm long for comparing the thermal 
conductivities of different materials.

Specs Dia., mm Conductivity

PH0401A

PH0401C

PH0401E

PH0401B

PH0401D

Glass 3 0.65 (Nominal)

Copper 1.5 and 3 395 (Nominal)

Iron 1.5 and 3 72 (Nominal)

Aluminium 3 240 (Nominal)

Brass 1.5 and 3 128 (Nominal)

5

5

Code

3

6

7

Temp

NEW
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Wood and Metal Cylinder
Comprising a cylinder 200 x 30 mm diameter one-half of which is wood, the other 
metal. If paper is wrapped tightly round the cylinder and the rod is held above the 
flame, the portion is contact with the wood will be quickly scorched while the portion 
in contact with the metal will remain uncharged.

Specs

PH0405 Wood and Metal Cylinder1

Code

2

Convection Tube
To show the convection of heat in a liquid. Glass tube 20 mm outer diameter bent into 
rectangle approx. 380 x 300 mm fitted with filling funnel. Made from borosilicate 
glass.Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0408A

PH0408B

Convection Tube

As above but size 200 x 150 mm

2

Code

4

Ventilation Apparatus
Comprising metal box 220 x 100 x 165 mm length x width x height, with sliding 
glass front, two openings at the top with clips to hold glass chimneys, without candles. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0410A

PH0410B

Ventilation Apparatus

Ventilation Apparatus - Small4

Code

5 6

Leslie’s Cube
Tin plate box with 130 mm sides. The vertical faces of the box are blackened, 
roughened, varnished and polished respectively. The apparatus is filled with water 
maintained at boiling point by a low bunsen flame. Infra red sensors may be used to 
compare the relative radiant heat output from each of the four faces.

Specs

PH0411A

PH0411B

Leslie’s Cube - Tin

Leslie’s Cube - Copper 100 mm sides

5

6

Code

3

Thiele Tube
For determining the melting point of organic compounds. Diameter of main tube is 25 
mm Length 150 mm.

Specs

PH0409 Thiele Tube3

Code

7

Radiometer - Crook’s
Comprising partly evacuated glass bulb approx. 70 mm diameter, containing at its 
centre a fine pivot which supports four light weight metal arms. One side of each vane 
is blackened, the reverse side is bright. Mounted on round plastic moulded base.

Specs

PH0418A

PH0418B

Radiometer Crook’s on Plastic Base

Radiometer Crook’s on Glass Base - Premium

7

8

8

Code

Heat Convection

1

Temp

Pressure

NEW
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Charle’s Law Apparatus & Thermo Electricity

Charle’s Law Apparatus
Comprising of a U-shaped glass 15 mm in dia. with one plain limb 220 mm long, one 
graduated limb, overall length 120 mm. Limb graduated 25 to 35 x 0.2 ml terminating 
in a bulb 37 mm diameter with third limb 185 x 6 mm length x bore, jointed at right 
angles to the plain of the other two. Short length of the rubber tubing with two pinch 
clips on short length of glass tubing mounted at end of wide-bore plain limb with 
rubber bung. With tall form beaker 2000 ml capacity and stirrer. All glass parts made 
of borosilicate glass. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0422 Charle’s Law Apparatus1

1

Code

Resistance Thermometer - Platinum
For showing the principles of platinum resistance thermometry and for accurate 
temperature measurement using a bridge method such as ‘Cary-Foster’ bridge. The 
thermometer comprises a length of fine platinum wire of about 2 ohms resistance, 
wound non-inductively on a mica frame and soldered to stout copper leads. A pair 
of compensating leads are provided, all four leads being connected to 4 mm socket 
terminals. Suitable for temperatures up to about 150ºC only and for low temperature 
work.

Specs

PH0425 Resistance Thermometer - Platinum2
2

Code

Simple Thermocouple - Copper-constantan
One each wires copper and constantan approximately 305 mm long, twisted and 
brazed together.

Specs

PH0426 Simple Thermocouple3

3
Code

Metal Rivets
For specific heat capacity experiments. Pack of 500 grams.

Specs

PH0430A

PH0430C

Aluminium

Copper

6

6

Code

Thermopile, Copper-iron
With four copper and four iron wires approximately 130 mm long, twisted together to 
form seven junctions, four on one side, three on the other. Includes brass connectors.

Specs

PH0428 Thermopile4

4
Code

Thermistor Demo
This apparatus contains an NTC based thermistor with a nominal resistance of 4.7 
kohm in a glass tube. Electrical connection is made by means of 4mm sockets. Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0429 Thermistor Demo5

5
Code
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NEW

1

Set of Specific Heat Cylinders - Equal in Mass
Comprising six cylinders, diameter 16 mm each being 100 grams approx. One each 
copper, lead, brass, zinc, iron, aluminium cylinders vary in length from 5 cm to 19 cm 
and are drilled for suspension. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0432 Set of Specific Heat Cylinders - Equal in Mass1

Code

3

Equal Mass Density Set
This set has both metal and non-metal components to help beginning students 
understand density. The set includes five, ½” diameter, equal mass cylinders made 
of aluminum, brass, nylon, acrylic and polyvinyl chloride. The height of the cylinders 
is between ½” to 4”. This set also includes an instruction manual with three creative 
activities for students along with capture sheets for students to record their data and 
observations.

Specs

PH0432CB Equal Mass Density Set3

Code

2

Set of Specific Heat Cylinders - Equal in Size
Comprising six cylinders, size 38 x 9.5 mm diameter, one each copper, lead, brass, 
zinc, iron, aluminium.

Specs

PH0434 Set of Specific Heat Cylinders - Equal in Size2

Code

8

Heater Immersion
Specially designed heater for use with metal block calorimeter 12 volts, 50 watts, 
electrical connection is via 30 cm leads with heat resisting insulation, terminating in 
4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH0436 Heater Immersion8

Code

9

Heater Immersion - Premium
Comes with a wooden handle for safety. This immersion heater is the most recommended 
for use with block calorimeter. 12V, 50W and comes with 4 mm leads.

Specs

PH0436/PRM Heater Immersion - Premium9

Code

Metal Block Calorimeters & Heaters

4 5

6 7

Metal Block Calorimeters
For the experimental determination of the specific heat capacity of different metals. 
Cylindrical metal blocks, mass 1 kg adjusted to an accuracy of + 2%. Each block is 
drilled with two holes, a large central hole 12.5 mm diameter for a special immersion 
heater and a smaller hole 7.5 mm diameter for thermometer or temperature sensor.

Metal Diameter, 
mm

Height 
mm

Specific Heat 
J/kg/K

PH0435A

PH0435C

PH0435B

PH0435D

Aluminium 76 86 878

Copper 44 81 361

Mild steel 44 91 480

Brass 44 86 368

4

5

6

7

Code
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Heat - Calorimeters

Electric Kettle
Made of stainless steel for heating, capacity 1.5 litre operates on 220 Volts AC.

Specs

PH0436ELK Electric Kettle1

1

Code

Vaccum Flask
Double moulded, capacity of 1.5 litre.

Specs

PH0436THF Vacuum Flask2

2 Code

Calorimeter - Copper
With parallel sides and rolled rim, without stirrer.

Specs

PH0438A

PH0438B

75 x 50 mm diameter

100 x 75 mm diameter

3

3 44

Code

Calorimeter - Aluminium
With parallel sides and rolled rim, without stirrer.

Specs

PH0440A

PH0440B

75 x 50 mm diameter

100 x 75 mm diameter

5

5
6

6

Code

Calorimeter
Polished Copper, 75 x 50 mm diameter, with plastic lid fitted with rubber stopper and 
stirrer. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0442A

PH0442B

Calorimeter

As above but size 100 x 75 mm diameter

7

7

8

Code

Calorimeter
Polished Aluminium, 75 x 50 mm diameter with plastic lid fitted with rubber stopper 
and stirrer. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0443A

PH0443B

Calorimeter

As above but size 100 x 75 mm diameter

8

Code

Calorimeter Stirrer
In 3 mm copper wire, with plastic handle at upper end of stirrer and loop at bottom. 
150 x 48 mm.

Specs

PH0448A

PH0448B

Copper Stirrer

Aluminium Stirrer

9

910

10

Code

Temp
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Calorimeter Joule’s - Economy
For the determination of the specific heat capacity of liquid by the electrical method. 
The apparatus comprises a nickel-plated copper calorimeter 75 x 50 mm fitted with 
a cork and a heating coil of thin constantan wire. The resistance of the coil is 6 ohms 
and the recommended working current is 0.5 A with a maximum of 1A. Electrical 
connection is by means of a pair of barrel connectors. Supplied without thermometer.

Specs

PH0450 Calorimeter Joule’s - Economy1

1

Code

Calorimeter Double Wall Electric - Small
This is a high quality double wall calorimeter with aluminum vessels. The calorimeter 
has a heating coil of about 5 watt mounted with the help of binding rods on the cover. 
The heating coils are replaceable easily. Included a stirrer with an insulated handle, 
a single hole rubber stopper, an outer calorimeter with 900 ml capacity and inner 
calorimeter with 250 ml capacity. It is similar to Joules Calorimeter.

Specs

PH0453A Calorimeter Double Wall Electric - Small3

3Code

Calorimeter Double Wall Electric - Large
Same as above but bigger in size. Size of inner vessel is 100 x 130mm 1000ml. and 
outer vessel is 130 x 150 mm Capacity 1750ml.

Specs

PH0453B Calorimeter Double Wall Electric - Large4

4

Code

Calorimeter Styrofoam Cup
Very economical way to do calorimetry, sometimes called a coffee cup calorimeter. 
This polystyrene cup has a lid that can be closed. The user fills the cum with a known 
volume of water and then insert a thermometer through the lid and when a chemical 
reaction occurs the heat of the reaction is absorbed by the water and that change in 
temperature is used to calculate the head that has been absorbed. Simple, easy and 
effective.

Specs

PH0453C Calorimeter Styrofoam Cup5
5

Code

Calorimeter - Joule’s
For determination of the specific heat capacity of as liquid by the electrical method. 
Comprises a nickel-plated copper calorimeter 75 x 50 mm lagged and enclosed within 
an outer vessel 100 x 75 mm A close-fitting plastic lid is provided with a wire stirrer 
and a pair of 4 mm socket terminals connected to a constantan wire heating coil. The 
resistance of the coil is approximately 6 ohms and should be used with a current of 0.5 
A with a maximum of 1 A. Supplied without thermometer.

Specs

PH0452A

PH0452B

Calorimeter Joule’s

Thermometer 0 to 50°C, extra for above

2 2

Code

Heat - Calorimeters Joule’s & Double wall
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Heat - Calorimeters & Transfer Kit & Ice Melting Plates

Calorimeter Electric with Removable Coil
Superior quality double wall calorimeter with easily removable spring heating element 
unit. Operates on 3-6 Volts DC and approx. 5 watt. It consists of inner aluminium 
reservoir 150 ml capacity, aluminium outer, plastic insulator ring and styrofoam lining 
to minimize heat loss. Lid accepts heating element, stirrer and thermometer cork 
includes cover cap. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0454A

PH0454B

PH0454B/ST

Calorimeter Electric double wall

Spare heating element for above

Calorimeter equipped with Safety Socket

1

1

Code

Calorimeter Set
A complete set in copper comprising 1 inner vessel 75 x 50 mm diameter carried on 
cork supports 1 outer vessel 100 x 75 mm diameter 1 lid for outer vessel with central 
tubule for thermometer and slit for 1 stirrer. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0455 Calorimeter Set2

2

Code

Heat Transfer Kit
The Heat Transfer Kit efficiently introduces concepts of thermal energy and heat 
transfer to students. The aluminum heat transfer bar effectively demonstrates the 
migration of thermal energy between the two Styrofoam calorimeters. Comes with two 
thermometers specifically designed for hot and cold temperatures.
Kit Contents:
•	2 Styrofoam Calorimeters with lids
•	Aluminum heat transfer bar
•	Low range thermometer (-40 - 50 deg. C)
•	High range thermometer (-30 - 110 deg. C)

Specs

PH1120146

PH1120144PK15

Heat Transfer Kit

Heat Transfer Kit - Pack of 15

3

3

Code

Ice Melting Plates
This elegantly simple kit challenges student’s preconceived notions on concepts of heat 
and thermodynamcs. The melting plates display quizzical properties when an ice cube 
melts on each plate. The aluminum plate that is cold to the touch melts the ice faster 
than the plastic foam plate, even though both have equivalent temperatures. A great 
demonstration for conductivity and heat transfer.
Supplied with instruction manual.
Kit includes:
•	1 aluminum plate (9x9x1 cm)
•	1 plastic foam plate (9x9x1 cm)

Specs

PH1120149 Ice Melting Plates4

4

Code

NEW

NEW

experiment
guide
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Steam Generator
Copper, cylindrical vessel 280 x 115 mm overall height x diameter capacity 1.5 liters, 
neck 23 mm dia. With riffled side tube 9.5 mm maximum outer dia. and water gauge.

Specs

PH0458A

PH0458B

Steam Generator - Copper

Steam Generator - Iron

2

2

Code

Dewar Vessel
This is an economical version of above calorimeters. The body is all in one piece. Its 
lid with an edge is also made of blue powder coated aluminium and its entire upper 
surface is lined with cork. It includes three apertures one for the passage of the stirrer, 
one of 8 mm in diameter fitted with rubber seal for the passage of the thermometer 
final one of 40 mm in diameter for closing with rubber stopper for the isolation of the 
foreign matters after their introduction into the calorimeter.

Specs

PH0456 Dewar Vessel1

1

Code

Steam Heater
Cylindrical copper vessel 180 x 115 mm height x diameter, with filling tube, steam vent 
and vertical tube terminating the chute passing through side of vessel. Brass tube, a 
sliding fit in the central tube to carry thermometer. Lower end cut at an angle to seal 
the chute.

Specs

PH0460 Steam Heater3
3

Code

Steam Trap Glass
Cylindrical as illustrated. Made from borosilicate glass.

Specs

PH0466 Steam Trap Glass4

4

Code

Joule Meter
A meter for measuring the power consumption of any mains operated appliance. 
Digital readout in Kwh, 240 Volts,13 Amp.

Specs

PH0466JM Joule Meter5

5

Code

Joule Meter - Low Voltage
A single phase 2 wire disc type meter for low voltage working and calibrated in joules. 
Mounted on a wooden stand and enclosed in a transparent case for observation of 
actual movement of meter. Maximum Input is 12V AC 8 Amp Load.

Specs

PH0466JM/LW Joule Meter - Low Voltage6 6

Code

Steam Heater & Joule Meter
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Heat Conduction

1

Heat and Thermology Kit
A complete kit containing essential components for teaching basic principles of 
heat. Very useful for demonstrations to students important topics like thermometer, 
evaporation, condensation, conduction in liquids and solids, heat radiation and 
absorption. Supplied with manual.
Kit includes:
•	Rail, 180mm (1)
•	Pair of feet for rail (1)
•	Clamp Sliders (2)
•	Pair of rods, 330mm with drilling and 200 mm with thread
•	Support Clamp (1)
•	Bosshead with slit (2)
•	Retort ring 30mm (1)
•	Retort ring 70mm (1)
•	Paddle wheel (1)
•	U-shaped Heat conducting rods, Copper, Glass, Aluminium, S.S. (1)
•	Metal gauze (1)
•	Alcohol Burner (1)
•	Grad Cylinder, 25ml (1)
•	Beaker, 100ml (1)
•	Conical Flask, 100ml (1)
•	Metal axis, 125mm (1)
•	Convection Tube (1)
•	Thermometer -10 oC to +110 oC (1)
•	Set of White & Black Conical Flask (1)
•	Bimetallic strip (2)
•	Set of 5 sheets AL. foil (1)
•	Glass Tubing, Straight, 50mm (1)
•	Glass Tubing, Straight, 200mm (1)
•	Glass Tubing, Straight with nozzle (1)
•	Glass Tubing bent, 50mm (1)
•	Glass tubing Capillary (2)
•	Rubber stopper 24/19 with drilling (1)
•	Rubber Stopper with drilling (2)
•	Dyer (1)
•	Test Tube, 150x18mm (1)
•	Hose, 300mm (1)
•	Clamping Bushings (2)
•	Metal Body, Aluminium (1)
•	Student’s Calorimeter (1)

Specs

THRMCN Heat & Thermology Kit1

Code

2
Heat Absorption & Radiation Comparator
This apparatus allows demonstration for comparing heat absorption & radiation 
between dull and black bodies. Comprises of 12 V 24W bulb which acts as a heat 
source and 2 parabolic metal bodies one finished in black and one in shiny metal. 
These bodies have 2 thermometer holders attached for temperature readings. Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0467HAR Heat Absorption Radiation Comparator2

Code

Solar Furnace
To illustrate the transfer of energy by solar radiation. Demonstrate this with 30 cm 
diameter parabolic reflector. It concentrates sunlight on a black colored copper cup.

Specs

PH0467SF Solar Furnace3

Code

Temp Pressure Surface
Temp

3

experiment
guide
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The Malvern Energy Transfer Kit comprises a number of separately available units which enable the user to show qualitatively energy conversion from 
one form of energy to another in a variety of different ways. All units are carried on a base and provided with 4 mm socket terminals where appropriate.

Large Motor / Generator
For use as a driving unit /dynamo. Comprises 2 - 6V D.C. motor provided with 15 mm 
diameter ‘V’ pulley. Size 15 x 10 cm.

Specs

PH0467A Large Motor / Generator1

1

Code

Small Motor / Generator
For use with the larger Motor / generator in comparing power input and output 
by driving each in turn with the other and metering the voltage and current. 
Size 15 x 10 cm.

Specs

PH0467B Small Motor / Generator

Code

Lamp Unit, Triple
For use with motor / generators to give an indication of their output when used 
as dynamos. The lamp holders are connected in parallel. Supplied with three lamps 
1.5 V, 0.2 Amps. M.E.S.

Specs

PH0467C Lamp Unit, Triple2

2

Code

Fly Wheel Unit
For use with a large motor / generator and a lamp unit to demonstrate the conversion 
of electrical energy to kinetic energy and then back again. Comprising an iron flywheel 
115 mm diameter mass 1.2 kg Mounted in cast bracket with bearings. The shaft has an 
aluminium ‘V’ pulley of 44 mm diameter. Size 15 x 10 cm.

Specs

PH0467D Fly Wheel Unit3 3

Code

Line Shaft Unit
For showing the conversion from electrical energy via mechanical to potential energy 
by winding up a weight on a cord. One end of the 6 mm steel shaft carries an 
aluminium ‘V’ pulley 56 mm diameter and the other end is fitted with a cord anchoring 
collar. Size 10 x 20 cm.

Specs

PH0467E Line Shaft Unit4 4

Code

Energy Transfer

Energy Transfer Apparatus - Malvern

Current Voltage
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Energy Transfer

Spring Unit
For showing potential energy in a wound-up spring and its conversion to electrical 
energy by driving a dynamo and lighting a lamp. May also be used to wind up a 
weight on a cord showing the change from potential energy to kinetic and back to 
potential in the raised weight. The steel shaft carries a clock spring with a free wheel 
device and winding ratchet, also an aluminium ‘V’ pulley 56 mm diameter. One end 
of the shaft overhangs the base for use as line shaft when winding up a weight. 
Dimensions 220 x 100 x 125 mm high.

Specs

PH0467F Spring Unit1

Code

Turbine / Pump Unit
For use as a water turbine to drive a generator producing electricity or for use as a 
pump driven by a motor and raising a head of water to produce potential energy. 
The rotor has eight ‘bucket’ blades and is housed in a block turbine chamber 50 
x 50 x 25 mm with a clear perspex front. Two inlet tubules (for turbine and pump 
operation respectively) and one outlet tubule are provided, and the shaft carries a 
15mm diameter pulley. Size 15 x 10 cm.

Specs

PH0467G Turbine / Pump Unit2

2 Code

Head of Water Unit
For use with turbine pump unit to provide an open or closed system in demonstrating 
the conversion from electrical to kinetic energy in the pump and potential energy in 
the head of water. Supplied complete with two basins 80 mm diameter and shaped 
glass tubes. The upper platform has 38 mm diameter hole to allow use as a simple 
recirculation system with a single reservoir.

Specs

PH0467H Head of Water Unit33

Code

Handwheel Driving Unit
For use in driving dynamos, line shafts, flywheels, pumps etc. The driving and output 
pulleys are both 75 mm diameter and the intermediate pulley is 20 mm diameter giving 
a step-up ratio of 3.75. Size 16.5 x 16.5 cm.

Specs

PH0467I Handwheel Driving Unit4

4

Code

Eddy Current Unit
For demonstration of eddy current braking when used in conjunction with the hand 
wheel driving unit. The 120 mm diameter aluminium disc has a 25 mm driving pulley. 
The powerful circular magnets are carried on a pivoted arm so that they may be moved 
over or away from the disc as required. Size 17.5 x 12 cm.

Specs

PH0467J Eddy Current Unit55

Code

1

Rational
Motion

Flow
Rate
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Mounted Motor For Solar Cell
This is a small low consumption electric motor on a base specially designed to run 
directly from the output of the solar cell and to illustrate the direct conversion of light 
energy to electrical and hence to mechanical.

Steam Generator
Thick-walled, aluminium can with nozzle for steam outlet. Two rubber stoppers - one 
solid and the other with a hole for a thermometer, Tripod stand and one sample cup 
with handle supplied.

Mounted Solar Cell
For use with the motor to demonstrate the production of electrical energy directly from 
light energy. The apparatus comprises a selenium photo-voltic cell.

Mounted Lamp 12V 24W
For use with the mounted in solar cell and motor. A 12V, 24W S.B.C. bulb in a metal 
socket mounted on a base with pair of 4 mm sockets. The power rating of the bulb 
has been chosen so that when it is placed in front of the solar cell sufficient power is 
produced to run the motor effectively whilst avoiding the risk of damage to the cell by 
excess light and or heat.

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0467K

PH0467SG

PH0467L

PH0467M

Mounted Motor For Solar Cell

Steam Generator

Mounted Solar Cell

Mounted Lamp 12V 24W

1

1

4

4

2

2

3

3

Code

Code

Code

Code

Energy Transfer

Current

Voltage
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Thermometers

Thermometer Stand
Sheet metal. Supports 18 thermometers. Baseplate has foam rubber cushions to protect 
thermometer bulbs. Size 165 x 120 x 125 mm.

Specs

PH0472 Thermometer Stand3

3

Code

Thermometers Mercury - Yellow Backed
Mercury in glass, with yellow enamelled back and reinforced bulbs. General purpose 
stirring thermometers. Supplied with non-roll fitting. Diameter 6.5 mm approx. and 76 
mm immersion. Lines and numbers are permanently fused to glass. Supplied in case.

Range °C Grad °C Length (mm)

PH0469A

PH0469C

PH0469E

PH0469B

PH0469D

PH0469F

-10 to 50 0.5 305

-10 to 110 1 305

-10 to 250 1 305

-10 to 110 0.5 305

-10 to 150 1 305

-10 to 360 2 305

1

1

2

Code

Thermometer - Red / Blue Spirit Filled
Yellow enamelled back and reinforced bulbs filled with Red / Blue spirit. General 
purpose stirring thermometers. Supplied with non-roll fitting. Diameter 6.5 mm approx. 
and 76 mm immersion. Lines and numbers are permanently fused to glass. Supplied 
in case.

Range °C Grad °C Length (mm)

PH0471B

PH0471D

PH0471C

-10 to 110 1 305

-0 to 50 1 155

-10 to 150 1 305

2

Code

Thermometer Wall
Mounted on plastic moulded base, with screen printed markings and figures. Range 
-10° to 50° C x 1° C and 20° to 120° F x 2° F. Red / Blue spirit filled.

Specs

PH0474A

PH0474B

Size 200 x 40 mm

Size 400 x 60 mm

4

4

Code

While ordering specify RED / BLUE color.
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Model of Steam Engine
All metallic model. The metal cylinder is section cut and is covered with plate. Complete 
with working parts - piston, slide valve, link motion and reversing method can be 
observed. The movement of the wheel is light enough to demonstrate working even by 
blowing with mouth.

Specs

PH0483 Model of Steam Engine1

1

Code

Two-stroke Petrol Engine Model
Represents internal structure and operating principles of an air cooled two-stroke 
engine. The perfect model for a student of the automotive world or an automotive 
enthusiast. This model works by cranking the main shaft by hand which then actuates 
all the parts of the motor to show the stages of a 2 stroke petrol motor firing. All parts 
in aluminium and unbreakable plastic. Ignition is shown by means of a LED operated 
by 2AA size battery. Carburetor and fuel supply also sectioned. Mounted on base. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0486 Two Stroke Petrol Engine Model3

3

Code

Four-stroke Petrol Engine Model
Represents a typical air cooled, side-valve four-stroke petrol engine with the operation 
of the valves clearly evident, cams being driven by a gear train from rear of the main 
crank. As with the two-stroke model, simulated spark plug uses a small lamp to indicate 
the firing point. LED operated by 2AA size battery. Cross-section of carburetor is 
shown. Mounted on base. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0488 Four Stroke Petrol Engine Model4 4

Code

Two-stroke Diesel Engine Model
A model of two-stroke diesel engine made in aluminium and unbreakable plastic. 
Ignition is shown by means of a LED operated by 2AA size battery. Fuel supply is 
also sectioned. With hand crank, provided for manual operation. Mounted on base. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0490 Two Stroke Diesel Engine Model5

5

Code

Steam Engine Model with Boiler
Operation of a commercial steam engine is well illustrated with this working model. 
The extra large size unit is provided with a horizontal boiler with a whistle, safety 
valve, steam gauge on metal base. Operates on 220V AC. 50/60 Hz.

Specs

PH0485 Steam Engine Model with Boiler2
2

Code

Models Engines Steam, Petrol & Diesel
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Models Engines Diesel & Turbine

Four-stroke Diesel Engine Model
A model of four stroke water cooled diesel engine. This is of the chaindriven overhead 
camshaft type and all functional components like camshaft, rock - arms, tappets etc. 
are clearly demonstrated. The functioning of fuel injection system is also represented. 
Ignition is shown by means of a LED operated by 2AA size battery. Mounted on base. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0492 Four Stroke Diesel Engine Model1

1

Code

Wankel Engine Model
The model demonstrates the principle operation. It is cut-way to show the internal 
constructional details. Unlike other engines the rotary piston engine avoids reciprocating 
parts. The power piston is an arch like triangular rotor which on rotating generates an 
epitrechoid. Mounted on base. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0496 Wankel Engine Model3

3

Code

Model Water Turbine with Dynamo
To show conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy. Turbine with 
transparent cover, inlet and outlet tubes, directly connected to a dynamo. Fitted on 
base. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0497A Model Water Turbine with Dynamo - Superior4

4

Code

Gas Turbine / Turbojet Engine Model
The section cut model is constructed of light and strong metal showing air intake, axial 
flow, double stage compressor, fuel supply, combustion chamber, turbine rotar, jet 
thrust, exhaust etc. Complete on base. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0494 Gas Turbine / Turbojet Engine Model2

2

Code
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Hydro-electric Power Station
A well made turbine with transparent cover has inlet and outlet for water. The turbine 
is connected to a water source, which rotates the turbine. The turbine is connected to 
a small generator to generate electricity. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0497A-N8 Hydro-electric Power Station1

1

Code

Magnifier - Pocket Type with Pouch
Handy 48 mm dia., Magnification 4x in pouch.

Specs

PH0503 Magnifier Pocket Type with Pouch7

7

Code

Hero’s Engine - Eolipile
A functional glass model of the earliest form of steam turbine. Comprising a borosilicate 
glass bulb 65 mm diameter approx., with side arms bent at right angles and formed 
into jets at their tips. The bulb is carried upon a metal stand which leaves it free to 
rotate about its horizontal axis. If about 25 to 30 ml of water introduced into the bulb 
and boiled the issuing steam causes rapid rotation. Supplied complete on stand but 
without burner. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0498A

PH0498B

Hero’s Engine - Eolipile

Spare glass Bulb for above

2

Code

Magnifier - Folding Aluminium Case
Gowland type, Plano-convex lens of extra white glass. Unbreakable plastic lens holder 
and aluminium anodized cover. Magnification 10x.

Specs

PH0502A

PH0502B

Regular quality

Superior quality6

6

Code

Magnifier - Folding
Fitted in plastic frame.

Specs Lens Dia.

PH0500A

PH0500C

PH0500E

PH0500B

PH0500D

PH0500F

Single Folding Magnifier 4x 25 mm

Triple Folding Magnifier 10x 25 mm

Double Folding Magnifier 7x 38 mm

Double Folding Magnifier 7x 25 mm

Single Folding Magnifier 4x 38 mm

Triple Folding Magnifier 10x 38 mm

3

3

4

4

5

5

Code

Models Engines Petrol & Diesel

Flow
Rate

2
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Magnifiers & Mirrors

Magnifier - Reading Glass
In unbreakable plastic mount with handle.

Specs

PH0506B

PH0506D

PH0506C

PH0506E

Diameter 50 mm

Diameter 75 mm

Diameter 60 mm

Diameter 100 mm

1

1

Code

Magnifier - Reading Glass
In metal frame and handle, chrome plated, packed in cardboard box.

Diameter Focal Length Magnification

PH0508A

PH0508E

PH0508I

PH0508C

PH0508G

PH0508K

PH0508B

PH0508F

PH0508J

PH0508D

PH0508H

PH0508L

50 mm 10 cm 3.5x

60 mm 15 cm 2.5x

100 mm 15 cm 2.5x

50 mm 20 cm 2.25x

75 mm 15 cm 2.5x

125 mm 30 cm 1.83x

50 mm 12 cm 3x

60 mm 20 cm 2.25x

100 mm 20 cm 2.25x

60 mm 10 cm 3.5x

75 mm 20 cm 2.25x

150 mm 30 cm 1.83x

3

3

Code

Magnifier - Reading Glass
In unbreakable plastic mount with handle. Diameter 65 mm.

Specs

PH0507 Magnifier - Reading Glass22

Code

Magnifier Bi-focal
Made of acrylic dia. 35 mm two magnifier 3x and 5x built into ne compact handle.

Specs

PH0509 Magnifier Bi-focal4

4 Code
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Plane Mirrors Glass - Unmounted
Silvered back with protective coating.

Specs Pack Size

PH0514A

PH0514C

PH0514E

PH0514B

PH0514D

PH0514F

75 x 25 mm Pack of 10

100 x 75 mm Pack of 10

150 x 50 mm Pack of 10

75 x 50 mm Pack of 10

150 x 25 mm Pack of 10

150 x 100 mm Pack of 10

3
3

4
4

5

5

Code

Plane Mirrors Glass - Mounted
Silvered back with protective coating, mounted on wooden block 18 mm thick approx.

Specs

PH0515A

PH0515C

PH0515E

PH0515B

PH0515D

PH0515F

75 x 25 mm

100 x 75 mm

150 x 50 mm

75 x 50 mm

150 x 25 mm

175 x 25 mm

6
6

7
7

Code

Magnifier - Linen Testers
Folds up into a compact unit. Measurements can be taken using scale on base.

Specs

PH0512A

PH0512B

5x magnification

8x magnification

2

2

Code

Magnifier - Reading Glass
In metal frame and bakelite handle, chrome plated, packed in cardboard box.

Diameter Focal Length Magnification

PH0510A

PH0510E

PH0510I

PH0510C

PH0510G

PH0510B

PH0510F

PH0510J

PH0510D

PH0510H

50 mm 10 cm 3.5x

60 mm 15 cm 2.5x

100 mm 15 cm 2.5x

50 mm 20 cm 2.25x

75 mm 15 cm 2.5x

50 mm 12 cm 3x

60 mm 20 cm 2.25x

100 mm 20 cm 2.25x

60 mm 10 cm 3.5x

75 mm 20 cm 2.25x

1

1

Code

Magnifiers & Mirrors
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Mirror Support Block
A wooden block having 2mm slit for supporting mirrors.
Dimensions 50 x 50 x 50 mm.

Specs

PH0516 Mirror Support Block1

1

Code

Plastic Mirrors

Specs

PH0517A

PH0517B

100 x 150 mm - Pack of 10

150 x 225 mm - Pack of 10

2

2

Code

Mirrors - Concave & Convex

Concave Mirror - Glass
Optically worked, silvered back with protective coating.

Dia. mm F.L. mm

PH0519A

PH0519C

PH0519B

PH0519D

38 50

38 150

38 100

38 200

3

3

Code

PH0520A

PH0520E

PH0520H

PH0520L-2

PH0520N-2

PH0520C

PH0520F-1

PH0520L

PH0520J

PH0520N

PH0520O

PH0520B

PH0520F

PH0520I

PH0520M

PH0520N-3

PH0520D

PH0520F-2

PH0520L-1

PH0520K

PH0520N-1

PH0520P

50 50

50 200

75

75

100

75

1000

500

50 100

50

75

500

300

75

100

150

150

150

150

50 75

50 300

75

100

100

100

100

1000

50 150

50

75

1000

500

75

100

150

200

200

300

Pb
Lead Free

Coating

X
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Plain Spherical Mirrors
Optically true glass, with scratch-resistant copper back silvering.

Specs

PH0527A

PH0527B

PH0527C

PH0527D

Diameter 38 mm

Diameter 50 mm

Diameter 75 mm

Diameter 100 mm

2

2

Code

Mirrors - Concave & Convex

Convex Mirror - Glass
Optically worked, silvered back with protective coating.

Dia. mm F.L. mm

PH0521A

PH0521C

PH0521B

PH0521D

38 50

38 150

38 100

38 200

1

1

Code

PH0526A

PH0526E

PH0526H

PH0526L-2

PH0526N-2

PH0526C

PH0526F-1

PH0526L

PH0526J

PH0526N

PH0526O

PH0526B

PH0526F

PH0526I

PH0526M

PH0526N-3

PH0526D

PH0526F-2

PH0526L-1

PH0526K

PH0526N-1

PH0526P

50 50

50 200

75

75

100

75

1000

500

50 100

50

75

500

300

75

100

150

150

150

150

50 75

50 300

75

100

100

100

100

1000

50 150

50

75

1000

500

75

100

150

200

200

300

Pb
Lead Free

Coating

X
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Universal Mirror - Stainless Steel
With this stainless steel mirror, students can perform experiments using light rays with 
plane, concave and convex mirrors.

Cylindrical Mirror - Stainless Steel
Semi-circular mirrors, made of Stainless steel. Size 150 x 75mm with polished surface.

Specs

Specs

PH0528

PH0529A

PH0529B

Universal Mirror - Stainless Steel

Convex Mirror

Concave Mirror

1
1

2

2

Code

Code

Lenses - Double Convex & Concave

Lenses - Plano Cylindrical
Clear Glass with ground ends and optically worked faces. 50 x 50 mm. Suitable for 
use with Ray Optics Kit PH0606A.

Lenses - Plano Convex
Clear glass, spherical, optically worked glass. Highly polished.

Lenses - Plano Concave
Clear glass, spherical, optically worked glass. Highly polished.

Power Dioptres

Dia. (mm)

Dia. (mm)

F.L. (mm)

F.L. (mm)

PH0530A

PH0532A-CV

PH0532I-CV

PH0530B

PH0532B-CV

PH0532J-CV

PH0530C

PH0532C-CV

PH0532K-CV

PH0532E-CV

PH0530D

PH0532D-CV

PH0532K-CV

PH0532F-CV

+7

25

50

50

50

+10

25

50

71

100

+17

50

50

50

150

50 150

-17

50

50

100

200

50 200

3

4

4

5

5

3

Code

Code

Code

NEW

NEW
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Lenses - Meniscus & Double Convex & Concave

Meniscus Lenses
Spherical, clear, optically worked glass, with ground edges, highly polished.

Dia. (mm) F.L. (mm)

PH0533A

PH0533B

PH0533C

PH0533E

PH0533D

50 -3D

50 +2.5D

50 +5.5D

50 +11D

50 +8D

1

1

Code

Glass Lenses - Double Convex & Concave
Spherical, optically worked glass, with ground edges, highly polished.

Dia. mm F.L. mm

PH0534A-CV PH0536A-CC

PH0534C-CV PH0536C-CC

PH0534B-CV PH0536B-CC

PH0534D-CV PH0536D-CC

38 50

38 150

38 100

38 200

2

2

3

3

Double Convex

Code

Double Concave

Code

PH0534E-CV PH0536E-CC

PH0534G-CV PH0536G-CC

PH0534K-CV PH0536K-CC

PH0534O-CV PH0536O-CC

PH0534R-CV1 PH0536R-CC1

PH0534F-CV1 PH0536F-CC1

PH0534I-CV PH0536I-CC

PH0534L-CV2 PH0536L-CC2

PH0534L-CV PH0536L-CC

PH0534Q-CV PH0536Q-CC

PH0534F-CV PH0536F-CC

PH0534H-CV PH0536H-CC

PH0534P-CV PH0536P-CC

PH0534R-CV2 PH0536R-CC2

PH0534F-CV2 PH0536F-CC2

PH0534J-CV PH0536J-CC

PH0534N-CV PH0536N-CC

PH0534L-CV1 PH0536L-CC1

PH0534R-CV PH0536R-CC

38 250

50 50

50

75

75

250

150

500

38 500

50

50

150

1000

50

75

300

250

38 300

50 100

75

75

200

1000

38 1000

50

75

200

100

50

75

500

300

NEW
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Glass Lenses Premium - 50 mm dia
Good quality, exact focal length.

Dia. mm F.L. mm

PH0531A-CV PH0531A-CC

PH0531C-CV PH0531C-CC

PH0531B-CV PH0531B-CC

PH0531D-CV PH0531D-CC

50 50

50 150

50 100

50 250

1

1

Code Code

PH0531E-CV PH0531E-CC

PH0531F-CV PH0531F-CC

50 500

50 1000

Glass Lenses - Double Convex & Concave
Spherical, made of extra white glass with ground edges, highly polished. Designed 
specially for universities.

PH0537A-CV PH0537G-CC

PH0537C-CV PH0537I-CC

PH0537B-CV PH0537H-CC

PH0537D-CV PH0537J-CC

50 50

50 150

50 100

50 200

2

2

PH0537E-CV PH0537K-CC

PH0537M-CV PH0537S-CC

PH0537Q-CV PH0537W-CC

PH0537F-CV1 PH0537L-CC1

PH0537O-CV PH0537U-CC

PH0537R-CV PH0537X-CC

PH0537F-CV PH0537L-CC

PH0537N-CV PH0537T-CC

PH0537F-CV2 PH0537L-CC2

PH0537P-CV PH0537V-CC

50 250

40 50

40 300

50 500

40 150

40 500

50 300

40 100

50 1000

40 200

Dia.

(mm)

F.L.

(mm)

Double Convex

Code

Double Concave

Code

Lenses - Set of six
With ground and polished faces and ground edges. One each of double convex, 
plano-convex, converging concave-convex, diverging concave-convex, double 
concave, plano-concave. Supplied in box.

Dia. (mm)

PH0538A

PH0538B

PH0538C

PH0538D

Lenses Glass Set of Six - 50 mm dia.

Lenses Glass Set of Six - 38 mm dia.

Lenses Acrylic Set of Six - 50 mm dia.

Lenses Acrylic Set of Six - 38 mm dia.

3

3

4

4

5

5

Code

Lenses - Double Convex & Concave
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Hollow Glass Prisms and Cubes
From glass plates properly cemented.

Dia. (mm)

PH0552A

PH0552B

PH0552C

PH0552D

Size 38 x 38 mm Hollow Prism

Size 50 x 50 mm Hollow Prism

Size 75 x 50 x 18 mm Hollow Slabs

Size 50 x 50 x 50 mm Hollow Cube

8

8

9

10

10

9

Code

Hollow Acrylic Prisms and Cubes
From acrylic plates properly cemented.

Dia. (mm)

PH0552E

PH0552F

PH0552G

PH0552H

Size 38 x 38 mm Hollow Prism

Size 50 x 50 mm Hollow Prism

Size 75 x 50 x 18 mm Hollow Slabs

Size 50 x 50 x 50 mm Hollow Cube11 11

Code

Lenses - Cylindrical
Optically worked faces, well polished size 50 x 45mm
E. Plano convex FL 75mm   H. Plano concave FL 75mm
F. Bi convex FL 75 mm   I. Bi concave FL 75 mm
G. Bi convex FL 150 mm   J. Bi concave FL 150 mm

Specs

PH0530 Lenses - Cylindrical1 1

2

Code

Lenses Dia. 42 mm and Supports
This series of glass lenses mounted on rectangular supports is part of the accessory 
range for optics benches in a case. The lens support which protects the lens is marked 
with its focal length & equipped with a magnetic sole and has a pointed engraved 
at its base.

Specs

PH0539 Lenses Dia. 42 mm and Supports2

Code

Lens Holder
Wooden to take lenses or mirrors up to 76 mm diameter. Comprising an upright 100 
mm high, with V shape slot to hold a convex or concave lens, mounted on rectangular 
base 100 x 50 mm An index mark is engraved on each end of the base.

Specs

PH0550A

PH0550D

PH0550E

PH0550F

PH0550H

As above, wooden

Lens holder, moulded on base. Lens dia. 50mm

Lens holder to hold lenses or mirrors of 50mm dia. 
Comprises a strip metal spring clip with a locating 
‘V’ in either side arm, mounted on a stand with a 
groove across the base to accommodate a meter rule. 
Lens Dia. 50 mm

Lens holder spare, Lens Dia. 50 mm

Lens holder spare, Lens Dia. 40 mm

3
3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

Code

Lens Holders
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Hollow Acrylic Prism
Equilateral, 45 mm sides. Has one hole for adding fluids to study diffraction and 
dispersion. Supplied with funnel and stopper.

PH0575 Hollow Acrylic Prism1

1

Code Code

Equilateral Acrylic Prism Set
Constructed of clear Acrylic with highly polished surfaces. This set includes 25 mm 50 
mm and 100 mm long prisms.

PH0554-SET Equilateral Acrylic Prisms - Set of 37

7

Code Code

Right Angled Acrylic Prism Set
Constructed of clear Acrylic with highly polished surfaces. These prisms are ideal for 
protecting a clear, sharp spectrum. Set of Rightangled prisms consists of 25 mm, 50 
mm and 75 mm long prisms.

PH0555-SET Set of 3, right-angled 25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm each

Code Code

Prisms Glass & Acrylic

Pins for Optics Experiments
Nickel plated iron, heavy gauge. Pack of 100.

Dia. (mm)

PH0553A

PH0553A

Length 50 mm

Length 75 mm

2

Code

Equilateral Prisms
These prisms are polished on all faces. They are made of Acrylic material or optical 
quality Glass. The length of the sides and the height are given for each prism.

Length (mm) Face Size (mm)

PH0554AC PH0554GG

PH0554CC PH0554IG

PH0554BC PH0554HG

PH0554DC PH0554JG

25 25

75 25

50 25

100 253

3

4

4 55

6

6

Acrylic - Code Glass - Code

Equilateral Prisms
These prisms are polished on all faces. They are made of Acrylic material or optical 
quality Glass. The length of the sides and the height are given for each prism.

Specs

PH0555A 50 x 47 x 67 mm

PH0555C 75 x 25 x 35 mm

PH0555B

PH0555G

50 x 25 x 35 mm

Cube 2” sides

PH0555E 100 x 25 x 35mm

Acrylic

Acrylic

Acrylic

Acrylic

Acrylic

8

8

9

9

Acrylic - Code Length x Right Angle side x Hypotenuse

10

10

11

11

2
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Pair of Narrow Prisms
Designed to provide a progression of ideas from the principles of refraction in prism 
to the properties of lenses. Each acrylic prism is in the form of a narrow isosceles 
triangles 15 x 60 x 20 mm base, height, thickness. When placed base to base a convex 
lens may be simulated and a concave lens when vertex to vertex.

PH0564 Pair of Narrow Prisms5
5

Code Specs

Prisms Glass Equilateral
Non-optically worked with polished faces, edges slightly bevelled.
Nominal angles 60 x 60 x 60 deg.

Specs

PH0556A

PH0556B

PH0556C

Size 25 mm

Size 38 mm

Size 50 mm

1

1

Code

Prisms Glass - Right Angled
Non-optically worked with polished faces, edges slightly bevelled.
Nominal angles 90 x 45 x 45 deg.

Specs

PH0558A

PH0558B

PH0558C

Size 25 mm

Size 38 mm

Size 50 mm

2

2

Code

Prisms Acrylic Equilateral
Clear acrylic polished surfaces, 60 x 60 x 60 deg.

Length Face

PH0560A

PH0560B

PH0560C

38 mm 38 mm

50 mm 50 mm

63 mm 63 mm

3

3

Code

Prisms Acrylic - Right Angled
Clear acrylic polished surfaces, 90 x 45 x 45 deg.

Hypotenuse Length

PH0562A

PH0562B

PH0562C

35 mm 25 mm

55 mm 38 mm

74 mm 50 mm

4

4

Code

Prisms Glass & Acrylic
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Rectangular Block - Glass
Made from imported optical glass with optically worked surfaces. All angles accurately 
worked with edges slightly bevelled and glass free from bubbles.

PH0566A

PH0566C

PH0566B

PH0566D

PH0566E

75 x 50 x 12 mm

100 x 60 x 18 mm

75 x 50 x 18 mm

115 x 65 x 18 mm

125 x 65 x 18 mm

1

1

Code Size

Equilateral Refraction Prism
Good quality acrylic and Flint Glass prism, measuring 75mm long by 9mm thick.

PH0569A

PH0569B

Equilateral Refraction Prism, Acrylic

Equilateral Refraction Prism, Glass3
3

Code Specs

Semi Circular Block - Acrylic
Clear acrylic, all faces fully polished.

PH0570A

PH0570B

90 x 16 mm

90 x 25 mm

4

4

Code Dia. x Thickness

Semi Circular Block - Glass
Clear glass, all faces fully polished.

PH0570C

PH0570D

PH0570E

90 x 16 mm

90 x 18 mm

100 x 18 mm

5

5

Code Dia. x Thickness

Rectangular Block - Acrylic
Index of refraction plate, made from acrylic.

PH0568A

PH0568C

PH0568B

PH0568D

PH0568E

75 x 50 x 18 mm

115 x 65 x 18 mm

100 x 75 x 18 mm

125 x 65 x 18 mm

70 x 70 x 9 mm

2

2

Code Size

Prisms & Blocks - Glass & Acrylic
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NEW

3

Right Angle Refraction Prisms
Polished flint glass prisms. Refractive Index 1.5-1.6, thickness 10 mm.

PH0573A

PH0573B

PH0573C

32 x 45 mm Glass

80 x 115 mm Glass

80 x 115 mm Acrylic

3

Code Dia. x Thickness

1

Set of 7 Acrylic Blocks
Clear acrylic blocks 25 mm thick. All faces fully polished. Comprise
7 blocks in wooden storage box as follows.
•	Rectangle 75 x 50 mm
•	Semi Circular 75 mm dia.
•	Triangle 60º x 60º x 60º, 58 mm side.
•	Triangle 90º x 45º x 45º, 75 mm hypotenuse.
•	Triangle 90º x 60º x 30º, 75 mm hypotenuse.
•	Bi - Convex 75 mm long, curved faces 100 mm radius.
•	Bi - Concave 75 mm long, curved faces 100 mm radius.

Specs

PH0571

PH0572A

Set of Acrylic Blocks - 25 mm thickness

Set of Acrylic Blocks - 15 mm thickness

1

Code

2

7 Piece Glass Prism and Lens Set with Wooden Case
7 piece glass prism and lens set in a wooden case with latches. This case has custom 
cut foam to keep lens and prisms stationary to elimate any damage while in transport. 
These are used for optic experiments for the physics students.
•	High quality glass prism and lens set
•	Wooden case with latches
•	Prefect for optics experiments
•	Set of 7 pieces

Specs

PH0572AG 7 Piece Glass Prism and Lens Set with Woodem Case2

Code

4

Set of Prisms & Lenses
Set of high quality acrylic prisms, made from clear acrylic sheet, all sides polished. The 
set consists of six prisms in a variety of shapes.
Includes
•	1 Rectangular block 75 x 50 x 15 mm
•	1 Semi-circle 90 mm base x 15 mm thick
•	1 Equilateral prism 75 mm side, 15 mm thick
•	1 Double convex lens 90 mm long, 23 mm at center
•	2 Double concave lenses 90 mm long, 10 mm at center

Specs

PH0576 Set of Prisms & Lenses4

Code

5

Optics Lens & Mirror Set, with Plastic Case
Contains the following items
•	Double Convex, 89 mm long, 15 mm thick, 25 mm across the beam axis.
•	Double Concave, 86 mm long, 15 mm thick, 18 mm wide at center
•	Universal Mirror - Stainless Steel

Specs

PH0201601 Optics Lens & Mirror Set, with Plastic Case5

Code

Prisms Glass & Acrylic
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1

Acrylic lenses
Made from clear Acrylic. One plane surface is frosted.

Specs

PH0577A

PH0572A

Double Convex, 89 mm long, 15 mm thick, 25 mm across 
the beam axis.

Double Concave, 86 mm long, 5 mm thick, 18 mm wide 
at center

1

Code

Acrylic Blocks & Glass Prisms

2

Set of Large Acrylic Blocks
Ideal for demonstration purpose where standard size items may be considered 
inconveniently small. This set consists of a rectangular block, 190 x 110 mm an 
equilateral triangular prism, side length 190 mm and a right angled triangular prism, 
hypotenuse length 185 mm.

Specs

PH0578 Set of Large Acrylic Blocks2

Code

3

Perspex Block - Circular
Clear perspex, all faces fully polished. Size 75 x 25 mm.

Specs

PH0579PB Perspex Block - Circular3

Code

Prisms
Optically worked for use with Spectrometer, Equilateral, two faces polished 32 x 32 
mm height.

PH0583A

PH0583B

PH0583D

PH0583C

PH0583E

Borosilicate Crown Glass R. Index 1.51

Dense Flint Glass Prism. R. Index 1.62

Double Extra Dense Flint R. Index 1.71-1.74

Extra Dense Flint Glass Prism. R. Index 1.65

Equilateral 48 x 48 mm ht. 32 mm Extra Dense Flint R. 
Index 1.62

4

4

Code Specs
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Prisms - Glass

Light Guide Demonstrator
An ‘S’ shaped acrylic bar 220 x 20 x 20 mm which can be used with the Ray box 
to demonstrate total internal reflection. It helps students to understand the principles 
of Snell’s law optical communications. The bottom of the bar is white to aid visibility.

Specs

PH0587 Light Guide Demonstrator6 6

Code

Acrylic Hollow D Cells
For refraction, reflection and wave demonstrations.

Hollow Prism
The hollow glass prisms are mainly used for optical experiments. These have three 
plane ground surfaces at 60 degree angle with horizontal and vertical holes. They are 
entirely made from solid glass blocks.

Specs

Specs

PH0585A

HLW-PRSM

PH0585B

Dia. 70 mm

Hollow Prism

Dia. 200 mm

4

3

3

4

5

5

Code

Code

Prism with Different Angle
Prism with different angle manufactured from optical borosilicate crown glass having 
Reflective Index 1.510 app. Size 32 x 32 mm.

PH0583F

PH0583G

PH0583J

PH0583I

PH0583L

PH0583H

PH0583K

5° x 5° x 170°

10° x 10° x 160°

25° x 25° x 130°

20° x 20° x 140°

40° x 40° x 100°

15° x 15° x 150°

30° x 30° x 120°

1

Code Angles

Prism with Narrow Angle
Prism with different angle manufactured from optical borosilicate crown glass having 
Reflective Index 1.510 app. Size 32 x 32 mm.

PH0583M

PH0583N

PH0583Q

PH0583P

PH0583S

PH0583T

PH0583O

PH0583R

5° x 87.5° x 87.5°

10° x 85° x 85°

25° x 77.5° x 77.5°

20° x 80° x 80°

30° x 60° x 90°

40° x 70° x 70°

15° x 82.5° x 82.5°

30° x 75° x 75°

2

Code Angles

1

2

NEW
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Newton Colour Disc

Newton’s Ring Apparatus
Pair of glass plate, optically polished, 60 mm diameter, one plane the other plano-
convex mounted together in frame. Pressure between plates adjustable by three screws.

Specs

PH0584 Newton’s Ring Apparatus1

1

Code

Photometer Jolly’s
Block comprising two pieces of polythene approx. 25 mm square 10 mm thick 
separated by tin foil, on wooden stand and aperture 12 mm diameter.

Specs

PH0580 Photometer Jolly’s2

2

Code

Newton’s Color Disc - Hand Driven
For demonstrating that white light may be composed from all the spectral colors by 
rotation of multi-colored disc. Comprising a multicolored disc, 170 mm diameter, 
mounted on metal stand and driven by belt with the help of driving wheel, fitted with 
a handle.

Specs

PH0582A Newton’s Color Disc - Hand driven3

3

Code

Newton’s Color Disc - Economy
For demonstrating that white light may be composed from all the spectral colors by 
rotation of multi-colored disc. Comprising a multicolored disc mounted on wooden 
base.

Specs

PH0583 Newton’s Color Disc - Economy4

4

Code

Newton’s Color Disc - Motor Driven
Newton disc 75 mm dia. mounted on the axle of a small motor, which is fitted on a 
plastic box with connection sockets. Operates on 4-6 volts DC.

Specs

PH0585 Newton’s Color Disc - Motor Driven5

5

Code

Newton’s Disc Card
For showing in a simple manner the effect of additive colour mixing. Comprises a card 
disc printed with the colours of spectrum. If mounted on whirling table or similar device 
and spun rapidly, the colours will be seen to disappear, the disc taking on an overall 
neutral tint. Disc diameter 18 cm approx.

Specs

PH0586 Newton’s Disc Card6
6

Code
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Direct Vision Spectroscope

Pin Hole Camera
This centuries old device is a wooden box with a pinhole in one end. Light rays passing 
through the pinhole are projected as an image on a translucent plate. Student view this 
image through a hole in the other end and can change the image size by changing 
the box length.

Specs

PH0592 Pin Hole Camera1
1

Code

Direct Vision Spectroscope - Premium
Direct vision spectroscope has a strong housing and is excellent for student use. The very 
bright 600 lines/mm holographic replica grating provides very good resolution and 
results. With slit for the light under study and internal scale calibrated in nanometers 
wavelength. The bright bands of the dominant wavelengths are clearly visible against 
the scale. Comes with 3 cuvettes & cuvette holder.

Specs

PH0595 Direct Vision Spectroscope - Premium3

3

Code

Spectroscope Quantitative - Economy
An Industry standard Spectroscope used for measuring light, wavelengths colors from 
light sources and holds the diffraction grating and scale securely for legible readings. 
The spectroscope measures wavelengths from 400 to 700nm for detailed examination. 
The spectroscope is versatile for measuring spectra emitted from a charged gas tube, 
flame test or basic astronomy applications.

Specs

PH100QA Spectroscope Quantitative - Economy5

5

Code

Spectroscope - Plastic Rectangular
Plastic, direct vision student spectroscope, fitted with a high efficiency grating in the 
eyepiece which produces a brilliant spectrum even in poor light. The adjustable slit 
permits maximum resolution and the sharpest bands at predominant wavelengths, 
viewed directly against a scale graduated in nanometres. The outer surface of 
the calorimeter has the wavelength of some commonly found spectra. Dimensions 195 
mm x 98mm x 25mm.

Specs

PH0598RNPL Spectroscope - Plastic Rectangular6

6
Code

Direct Vision Spectroscope
For the rapid examination of spectral composition of white light, metal tube with draw 
out focusing and an adjustable slit fitted with achromatic objective glass and 3 element 
prisms. Complete in a wooden case.

Specs

PH0594A

PH0594B

Direct Vision Spectroscope

Same as above but with fixed slit

2 2

Code

Spectroscope Adjustable Slit type
Same as above but with adjustable slit. Comes with 3 cuvettes & cuvette holder.

Specs

PH0595B Spectroscope Adjustable Slit type4

4

Code
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Ray Box

Economy Tube Spectroscope
This spectroscope has been designed to let the user look through a slit spectrum of light 
decomposed by an optical system. The resulting spectra as viewed through the grating 
introduces students to many properties of visible light and optics. Allows students to 
quickly identify constituent wavelengths of visible light in many sources. An adjustable 
thin slit cap rotates to produce diffraction patterns in the desired direction.

Specs

PH0596CBT Economy Tube Spectroscope1

Code

4

Ray Box, LED, Battery Operated - Metal
An economical metal ray box comprises of a die cast enclosure, delivers white light 
but runs much cooler than conventional incandescent lamp models. It uses the latest 
cool ultra bright LED technology giving superior white light. Supplied complete with slit 
plate and its own battery power source.
Recommended  accessories: Cylindrical Lens Acrylic (PH0600C).

Specs

PH0600LED Ray Box, LED, Battery Operated - Metal4

Code

5

Premium LED Ray Box with Power Supply
This Raybox is an upgrade to our PH0600LED. It is equipped with a brighter LED and 
supplied with a mains adapter. Comes with a slit.

Specs

PH0600LEDSU Premium LED Ray Box with Power Supply5

Code

3

2

Ray Box
A ventilated lamp house having an open front with extended sides finned externally 
for heat dissipation and vertical internal grooves to accommodate a slit plate and 
cylindrical lens. It has a light source comprising 12 volts, 21 watts lamps in a holder 
with one meter of twin flex having banana plugs. Complete with metal plate having 
single and triple slits and whitened on one side and other side black matt. Operates on 
12 volts power supply. Without lens.

Specs

PH0600A

PH0600C

PH0600E

PH0971ACDC

PH0600B

PH0600D

Ray Box

Lens Cylindrical for above

Spare Brass Holder, complete with wire

Power Supply for above

Spare Bulb for above 12 volts

Spare Slit for above

2

3

Code

Ray Box - Sliding
Metal, with sliding lamp housing. Supplied with single and triple slits, 50 mm wide. 
12V, 21W lamp with cable and 4 mm plugs. Operates on 12 volts power supply.

Specs

PH0601A

PH0601C

PH0601B

PH0601D

Ray Box - Sliding

Lens Cylindrical for above

Spare Bulb for above 12 volts

Spare slit for above - Set of 2

6

6

Code

1

NEW
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Ray Box

1

Ray Box
This Ray box has three openings, two of which can be used simultaneously by two sets of 
pupils. The two side openings each have two slots for accommodating blanking plates, 
50 mm slide accessories. A front opening provides seven grooves for accessories and 
lenses which have been designed so that when used with a biconvex cylindrical lens of 
75 mm focal length, divergent or convergent rays are obtained through the slit plate. 
Only minimum of accessories are needed to cover a wide range of optics experiments. 
Supplied with 2 meter of flex and two 4mm plugs, 12V, 24W B15 bulb, bulb holder, slit 
plate, aluminium blanking plates. Supplied with working instructions.

Specs

PH0602A Ray Box1

Code

2

Ray Box, LED Cool temperature - Plastic
This ray box in a ABS injection moulded enclosure, delivers white light but runs much 
cooler than conventional incandescent lamp models. It uses the latest cool ultra bright 
LED technology giving superior white light. Supplied complete with slit plate and its 
own battery power source.

Specs

PH0602ALED Ray Box, LED Cool temperature - Plastic2

Code

3

Ray Box Mirrored - Color Mixing
It is the same ray box supplied as a part of our PH0615. This ray box is more versatile 
and allows all color mixing experiments due to the hinged mirrors provided. Comprises 
of a bright halogen lamp, with 4 mm sockets for powering it using a power supply. 
Supplied without filters but with pair of slits and connecting lead pair.

Specs

PH0615WTAC Ray Box Mirrored - Color Mixing3

Code

4

Laser Ray Box
When the traditional white light ray boxes do not provide strong enough rays to be 
seen across a classroom of ambient light then we recommend this 635nm wavelength, 
3/5 ray, monochromatic (laser) ray box, power <1mW. A tried and tested device 
that provides decades. We recommend purchasing a nice set of acrylic optics to do 
classroom demonstrations of geometrical optics with this powerful laser ray box.

Specs

LRBX Laser Ray Box4

Code

5

Ray Box (Wall Powered), Halogen Source
This new EISCO Ray Box is a simple, safe and sturdy source of projected light for 
many classic optics experiments-best of all, you don’t need a completely dark room 
to conduct optic experiments due to high intensity light used. It produces parallel 
convergent rays across a plane horizontal surface and the rays are intense enough to 
be traced in natural light. Built in solid aluminum extrusion casing. Is supplied with a 
multi slit that produces either a single wide beam or choice of one, three or five pencil 
thin rays. It is supplies with a power adapter with all international safety certifications 
which can be plugged into the mains source 100-240V 50/60 Hz, or an external 
power supply may be used in the lab. It comes with a fixed lens, a slit with multiple 
sides and an adaptor.

Specs

RBX14 Ray Box (Wall Powered), Halogen Source5

Code
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Optics Kit & Colour Mixing Box

2

Color Mixing Box
Students can control the brightness of each color in this self-contained demonstration 
of color mixing. Powered by 4 AA batteries, it’s perfect for desktop labs. Experiment 
with hundreds of different color combinations! 10 x 6 cm screen. Batteries included. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0606CMB Color Mixing Box2

Code

4

Ray Box with Magnetic Base - 12V, 21W
Metal case with magnetic base, variable focus with slit, Designed to be placed on a 
metal support like table, board, bench. Equipped with 12V - 21W bulb.

Specs

PH0606RBMB Ray Box with Magnetic Base4

Code

3

Color Mixing Demonstrator
The science of light and color is a fun topic which is further amplified by this color 
mixing table apparatus. There are three separate LEDs, Red, Blue, Green which are 
controlled each by a separate potentiometers. The LEDS can be projected onto a piece 
of paper or wall depending on if you are doing a classroom demonstration or student 
group bench top experiments.

Specs

CMB14L Color Mixing Demonstrator3

Code

1

Ray Optics Kit
A versatile kit of components for ray optics experiments. Investigations possible 
include linear propagation of light rays, focusing of rays by cylindrical lenses, 
focusing of multiple rays showing aberration, law of reflection, refraction in water, 
prisms etc. Consisting of 2 lamps of 12 V, 24 W and stands, 1 pair of housing shields, 
2 combined single and triple slit plates, 2 multiple slit combs, 2 holders for combsand 
slit plates, 4 wooden light barriers, 4 plano cylindrical lenses + 7 D, 2 plano cylindrical 
lenses +10 D, 2 plano cylindrical lenses +17D, 2 plano cylindrical lenses -17 D.

Specs

PH0606A Ray Optics Kit1

Code

Light

experiment
guide
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1

White LED Light Source
This white LED Light Source is a superb alternative to the traditional ray box. 
It can be used in most experiments in place of a ray box and offer numbers of 
advantages.
Purer white light compared to the traditional ray optics boxes. Uses less power and 
is much cooler than traditional ray box. Much longer life than filament bulbs and 
because of plug top PSU the voltage can not be accidently increased to blow the bulb. 
Can be mounted on a retort stand using the incorporated boss. Supplied with power 
source.

Specs

PH0606WLED White LED Light Source1

Code

Light Source & Pin Hole Camera & Telescopes

2

Light Source - Battery operated
This economy light source has a LED powered by 2AA battery. Battery holder included.

Specs

PH0606BAT Light Source - battery operated2

Code

3

Light Source for Optical Bench - Halogen Type
This light source is equipped with a 12V, 20 W halogen bulb. A rod including a lug, 
ensures the positioning of the light source on the base. Supplied on stand.

Specs

PH0606LSHT Light Source - Halogen Type3

Code

4

Learn How a Telescope Works - Demo Model
Consists of two PVC tubes, mounted co-axially giving adjustable lengths by sliding one 
within the other. Dia. 50 mm and mag. 5x.

Specs

PH0605A Telescope Working Demo Model4

Code

5

Pinhole Camera Kit
Uses a basic pinhole camera kit consists of the following items: 8 cardboard boxes 150 
x 100 x 100 mm with hole, screen and lid, filament lamp, 50 sheets of black paper 200 
x 250 mm, one 12 Volt, 24 watts lamp, one mounted lamp holder, pair of connecting 
leads and one packet of pins.

Specs

PH0607 Pinhole Camera Kit5

Code

Light
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Telescopes, Refraction & Reflection Apparatus

3

Model of Terrestrial Telescope
Complete with lenses fitted, mounted on metal base with diagram of rays shown for 
demonstration. Size : 45x14x11 cm Weight : 0.7kg.

Specs

PH0612 Model of Terrestrial Telescope3

Code

4

Refraction & Reflection Apparatus - Metal
Kit for studying reflection and refraction without the need for an optical bench, on a 
stable and convenient support. This kit comprises 1 metal support, 1 graduated disc 
dia. 230 mm and a transparent and graduated semi-cylinderical tank of 200 mm 
diameter and 1 solid D and 1 mirror.

Specs

PH0613 Refraction & Reflection Apparatus - Metal4

Code

5

Refraction & Reflection Apparatus
This apparatus helps students easily to study these two important wave properties. The 
rotating base provides a high degree of accuracy when making measurements as well 
as provides an easy way to change angles without disturbing light source or the object 
the light is being shown upon. Also, included is an acrylic semi-circle that can be filled 
with different mediums for measuring the index of refraction. A light source is mounted 
on the base with single, double, triple and wide slit attachments, two metal shields for 
blocking light, an acrylic lens for focusing the beam of light. Teacher instructions will 
help students use Snell’s Law to determine the critical angle of a fluid, to find the index 
of refraction and to discover the law of reflection. Power supply is needed to run the 
light source. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0614A Refraction & Reflection Apparatus5

Code

Model of Gallieon Telescope
Complete with lenses fitted, mounted on metal base with diagram of rays shown for 
demonstration. Size : 29x14x10 cm Weight : 0.6kg.

Specs

PH0608 Model of Gallieon Telescope1

1

Code

Model of Astronomical Telescope
Complete with lenses fitted, mounted on metal base with diagram of rays shown for 
demonstration. Size : 34x13x10 cm Weight : 0.65kg.

Specs

PH0610 Model of Astronomical Telescope2

Code

2
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Light Box and Optical Set
This kit is very useful for reflection, refraction, and color mixing experiments. The light 
box consists of a light source 12 V, 20 W lamp, producing convergent, divergent or 
parallel beam. On one end, an adjustable cylindrical convex lens (for parallel beam) 
and on the other end, a triple aperture system for color mixing experiments (lateral 
aperture are provided with adjustable hinged mirror). All apertures in the box are 
provided with vertical channels to hold slit plates and color filters. The optical set 
includes acrylic blocks, Set of 8, set of three mirrors, 2 slit black plates, one with two 
narrow slits at one end and one narrow slit at the other end. Another black plate with 
three narrow slits at one end, one wide slit at the other end, set of eight mounted color 
filters, color cards and connecting leads. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0615 Light Box and Optical Set2

Code

Light Box and Optical Set in Gratnell Tray
Same as Cat. No. PH0615 but supplied in Gratnell storage tray. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0615GT Light Box and Optical Set in Gratnell tray1

Code

1

2

Light Box & Optical Set

experiment
guide
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SPARES FOR CAT. NO. PH0615

Specs

PH0615AA

PH0615AC

PH0615AF

PH0615AI

PH0615AL

PH0615AB

PH0615AE

PH0615AH

PH0615AK

PH0615AD

PH0615AG

PH0615AJ

PH0615AM

Acrylic Optical Body (Set of 8)

Color Filter (Set of 8)

Color Card (Set of 8)

Glass Mirror on stand

Spare Lamp (12V, 20W)

Slit Pair

Color Filter (Set of 6) Premium

SS Mirror Set (Set of 2)

Safety Connecting Lead Pair 1m with 4mm plug

Color Filter (Set of 8) Plastic

Color Card (Set of 8) Plastic

Connecting Lead Pair 1m with 4mm plug

Spare Light Box with magnetic base

1

1

2

2

6

6

10

10

3

3

7

7

11

11

4

4

8

8

12

12

5

5

9

9

13

13

Code

Spares
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Optics Kit & LED Array

2

1

LED Array
LED Array for use in topics of diffraction gratings and light, as well as Planck’s Constant 
calculation. The unit features 11 vertically stacked colors ranging from bright blue to 
white and is a versatile classroom tool.
•	Use to study color vs wavelength and/or experimentally determine Planck’s Constant 

h
•	Works well with Eisco Labs Direct Vision Spectroscope (product number PH100QA
•	11 horizontally stacked LED lights
•	Plot wave length vs threshold voltage to experimentallly determine Planck’s Constant
•	4 mm banana plugs/power supply NOT included. Operates using 0-6v continuous 

DC unit (Eisco Labs part # EPR1332)

Specs

PH01LED LED Array2

Code

Optics Kit
This Optics kit is truly exceptional value for money. It contains enough components 
to cover investigations and experiments into ray optics, reflection, refraction, color 
mixing, absorption, focal length measurement etc. The kit consists of 1 Standard Ray 
box with internal slid out slit, lens, gate and filter holder, 3 Mirrors mounted on wooden 
base, 7 Color filters, 1 Triple color slide, 1 white screen calibrated, 1 fluid trough 
rectangular, 1 Equilateral acrylic block, 1 right angle acrylic block, a semi-circular 
block, 1 rectangular acrylic block, 1 convex lens acrylic, 1 concave lens acrylic, 1 
absorber clear, 1 absorber amber, 1 absorber black, a color strip, a double slit, 1 
triple slit and 1 spare lamp.

Specs

PH0615B

PH0615B1

PH0615B2

Optics Kit

Spare Acrylic Blocks

Spare Mirrors - Set of 3

1

Code

Code

experiment
guide
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Optical Discs & Spectrometer

Hartley’s Optical Disc
Designed to demonstrate the laws of reflection and refraction in optics. Consists of an 
230 mm rotatable disc with a 360° graduated scale, a heavy stand and light source. 
Complete with accessories including a triangle, a convex lens, a concave lens, a 
trapezoid and a semi-circle, all made of acrylic. Light source with slits is also included.

Specs

PH0616HOD Hartley’s Optical Disc3

3

Code

4

Spectrometer - Basic
For use in elementary schools, measure the angle of prisms using the law of reflection, 
demonstrate optics phenomenon with a diffraction grating or measure the wavelengths 
of monochromatic light sources with this economical spectrometer. Reliable results will 
be obtained while students work with this instrument. Supplied in strong cardboard 
box.

Specs

PH0618A Spectrometer - Basic4

Code

1

2

Rotatable Optical Disc - Hartley’s
A 230 mm diameter disc marked from 0 to 360° at every 1°, with centre mark, on a 
stable base. The main disc and the lamp house with 12V, 24W bulb can be rotated and 
held in any desired position. With the lamp house, a rotatable disc with single, double, 
triple and quadruple slits and with adjustable lens carrier with lens for divergent, 
parallel or convergent light beams is provided. Optical elements provided for 
reflection are 50 mm wide. Optical element for refraction are semicircular, biconvex, 
biconcave, right angle prism and a trapezoidal acrylic blocks. These optical elements 
have powerful magnets attached for fixing of blocks to the disc. Supplied with manual.

SpecsCode

PH0616A

PH0616B

Rotatable Optical Disc Hartley’s

Set of 6 Optical elements, pkd. in case for use with above 
Optical Disc.

1

2

Make sure to sign up
for our monthly email
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Spectrometers

1

Spectrometer Standard
An economically priced instrument which is capable of much useful quantitative work. 
The main structural parts including the collimator and telescope bodies are in heavy 
castings.
Scale 170 mm diameter, divided 0 to 360º x 1º, independently rotatable with locking 
screw. A spring-loaded vernier scale attached to the telescope mount provides readings 
to 0.1º (6 minutes of arc).
Collimator Mounted on fixed pillar with axis adjustment. Objective lens has 150 
mm focal length, an aperture of 212 mm and is carried in spiral focusing system. 
Unilaterally adjustable slit 6 mm Long.
Telescope Mounted on moveable pillar with adjustment, locking screw, and axis 
adjustment. Objective lens has 170 mm Focal length, 21 mm aperture and is carried 
in a spiral focusing system. Ramsden eyepiece with cross wires and locking ring focus 
adjustment.
Prism Table The table is provided with three levelling screws and has lines marked to 
assist placement of prism.
Standard Accessories Includes 1-prism clamp for prisms up to 40mm high,1 diffraction 
grating holder, aperture 25 x 25 mm, 1 small screwdriver, 1 tommy bar for axis 
adjustment. Supplied in strong thermocole box with manual.

Specs

PH0619 Spectrometer Standard1

Code

Spectrometer Advanced
This instrument is robust enough for individual student use also intended for more 
advanced work.
Scale 150 mm diameter circle is fixed, the table and telescope movements are 
completely independent of each other. Both movements can be read to 30 sec. of arc 
by means of double ended verniers. Both rotations have fine adjustment screws, and 
release of a clamping screw enables coarse adjustment to be made by hand.
Collimator mounted on fixed and pillar and fitted with 178 mm focus achromatic 
objective, 32 mm dia., 28 mm clear aperture.
Telescope mounted on moveable pillar and fitted with 178 mm focus achromatic 
objective, 32 mm dia. & 28 mmclear aperture. Also fitted is an 10x Ramsden eyepiece 
and glass cross line graticule.
Prism table the table is marked with lines to assist placing the prism with respect to 
the table levelling screws, and has interchangeable clamping units for the prism and a 
diffraction grating. Supplied in wooden carrying case and manual.

Specs

PH0620 Spectrometer Advanced2

Code

Spectrometer - Precision
This instrument is robust enough for individual student use also intended for more High-
quality spectrometer which allows students to perform accurate prism and grating 
spectrometry. High-quality, large-aperture optics produce sharp spectral images, 
while precision machining allows for precise rotation and accurate measurement. The 
student Spectrometer is most popular in universities, where precision and durability 
are important.
•	Resolution to 1 minute of arc 127 mm diameter, precision-engraved degree plate is 

complemented by 2 precision engraved verniers, one on each side of the instrument 
for convenient reading.

•	Wider aperture optics 32 mm wide apertures on the telescope and collimator 
provide more light for brighter and sharper images.

•	Rack and pinion focusing on both the telescope and the collimator. Focusing is easier 
and more precise.

•	Rotatable Table for greater flexibility in measurements. Turn the table by hand for 
coarse adjustments. Use the fine lead screw for delicate adjustments. Supplied in 
wooden carrying case and manual.

Specs

PH0621 Spectrometer - Precision3

Code

2

3
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Grating & Diffraction Slide & Polarising Filter Sress

1

Diffraction Grating
Transmission type, mounted in 50 x 50 mm mounted in frame.

Specs

PH0624A

PH0624B

PH0624C

100 Lines / mm

300 Lines / mm

600 Lines / mm

1

Code

Holographic Type Grating

Specs

PH0624E

PH0624F

500 Lines / mm

1000 Lines / mm

2

2

3

3

Code

Diffraction Slide Educational
For demonstrating the principle of the diffraction grating and the way in which its 
properties are dependent upon the number of lines per unit length. Comprises a card 
mount 90 x 40 mm approximately with three 16 x 9 mm apertures, each containing a 
diffraction grating replica. The grating are of 100 lines/mm, 300 lines/mm and 600 
lines/mm respectively and protected cover glasses.

Specs

PH0625 Diffraction Slide Educational4

4

Code

Polarising Filter Stress Demonstration
This large scale demonstrator comprises of 5 inch polarising sheets mounted on 
graduated frame and placed on a wooden stand. It supplied with clear acrylic pieces 
of different shapes so different stress patterns can be demonstrated. In this demo the 
clear pieces with different shapes are placed between the filters and squeezed. Stress 
patterns then can be observed. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0627A Polarising Filter Stress Demonstrator5

5

Code

Light

Light

experiment
guide
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Light

3

Polarimeter Laurent’s Half Shade
Supplied with two polaroids (one used as polariser and other as analyser.), A Laurant’s 
half shade device and 20 cm long observation tube glass. The polariser and half 
shade are fixed at one end. The analyser at the other end which can be rotated along 
a circular graduated scale 0-360º. with a vernier reading to 6 min., a fine motion 
tangent screw is provided for fine adjustment.

Specs

PH0632 Polarimeter Laurent’s Half Shade3

Code

4 5

Polarimeter - Student Model
Polarimeter is a rewarding field of study in any post-16 course to explore the 
applications of polarised light but expensive, precision instruments have denied access 
to the topic in the past. The student polarimeter uses a monochromatic white LED 
light source and simplified construction to make the topic available for study in any 
laboratory. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0633

PH0633AA

Polarimeter - Student Model

Spare glass tube for Polarimeter

4

5

Code

1

Polaroid Sheet
Polaroid sheet mounted in square plastic frame. 50 x 50 mm. Set of 2.

Specs

PH0628B Polaroid Sheet - Size 50 x 50 mm1

Code

2

Light Meter - LUX
Ranges : 50 000 FC, Max/Min, Data Hold. Back light, Auto off, 9V battery operated.

Specs

PH0630 Light Meter - LUX2

Code

Write to us about any query at
info@eiscolabs.com
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Sodium Lamp & Light Source & Filter

Sodium Vapour Lamp
35 watts for producing monochromatic light at a high intensity. Wavelength 589.3nm, 
Intensity 4550Lm.

Specs

PH0634 Sodium Vapour Lamp1
1

Code

Sodium Lamp Power Supply
Power supply has a built in AC Source which provides the supply for ignition initially 
and then normal operating voltage. Operates on 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.

Specs

PH0636 Sodium Lamp Power Supply22

Code

Lamphouse
For sodium lamp, adjustable to any angle. Supplied with clamp, rod and base.

Specs

PH0638 Lamphouse3

3

Code

Spectrometer Light Source
Used as a Sodium vapour light source. It has a 21mm circular hole for providing light. 
The lamp power supply provide pure sodium vapour performance because the gas 
in the lamp runs cooler and is a more predominantly monochromatic sodium source. 
Using a spectroscope, the sodium ‘doublet’ is clearly visible and this lamp is suitable 
for general purpose monochromatic work in the classroom when used at the low power 
setting. The high power setting is useful to demonstrate the change in overall color as 
the various other wavelengths begin to appear. Operating voltage 220/240V AC, 
50/60 Hz. Bulb included. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0640 Spectrometer Light Source4

4

Code

Set of Colored Filters - Mounted
A set of three primary and three secondary acetate educational quality filters suitable 
for use in optical boxes, etc. and mounted in plastic frames of 50 x 50 mm. The 
filters comprise 3 primary colors Red, Deep blue, Dark green and 3 secondary colors 
Magenta, Yellow, Peacockblue.

Specs

PH0648A

PH0648B

Set of 6 Colored Filters - Mounted

Set of 8 Colored Filters - Mounted

(including violet and tricolor filters)

5

5

Code
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Optical Benches

Optical Bench Single Rod - Economy
This optical bench one meter long is an ideal bench for introductory optics investigations 
and a good upgrade to our basic optics meter rule bench. It comprises of a square 
section aluminium tube which is graduated on one side allowing easy reading when 
the riders move on the bench. This economy bench comes with the accessories 4 pcs. 
of riders for lens and slit holder, one each of candle holder, object needle and object 
screen, 2 pcs. of lens holder. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0616OPT Optical Bench - Single Rod2

2
Code

Optical Bench - Aluminium 42”
This 42” Optical bench is constructed with a square section aluminium tube which 
riders can move along tube easily. Rail has 1cm graduations up to 100cm. Comes 
with 5 riders for lens and slit holder. Optical bench can be used to measure the 
focal length of a lens. Prefect for Physics experiments. Supplied with manual. 
Set comprises of :
•	1 Double concave lens
•	1 Double convex lens
•	1 Plano convex lens
•	1 Plano concave lens
•	1 Led 12v light source with 12 v adapter
•	1 Candle holder
•	1 Lens holder
•	1 Single slit with holder
•	1 White screen
•	1 Translucent screen

Specs

PH0616EMS Optical Bench - Aluminium 42”3

3

Code

Optical Bench Student - Economy
A cost effective way to demonstrate the basic principles of optics in the typical high 
school science lab. This economy model consists of a meter stick, 2 meter stick supports, 
object marker and screen supports, card with screen and lens support 38 mm Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0647

PH0647A2

PH0647A4

PH0647A1

PH0647A3

PH0647A5

PH0647A6

Optical Bench Student - Economy

Spare Support Lens (38mm)

Spare Marker & Object Screen

Spare Metal Support

Spare Support Lens (75mm)

Spare Screen Support

Spare Holder Candle

1
1

Code

Light

Light

experiment
guide
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Optical Benches

Optical Bench - Aluminium
Robust: rider profile and solid aluminum
Practical and smart:
White fillets for easy reading even in the dark.
Double fillets capable of playing two sides.
Complete: Source and supply included!
Length: 2 meter
Double graduation
Feet 3 points (2 + 1)
Composition:
•	2M bench with levelling feet
•	1 Led source and 12v power, for over 20000 hours.
•	1 Letter object mounted on a screw ring
•	4 Riders aluminum
•	3 Lens holders Ø 40 mm / slide
•	1 Set of different apertures Ø 40 mm
•	Lenses Ø 40 mm (+50 / +100 / +200 / +500 / -50 / -100 mm)
•	1 Plane mirror Ø 40 mm
•	1 White screen graduated
•	1 Translucent screen graduated
•	1 Plastic storage tray for all accessories
•	1 Translucent screen

Optical Bench Kit
This kit comprises is similar to Cat. No. PH0616OPT but with a more enhanced set 
of accessories allowing the user to perform more experiments in optics. The bench 
is the same as used in above version graduated on one side and 1 meter long . Set 
comprises of :
•	1 Bench with ends 1 meter long
•	8 pcs. Riders with tightening screw
•	1 Lamp housed with halogen bulb 12 Volt, 24 Watt
•	6 pcs. Lens Holder for 50 mm dia lenses
•	1 each Lens Biconvex +10,+20,+50
•	1 pc. Lens Biconcave -20
•	Set of Diaphragms
•	1 Plain mirror 100 x 100 mm
•	1 Translucent screen 100 x 100 mm
•	1 Transparent screen 100 x 100 mm
•	1 Object screen white 100 x 100 mm

Specs

Specs

PH0650-2M

PH0649

Optical Bench - Aluminium Extrusion

Optical Bench Kit

1

1

2

2

Code

Code

Light

Light

experiment
guide
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Optical Bench & Accessories

Optical Bench Set
Optical Bench Set, including Lamp Housing Bench with sliding rail Lamp house with 
mounted rod, 12V - 24W, 3 Universal holders for lenses and slides 50 x 50 mm. Set 
of objects mounted in frame 50 x 50 mm Comprises of triangular gauge object, 2 Pin 
Objects, Diffuser screen, Scale object, Concentric circles 10 mm & 20 mm Screen with 
double scale Plane mirror 50 x 50 mm Pair of slits and blanking plates. Supplied with 
manual.

Specs

PH0651 Optical Bench Set1

1

Code

Power Pack for Lamp
For use with optical bench as a light source. Output 12V AC 2 Amps.

Specs

PH0651B-V1

PH0651B-V2

Power Pack for Lamp, 110/120V, 60Hz

Power Pack for Lamp, 220/240V, 50/60Hz

3

3

Code

Universal Holder on Slider

Specs

PH0651A Universal Holder on Slider2

2

Code

Set of 6 Objects

Specs

PH0651C Set of 6 Objects4

4

Code

Lamp House Spare

Specs

PH0651D Lamp House Spare5

5

Code

Graduated Screen

Specs

PH0651F Graduated Screen7

7

Code

Spare Lamp
12 volt 20 watt, Filament type.

Specs

PH0600B Spare Lamp6
6

Code

Light

experiment
guide
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Power Pack
For use with optical bench as a light source. Operates on 6 - 12 V AC/DC, 2 Amps.

PH0971DCAC-V1

PH0971DCAC-V2

Optical Bench & Accessories

University Optical Bench - 1.8 Meters
Made from Steel U section. This sturdy built bench is good for all advanced optical 
experiments. Comprises of 170 cm graduated bench track feet supports, 5 pcs. riders, 
Cylindrical lens mounted on frame, 5 pcs. Lens holder, Lenses Convex - 10, 20 & 50 
cm, Lenses Concave - 10, 20 & 50 cm, Plano Concave 10 cm, Color filters - Set of 4 
with young’s slits, one Plain Mirror 100 x 100 mm, one Object Screen White 100 x 100 
mm, one Translucent Screen, Slit Holder, Light Source and Set of diaphragm. Power 
Supply sold separately. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0652

PH0652OP-2M

Optical Bench - 1.8 Meters

Optical Bench - 2 Meters

1

1

Code

Spares Accessories for University Optical Bench 
(PH0652)

Specs

PH0652A Polarizing pair2
2

Code

PH0652B Adjustable Slit3

3

PH0652C Lens Holder4

4

PH0652D Slit Holder5

5 PH0652F Spare Lamp 12V, 20W, Filament Type (Pack of 5)

11

11

PH0652E

PH0652E2

Slit Holder - 100 X 100 mm

Slit Holder - 150 X 150 mm

6

6

Specs

Power Pack, 110/120V, 60Hz

Power Pack, 220/240V, 50/60Hz

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

Code

PH0652G Jolly’s Photometer

PH0652H Rider

PH0652I Candle Holder

PH0652J Light Source Spare

Light

experiment
guide
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Optical Benches

1

Premium Optics Bench Kit
The kit contains materials and devices for 20 basic geometrical optics experiments like 
Diffraction, Mixing Colors, Study of Concave - Convex Mirrors, How the Eye Works, 
Refraction (Snell’s Law), How a Movie Projector Works etc.. The items are stored in a 
plastic tray with foam insert and transparent lid. A comprehensive student’s manual 
with descriptions, illustrations and didactic questions for all experiments is contained 
in the kit.

Specs

PH0653 Optics Kit1

Code

Optical Bench - 1.5 Meters
Comprising wooden baseboard 1.6 m x 140 mm with 1.5 m scale divided in millimeters 
plus six sliding bases 100 x 50 mm each with engraved index line, pillar and locking 
screws.
The following accessories are provided
•	1 Lamp house with a white 12V, 21 Watts lamp.
•	1 White metal object screen 75 mm diameter with gauze.
•	1 Holder for lenses 38 mm diameter.
•	1 White metal receiving screen 100 x 75 mm with a slot for squared paper screen 

on the reverse.
•	1 Object needle mounted in 6 mm metal rod.
•	1 Plane mirror in a metal frame 100 x 75 mm

Each of the accessories is mounted on a 6 mm rod which fits into stands giving an 
optical height approximately 125 mm above the baseboard.

Specs

PH0666 Optical Bench - 1.5 Meters2

2

Code

experiment
guide
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Optical Benches

Optical Bench
Single aluminium channel accurately graduated fitted on two sturdy metal feet with 
levelling screws. Four special designed heavy sliders having fine index marks. Two of 
the sliders are having fine transverse slow motion arrangement. Complete with four 
accessories (two lens holders, one optical pin and one object screen).

Specs

PH0668A

PH0668B

Optical Bench One meter long

As above, but 1½ meter long

1

1

Code

Optical Bench 1.5 meter - Metal
High quality precision bench, suitable for more advanced work. Positive location of 
carriages with quick release facility. This all metal optical bench is light in weight 
and will take all of the standard accessories having 6mm diameter rods. The bench 
supports system ensures accuracy and stability. Durable feet are provided at each end 
and an adjustable single point central support permits any tendency to ‘sag’ to be 
taken out. Stability of the carriage is provided by the ‘V’ location formed by the two 
hexagonal bars and the hexagonal carriage.

Specs

PH0669 Optical Bench 1.5 meter - Metal2

2

Code
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Lens Holder, Adjustable
V-section with hinged arms to take any lens or mirror up to 75 mm diameter.

Specs

PH0672 Lens Holder, Adjustable1

1

Code

Lens Holder, Clip Pattern
Designed to give firm grip on 50 mm diameter lenses.

Specs

PH0673 Lens Holder, Clip Pattern2

2

Code

Optical Bench Accessories

Prism Table
For supporting prisms, glass block etc. A metal disc 82 mm diameter mounted on a 
standard 6 mm rod.

Specs

PH0674 Prism Table3

3

Code

Holder for Diffraction Objects
Rectangular metal frame with spring clips and a mounting rod.
Dimensions : 105 x 55 x 10 mm

Specs

PH0675 Holder for Diffraction Objects

Code

Object Needle
A steel needle point mounted in a 6 mm metal rod, giving an overall length of 
80 mm approximately.

Specs

PH0676 Object Needle4

4
Code

Cross Wires
A circular black metal screen 75 mm diameter, with a 10 mm diameter aperture with 
cross wires.

Specs

PH0678 Cross Wires5

5
Code

Pinhole Screen
Circular black metal screen 75 mm diameter, with a central hole 0.6 mm diameter 
approximately.

Specs

PH0680 Pinhole Screen6

6Code

Iris Diaphragm
A circular black metal screen 75 mm diameter, with an adjustable iris diaphragm 
maximum aperture 6 mm

Specs

PH0682 Iris Diaphragm7

7Code

The following accessories are provided with 6 mm mounting rods, where necessary, to fit optical benches PH0666, PH0668. The lengths of the rods and 
the sizes of the components have been designed to provide a common optical centre heights of 80 mm

Accessories for Optical Bench (PH0666 & PH0668)
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Optical Bench Accessories

Object Screen
A circular white metal screen 75 mm diameter, with 10 mm central aperture covered 
with 1.5 mm mesh wire gauze.

Specs

PH0684 Object Screen1

1

Code

Candle Holder
Cylindrical metal holder, 20 mm internal diameter x 22 mm deep. Matt black, mounted 
on rod.

Specs

PH0694 Candle Holder4

4

Code

Lamp - 240V
A 240V, 15W white B.C. pygmy lamp in a conical lamp house. Mounted on a 6 mm 
metal rod. Supplied complete with 1.5 m of twin flex.

Specs

PH0696 Lamp - 240V6
6

Code

Lamp - 12V, 21W
A 12V, 21W white B.C. pygmy lamp in a conical lamp house. Mounted on a 6 mm 
metal rod. Supplied complete with 1.5 m of twin flex.

Specs

PH0696/12V Lamp - 12V, 21W7
7

Code

Stand for Optical Bench Accessories
Comprising a metal pillar with a hole and lock-screw, mounted on a heavy base. An 
index line is engraved on one side of the base.

Specs

PH0702A

PH0702B

Stand made of Metal

General purpose stand for accessories

8

8 9
9

Code

Receiving Screen
White metal frame, 100 x 75 mm with a graph paper screen divided in mms.

Specs

PH0685 Receiving Screen2

2

Code

Adjustable Slit
Circular black metal screen, 75 mm diameter with a 12.5 mm central aperture. A 
screw-controlled, spring-loaded precision slit is mounted on one side of the disc. 
Maximum slit opening 4 mm.

Specs

PH0686 Adjustable Slit3

3

Code

Matt White Screen
Made of metal and finished in white matt colour, with a cut-out in one side to locate 
over meter rule. Can be used in vertical or horizontal position. Size 125 x 70 x 200 
mm height.

Specs

PH0695 Object Screen5

5

Code
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Sound & Wave Demonstrations

Wave Form - Helix
Steel wire close-wounded helix 20 mm diameter, closed length 3 meters extending to 
approx. 9 meters, with looped ends. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0706

PH0706A

Wave Form Helix - 3 mtr. long

Wave Form Helix - 1.8 mtr. long

1

1

Code

Wave Form - Helix (Slinky)
For demonstrating wave motion. Helical coil of flat section tempered steel wire. Coil 
diameter 7.5 cm, length closed 10 cm, fully extended 3 meters.

Specs

PH0708A

PH0708B

Wave Form Helix ,Slinky

As above but coil diameter 7.5 cm length closed 5 cm

2

2

Code

Super Slinky with Stand
Extra length allows student more time to observe wave behaviour. Extra-long slinky 
spring, coil diameter 75mm, stands 20 cm high when compressed, fully extended 6 
meters. Supplied with wooden stand.

Specs

PH0709N8 Super Slinky with stand3

3

Code

Wave Apparatus Demo - Metal
For demonstrating longitudinal and transverse motion. Consisting of a number of 
eccentric disc supporting a series of metal rods on revolving the handle, transverse 
waves are obtained. Longitudinal waves are obtained with bent rods running in metal 
guide on metal base. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0712 Wave Apparatus Demo - Metal4

4

Code

Wave Apparatus - Plastic
Completely made of plastic with basic design and functionality similar to above. The 
plastic highlighted tips provide easy observation of wave motion. The rotating handle 
is fitted with a circular scale marked in degrees to indicate rotation. Supplied with 
manual.

Specs

PH0712N8 Wave Apparatus - Plastic5
5

Code

experiment
guide
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Sound, Harmonics & Resonance

Harmonic Motion Spring
The Harmonic Motion spring’s elongations are closely proportioned to the applied 
forces, making it easy to use. The windings of this truncated cone, made of spring 
stainless steel wire, interfere with each other less than those of a helical spring, making 
the motion truly sinusoidal. The spring is 18 cm long with a maximum diameter of 36 
mm and a spring constant (k) of 9 - 9.5 N/m approximate. Supplied without support 
and slotted weight hanger.

Specs

PH0713 Harmonic Motion Spring1

1

Code

Simple Resonance Tube Set
This simple apparatus clearly demonstrates the principles of resonance without 
requiring a water column or other apparatus. Using the included 512 Hz tuning fork 
as a sound source, the inner tube slides inside the outer one and the student finds the 
point of loudest sound. By applying a constant end correction, the wave length in air 
is easily calculated from the combined overall length of the tube set. The tubes adjust 
from 25 to 38 cm which will tune over a range of approx. 452 Hz to 585 Hz at room 
temperature. Includes 50 mm plug to close end.

Specs

PH0715 Simple Resonance Tube Set2

2

Code

Resonance Apparatus - Brass Tubes
Comprising two brass tubes telescoping into each other so that the column of air within 
the tube may be altered from 30 cm to 53 cm, outer tube fits into a base.

Specs

PH0718B Resonance Apparatus - Brass Tubes3

3

Code

Resonance Apparatus
Acrylic tube approx. 100 cm long and 2.5 cm inner diameter mounted on retort stand 
with clamp and boss, with metal vessel, connecting tubing and spring clip supported 
on iron ring.

Specs

PH0720 Resonance Apparatus4

4

Code

Kundt’s Tube - Unmounted
For showing the wavelength of vibrations in air in a closed tube, by depositing 
lycopodium powder at the nodes. Comprising a glass tube approximately 80 cm in 
length and 32 mm in dia. at one end is a tightly fitting but adjustable cork piston fitted 
to a metal rod 100 cm long and at the other end, a loose fitting piston attached to a 
pipe, 25 cm in length and 8 mm dia.

Specs

PH0722 Kundt’s tube - Unmounted5
5

Code

Force

Sound

Sound

Sound
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Sonometers - Simple and 3-wire

Sonometer Mini
For investigating pitch of vibrating strings as a function of their tension, length and 
thickness. Comprises a hollow resonance box with three adjustable strings, two strings 
by means of wrest pin while third one at the centre with loads or a spring balance. 
A 60 cm scale printed on both sides provided with two movable bridges to facilitate 
changing effective string length.

Specs

PH0725 Sonometer Mini1

1

Code

Sonometer - Simple Pattern
Comprising a wooden baseboard 105 x 9 cm mounted on four feet. At one end of 
the base are two 50N. spring balances with hooks, and at the other end are two 
corresponding wrest pins. Also provided are three bridges, one large to span both 
wires and two small for the individual wires. Supplied with two steel wires.

Specs

PH0726 Sonometer - Simple Pattern2

2

Code

Sonometer
Comprising a wooden resonance box of 114 cm length, 12.5 cm width and 10 cm 
height, with two rules 1 meter long sub-divided into millimeters. One each brass 
and steel wire of different diameter attached to fixed bridge and tensioned by fine 
adjustment pegs, two moveable bridges, pulley and fixed screw to enable a third wire 
to be fixed for tensioning by masses.

Specs

PH0728 Sonometer3

3

Code

Sonometer 3-wire Pattern
A hollow wooden sounding box 1290 x 130 x 110 mm (length x width x height) 
provided with scales divided in mm between fixed bridges over which the wires are 
stretched. To one wire a spring balance reading to 50N x 1N is fitted and the tension 
exerted and measured can be finely adjusted by wing-nut. Another wire passes over 
a pulley and can be loaded as desired. A third wire is provided for comparison, its 
tension may be adjusted by means of a wrestpin. The wires supplied are of steel which 
is rustless. The distance between the fixed bridges is 720 mm. Complete with three 
movable bridges. Supplied WITHOUT weight.

Specs

PH0730 Sonometer 3-Wire Pattern4

4

Code

Sonometer Small
Instead of a one-off demonstration use the mini-sonometer to give your
students hands-on experience of sound production. The apparatus is
constructed on a wood base with hardwood sides measuring
647 x 100 mm overall. It has an integral pulley string is supplied and
half meter scale. A standard steel guitar string is supplied complete
with two movable bridges. The wire can be loaded with standard
slotted weights up to 1 kg to observe the change in pitch etc. The
sonometer pickup can be used with this instrument.

Specs

PH0729 Sonometer Small5

5

Code

Sound Force
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Ultrasonic System

Sonometer Wire Set
Set of six wires, brass and steel, length 1.5 m of 22, 24, 26 SWG. Ends looped ready 
for use.

Specs

PH0730A Sonometer Wire - Set of 61

1

Code

Sonometer Pickup
Suitable for use with any steel wire system such as a sonometer. The pickup is low-
profile and with a typical output. A versatile single electromagnetic pick-up can display 
the oscillations of a wire on an oscillioscope screen. This provides an alternative to 
tuning fork resonance when investigating frequency / length or frequency / tension 
relationships etc.

Specs

PH0731 Sonometer Pickup22

Code

Ultrasonic System
Consisting of a self contained transmitter and receiver operating in the 40KHz region. 
The transmitter wave is modulated at a variable frequency of about 2KHz and is 
detected by the receiver which amplifies the signal and drives a miniature integral 
loudspeaker. Both transmitter and receiver are contained in separate plastic enclosures 
(60 x 100 x 25 mm) which contain the electronics and 9 V batteries. The receiver has 
4 mm sockets so the output can be monitored on an oscilloscope for more quantitative 
measurements. A special feature is the second output transducer on the transmitter. 
This then becomes a twin coherent source and by moving the receiver, interference 
patterns can be dramatically demonstrated. The system is ideal for demonstrating 
sound waves above the hearing threshold and reflection properties associated with 
sonar etc. Complete with batteries. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0732 Ultrasonic System3

3
Code

Ultrasonic Kit
Unique kit for convincing evidence of the wave nature of sound Direct analogue of the 
properties of electromagnetic waves. Units supplied with exponential horns. Consisting 
of a transmitter, receiver, slave transducer, two-reflectors and a perforated plate, this 
kit supports investigations of reflection, interference and diffraction of sound. Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0733 Ultrasonic Kit44

Code

Ultrasonic Transmitter
Generates the 40 KHz signal which is fed to the transducer cell and also to 4mm 
sockets panel of the unit. This latter facility enables a second transducer to be driven 
simultaneously, providing an in-phase double point source for interference experiments, 
etc. Facilities are also provided for modulating the output of the transmitter using an 
audio signal generator. Unit Requires PP9 9 V battery (not supplied).

Specs

PH0733A Ultrasonic Transmitter5

5

Code
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Ultrasonic & Fibre Optics

Ultrasonic Detector
Identical dimensions to the transmitter. The transducer is of the same type as used 
in the transmitter but in this case used as a detector, its output being applied to a 
d.c. amplifier circuit. A pair of 4mm sockets allow connection to a 1mA meter for 
quantitative work. A gain control is also provided so that the output from the receiver 
provides full scale deflection of the meter under maximum signal conditions. Requires 
9V PP9 battery (not supplied).

Specs

PH0733B Ultrasonic Receiver1
1

Code

Transducer
Similar to the transmitter and receiver, but containing only a transducer cell. Designed 
to be connected in parallel with the output from the internal oscillator of the main 
transmitter to produce an identical output allowing experiments in double point-source 
interference, etc. to be carried out.

Specs

PH0733C Transducer2 2

Code

Fibre Optic System
This set provides a self contained system for demonstrating and using a fibre optic 
data link. The transmitter unit is housed in a small plastic case and contains all the 
electronics for producing the modulated light source as well as an easily accessible PP3 
battery compartment. A choice of modulation is available. A variable frequency audio 
tone in the range 1-20 KHz and 250 KHz square wave for speed of light investigations 
which is brought out to 4mm sockets for monitoring on an Oscilloscope. The receiver 
is in a similar case and contains a variable gain amplifier with integral loudspeaker as 
well as direct monitoring sockets for an oscilloscope. The system comes complete with 
5 m and 10 m sheathed polymer optical fibre coils terminated with clip housings to 
mate with the transmitter and receiver units. The wavelength used is in the visible red 
part of the spectrum and with the modulation also externally the pulsing beam can be 
easily seen. Supplied with experiment guide.

Specs

PH0734 Fibre Optic System3

4

4

3

Code

Fibre Optic Cable
Spare cable with no end clips.

Specs

FBOT05

FBOT10

Fibre Optic Cable - 5 meter

Fibre Optic Cable - 10 meter

Code
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Tuning Forks

Tuning Forks - Steel
Plain shanks, chrome plated.

Frequency, Hz Note

PH0736A

PH0736C

PH0736E

PH0736G

PH0736B

PH0736D

PH0736F

PH0736H

256 C

320 E

384 G

480 B

288 D

341 F

426 A

512 C

1

1

Code

Tuning Forks - Aluminium
Plain shanks.

Frequency, Hz Note

PH0737A

PH0737C

PH0737E

PH0737G

PH0737B

PH0737D

PH0737F

PH0737H

256 C

320 E

384 G

480 B

288 D

341 F

426 A

512 C

2

2

Code

Tuning Forks - Aluminium
Same as above but with round Stem, Superior quality.

Frequency, Hz Note

PH0737I

PH0737K

PH0737M

PH0737O

PH0737J

PH0737L

PH0737N

PH0737P

256 C

320 E

384 G

480 B

288 D

341 F

426 A

512 C

Code

Tuning Forks Sets
Best quality nickel-plated, plain shanks, with frequency marked, C (256), D (288), E 
(320), F (341), G (384), A (426), B (480), C (512).

Specs

PH0738A

PH0738C

PH0738B

PH0738D

Set of 8 Steel supplied in wooden case

Set of 8 Steel supplied in plastic case

Set of 8 Aluminium supplied in wooden case

Set of 8 Aluminium supplied in plastic case

4

3

3

4

5

5

6

6 7
7

Code
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Tuning Forks

1

Tuning Forks on Resonance Box
For demonstrating the formation of basic major cord. Comprises four forks mounted on 
a common box and having frequency of C (256), E (320), G (384), C (512). Complete 
with hammer.

Specs

PH0740A Tuning Fork on Resonance Box - Steel1

Code

Demonstration Tuning Fork - Large
Not every tunning fork is created equal! As you know you can hear the frequency of 
tunning forks, but on this one you can see the frequency (or a blurry version of it!). 
The large tines on the fork make the vibration visible so that while the fork emits waves 
(sound) at lower frequency. Set of two forks includes a larger fork with 50cm tines at 
12Hz, and a smaller fork with 37cm tines at 38Hz approx. Also includes a detailed 
demonstration guide.

Specs

DEMOTFK Demonstration Tuning Fork - Large2

2

Code

3

Pair of Tuning Fork - Economy
For demonstrating the production of beat frequencies. Comprises two nickel plated 
forks A (440 Hz) mounted on individual boxes. One fork is provided with adjustable 
mass by means of which frequency may be shifted from the nominal 440 Hz. When 
both forks are sounded a clearly audible ‘beat’ is produced, its rate depending upon 
the difference in frequency between the forks.

Specs

PH0742A

PH0742B

Pair of Tuning Fork - Steel

Pair of Tuning Fork - with 426Hz

3

Code

5

Tuning Fork - Heavy - Set of 13
A heavier duty set of tuning forks made of steel and chrome plated. The set is similar to 
PH0744A but the forks are heavier and made from thicker strip of metal.

Specs

PH0744A-JU Tuning Fork - Heavy - Set of 135

Code

4

Pair of Tuning Fork - Premium
Similar to the PH0742A but uses more heavier duty forks for better results.

Specs

PH0742AH Pair of Tuning Fork - Premium4

Code

6

Tuning Fork
Best quality nickel-plated steel, plain shanks, with frequency marked from C (236) to C 
(512). Complete set of THIRTEEN Tuning Forks supplied in case.

Specs

PH0744A

PH0744B

Set - Made of Steel

Set - Made of Aluminium

6

Code

NEW
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Sound

Tuning Fork - Standing
Light weight tuning forks, capable of standing upright, with specially wide sound 
irradiating surface, useful for exciting oscillations for the Kundt’s tube. Frequency 
1000Hz.

Specs

PH0745 Tuning Fork - Standing1

1

Code

Striker for Tuning Fork
Ideal for classroom use. Made of Rubber. Size 110 x 70 x 50 mm.

Specs

PH0745STR Striker for Tuning Fork55

Code

Tuning Fork with Hammer
Aluminum Alloy Tuning fork Set, similar to our PH0738B, but the set comes with a 
mallet specially designed with one hard and one soft end for use with all frequencies 
of forks. The set is in a wooden box with foam lining for easy storage of all parts. 
Frequency marked 256Hz, 288Hz, 320Hz, 341Hz, 384Hz, 426Hz, 480Hz & 512Hz. 
Complete with hammer.

Specs

PH0738BN8 Tuning Fork with Hammer6

6

Code

Tuning Fork Electric
To show relationships between frequency, length, tension and mass or learn about 
Melde’s standing wave experiments with this heavy duty electric tuning fork. An 
electromagnet drives the fork to a sustained frequency of approx. 80Hz. One prong of 
the tuning fork has a captive knurled thumbscrew for performing Melde’s experiment. 
Amplitude of the tuning fork vibrations is varied by means of a threaded adjustment 
screw. Universal binding posts are finished to provide electrical power from an external 
source.

Specs

PH0746 Tuning Fork Electric7

7 Code

Tuning Fork - Standing
Hammer for use with Tuning Fork.

Specs

PH0745A

PH0745B

PH0745C

Wooden Hammer for Tuning Fork

Rubber mounted Hammer for Tuning Fork, Disc shaped

Acrylic Hammer with rubber for Tuning Fork

2

2 3

3

4

4

Code

Sound
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Stroboscopes

Melde’s Apparatus
Designed to show the effects of vibrations in a stretched cord, and investigate the 
relationship between frequency, tension and density. In addition the provision of 
electrical contacts, opened and closed by the vibrating armature, allow the apparatus 
to be used as high speed changeover switch in. Comprises a thin steel rod armature, 
mounted in a clamp formed by a pair of 4 mm socket terminals, so that its free length 
may be adjusted as desired. An A.C. energizing coil surrounds the armature and 
a permanent magnet provides the necessary magnetic polarization. The complete 
apparatus is carried upon a box type base 200 x 125 mm.

Specs

PH0750 Melde’s Apparatus1
1

Code

Stroboscope - Digital
Digital stroboscope can appear to slow down fast periodic motions for a bystander. 
This is why stroboscopes are great for the physics classroom or calibrating revolutions 
from a device such as a motor. The intense xenon lamp emits a burst of life which 
can be synchronized with a particular target (sometimes to make something appear 
still, or to take a frequency measurement, etc). This high quality unit uses an internal 
microcontroller as the processing unit with built in display chip. The controller drives a 
7 segment LED to present realtime flashing frequency data. One of the most popular 
demonstrations to do with this device is the standing wave string.

Specs

STRBS-DIG Stroboscope - Digital4

4

Code

Stroboscope
This high power 20W Xenon unit gives a bright white light with frequencies within 
3 ranges 1-10 Hz, 10-100 Hz and 100-300 Hz. Output energy per flash is virtually 
constant across any one frequency range. A cylindrical mirror behind the tube 
produces a very even spread of light while the triggering system can be used to 
cause a flask upon the opening of a contact or the input of an electrical signal from 
mechanical switches, light sensors and sound switches for example. The short duration 
of the flash gives sharp pictures of objects which are moving very quickly. When 
using the stroboscope in multi-flash photography, no changes in exposure are needed 
when changing the strobe frequency within a range. Ideal for use with the Vibration 
Generator and Accessories.
Energy output per Flash :
•	1.3J on 1-10 Hz range;
•	0.2J on 10-100 Hz range;
•	0.1J on 100-300 Hz range.

Power : Mains Operated with On/Off switch and 500 mA fuse provided for input 
protection.

Specs

PH0752STRB-V1

PH0752STRB-V2

Stroboscope, 110/120V AC, 60 Hz

Stroboscope, 220/240V AC, 50/60Hz

3

3

Code

Stroboscope Hand
An acrylic disc with twelve 50 x 3 mm slot marking and finger hold, pivoted on a ball 
bearing mount which also acts as a convenient handle. Diameter of disc 242 mm.

Specs

PH0752A Stroboscope Hand2 2

Code

Force

Light
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Oscillation & Resonance Demonstrator & Loudspeakers

1

Forced Oscillation and Resonance Demonstrator
Designed to show the vibration of an object when repeated impulses are applied, 
this demonstrator consists of two weights of different natural frequencies, two cams 
driven by a 6V motor with speed control, and four springs. The speed control is used 
to adjust the frequency of applied force for resonance, so a greater degree of variance 
is possible. Includes an instruction manual. Size 30 x 15 x 45 cm.

Specs

PH0753FOR Forced Oscillation and Resonance Demonstrator1

Code

3

Microphone
General purpose piezzo - electric crystal microphone, frequency response 60 to 
10,000 Hz. Complete with 1.4 m screened lead, terminals and jack plug.

Specs

PH0754 Microphone3

Code

4

Loud Speaker
8 ohm moving coil speaker, mounted in frame for vertical or horizontal position, with 
two 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH0755 Loud Speaker4

Code

Loud Speaker - Superior
8 ohm 5W moving coil speaker, mounted in frame for vertical or horizontal position, 
with two 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH0755SUP Loud Speaker - Superior

Code

6

Loudspeaker - Big
8 ohm loudspeaker fully enclosed in a plastic box of size 200 x 120 x 30 mm.

Specs

PH0755AN8 Loudspeaker - Big6

Code

5

Loudspeaker - Small
A miniature loudspeaker 4 ohm fully enclosed in a blue plastic enclosure Suitable for 
connection to a tone generator for demonstration of the production of sound waves 
from electrical signals. Size 100 x 75 x 40 mm.

Specs

PH0755A Loudspeaker - Small5

Code

2

Stethoscope
Best quality, with rubber tubing. Highly sensitive.

Specs

PH0753A

PH0753B

Stethoscope - Superior

Stethoscope - Economical

2

Code

Sound
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Doppler Effect & Whirling Tables

Loudspeaker - Large Double
This loudspeaker is ideal for electronic experiments and to study sound and 
acoustics. It consists a 5 W and 8 W speakers mounted in a same wooden box 
with independent connections and co-axial connecting leads to 4 mm plugs. 
Size 28 x 10 x 20 cm.

Specs

PH0757 Loudspeaker - Wooden1

1

Code

Whirling Table
Perfect for any experiment needed a hand crank driven shaft to run an experiment 
such as the Newton Color Disc or the Savart wheel. This high quality apparatus is 
made of MDF and can be mounted in either the vertical or horizontal position.

Specs

FOPWT Whirling Table4 4

Code

Savart’s Toothed Wheel
Four toothed wheel each of 7.5 cm diameter, spaced 6 mm apart on a shaft with 
projecting spindle with slight taper at its end. For use with whirling table Cat. No. 
FOPWT.

Specs

PH0764 Savart’s Toothed Wheel5

5

Code

Doppler Effect
Did your students ever wonder why a train gets louder as it approaches? Why not 
show them the physical phenomenon known as the doppler effect with the battery 
driven device. Load the batteries, swing it in a full circular motion and your students 
will experience the doppler effect first hand.

Specs

DEF2013 Doppler Effect2 2

Code

Organ Pipe
Polished wood, with movable piston marked with the chromatic scale from C (512) to 
(1024). Overall length when fully extended 880 mm May be used for investing the 
phenomenon of beats in conjunction with a second pipe of the same type.

Specs

PH0759 Organ Pipe3

3

Code

Sound

Rational
Motion
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Ripple Tank & Vibration Generator

1

2

3

Basic Ripple Tank
This dual purpose tank is a versatile apparatus allowing all types of waves and wave 
motion. With illuminator lamp and important accessories included it forms a complete 
ready to use unit. The unique design and size allows it to be used on an overhead 
projector as well.
Supplied in foam packing and consists of the following components.
•	Ripple Tank 40 x 40 cm 

•	Metal legs

•	Rippler Motor with eccentric cam 
mounted on PVC bar

•	Three supports for illuminator and the 
motor unit

•	Motor hanging clamps

•	Springs for motor support

•	Lamp Unit Halogen 12 Volts

•	Hand Stroboscope

•	Concave Perspex plate

•	Convex Perspex plate

•	Rectangular Perspex plate

•	Curved Reflector

•	Barrier Large

•	Barrier Small

•	Plastic Roller Bar

•	Lead Set

•	Controller

Supplied without Controller but with operating instructions.
Recommended accessories: PH0767C-V2

Specs

PH0767A

PH0767B

Basic Ripple Tank

Ripple Tank Controller - Economy

1

2

Code

Ripple Tank Controller
This unit provides two fully independent, continuously variable DC outputs 0 - 6 V DC, 
250 mA for the ripple tank motor, together with a fixed AC output to operate 6 V 10 
W or 12V 20W bulb. Supplied with a detachable 1.5 m IEC mains lead.

Specs

PH0767C-V1

PH0767C-V2

Ripple Tank Controller, 110/120V, 60Hz

Ripple Tank Controller, 220/240V, 50/60Hz

3

Code

4

5

Vibration Generator
This vibration generator provides the electronically controlled vibrations to generate 
the tender ripples. This can work on square wave generator of amplitude adjustable 
upto 12V max & is able to deliver 15 watts of power. Square wave generator should 
also have variable frequency from 1 Hz to 100 Hz approximately. Vibration Generator 
is very handy & easy to use, just connect the o/p of square wave generator to the 
vibrator & it starts working. Connect the ripple arm at the vibrator for generating 
vibrations etc.

Specs

PH0769A Vibration Generator4

Code

Vibration Generator - Premium
This vibration generator has a higher quality and rugged construction. Generates 
mechanical oscillations when fed by oscillator - AF amplifier. Frequency response for 
whole of audio spectrum and beyond.
•	Frequency range 30 to 10,000Hz. 
•	Coil impedance: 3Ω. 
•	 Amplitude output: 4 mm Maximum. 
•	Electrical input: 5W. Weight: 1Kg. 
•	Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 90 mm 

Specs

VBGN Vibration Generator - Premium5

Code
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Ripple Tank & Ripple Wave Generator

Ripple Tank Advanced with Projection Screen
•	No Need for Separate Overhead Projector
•	Electronic strobe and control
•	Inbuilt projection screen for easy view
•	Foam beaches on tank
•	Wave Generator unit
•	Full range of accessories are included

This advanced ripple tank from EISCO comes complete with all accessories needed for 
wave investigations The frame is made of reinforced plastic and with foam beaches ( 
to negate reflections) .There is a mirror which can be mounted at 45 degrees to project 
the ripples onto a translucent screen on one side of the unit. Intense illumination by 
strong light source which is synchronized with the wave generator helps students to 
observe the wave patterns on a workgroup table. The complete set comprises of
•	Vibration Generator

•	Ripple Tank

•	Wave Monitor unit

•	Projection Mirror

•	Projection Screen

•	Footers with adjustment screws

•	Wave Dippers

•	Perspex Objects

•	Lever arm and support

Specs

PH0769-V1

PH0769-V2

Ripple Tank Advanced with Projection Screen - 110V

Ripple Tank Advanced with Projection Screen - 220V1

1

Code
experiment
guide

Synchronised Digital Ripple Wave Generator
This is a very unique apparatus which provides the synchronized stroboscopic light 
flashes with the electronically generated vertical controlled motion to generate the 
ripples. Both these parameters functions in fully synchronized fashion to generate the 
stable & visible ripple pattern. The motion frequency / ripple frequency is controlled 
electronically. The unit is quite handy & can be operated with external regulated DC 
Power supply or with built in Power Supply. The frequency can be varied from 0.5Hz 
- 100Hz and can be adjusted to any required frequency forward & backward using 
control knob.

Specs

PH0769B-V1

PH0769B-V2

Synchronised Digital Ripple Wave Generator

110/120V, 60Hz

Synchronised Digital Ripple Wave Generator

220/240V, 50/60Hz

2

Code

2
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Digital Wave Generator

Digital Wave Motion Generator & Demonstration
For demonstrating the live wave motion which is generated using Digital wave 
generator from 10Hz to 300Hz/sec. The waves generated such are demonstrated 
using linear rope/thread. The waves generate nodes & antinodes & their full wave 
length or half wave length can be measured. The wavelength can be changed with the 
help of variation in frequency & stress generated using different weights on the one 
end of rope/thread. This is highly useful apparatus for the wave demonstration.

Specs

PH0770-V1

PH0770-V2

Digital Wave Motion Generator & Demonstration

110/120V, 60Hz

Digital Wave Motion Generator & Demonstration

220/240V, 50/60Hz

1

1

Code

Check out
our new wesbite

www.eiscolabs.com
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Magnets

Ordinary chrome and cobalt magnets are adequate for a number of simple experiment on magnetism but their field strengths are not comparable with 
those of more expensive alloys like Alnico, Alcomax etc.

Magnets

1

2

3

Horseshoe Magnets
Chrome steel, with keepers, dimensions are approx.

Specs

PH0780A

PH0780C

PH0780B

PH0780D

50 x 12 x 5 mm

100 x 12 x 5 mm

75 x 12 x 5 mm

150 x 12 x 5 mm

1

2

3

Code

5

6

Horseshoe Magnets
ALNICO, with keepers. Dimensions are approx. Supplied in cardboard boxes.

Specs

PH0781A

PH0781C

PH0781B

50 x 12 x 5 mm

100 x 12 x 5 mm

75 x 12 x 5 mm

5

6

Code

4

Set of Three Horseshoe Magnets
One each of length 75, 100 and 125 mm in plastic wallet 6% chrome steel, with 
keepers.

Specs

PH0780E Set of three Horseshoe Magnets4

Code

7

Ceramic Magnets - 6 colors
Set of colorful ceramic disc magnets in six primary colors diameter 25 mm.

Specs

PH0782 Ceramic Magnets - Set of 67

Code

Breaking Magnets
Each rubberized magnet is 75 mm long and scored in two places like a candy bar. 
Students can easily break each bar magnet into 3 pieces and learn how each piece 
retains a north and south pole. Pack of 6 magnets.

Specs

PH0783 Breaking Magnets - Set of 68

8

Code

9

Strong U-shape Magnet
Strong Steel magnet of size 140 x 20 x 15 mm, Painted red and supplied with a keeper.

Specs

PH0784 U shape Magnet - Strong9

Code

Magnetic 
Field

Magnetic 
Field
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Magnets

Plastic cased Bar Magnet
Red and Blue plastic covered bar magnets. These magnets are attractive as well as an 
easy way to teach magnetic attraction and repulsion. Supplied in pairs.

Specs

PH0785 Plastic cased Bar Magnet1
1

Code

Bar Magnets - Chrome Steel
In Pairs, half Red / Blue painted with keepers. Dimensions are approx.

Specs

PH0786C

PH0786E

PH0786D

PH0786F

75 x 12 x 5 mm

150 x 12 x 5 mm

100 x 12 x 5 mm

150 x 19 x 6 mm

2

2

3

3

Code

Bar Magnets - ALNICO III
In Pairs with keepers. Dimensions are approx. Supplied in cardboard boxes.

Specs

PH0788A

PH0788F

PH0788C

PH0788H

PH0788B

PH0788G

PH0788D

PH0788I

PH0788E

PH0788J

37 x 15 x 10 mm

37 x 13 x 10 mm

75 x 15 x 10 mm

75 x 13 x 10 mm

50 x 15 x 10 mm

50 x 13 x 10 mm

100 x 15 x 10 mm

100 x 13 x 10 mm

150 x 15 x 10 mm

150 x 13 x 10 mm

4

4

5

5

6

6

Code

Bar Magnets - ALNICO III
In Pairs with keepers. Dimensions are approx. Supplied in cardboard boxes.

Specs

PH0789-38

PH0789C

PH0789-75

PH0789E

PH0789-50

PH0789D

PH0789A

PH0789F

PH0789B

PH0789G

38 x 11 x 6 mm

100 x 12 x 8 mm

75 x 11 x 6 mm

70 x 20 x 8 mm

50 x 11 x 6 mm

150 x 12 x 6 mm

50 x 12 x 8 mm

95 x 20 x 8 mm

75 x 12 x 8 mm

100 x 20 x 10 mm

7

7

CodeMagnetic 
Field
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Magnets Cylindrical & U-shape

Boxes
Spare wooden for above Bar Magnets.

Specs

PH0790A

PH0790C

PH0790D

PH0790B

50 mm

100 mm

150 mm

75 mm

1

1

Code

Cylindrical Magnets
Chrome Steel, half Red / Blue 10 mm diameter, in Pairs.

Specs

PH0792A

PH0792C

PH0792D

PH0792B

50 mm

100 mm

150 mm

75 mm

6

6

7

7

Code

Bar Magnet, ALNICO 5
ALNICO 5, extra strong, in pairs with keeper, dimensions are approx. Supplied in 
cardboard box.

Specs

PH0791A

PH0791C

PH0791D

PH0791B

100 x 10 x 10 mm

60 x 15 x 5 mm

40 x 12 x 5 mm

70 x 19 x 5 mm

4 4

5

5

Code

Stirrup
Brass wire for suspension of magnets or for insulating strips in electrostatics. Length 
50 mm, height 45 mm.

Specs

PH0791 Stirrup2

2Code

Support for Bar Magnet
For holding a bar magnet to demonstrate repulsion and attraction. Made of nickel 
plated brass, requires a stand. For magnets up to 15 mm.

Specs

PH0791SM Support for Bar magnet3

3
Code
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Cylindrical Magnets - ALNICO
Round edges, in Pairs, with keepers. Dimensions are approx. Supplied in cardboard 
boxes.

U-shape Magnets - ALNICO
With keepers. Dimensions are approx. Supplied in card board boxes.

U-shaped magnet ALNICO 5
Poles indicated.

Specs

Size mm

Specs

Pole Gap

PH0793A

PH0795A

PH0795H

PH0793E

PH0795F

PH0793C

PH0795C

PH0793B

PH0795B

PH0795I

PH0793F

PH0795G

PH0793G

PH0793-10

PH0795D

PH0793D

PH0795E

37 x 9 mm

37 x 13 x 10

U-shaped magnet 115 x 20 x 8 mm

18 mm

50 x 12 mm

75 x 10 x 10 18 mm

75 x 10 mm

75 x 13 x 10 18 mm

50 x 10 mm

50 x 13 x 10

U-shaped magnet 150 x 25 x 15 mm

18 mm

75 x 12 mm

100 x 10 x 9 18 mm

100 x 12 mm

100 x 10 mm

37 x 8 x 8 18 mm

37 x 12 mm

50 x 10 x 9 18 mm

1

1

2

2

3

3
4

4

5

5

Code

Code

Code

Magnet Probe
For demonstrating magnetic repulsion. Comprises five ceramic ring magnets 32 mm 
external diameter and wooden rod on base, overall height 150 mm When magnets 
are placed on the rod, they mutually repel and ‘floating’ effect is readily apparent.

Specs

PH0798MP Magnet Probe66

Code
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Floating Ring Magnets
For demonstrating magnetic repulsion. Comprises five ceramic ring magnets 32 mm 
external diameter and wooden rod on base, overall height 150 mm When magnets 
are placed on the rod, they mutually repel and ‘floating’ effect is readily apparent.

Specs

PH0797A Floating Ring Magnets2

2

Code

Magnets - Ceramic & Floating

Magnets Ceramic
Economical ceramic bar, disc, ring shaped magnets in different sizes.

Specs

CM01

CMDS25

CMRG13

CMU50

CMRC30

CMRG45

CM02

CMDS30

CMRG30

CMDS18

CMRC40

CMRG36

CMDS20

CMRG18

CMRC42

CMRG72

Bar Magnets, in Pair, Painted 50 x 12 x 7.5 mm

Disc 25 mm Dia, 5 mm thick

Ring 13 x 5 x 3 mm

U shape, 50 x 10 x 8 mm

Rectangular 30 mm x 20 mm x 6 mm

Ring 45 x 22 x 8 mm

Bar Magnets, in Pair, Painted 75 x 13 x 8 mm

Disc 30 mm Dia, 5 mm thick

Ring 30 x 16 x 5 mm

Disc 18 mm Dia, 6 mm thick

Rectangular 40 mm x 25 mm x 6 mm

Ring 36 x 18 x 8 mm

Disc 20 mm Dia, 4 mm thick

Ring 18 x 8 x 3 mm

Rectangular 40 mm x 25 mm x 10 mm

Ring 72 x 32 x 10 mm

1

1

Code

Floating Ring Magnets
Demonstrate both attraction and repulsion of magnetism. It consists five brightly 
colored ceramic ring magnets each 28 mm in diameter and 15 cm wooden dowel on 
which to mount them.

Specs

PH0797B Floating Ring Magnets3

3

Code

Magnetic 
Field
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Set of Metal Strips
Set of twelve metal strips of size 50 x 25 mm for magnetism work. Each stamped with 
a key letter for identification.

Specs

PH0798A

PH0798A-SUP

Set of Metal Strips

Set of Metal Strips - Superior1
1

Code

Materials Collection Set
Twenty magnetic and non-magnetic materials comprising iron, stainless steel, 
aluminium, wood, polythene, brass, rubber, copper, wool, nylon, cork, lead, zinc, 
carbon, glass, PVC, cotton, cardboard, perspex and nickel.

Specs

PH0798C Materials Collection Set3

3

Code

Junior Magnet Kit
A kit of magnets and accessories in a compartmental storage tray.
Contents :
•	1 Horseshoe magnet, 6% chrome, 100 mm, with keeper.
•	2 Ceramic bar magnets 75 mm Long
•	3 Ceramic ring magnets, 38 mm dia., face polarised.
•	2 Plotting compasses, clear both sides, 20 mm dia.
•	1 Pack Iron Filing.
•	1 Pc. Each of square iron, aluminium, zinc and copper metal
•	1 Pc. Load stone

Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0800 Junior Magnet Kit6

6

Code

Set of Metal Discs
For demonstrating that some metals are magnetic whilst others are not, and for general 
‘metal identification’ exercises. Comprises sixteen discs, 25 mm diameter, 2 each of 
mild steel, stainless steel, brass, zinc, nickel, bronze, aluminium and copper. One of 
each pair is stamped with the name of the metal. The other is unmarked.

Specs

PH0798B

PH0798B01

Set of Metal Discs

Set of 8 Metal Discs22

Code

Iron Filing
In 500 gm bottle packing.

Specs

PH0799A

PH0799B

PH0799B01

Coarse packed in plastic jar, 500 gm

Fine in sprinkler jar, 100 gm

Fine packed in Plastic Jar, 500 gm

4

4

5

5

Code
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Variable Electromagnet Set
To study the effect of current and number of coils on the strength of an electromagnet. 
Tapping at 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 turns. The weights used are large paper 
clips. A variable D.C. low voltage supply is required. Supplied with Spring balance & 
manual.

Specs

PH0800C Variable Electromagnet Set2

2

Code

Electromagnet Superior
This is best quality version, operating on 12 volts and has a higher lifting power. 
Normal voltage to the terminals up to 12 volts DC. Coil turns 600 each.

Specs

PH0800D Electromagnet 12V DC3

3

Code

Magnetising Charger
Charger for Old Bar and Horseshoe magnets. No electricity required. Supplied with 
manual.

Specs

PH0800E Magnetising Charger4

4

Code

Electromagnet U-form
Comprising iron U-shaped core of circular section, with armature and carrying hook. 
Wounded with insulated copper wire and provided with connectors, for use on 4-6 
volts D.C.

Specs

PH0800A

PH0800B

Economical

Superior1

1

Code

Magnetizer Box - Electrical
Revitalizes iron, nickel, cobalt, and alnico horseshoe and bar magnets in seconds. 
Simply place magnets in the 25 x 25 mm holes and press the button to make old 
magnets new again.

Specs

MAGBAR-V1

MAGBAR-V2

Magnetizer Box - Bar Magnet, 110/120V AC, 60Hz

Magnetizer Box - Bar Magnet, 220/240V AC, 50/60Hz

5

5

Code

EPR1323B or EPR1331 can be used as Power Source for
above given Electromagnets

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field
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Iron Clad Electromagnet
This 2 lb. electromagnet is a high power electromagnet capable of lifting upto 100 lbs. 
Use 4 D size batteries this piece is precision machined making an excellent contact with 
the energized part of the magnet.

Demonstration Electromagnet
A small electromagnet mounted on a plastic base with 4 mm safety connections. The 
voltage is supplied using these safety sockets which energises the electromagnet. 
Students can observe the change in strength of the electromagnet with varying voltage. 
Small office pins are ideal to use as weights to demonstrate this.

Variable Gap Magnet
It’s a strong, general purpose lab. magnet convenient for experiments in magnetic 
induction. Neodymium Magnets 20 mm dia. on an iron base. Field strength can 
be adjusted between 100 and 7500 Gauss. Adjustment Screws Gap can be varied 
between 0.4 cm and 8.5 cm Versatile base is used for freestanding positions or 
mounted on a stand. With flat pole pieces to provide a more uniform field when 
needed. Supplied with manual.

Magnetic Field Demonstrator
Simple and handy, shows the magnetic lines of forces when a magnet is placed, 46 
compasses fixed around the magnet to realize the magnetic lines of force. Complete 
with magnet. Supplied with manual.

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

HPEMG

PH0801DE

PH0801VGM

PH0801MFD

HPEMGS

Iron Clad Electromagnet

Demonstration Electromagnet

Variable Gap Magnet

Magnetic Field Demonstrator

Iron Clad Electromagnet - Small

1

1

2

2 3

3

4

4

5

5

Code

Code

Code

Code

Recommended Power Supply for above Cat. EPR1331
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Magnetic Field Demonstration Plate - Large
Comprising of a transparent plate having a matrix of small circular chambers, each 
chamber containing an iron rod and functioning independently with as a plotting 
compass. This plate is an excellent tool to view magnetic fields and due to its 
transparent nature is suitable for Overhead Projectors. Size 250 x 250 mm. Supplied 
without magnet.

Specs

PH0802MFD Magnetic Field Demonstration Plate - Large1

1

Code

Lenz’ Law - Open & closed loop
This teaches Faraday’s law of induction as well as Lenz’ Law. Show how passing a 
magnet through a complete loop cause the device to move. No movement at all occurs 
when using the split loop.

Specs

PH0802LLO Lenz’ Law - open & closed loop3

3
Code

Lenz’ Law Kit
The Lenz’s Law Kit provides the necessary tools to discover concepts involving Farady’s 
Law, magnetism, and eddy currents in addition to the Lenz’s Law. The pipes of differing 
materials excel at demonstration the magnet braking force in action as the two 
magnets are simultaneously dropped through each of the aluminum and clear plastic 
tubes. A dynamometer attaches to suspend the Lenz’s Las apparatus so students can 
quantitatively measure the additional force as the magnet drops through the conductive 
tube.
Supplied with manual.
Kit includes:
•	Lenz’s law apparatus
•	Dynamometer
•	2 magnets

Specs

LZLWKIT Lenz’ Law Kit4

4

Code

Faraday’s Law
An assembly supports a coil so that it can be easily slide up and down a support 
tube and locked in position. When a small cylinderical magnet (supplied) is dropped 
down the tube, the resultant induced EMF can be monitored with an oscillioscope 
or data-logger. The amplitude varies with speed and this provides the basis for a 
student investigation into the relationship between distance fallen by the magnet and 
the output amplitude. At post-16, equations of motion can be used to determine the 
speed and if a PC storage oscillioscope is available, there is scope for investigation of 
output characteristics. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0802FLA Faraday’s Law5 5

Code

Magnetic Field Demonstrator
Comprises a set of two transparent plastic plates 153 x 76 x 6 mm, each plate has a 
matrix of 98 (14 x 7) small circular chambers, each chamber containing an iron rod 
and functioning effectively as a plotting compass. The plates may be arranged in 
various ways, e.g. as a single large two dimensional surface, as faces of a cube etc., 
and in this way may be used to show configuration of a magnetic field in one or two 
dimensions. The transparent nature of the plates also makes them suitable for use on 
an overhead projector. Supplied without magnet.

Specs

PH0802MF2

PH0802MF4

Magnetic Field Demonstrator - Set of 2 plates

Magnetic Field Demonstrator - Set of 4 plates

2

2Code

NEW
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Magnetic Field Demo. Vertical Wire
Enables the magnetic field around a 1.5 mm diameter vertical wire to be explored. 
Maximum current is 8A.

Specs

PH0803A Magnetic Field Demo. Vertical Wire1

1

Code

Magnetic Field Demo. Long Solenoid
For investigating the magnetic field associated with a solenoid coil. Coil 51 x 92 mm 
(dia. X length) copper wire 1.5 mm diameter.

Specs

PH0803B Magnetic Field Demo. Long Solenoid2

2

Code

Set of 3 Coils
Set of 3 coils including, Magnetic Field Demo. Vertical Wire (PH0803A), Magnetic Field 
Demo. Long Solenoid (PH0803B), Magnetic Field Demo. Vertical Coils (PH0803C).

Specs

PH0803/SET Set of 3 Coils

Code

Magnetic Field Demo. Vertical Coils
Single turn and 5 turn coils for investigating magnetic field associated with a vertical 
coil. Maximum current is 8A for the single turn and 5A for the 5 turn. Coil diameters 
62 mm copper wire diameter 1.5 mm.

Specs

PH0803C Magnetic Field Demo. Vertical Coils3

3

Code

Magnetising and Demagnetising Coil
Low voltage, suitable for magnetizing and demagnetizing ordinary magnets, iron bars, 
strips, etc. Comprises a solenoid wound with insulated copper wire and mounted on 
a base, complete with switch and 4 mm terminals. Solenoid 155 mm Long x 27 mm 
internal diameter. Operating voltage 6V A.C. or D.C. at 3.5 A.
Magnetizing by A.C. or D.C. Demagnetizing by A.C. only.
Supplied with manual. Size 20 x 13 x 8 cm.

Specs

PH0804A Magnetising and Demagnetising Coil4

4

Code

Recommended Power Supply for above Cat. EPR1331

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field
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Solenoid Air Cored
Diameter 50 mm 270 turns wire 1.25 mm in diameter. Max. Current 6A Power Supply 
on 2 safety sockets. Solenoid length 355 mm. The side supports at the ends of the 
solenoid have an indentation enabling to easily and immediately position it on the 
guiding-support.

Specs

PH0804C Solenoid Air Cored2

2
Code

Solenoid Small
Excellent for the study of electricity and magnetism experiments requiring an external 
magnetic field. This is made from nicely wound 700 turn coil of insulated copper wire. 
This air core solenoid has an inner diameter of 4.5 cm and a length of 15 cm so it 
allows to insert an experimental apparatus into its magnetic field. It can carry a current 
of 1.6A continuously or max. 5A intermittently.

Specs

PH0804D Solenoid Small3

3

Code

Magnetic Field Chamber
A magnetic field chamber offering a considerable saving over more expensive versions 
by virtue of it’s not containing expensive silicon oil. Whilst some performance in terms 
of “symmetry of fillings distribution” is sacrificed as a result the use of a specially 
fine grade of fillings minimizes this loss. The chamber is supplied complete with a 
cylindrical magnet.

Specs

PH0805 Magnetic Field Chamber4

4

Code

Tangent Galvanometer - Simple
Investigate magnetic fields produced by an electric current. Students observe as a 
current carrying coiled wire produces a magnetic field perpendicular to the direction 
of the current. Students learn that the strength of the magnetic field varies with the 
number of times the wire is coiled.

Specs

PH0810 Tangent Galvanometer - Simple5
5

Code

Magnetising and Demagnetising Coil 
Mounted Solenoid - Heavy Duty
Low voltage, suitable for magnetizing and demagnetizing ordinary magnets, iron bars, 
strips, etc. Comprises a solenoid wound with insulated copper wire and mounted on 
a base, with switch and 4 mm terminals. Solenoid 255 mm Long x 46 mm internal 
diameter.
Operating voltage 12V A.C. or D.C. at 5 A
Magnetizing by A.C. or D.C. Demagnetizing by A.C. only
Size 37.5 x 24 x 10 cm Weight 2.9kg

Specs

PH0804B Magnetising and Demagnetising Coil

Mounted Solenoid - Heavy Duty

1
1

Code

Recommended Power Supply for above Cat. EPR1331
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Tangent Galvanometer
Used to demonstrate how a current loop generates a magnetic field. Consists of an 
acrylic hoop 12.7 cm in diameter wrapped with 2 coils of copper wire - one coil has 
5 turns and the other 10, 3 binding posts which allow connections to 5, 10 or 15 turns 
and a compass.

Specs

PH0811 Tangent Galvanometer1

1

Code

Tangent Galvanometer
Measure an electric current by determining the magnitude and direction of the 
horizontal component of Earth’s magnetic field. Set the compass needle parallel to the 
coil, pass an unknown current through and measure the angle of deflection. Features 
copper magnet wire, adjustable potentiometer, compass and non-magnetic stand.

Specs

PH0812 Tangent Galvanometer2

2

Code

Tangent Galvanometer
The plastic ring or bobbin, 162.5 mm overall diameter wound with three coils of 
insulated copper wire with 2, 50 and 500 turns mounted on bakelite moulded platform 
fitted with 4 terminals, rotating on a tripod non-magnetic plastic base, supported by 
levelling screws. Complete with compass box (Magnetometer) mounted at the centre 
of the ring.

Specs

PH0813 Tangent Galvanometer3

3

Code

Magnetometer
Comprising a plastic box, 100 mm diameter, with aluminium dial graduated in degrees 
0-90 four times, anti-parallax mirror slot.

Specs

PH0814 Magnetometer4

4

Code

Magnetometer
Same as PH0814, but mounted on wooden base with meter scale.

Specs

PH0815 Magnetometer, mounted5

5

Code

Magnetic Needles
Carbon steel with brass cup bearing for pivoting.

Specs

PH0816A

PH0816B

PH0816C

62 mm

75 mm

100 mm66

Code
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Circular Coil on Base
For demonstration on static magnetic fields. This coil can be used with classical iron 
fillings for magnetic field pattern study and also with a compass to see the magnetic 
effect of current similar to a tangent galvanometer.

     Specs

PH0819 Circular Coil on base7

7

Code

Plotting Compass
With both sides glass tops, 20 mm diameter.

     Specs

PH0822 Plotting Compass13

13

Code

Magnetic Needles
Carbon steel with jewel bearing for pivoting.

Specs

PH0817A

PH0817B

PH0817C

62 mm

75 mm

100 mm

1

1

2

2

Code

Stand, Magnetic Needle
Non-magnetic metal pillar with carbon steel point, on stable base, overall height 110 
mm.

Specs

PH0818A

PH0818B

PH0818C

PH0818D

Stand Magnetic Needle - Metal

Stand Magnetic Needle - Plastic small

Stand Magnetic Needle - Acrylic small

Stand Magnetic Needle - Plastic

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Code

Plotting Compass
With dial marked with principal points of the compass, one glass face only, in 
aluminium case.

Specs

PH0820

PH0820A

PH0820B

PH0820D

PH0820C

PH0820E

PH0820F

12 mm

16 mm

25 mm

50 mm

38 mm

75 mm

100 mm

8
8

9

9

10
10

11

11

12

12

Code
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Plotting Compass - Plastic
Compass is a basic component for teaching magnetism. Housed in a plastic case with 
clear directional marking make it easy to read. Very useful for study the characteristics 
of a magnetic field.

Specs

PH0821A

PH0821B

PH0821C

16 mm

20 mm

35 mm

1

1

Code

Pocket Compass
Small compass in a metal case, 45 mm dia., marked in degree with N & S indications.

Specs

PH0823A

PH0823B

Aluminium

Brass

2

2

3

3

Code

Pocket Compass with Covers
45 mm dia., graduated in degree and with compass point marked. During transportation 
the compass is protected by a locking mechanism for the needle and a hinged cover.

Specs

PH0824 Pocket Compass with cover4

4

Code

Demonstration Compass
Consists of simple 10cm long magnetic needle on compass map. Easy to demonstrate 
the cardinal points of a compass and determine all their directions.

Specs

PH0825 Demonstration Compass5

5

Code

Magnetic Needle Inclination
To demonstrate the Earth’s magnetic field and illustrate the ‘Thumb Rule’. The mounting 
of the magnetic needle is in aluminium. High quality mounting ensures free rotation of 
the needle by limiting the effects of friction.

Specs

PH0832N Magnetic Needle Inclination6
6

Code

Oersted’s Apparatus
To show the action of electric current on a magnet. Cobalt steel needle 75 mm long 
with agate bearing supported by pivot mounted on plastic base and surrounded by a 
rectangle frame of 13 x 5 cm fitted with terminals.

Specs

PH0838 Oersted’s Apparatus7
7

Code
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Ampere Rule Apparatus
This apparatus allows student to study the magnetic field around a wire. Heavy brass 
wire with terminals is arranged on a clear plastic base. Also included are 1 each 45 
mm compass and 6 each 16 mm compasses. Dimensions 19 x 8 x 10 cm approx.

Specs

PH0839 Ampere Rule Apparatus1

1

Code

Demonstration Induction Coil
With primary of heavy gauge enamelled copper wire, approximate resistance 0.5 ohms 
wound on former 110 x 30 mm length x diameter. Secondary coil of fine enamelled 
copper wire, approximately resistance 100 ohms on former 120 x 82 mm length x 
diameter. Both coils fitted with 4 mm sockets. Iron core 160 x 15 mm length x diameter.

Specs

PH0840 Demonstration Induction Coil2

2
Code

Induced Current Apparatus
Consisting of primary coil of insulated copper wire wound upon cylinder with terminals, 
secondary coil wound upon cylinder into which primary fits. A soft iron core fits the 
cylinder of the primary. Complete with terminals. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0842 Induced Current Apparatus4

4

Code

Barlow’s Wheel
Discover Lorentz force without using mercury. Barlow’s wheel is an historical 
demonstration experiment of Lorentz force generated by currents flowing between the 
polar expansions of a magnet. Barlow’s wheels is an impressive piece of apparatus 
constituted by a wheel on low friction suspensions. The item is equipped with 
neodinium-ironboron magnets that generate a strong magnetic field over the wheel 
that is therefore set on motion when crossed by currents..

Specs

PH0843 Barlow’s Wheel5
5

Code

Tesla Coil - Tabletop
This hands-free Tesla coil is used to demonstrate the unusual properties of high-
frequency electrical phenomena. This electrifying device teaches about transformers, 
electromagnetism, resonating electrical circuits, electric inductance, capacitance, 
and electrical power transmission. The set consists of two antenna plates, small neon 
lightbulb, mini discharge electrode and lamp socket.

Specs

PH0841A-V1

PH0841A-V2

Tesla Coil - Tabletop, 110/120V, 60Hz

Tesla Coil - Tabletop, 220/240V, 50/60Hz

3

3

Code

Current

Current

Voltage

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field

Magnetic 
Field
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1

Apparatus to show Force on Conductor in a Magnetic 
Field
Comprising a strong U-shaped magnet and a pair of brass rails with 4 mm socket 
terminals. A brass axle with plastic discs is free to roll along the rails and completes 
the electrical contact between them. When the axle is placed on the rails between the 
poles of the magnet and power supply unit is connected, the axle is repelled and rolls 
along the rails away from the center of magnetic field. Dimensions 175 x 60 x 58 mm 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0845 Apparatus to Show Force on Conductor in Magnetic Field1

Code

2

Eddy Current Unit
Two masses drop down a 33cm copper tube. One is steel, other is neodymium magnet. 
When students see the magnetic mass falls more slowly than the steel mass, you can 
introduce them to electrical eddy currents. These currents oppose downward motion 
through a moving magnetic field created by the falling neodymium magnet. Includes 
test masses.

Specs

PH0845EDU Eddy Current Unit2

Code

3

Laplace Law
Current intensity for the setting in motion 2.5 A, Aluminium rails and mobile bar, 4 mm 
safety banana sockets. Mobile bar is equipped with a marked disc. Supplied with 2 
marks (red and yellow) to show the Umagnet’s poles and the magnetic field’s direction.

Specs

PH0845LAL Laplace Law3

Code

4
Laplace Rail
For demonstrating the action of magnetic field on free moving current carrying 
conductor placed on to current elements. Calculation is done resulting from the 
displacement of the conductor due to electromagnetic force. W = B.I.I.D = If. Current 
required for movement is 3 Amp. approx. and fitted with 4mm sockets.

Specs

PH0845LAR Laplace Rail4

Code

5

Laplace Apparatus
For demonstrating the action of the magnetic field on a current carrying conductor. 
Base is fitted with metal rod which has fixing point for the conductor linked to a flexible 
wire attached to the socket of the platform. Magnet is placed on support. Fitted with 
4mm connecting sockets.

Specs

PH0845LAA Laplace Apparatus5

Code
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1

2

3

4

Maximum Flux Coil
Copper coil of 200 turns in copper wire with internal diameter of 45mm approx. Max 
current 1A. The coil is connected to 45cm co-axial cable coming from metal tube which 
has socket for external connections. This allows coil to be suspended from support 
stand and clamp. Supplied without clamp and stand.

Specs

PH0845MFC Maximum Flux Coil1

Code

Rotating Magnet for Electromagnetic Induction
For demonstrating the electromagnetic induction and the effect of speed of rotation 
of magnet, the distance between the coil & the axis of rotation of magnet. Supplied 
with 600 turns coil and Alnico magnet. The magnet is rotated manually. Fitted on ABS 
plastic moulded base.

Specs

PH0845RME Rotating Magnet2

Code

Helmholtz Coils
A pair of precision coils and 400 turns of wire are wound on former of about 150 
mm diameter. The coil is comprised of a support rod, which fits on the holders of 
the track system supplied, which enables them to be aligned on a common axis for 
measurements and study of the magnetic fields. Normally used in pairs, each coil 
has 4 mm terminals and their distance apart is adjusted over the track supplied. The 
maximum current in the coil is 1A to avoid overheating. Direction of current is marked 
on each coil.

Specs

PH0845HEL Helmholtz Coils3

Code

Gilley Coils
Consists of two copper wire coils mounted in plastic saddle blocks and two soft iron 
bars. The two wire coils are constructed so they can be stood on end vertically. The 
coils have an inner diameter of 1.5 cm. an outer diameter of 4.5 cm and a thickness of 
2 cm. Operates on 6V dry cell battery and iron filings which are not included. Variety 
in electrical experimentation is possible with these popular Gilley Coils.

Specs

PH0845GIL Gilley Coil4

Code

Gilley Coils - Superior
These coils are used to demonstrate electromagnetism and induced currents. Includes 
two electromagnetic coils mounted on plastic saddle blocks, split round iron cores, a 
double core round and square iron cores.

Specs

GLCL Gilley Coil - Superior5

Code

Current Voltage Magnetic 
Field

5
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Electromagnetism

1

Current Balance - B.I.L. Coil
A heavy-duty printed circuit coil gives 5 or 10 turns. It can be placed between the poles 
of a permanent magnet on the top pan of a chemical balance so that when a current 
is passed through it a force is exerted on the magnet due to the magnetic effect of the 
current. Quantitative measurements can be taken to investigate the formula F = BIL.

Specs

PH0845CBB Current Balance - B.I.L. Coil1

Code

2

Variable induction coil - 1H
This “Self” up to 1.4 Henry enables precise measurements with the help of screw 
adjustment. Enamelled-wire winding
Resistivity : 0,0165 W/m. Ø 25 mm soft iron core. Core’s displacement with quick 
advancement worm.
Self-induction coefficient : 0.15 to 1.4 H. Core displacement’s scale mark.
Carrying handle.
Electrical connection : 4 mm safety sockets.
I max = 1.5 A (2A intermittently).
Safety operating voltages : 30 V (alternating current) or 60 V (direct current).
Dimensions (core inside) : 260 x 155 x 135 mm

Specs

PH0845VIC Variable Induction Coil - 1H2

Code

4

Air Core Inductance
Inductors wound on bobbin and fitted with 4 mm sockets. 1 Henry, 0.2A Max.

Specs

PH0845ACI Air Core Inductance4

Code

3

Inductance Air Cored Coil
A large air core inductance 300 + 300 turns coil provides a magnetic field in air for 
studies in magnetism. Made of polycarbonate for high temperature resistance.
The direction of current flow through the coil is marked on the coil. Inner diameter of 
coil is 116mm and outer diameter is 165 mm.

Specs

PH0845CAC Inductance Air Cored Coil3

Code

5

Coil - High Inductance
For use on a double ‘C’ core, the bobbin is wound with 1100 turns of 22 S.W.G copper 
wire, has a resistance of 6 W and an inductance of about 15 Henries. Dimensions 100 
x 60 x 55 mm approx.

Specs

PH0847 Coil - High Inductance5

Code

NEW
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Demonstration Transformer

Demonstration Transformer
A large scale transformer, ideal for classroom. The coils are fitted with intermediary 
outputs providing many transformation ratios.
Consisting of
•	1 magnetic circuit made up of highly permeable U-shaped metal sheeting which can 

be closed via two clamps with tightening screws.
•	Section: 40 x 40 mm Length 150 mm Height 170 mm
•	One coil of 6000-turns, I max: 0.2 A. intermediary 2000-turns output.
•	One coil of 600-turns, I max: 2 A. mainly used to create the transformer primary. 

Provided with power supply cable.
•	One coil of 1200-turns. I max: 1.25 A. fitted with intermediary 300 and 600-turns 

outputs.
•	One coil of 72-turns, I max: 12 A. has intermediary 6, 30, 54 and 66-turns outputs.

Specs

PH0849

PH0849GT

Demonstration Transformer

Demonstration Transformer placed in Gratnells tray

1

2

2

1

Code

Coils for Demountable Transformer
Wound on rectangular insulating bobbins, overall height 70 mm These coils are wired 
to a panel mounting. The earth pin is wired to the front panel and 4 mm socket. 
All connections are completely surrounded by the panel housing. A separate mains 
connector with moulded plug is supplied with each coil.

Specs

PH0849A

PH0849C

PH0849E

PH0849B

PH0849D

PH0849F

Coil 50 turns, 4 A, 0.15 Ω

Coil 200 turns, 1 A, 2.5 Ω

Coil 1000 turns, 0.3 A, 39.5 Ω

Coil 100 turns, 2 A, 0.55 Ω

Coil 500 turns, 0.5 A, 8.95 Ω

Coil 2000 turns, 0.05 A, 445 Ω

3

3

Code

Transformer Accessory Kit 1
Used to demonstrate that step down transformer can produce currents that are large 
enough to weld metals or boil water.

Specs

PH0849AK1 Transformer Accessory Kit 14 4

Code

Any other coil of different turns available on request

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field
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Main & Comprehensive Coils

Transformer Accessory Kit 2
Lenz’s law transformer accessory kit to demonstrate the production of large magnetic 
fields and lenz’s law damping on pendulums with and without slits.

Main Coil 1000 Turns
230 Volts, 1 Amp. 13.5 Ohms.

Set of Accessories for Above
Used to demonstrate that step down transformer can produce currents
that are large enough to weld metals or boil water.

Comprehensive Coils & Core Activity Set
Cores and Coils Set allows students to study not only how transformers work, but 
also study several different properties of induced magnetism. This kit consists of a 
plastic base, a laminated iron core, mounting fixtures, and six coils protected in a 
heat resistant film. Topics covered include Lenz’ Law, Faraday’s Law, how iron cores 
increase magnetic field strength, and electromagnetic induction itself. This versatile 
piece of equipment can also be used to teach about how transformers used by power 
companies carry electrical energy. Extensive instructions on how to use the apparatus 
as a demonstration as well as inquiry based lessons surrounding electromagnetic 
induction and transformers are included as well as five different student activity 
capture sheets.

Specs

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0849AK2

PH0850

PH0850ACC

PH0850CSET

PH0850GT

Transformer Accessory Kit 2

Main Coil 1000 turns, 230V, 1 A, 13.5 Ω

Set of accessories for PH0850CSET

Coils & Core Activity Set

Coils & Core Activity Set in Gratnell tray

1

1

2

2

4

4

3

3

Code

Code

Code

Code
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Westminister Electromagnetic Kit

Ring Thrower
Demonstrate the power of induction by shooting an aluminium ring up to 12 feet in 
the air. The ring placed over a coil of wire wound on an iron core is propelled into the 
air by eddy current repulsion when the coil is energized with an alternating current. 
However, when the solid aluminum ring is replaced by a slit aluminum or acrylic ring, 
there is no effect. Ready to use immediately after plugging into a wall socket. 115 VAC, 
60Hz.

Westminister Electromagnetic Kit
Comprises of 8 ticonal magnets, 8 magnadur magnets, 4 steel yokes, 4 plotting 
compasses, 4 formers of compasses, 1 bottle fine iron filling (approx. 500g), 4 each 
double C-cores, 4 clips for C-cores, 2 aluminium rings, 2 split aluminium rings, 4 
support bases, 4 armature with axle rods, 8 split pins, 24 rivets, 1 length rubber 
tubing, 4 formers for coils, 2 rolls of cello tapes, 4 reel of copper wire, 4 sheets plain 
postcards, 1 reel white cotton, 4 each carbon resistors of 10 ohm & 10 ohms, 8 flash 
lamp bulbs, 5 neon bulbs, 8 M.E.S. bulb holders, 1 wooden clamp and 4 wooden rods.

C-core & Coils
Student investigations into the relationship between coil turns and voltage are well 
catered for by this inexpensive range of coils designed to be used with “Westminster 
Kit” type laminated “C” cores and clips. The system also permits students to investigate 
for themselves the basics of Faraday`s Laws of electromagnetic induction. The coils are 
strongly made from Tufnol with 4 mm socket connections. Each coil is centretapped 
giving three turns values per coil. The full set of five covers 50 - 650 turns in 50 turn 
steps plus 900 and 1150. The coil set (of 5) comprises one of each coil. The coil 
Set(Advanced Physics) comprises 5 coils all of 1100 turns.

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0850RT

PH0846

PH0850CC1

PH0850CC2

PH0850CC4

PH0850CC6

PH0850CC3

PH0850CC5

PH0850CC7

PH0850CC8

Ring Thrower

Westminister Electromagnet Kit

Coil 50 + 100 Turns

Coil 200 + 250

Coil 400 + 500

Set of 5 Coils

Coil 300 + 350

Coil 550 + 600

1100 Set of 5 for Advanced Physics

C Core & Clip

4

4

5

1

2

2

3

3

1

Code

Code

Code

5
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Polythene Rod
For use as insulators. Length approx 30 cm, dia. 13 mm.

Specs

PH0851 Polythene Rod11

Code

Nylon Rod
Length approximate 30 cm, dia. 13 mm.

Specs

PH0852 Nylon Rod2
2

Code

Friction Rod Ebonite
Length approximate 30 cm, dia.12 mm.

Specs

PH0856A Friction Rod Ebonite3
3

Code

Friction Rod Glass
Length approximate 30 cm, dia. 13 mm.

PH0856B 4
4

Code Specs

Friction Rod Glass

Friction Rod Perspex
Length approximate 30 cms., dia. 13 mm.

Specs

PH0857 Friction Rod Perspex5
5

Code

Friction Rod Compound
Half glass half brass, length approx. 30 cm, dia. 13 mm.

Specs

PH0860 Friction Rod Compound66

Code

Friction Rod Compound
Half ebonite half brass, length approx. 30 cm, dia. 12 mm.

Specs

PH0862 Friction Rod Compound77

Code

Polythene Strip
Size 250 x 25 x 1.5 mm, Length x width x thickness.

Specs

PH0863 Polythene Strip

Code

Cotton Rubber - Yellow Duster
Square size 30 x 30 cms. approx.

Specs

PH0864 Cotton Rubber88

Code

Electrostatics
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5

Silk Cloth Piece
Square size 30 x 30 cms. approx.

Specs

PH0868 Silk Cloth Piece1

1

Code

Wool Cloth Piece
Square size 30 x 30 cms. approx.

Specs

PH0870 Wool Cloth Piece2

2

Code

Proof Plane
Consisting of an ebonite rod with brass disc of 50 mm dia.

Specs

PH0874A

PH0874B

Proof Plane - Ebonite rod

Proof Plane - Acrylic rod disc dia. 96 mm

6 6

7

7

Code

Electrophorus - Student
Useful for individuals and small groups. The plastic plate is easy to use and store. Also 
includes a metal plate for charge induction and a plastic handle to transfer the charge 
to other apparatus. Size of plastic plate 15 cm approx.

Specs

PH0871A Electrophorus - Student3

3

Code

Electrophorus - Demonstration
Produce a strong spark repeatedly, without recharging. The base is thick plastic with 
four rubber feet attached for convenient handling. The plastic material produces a 
strong frictional charge when rubbed with fur or other material. The 9 cm diameter 
aluminum plate is designed to eliminate any sharp edges which could cause leakage. 
An insulating handle is attached.

Specs

PH0871B Electrophorus - Demonstration4 4

Code

Electrostatic Pompon Set
A metal rod mounted on an insulated plastic stand carries a round metal plate at 
its top and a fringe of 40 colored nylon cords. When the plate is touched with an 
electrostatically charged rod, the cords become charged and spread out into a wide 
cone by mutual repulsion. The pompon is well insulated and will hold its charge for up 
to 30 minutes in dry air. This set contains a pair of pompons. Each pompon is 19.5 cm 
high with 12 cm long fringes. Base is 10.5 cm in diameter.

Specs

PH0871C Electrostatic Pompon Set5

Code

Electrostatics
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Aepinus Condenser
It consists of two adjustable plates 100 mm dia. insulated handle and a glass dielectric 
plate. Fitted on stable base.

Specs

PH0878 Aepinus Condenser2

2

Code

Parallel Plate Capacitor
To study the principle of capacitance, its relationship with charge and voltage, its 
dependence on surface area of conductors and dielectric medium between two plates. 
It consists of 120mm circular metal discs mounted on insulated supports that slide on a 
extruded aluminium section to adjust the distance between the two discs. This distance 
can be easily known by reading their respective positions along the scale fixed on the 
aluminium section. Supplied with three different dielectric materials - glass, cardboard 
and perspex.

Specs

PH0879 Parallel Plate Capacitor33

Code

Discharger
Jointed, small plated brass sphere mounted on curved arms, with ebonite insulating 
handle.

Specs

PH0876A

PH0876B

Length 20 cm

Length 30 cm1

1

Code

Conductors Set of three
Made of brass, mounted on insulated rod with stable & durable plastic base. Spheres 
5 cm dia., Cylinder 12.5 x 5 cm dia., Cone 10 x 5 cm length x diameter.

Specs

PH0880

PH0881

Conductors, Set of three - 50 mm dia.

Conductors, Set of three - 80 mm dia.

4

4

Code

Electrostatics

Precise Packing for Export Products
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4

Spherical Conductor - Aluminium
Aluminium Sphere, 8 cm dia. fitted with insulating plastic rod on base.

Specs

PH0885A Spherical Conductor4

Code

5

Conical Conductor - Aluminium
Aluminium Cone, 13 x 8 cm dia. fitted with insulating plastic rod on base.

Specs

PH0885B Conical Conductor5

Code

6

Cylindrical Conductor - Aluminium
Aluminium Cylinder conductor, 13 x 8 cm dia. fitted with insulating plastic rod on base.

Specs

PH0885C Cylindrical Conductor6

Code

7

Biots Conductor
To demonstrate that charge resides only on outside surfaces of a conductor. Sphere of 
5 cm diameter on insulated stand. Complete with hemispherical cups having insulated 
handles.

Specs

PH0888 Biots Conductor7

Code

1

Spherical Conductor - Brass
Brass Sphere 5 cm dia., mounted on insulated rod with stable & durable plastic base.

Specs

PH0882A

PH0882B

Spherical Conductor, 5 cm dia.

Spherical Conductor, 8 cm dia.

1

Code

2

Conical Conductor - Brass
Brass Cone 10 x 5 cm dia., mounted on insulated rod with stable & durable plastic 
base.

Specs

PH0884A

PH0884B

Conical Conductor, 10 x 5 cm dia.

Conical Conductor, 15 x 8 cm dia.

2

Code

3

Cylindrical Conductor - Brass
Brass Cylinder 12.5 x 5 cm dia., mounted on insulated rod with stable & durable plastic 
base.

Specs

PH0886A

PH0886B

Cylindrical Conductor, 12.5 x 5 cm dia.

Cylindrical Conductor, 17.5 x 8 cm dia.

3

Code

Conductors Set
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Electric Field Apparatus
The apparatus enables electric field patterns to be shown in much the same way that 
magnetic fields are demonstrated with iron fillings, either by direct viewing or on an 
overhead projector. The apparatus comprises a clear plastic dish 90 x 12 mm diameter 
x depth, and base 140 x 125 mm Alongside each terminal is a thumbscrew system 
which permits fine gap adjustment of the electrodes. Six electrodes are supplied, two 
‘point source’ two ‘line source’ and two circular rings of 35 and 70 mm dia. Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0889 Electric Field Apparatus11

Code

Hollow Cylinder
Shows that an electrostatic charge resides only on the outer surface of a conductor. 
Two pith balls are suspended inside the cylinder and another pair on top. When the 
cylinder is charged, the outer balls with diverge, but the inner ones will be unaffected. 
The metal cylinder 5 cm diameter x 9 cm is mounted on an insulating rod attached to 
a heavy base. Height 24 cm approx.

Specs

PH0890 Hollow Cylinder2

2

Code

Electroscope - Pith Ball
A plated brass pillar mounted on plastic base supporting two pith balls in unspun silk.

Specs

PH0894 Electroscope - Pith Ball3

3

Code

Butterfly Net - Faraday
To show that electrical charge resides on external surfaces of a conductor. Fabric net 
with cord on insulating pillar with base.

Specs

PH0898 Butterfly Net - Faraday5

5 Code

Electrostatic Demonstration Kit
Use this complete demonstration set to show charging behaviour, charge storage, 
attraction and repulsion, distribution of a charge on surface and induction. This kit 
consists of two electroscopes with ball and disk terminals, a Faraday cage, ice pail, 
electrophorus, six friction rods, proof plane, silk cloth, woolen cloth, neon lamp and 
pith balls. Supplied with a mounted point for lightening rod demonstrations.

Specs

PH0899 Electrostatic Demonstration Kit66

Code

Pith Ball - Spare Pack
Pith Balls for electroscope. Pack of 10.

Specs

PH0896 Pith Ball - Spare Pack4
4

Code

Electrostatics Kits
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2

Electrostatic Kit
Comprises of 1 electroscope, 4 metallised polystyrene spheres, 1 each reel nylon, 
cellulose acetate strip, polythene strip, wire stirrup, wool cloth, wire hook, electrophorus 
on handle and proof plane, 2 each of polythene tiles and aluminium cans. Supplied 
with manual.

Specs

PH0900 Electrostatic Kit2

Code

3

Electroscope Kit
For experiments of electroscope and other related studies such as electrostatic 
induction, the nature of charge in a body. Faraday’s ice pail experiment etc. pair of 
flask type electroscope, two each discs and terminals, one faraday’ s ice pail. Spare 
foil leaf pairs included.

Specs

PH0901 Electroscope Kit3

Code

4

Faraday’s Pails
Set consists of 4 nesting aluminium cylindrical containers each fitted with insulating 
feet. Sizes for each vessel are 150 mm dia. x 120 mm high, 120 mm dia. x 110 mm 
high, 90 mm dia. x 90 mm high, 75 mm dia. x 75 mm high.

Specs

PH0902 Faraday’s Pails4

Code

1

Electrostatic Friction Rod Kit
This electrostatic kit provides the necessary tools to free both positive and negative 
charges for exploration into electrostatic forces. Students can experiment with different 
combinations of cloth and rod materials to explore how each manufactures charge 
carriers. Instruction manual included.
Kit includes:
•	3 fabric cloths (wool, cotton, silk)
•	3 rods (glass, ebonite, perspex)

Specs

PH1120150 Electrostatic Friction Rod Kit1

Code

Electrostatics Kits

NEW
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Electrical Whirl
To demonstrate the effect of electric discharge from points. The apparatus has a 95 mm 
diameter, three-pointed star wheel with all the points curved in one direction. Wheel 
rotates freely on a pivot point mounted on a short stand and base is provided with 4 
mm connection socket.

Specs

PH0904 Electrical Whirl1

1

Code

Leyden Jar
Shock your students again and again with this Leyden Jar. It comes with a durable 
inner and outer plate, a plastic dielectric, and directions. The inner plate has a hook 
and ball attached which makes it easy to charge. Use this equipment to duplicate many 
classic static electricity experiments. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0906 Leyden Jar2

2

Code

Coulomb Meter - Digital Electroscope
Coulomb Meter is a useful tool and behaves similar to a Digital Electroscope. The 
display will show the number of Nanocoulombs deposited on the charge disc either by 
current through a resistance or from a capacitor or from a source of static electricity 
(a charged plastic rod). An electroscope will deflect its vane but this instrument shows 
the charge digitally in Coulombs up to ±1999 nano Coulombs, Accuracy ±10 nano 
Coulombs. Operates on 9V battery. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0913N8 Coulomb Meter4

4

Code

Electroscope - Gold Leaf
A glass conical flask, metal rod with disc and gold leaf attached supported rubber 
cork.

Specs

PH0912 Electroscope - Gold leaf3

3

Code

Gold Leaves Pack
For electroscope, spare, Pack of 6 in plastic case.

Specs

PH0914 Gold Leaves Pack5

Code

Electroscopes

5
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Needle Electroscope Large
This is a larger sized electroscope. Instead of a gold leaf a light weight metal vane 
is used as a pointer. It comprises of an insulating bush carrying a solid metal pivot 
arrangement carrying a light weight metal blade. This light weight metal blade deflects 
when the electroscope is charged. A transparent scale is provided to measure the 
deflection. This electroscope has optional accessories available like an electrophorus 
disc and a spherical electrode. The Electroscope is 200 x 125 x 260 mm high.

Specs

PH0916 Needle Electroscope Large1

1

Code

Electroscope Needle
Simple to use, fitted with sensitive needle which pivots on an axle and indicates on 
graduated scale when electrostatic charge applied to disc. Dimensions 95 x 60 x 105 
mm approx.

Specs

PH0917 Electroscope Needle3

3

Code

Demonstration Electroscope
For the demonstration of static potentials. Available with charging ball plus a set of 
condenser plates with insulated rod. Ring diameter 150 mm.

Specs

PH0917A Demonstration Electroscope4

4

Code

Dry Field Mapping Kit
The conceptual concept off electric fields can be difficult visualize, but this kit makes 
it easy. Using the conductive paper that comes with the kit a student can draw any 
electrode configuration and then connect the electrodes to the battery holder power 
source included with the kit. The battery provides current to the paper and the potential 
difference (voltage) can be measured between 2 points using a multimeter (sold 
separately). On a seperate sheet of paper you record the voltages and locations in 
order to reconstruct a visual of the electric field.
This kit includes cork-covered base, 30cm x 26cm; pad of 25 sheets pre-printed 
conductive paper 28cm x 21.5cm; pad of 100 sheets preprinted paper for drawing 
fields; ten metal-headed push pins; a silver conductive pen; four alligator clip leads; 
circle template and instruction sheet.

Specs

PH0918DFM Dry Field Mapping Kit5

5Code

Gold Leaf Electroscope
Rectangular casted metal case and polythene insulated lid with finger flap to facilitate 
removal. Fitted with 4 mm socket. Front glass window slides up to allow insertion of 
ionizing material in chamber, gold leaf support plate and scale to show deflection, 
with one pair of leaves.

Specs

PH0916B Gold Leaf Electroscope made of sheet metal2

2

Code

Electroscopes
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Van De Graaff Generator
Hand operated on base. The generator is self exiting and charge separation occurs. 
A metal sphere of dia. 20 cm. surrounds the upper pulley assembly and charge 
accumulates on the sphere, which is insulated by a plastic column supporting the 
pulley assembly. The charge builds up until electrical breakdown of air surrounding 
the sphere occurs. Supplied with a discharging sphere 10 cm. dia. Supplied without 
accessories.

Specs

PH0918A

PH0918B/L

PH0918C

Van De Graaff Generator

Spare Belt for above

Complete accessories for above

The accessories may be fixed in 4 mm. sockets in top 
of sphere. Pillar with suspended metallised sphere, 
Faraday’s Pail. Perspex cylinder with metal caps and 4 
metallised spheres, Head of hair, Point discharger, Neon 
bulb, Electric whirl.

1

1

Code

Van De Graaff Generator - Superior
Hand operated on base. Same as above but with sphere dia of 25 cm. Supplied 
without accessories.

Specs

PH0919A

PH0918B/L

PH0918C

Van De Graaff Generator

Spare Belt for above

Complete accessories for above

The accessories may be fixed in 4 mm. sockets in top 
of sphere. Pillar with suspended metallised sphere, 
Faraday’s Pail. Perspex cylinder with metal caps and 4 
metallised spheres, Head of hair, Point discharger, Neon 
bulb, Electric whirl.

3

3

2

2

Code

Van De Graaff Generator Motor Driven
Specially designed for electrostatic experiments and where continuous source of high 
voltage is required. Fitted on base with smooth running DC Motor, operates on 220 
volts A.C. 50 Hz. Supplied with accessories.
•	Charge collecting Belt: Silicon rubber having excellent insulation resistance.
•	Tracking: Belt-tracking easily adjusted.
•	Charge collecting combs: Aluminium mesh, clearly visible.
•	Spheres: Aluminium 150 mm. dia.
•	Connections: 4 mm. sockets in dome and base.
•	Voltage developed: Upto 200 kV, depending on ambient conditions & humidity, with 

a spark length of 60 mm.
•	Discharger: Spherical 100 mm. dia., with insulated handle and 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH0920A-V1

PH0918B

PH0920B-V2

PH0918C

Van De Graaff Generator - Motor Driven 110/120V, 60Hz

Spare Belt for above

Van De Graaff Generator - Motor Driven 220/240V, 
50/60Hz

Complete accessories for above

The accessories may be fixed in 4 mm. sockets in top 
of sphere. Pillar with suspended metallised sphere, 
Faraday’s Pail. Perspex cylinder with metal caps and 4 
metallised spheres, Head of hair, Point discharger, Neon 
bulb, Electric whirl.

4

4

Code

Van De Graaff Generators
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Van De Graaff Generator Motor Driven
Same as Cat. no. PH0920A but with both hand driven & motor driven. Supplied with 
accessories.

Van De Graaff Generator - Premium
Finally an all inclusive, high-power van de graaff kit. Generates 200,000 - 400,000 
volts depending on humidity levels. Kit includes demonstrations that cover all aspects 
of electrostatics such as charge conservation and transfer, Triboelectric Effect, 
conductors, insulators, Ionization. Kit includes, van de graaff, discharge wand, dust 
cover, Faraday's pail, perspex cylinder, head of hair, point dis-charger, neon bulb, 
electric whirl, Pillar with suspended metal sphere, and comb, as well as an activity 
guide that explains how to use all attachments.
•	Precision machined dome bracket to ensure easy fit and aluminum 250 mm dome 

mounting to collect charge
•	Grounded base mount discharge wand which can be removed
•	3 Speed Adjustable Motor
•	Dome Diameter - 9 inches, Discharge wand diameter - 4 inches
•	Typical Discharge arch is 2-8 cm.
•	Full instruction guide for assembly, trouble shooting, pedagogy, and student 

activities.
Supplied with accessories.

Specs

PH0922A-V1

PH0922A-V2

PH0918B

PH0918C

Van De Graaff Generator - Motor Driven 110/120V, 60Hz

Van De Graaff Generator - Motor Driven 220/240V, 
50/60Hz

Spare Belt for above

Complete accessories for above

The accessories may be fixed in 4 mm. sockets in top 
of sphere. Pillar with suspended metallised sphere, 
Faraday’s Pail. Perspex cylinder with metal caps and 4 
metallised spheres, Head of hair, Point discharger, Neon 
bulb, Electric whirl.

1

1

Code

Specs

CEN-VDG

CEN-VDG/V2

PH0918B

PH0918C

Van De Graaff Generator - Premium - 110/120V, 60Hz

Van De Graaff Generator - Premium - 220/240V, 
50/60Hz

Spare Belt for above

Complete accessories for above

The accessories may be fixed in 4 mm. sockets in top 
of sphere. Pillar with suspended metallised sphere, 
Faraday’s Pail. Perspex cylinder with metal caps and 4 
metallised spheres, Head of hair, Point discharger, Neon 
bulb, Electric whirl.

2

2

Code

Van De Graaff Generators

NEW

Check out
our new wesbite

www.eiscolabs.com
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Van de Graff Generators & Wimshurst Machine

2

Wimshurst Machine
Two transparent plates are supported in two rigid uprights and driven by belt in 
opposite direction. They are heavy, high resistance plastic with sectors of aluminium 
sheet. Two leyden jars (condensers) made form corning glass and aluminium foil. The 
whole is mounted on moulded ABS base.

Specs

PH0848C Wimshurst Machine2

Code

Van De Graaff Generator Motor Driven
This van de graaff will generate 200,000 - 400,000 volts depending on humidity 
levels. Kit includes demonstrations that cover all aspects of electrostatics such as charge 
conservation and transfer, Triboelectric Effect, conductors, insulators, Ionization. Kit 
includes, van de graaff, discharge wand, dust cover, Faraday's pail, perspex cylinder, 
head of hair, point dis-charger, neon bulb, electric whirl, Pillar with suspended metal 
sphere, and comb, as well as an activity guide that explains how to use all attachments.
•	Precision machined dome bracket to ensure easy fit and proper dome mounting to 

collect charge
•	Grounded base mount discharge wand which can be removed
•	Dome Diameter = 9 inches, Discharge wand diameter = 4 inches
•	Typical Discharge arch is 2-8 cm.
•	Full instruction guide for assembly, trouble shooting, pedagogy, and student 

activities.

Specs

EDU-VD/E-V1

EDU-VDG

PH0918B

PH0918C

Van De Graaff Generator - Motor Driven 110/120V, 60Hz

Van De Graaff Generator - Motor Driven 220/240V, 
50/60Hz

Spare Belt for above

Complete accessories for above

The accessories may be fixed in 4 mm. sockets in top 
of sphere. Pillar with suspended metallised sphere, 
Faraday’s Pail. Perspex cylinder with metal caps and 4 
metallised spheres, Head of hair, Point discharger, Neon 
bulb, Electric whirl.

1

1

Code

NEW

Ask us about
supply chain solutions
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6

Wimshurst Machine & Simple Cells

1

Wimshurst Machine - Premium
For generating static electric charges and causing electric discharges, it produces 
higher current with lower voltage. The two plates having diameter 30 cm approx. with 
equally spaced aluminium foil sectors are supported in two rigid uprights and driven 
by belt in opposite direction with a hand crank. It has two larger Leyden jars  premium 
construction capacitors for obtaining higher potential made from corning glass and 
aluminium foil. It Produces up to 100 mm spark length between metal spheres in ideal 
condition. The whole is mounted on a insulated nuwood base nicely polished with 
rubber feet.

Specs

PH0848D Wimshurst Machine - Premium1

Code

Simple Cell
Glass jars 15 x 10 cm length x dia. Complete with zinc and copper plates.

Specs

PH0924 Simple Cell2

Code

Plates for Simple Cells
Each plate size is 125 x 50 mm and fitted with 4 mm socket terminals.

Material Thickness

PH0926A

PH0926B

PH0926C

PH0926D

Zinc

Carbon

Copper

Lead

1.5 mm

6 mm

1.5 mm

1.5 mm

3

4

5

6

Code

2

3
4

5

Make sure to sign up
for our monthly email
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Electrodes for Student Cell
For student’s demonstration cell, very high quality electrodes for use with cells.

Description Size

PH0927A

PH0927E

PH0927B

PH0927F

PH0927C

PH0927G

PH0927I

PH0927D

PH0927H

PH0927J

Aluminium

Copper

Brass

Lead

Carbon

Nickel

Zinc

Carbon Rod

Tin

Iron

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 6 mm

100 x 19 mm

100 x 19 mm

2

Code

2

1

3

Student Cell & Porous Cup
A basic voltaic student cell set is ideal for demonstrating the characteristics of primary 
cells. Set includes one plastic student cell complete with a screw-on plastic ring, two 
adjustable electrode holders, porous ceramic cup and eight electrodes. One each 
of aluminium, nickel, tin, graphite, iron and copper and two each of zinc. Complete 
instructions are included.

Specs

PH0927-N8 Student Cell & Porous Cup1

Code

Volta Pile Apparatus
The voltaic pile was the first electrical battery that could continuously provide an electric 
current to a circuit. It was invented by Alessandro Volta, who published his experiments 
in 1799 This  product is a  replica of Alessandro Volta’s apparatus consisting of series-
connected galvanic cells to make up a source of electricity.Zinc and copper plates 
stacked in alternation on top of each other are separated in each case by a piece of 
felt soaked in an electrolyte (salt water or acid). The electrolyte makes it possible for 
electricity to pass between the layers, allowing a voltage to be measured between the 
plates at the ends.

Specs

PH0925 Volta Pile Apparatus3

Code

Electrochemistry - Cells & Volta Pile Apparatus

Daniel Cell
It consists of glass container, zinc cylindrical electrode, porous vessel and copper 
cylindrical electrode.

Specs

PH0928 Daniel Cell4

4

Code

NEW
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1

Daniel Cell
Comprising a heavy gauge copper outer vessel with an internal perforated shelf 
for copper sulphate crystals, a porous pot and an amalgamated zinc rod fitted 
with a supporting cap. The zinc rod and copper vessel are each provided with a 
4 mm socket terminal. Size of copper vessel 125 x 75 mm dia. approx. and porous 
pot 150 x 50 mm.

Specs

PH0930 Daniel Cell1

Code

2

Leclanche Cell
Charged porous pot 150 x 60 mm height x diameter, with terminal having e.m.f. 1.5 
volts and zinc rod 12.5 mm diameter in rectangular polythene jar.

Specs

PH0934 Leclanche Cell2

Code

3

Leclanche Cell
A cell with depolarizer. Consisting of glass container, zinc cylindrical electrode and 
bonded electrode, graphite.

Specs

PH0935 Leclanche Cell3

Code

4

Charged Porous Pot Spare
Charged porous pot spare size 150 x 60 mm height x diameter, with brass screw and 
e.m.f. 1.5 volts for Leclanche cell.

Specs

PH0936 Charged Porous Pot Spare4

Code

5

Carbon Rod
With brass terminal, length 140 mm and dia. 15 mm.

Specs

PH0937 Carbon Rod5

Code

Electrochemistry - Cells
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Electrode / Foil Holder
Plastic Strip of size 78 x 27 x 5 mm fitted with two crocodile clips to take rod or 
foil electrodes. Each crocodile clip has a 4 mm socket for lead connection. Without 
electrodes.

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH0939A

PH0941B

PH0941ED

PH0939B

PH0941BGTT

PH0941EDL

Electrode Holder

Brownlee Water Electrolysis Apparatus

Electrolysers Demonstration

Foil Holder

Graduated Test tube pair, 18x150mm

Electrolysers Demonstration - Large

1

1

2

2

5

5

6

6

Code

Code

Code

Zinc Rod
With brass terminal, length 150 mm and dia. 12.5 mm approx.

Voltameter
Platinum electrodes, with two graduated test tubes, 15 ml capacity. Mounted on 
moulded base fitted with two 4 mm banana sockets.

Brownlee Water Electrolysis Apparatus
Simple and economical type of electrolysis apparatus. Platinum electrodes are attached 
to insulated connecting rods which are attached to binding posts mounted on a non-
conducting support. The support rests across the top of a battery jar (not included) and 
has two clips that each hold an inverted test tube. Operates on 6V battery or 10V DC 
power supply.

Electrolysers Demonstration
Made of high impact polystrene in 2 parts, transparent cup and base. Cup is cone 
shaped and can be easily placed over the electrodes. Base is fitted with two 4 mm 
banana plugs and 40 mm opening in which electrodes can be mounted easily. Total 
height 180 mm. Cup height 80 mm and dia 100 mm approx.

Specs

Specs

PH0940

PH0941

Zinc Rod

Voltameter

3

3

4

4

Code

Code

Electrochemistry - Cells

Current

Voltage
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Copper Voltameter
Consists of 3 copper plates with insulated cover and glass jar.

Specs

PH0942 Copper Voltameter4

4

Code

Electrochemistry - Cells

Electrode for Electrolysers
The electrode anode and cathode are fitted in rubber bung and can be used with 
either of two models of electrolysers.

Electrodes Dimensions

PH0941ED1

PH0941ED5

PH0941ED2

PH0941ED6

PH0941ED3

PH0941ED7

PH0941ED4

Carbon

Platinum

Iron

Test Tube

Copper

Test Tube Holder

Nickel

Ø 6 x 40 mm

Ø 14 x 2.5 x 0.8 mm

Ø 2 x 40 mm

Ø 2 x 40 mm

Ø 2 x 35 mm

1

1

2

2

3

3

Code

Accumulators
Multiplate type, fitted with positive and negative plates, for heavy current loads in 
plastic container.

Voltage Capacity

PH0945A

PH0945E

PH0945B

PH0945F

PH0945C

PH0945D

2

2

2

2 120 AH

2

2

45 AH

105 AH

60 AH

75 AH

90 AH

6

6

Code

Accumulators
Battery storage, in transparent case, without acid, uncharged fitted with handle.

Voltage Capacity

PH0943A

PH0943B

2

2

20 AH

45 AH

5

5

Code
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Batteries
Zinc-Carbon, good quality, leak-proof, offering economy with performance. 
Recommended where current demand are modest and are safer to use.

Type Voltage

PH0948A

PH0948C

PH0948B

PH0948D

PH0948E

D(R20) 1.5V

AA(R6) 1.5V

C(R14) 1.5V

AAA(R03) 1.5V

6F22 9V

1

2

3

4

4

3

21

Code

Cell Holders
Made of unbreakable plastic to hold C & D size battery, curved sides help prevent 
battery from falling out when it is upside down.

Type

PH0956A

PH0956C

PH0956B

PH0956D

PH0956E

PH0956F

PH0956G

Cell Holder Single for ‘C’ size battery

Cell Holder for 4 ‘C’ size batteries

Cell Holder Double for ‘C’ size battery

Cell Holder Single for ‘D’ size battery

Cell Holder Double for ‘D’ size battery

Cell Holder for 4 ‘D’ size batteries

Cell Holder Double for ‘AA’ size battery

12

12
13

13

14

14

15

15

16
16

17

17

1818

Code

Electricity - Accessories

Cell Rechargeable
Nickel Cadmium, maintenance free, sealed rechargeable cells 1.25volt.

Specs

PH0952A Batteries rechargeable size AA5

5

Code

Charger Universal
It can charge AA, AAA, C, D & 9V batteries. Ni-Cd , fast charging 6 hours. Operates 
on 220 Volt AC.

Specs

PH0955 Charger Universal11

11

Code

Cell Rechargeable
Made of unbreakable plastic.

Specs

PH0953A

PH0953B

PH0953C

Battery Box for 4 ‘AA’ size batteries

Battery Box for 2 ‘AA’ size batteries

Battery Box for 2 ‘C’ size batteries

6

6

7

7

8

8

Code

Battery Snap 9 Volt
An insulated snap-on connector with 15 cm red and black leads.

Specs

PH0953D

PH0953E

Battery Snap 9 Volt - E type

Battery Snap 9 Volt - I type

9

9

10

10

Code
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Electricity - Accessories

Cell Holders - Stackable
Designed to link together in parallel or series to extend capacity or voltage. Supplied 
singly.

Specs

PH0957A Cell Holders - Stackable for ‘D’ size battery1
1

Code

Cell Holders
Provides 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6 volts DC power and has 4mm sockets for safety. Needs 4 
D-cell batteries. Supplied without batteries.

Specs

PH0957D Cell Holders4

4

Code

Battery Hydrometer
Pipette type, comprising glass float calibrated having colored zones for charged, 
partly charged and uncharged conditions. Compressible bulb and rubber tube with 
fittings to glass body.

Specs

PH0958 Battery Hydrometer5 5

Code

Crocodile Clip - Insulated
Made in steel and can be connected by screw or soldering. Fully covered with insulated 
sleeves. Length 58 mm and jaws open 8 mm Available in Yellow / Blue / Green 
colours.

Specs

PH0964 Crocodile Clip - Insulated8
8

Code

Cell Holders with terminals - on base
Cell Holder for D-size Battery, fitted on base with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH0957B

PH0957C

Cell Holders for 1 battery

Cell Holders for 2 batteries

2
2

3

3

Code

Crocodile Clips - Standard
Spring-loaded, serrated jaws, with screw to clamp end of lead held in tubular 
extension, both sides insulated. Length 50 mm and jaws open 9 mm.

Specs

PH0962A

PH0962B

Red colour

Black colour

6

6

7
7

Code
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Electricity - Accessories

Crocodile Clip
Made in steel and can be covered by screw or soldering. Fully covered with insulated 
sleeves. Length 35 mm and jaws open 5 mm. Available in Red / Black / Yellow / Blue 
/ Green colors.

Specs

PH0966 Crocodile Clip1

1

Code

Battery Eliminators
Regulated, multiple tapping output 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12 Volts DC is available on safety 
socket output & is overload protected. Change of LED color from green to red when 
overloading. Supplied with manual.

Current

PH0971A

PH0971B

1 Amp.

2 Amp.2

2

Code

AC / DC Power Pack
This simple AC/ DC Power Pack gives an output of 6/12V AC, DC / 2 Amp selectable 
by convenient switches. It is ideal to use for equipments such as Ray boxes, DC motor 
experiments, Optical benches, Hartley optical disc etc. Capacity 2 Amp. Operates on 
110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz

Specs

PH0971DCAC-V1

PH0971DCAC-V2

AC / DC Power Pack, 110/120V, 60Hz

AC / DC Power Pack, 220/240V, 50/60Hz

3

3

Code

Battery Charger
For charging batteries, maximum no. of batteries 2 x 6 V or 1 x 12 V, in ventilated 
case with ammeter, position switch to enable charging rate to be maintained, output 
fuse, indicator lamp. Complete with shrouded terminals and mains cable. Operates on 
220/240 Volts A.C. 50/60 Hz.

Current

PH0972A

PH0972C

PH0972B

2 Amp.

6 Amp.

4 Amp.

4

4

Code
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Contact Keys and Switches

Demonstration Transformer
Two low voltage coils to show step up and step down phenomenon of transformer. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0976A Demonstration Transformer1

1

Code

Plug Switch - One way
Two brass blocks with 4 mm insulated terminals are mounted on a moulded base, an 
accurately tapered plug with a fluted top fits into the tapered hole between the two 
blocks, ensuring very low contact resistance.

Specs

PH0988A Plug Switch - One Way6

6

Code

Plug Switch - Two way
With three brass blocks, each with 4 mm insulated terminals and two standard tapered 
plugs to fit the two holes between the blocks.

Specs

PH0990A Plug Switch - Two Way7
7

Code

Demonstration Transformer
Step down transformer fitted on base, fitted with indicator, Output 4, 6, 12, 24 volt 1 
Amp.

Specs

PH0976B-V1

PH0976B-V2

Demonstration Transformer, 110/120V AC, 60Hz

Demonstration Transformer, 220/240V AC, 50/60Hz

2

2

Code

Auto Transformer
Continuously variable voltage auto transformer, covered type. Comprises a tordially 
wound transformer with a continuously variable output voltage 0-260 volts A.C. 
steplessly under full load. Input 220/240 volts A.C. 50/60 Hz. In stout metal case 
mounted on a metal base with two output terminals. Single phase with mains cable. 
With separate earth terminal. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH0984A

PH0984B

2 Amp.

5 Amp.

3

3

4

4

Code

Contact Key - Single
Comprising a plated spring arm with press knob, a contact stud, plated connecting 
strip and 4 mm.

Specs

PH0986A

PH0986B

Contact Key - Single

Contact Key - Double

5

5

Code
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Electricity

Economy Switch
This simple switch is constructed from a durable plastic with metal Fahnstock clips for 
wire attachments.

Specs

PH1003 Economy Switch8

8

Code

Economy Bulb Holder
Suitable for miniature base lamps. Plastic base, with brass screw type receptacle and 
two terminals.

Specs

PH1004 Economy Bulb Holder99

Code

Resistance Substitution Board
Comprises 12 different resistors using standard preferred values from 33 ohms to 10 
Mohms in step ratio of 1:3 app. Selection of resistors are by mean of rotary switch and 
connection by 4 mm sockets terminals.

Specs

PH0992 Resistance Substitution Board1

1

Code

Capacitor Investigation Demo Board
For students to understand the charging and discharging of the capacitors. 12V DC 
supply is used for charging the capacitors through the current limiting resistors. The 
charging curve/time can be viewed on CRO. Once the capacitor is fully charged, it 
can be discharged with the help of toggle switch (turning towards discharge). Again 
the discharge curve/time can be viewed on CRO. This phenomenon can also be 
demonstrated using current meter, only the polarity of meter should be connected 
properly. Here three different combinations of C & R are provided for observing 
different wave forms.

Specs

PH0994 Capacitor Investigation Demo Board2

2

Code

Capacitor Charging & Discharging Characteristics
Students can understand the ultimate effect on the capacitors value when they are 
connected in Parallel or in Series. For the ease of understanding the audio & visual 
output devices are connected at the selected output combination in series or in parallel. 
The experimental board has four blocks e.g. Power supply, Audio visual output devices 
& Capacitor bank connected in Series & in Parallel. Values can be added to make 
different combinations using 4mm banana plug cables.

Specs

PH0995 Capacitor Charging & Discharging Characteristics3
3

Code

Knife Switches
Durable plastic base knife switches that stand up during tough student use. Poles & 
knives are made of brass for good electrical connections.

Specs

PH1000A

PH1002A

PH1000B

PH1002B

Knife Switch, Single pole - single throw

Knife Switch, double pole - single throw

Knife Switch, Single pole - double throw

Knife Switch, double pole - double throw

44

5
5

6

6

7

7

Code
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Bulbs and Holders, Fuses

Fuses
With transparent glass body. Quick blow type. 20 mm long and dia. 5 mm.

Specs

PH1008A

PH1008B

PH1008C

PH1008D

PH1008E

500 mA

1 A

2 A

3 A

5 A

1

1

Code

Flash Lamp Bulbs - Round
With M.E.S. cap, suitable for flash lamps, spotlights and panel lamps etc. Supplied in 
Pack of Ten except for (E) which is supplied singly.

Volts Amp.

PH1014A

PH1014B

PH1014C

PH1014D

PH1014E

1.25 0.25

3.5 0.3

4.5 0.3

6 0.3

12 0.5

2

2

Code

Bulbs - Low Voltage
With straight axial filament, double contact, S.B.C.

Volts Watts

PH1018A

PH1018B

PH1018C

12 24

12 36

12 48

4

4

Code

Flash Lamp Bulb - Lens Ended
2.2 V, 0.25 A, lens ended, M.E.S. Cap. Pack of Ten.

Specs

PH1016 Flash Lamp Bulb - Lens ended3

3

Code

Bulb Holder M.E.S.
Mounted bulb holder for easy connections to electrical circuits. Overall dia. 30 mm 
Supplied without bulb.

Specs

PH1022A Bulb Holder M.E.S. - Plastic8
8

Code

Flash Lamp Bulb - Lens Ended
5 mm standard high quality LED indicators with diffused lens. Maximum voltage 3.0 V 
D.C. PCB or panel mount. Pack of Ten.

Specs

PH1019A

PH1019B

PH1019C

Red

Green

Yellow

5

5

6

6
7

7

Code
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Electricity

Bulb Holder M.E.S. - Unmounted
Ideal for incorporation into simple electrical and electronic circuits. Of rolled, plated 
brass construction with ‘solder tag’ terminations. The riveted assembly eliminates the 
possibility of unauthorized dismantling.

Specs

PH1024 Bulb Holder M.E.S. - Unmounted11

Code

Lamp Holder E-10
Lamp Holder fitted with MES type bulb holder and terminals.

Specs

PH1027 Lamp Holder E-1022

Code

Bulb Holder in Series
Housed in ABS Box of size 150 x 75 x 35 mm Consisting of 4 bulb holders E10 with 6V 
bulbs, each bulb is connected in series by 4 mm terminal socket.

Specs

PH1029A Bulb Holder in Series3

3

Code

Bulb Holder in Parallel
Housed in ABS Box of size 150 x 75 x 35 mm Consisting of 4 bulb holders E10 with 6V 
bulbs, each bulb is connected in parallel by 4 mm terminal socket.

Specs

PH1029B Bulb Holder in Parallel4

4

Code

Lamp Holder B-22
Mounted on ABS moulded base of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm to be used with carbon 
filament lamp, not provided, fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029C Lamp Holder B-225

5

Code

Push Switch
Mounted on ABS moulded base of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm and to be connected to an 
electrical circuit with two 4mm safety sockets.

Specs

PH1029D Push Switch6

6

Code
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Electricity

Resistances for Measurements
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm, fitted with 4 mm sockets. Fitted with 
three 1W resistances of different value.

Specs

PH1029E Resistances for measurements1

1

Code

Simple Switch
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm, fitted with 4 mm
sockets. Fitted with simple ON/OFF switch.

Specs

PH1029F Simple Switch2

2

Code

Low Voltage Bulb
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm. Low voltage bulb of 3.5 V mounted in 
bulb holder E-10, fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029G Low Voltage Bulb3

3

Code

Rectifier Diode
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm 6 Amps 400 volts AC/DC. Fitted with 
4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029H Rectifier Diode4

4

Code

LED
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm, fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029I LED5

5

Code

Knife Switch
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029J Knife Switch6

6

Code

Fixed Resistance
Resistance wire mounted on ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm 
sockets.

Ohms Watt

PH1029K1

PH1029K2

PH1029K3

PH1029K6

PH1029K4

PH1029K7

PH1029K5

PH1029K8

1 5

2 5

5 5

250 5

10 5

2K 5

100 5

10K 5

7

7

Code
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Electricity

Electromagnet on Base
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029O Electromagnet on Base4

4

Code

Component Holder
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Specs

PH1029P Component holder55

Code

Variable Resistor
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Ohms Watt

PH1029L1

PH1029L2

PH1029L3

PH1029L6

PH1029L4

PH1029L5

100 50

150 50

220 50

10K 50

470 50

1000 50

1

1

Code

Electrolytic Capacitor
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm sockets, used to 
energy conversion experiments and to demonstrate that energy stored in capacitor is 
proportional to V2.

Capacitor Value Volts

PH1029N1

PH1029N2

PH1029N3

PH1029N6

PH1029N4

PH1029N5

1μF 63

10μF 25

100μF 25

10000μF 25

1000μF 25

4700μF 25

3

3

Code

Fixed Resistor
Supplied in ABS box of size 100 x 75 x 35 mm fitted with 4 mm sockets.

Ohms Watt

PH1029M1

PH1029M2

PH1029M3

PH1029M6

PH1029M8

PH1029M4

PH1029M5

PH1029M7

1 50

2 50

5 50

250

10K

50

50

10 50

100

1K

50

50

2

2

Code
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Bells & Sockets

1

Series & Parallel Demonstration
Series & Parallel Circuit Demonstration can be easily taken apart and put back together 
by both students and teachers. Included is a sturdy base, 8 detachable metal bars, 
10 thumb screws and detailed instructions as well as inquiry based student activities 
and capture sheets. This versatile piece of equipment can help students to distinguish 
between series and parallel circuits and come up with a conceptual and mathematical 
understanding of how voltage, current, and resistance behave in a series or parallel 
circuit. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH1128N8A Series & Parallel Demonstration1

Code

5

Insulated Socket - Spin Free
Panel mounted, spin free with 4 mm sockets. Available in Black / Red/ Yellow colors.

Specs

PH1043 Insulated Sockets - Spin Free5

Code

6

Spade Terminal Adaptor
To convert ordinary screw terminals for use with 4 mm plug connectors. This adapter 
consists of a standard type of spade terminal with an insulated 4 mm.

Specs

PH1044 Spade Terminal Adapter6

Code

7

Socket for Banana Plugs - 2 mm
Moulded ABS Body 2 mm total length 11 mm Available in different colors.

Specs

PH1045 Socket for Banana Plugs - 2 mm7

Code

8

BMC to 4 mm Socket Converter
This easy adaptor converts BMC sockets into two safety 4 mm sockets for ease of use 
with 4 mm jacks.

Specs

BMC4 BMC to 4 mm Socket Converter8

Code

2

Electric Bell
With detachable cover, metal thread terminals. Dome gang dia. 70 mm approx.

Specs

PH1030B Electric Bell, 4 - 6 Volts2

Code

3 4

Insulated Socket Terminal
Panel mounted with captive insulated head, with 4 mm socket, nuts and washers.

Specs

PH1042A

PH1042B

Black

Red

3

4

Code
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Terminals & Plugs

Socket for Banana Plugs - 4 mm
Moulded ABS Body 4 mm socket, threaded with fixing nut.

Specs

PH1046A

PH1046C

PH1046B

PH1046D

Black

Green

Red

Yellow

1

1

Code

Safety Socket for Banana Plugs - 4 mm
Safety socket 4 mm for banana plugs in improved design. Available in Black / Red / 
Yellow / Green colors.

Specs

PH1046E Socket for Banana Plugs - 4 mm2
2

Code

Banana Plugs - 4 mm
Moulded ABS Body 4 mm pin, 14 mm long spring insert. Overall length of plug 48 mm.

Specs

PH1048 Banana Plugs - 4 mm3

3

Code

Banana Plugs - 2 mm
Moulded ABS Body 2 mm pin, 10 mm long spring insert. Overall length of plug 30 mm 
for cable dia 3 mm.

Specs

PH1048A Banana Plugs - 2 mm44

Code

Stackable Banana Plugs - 2 mm
Moulded ABS Body. nickel plated, Length 27 mm.

Specs

PH1049A Stackable Plugs - 2 mm55

Code

Stackable Banana Plugs - 4 mm
Moulded ABS Body. nickel plated, Length 45 mm.

Specs

PH1049B Stackable Plugs - 4 mm6
6

Code

Safety Plugs 4mm with Rigid Sleeve
4 mm, length 54 mm beryllium copper spring nickel plated.

Specs

PH1050SP Safety Plugs 4mm with Rigid Sleeve7
7

Code
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Connecting Leads

Plugs - Transverse Hole
4 mm with screw connection for wire and 4 mm transverse hole for extra connection, 
moulded in flexible plastic.

Specs

PH1051A

PH1051B

Black

Red

1

12

2

Code

Crocodile Lead Set
The set consists of 10 leads in assorted colors, each with a plastic sleeved crocodile clip 
at both ends. Length of leads 360 mm Max. current rating 0.5A continuous.

Specs

PH1052 Crocodile Lead Set3

3

Code

Connecting Leads
Insulated with crocodile clip at both ends, for 4 mm plug.

Length Color

PH1053A

PH1053B

PH1053C

PH1053F

PH1053H

PH1053D

PH1053E

PH1053G

300 mm Black

300 mm Red

500 mm Black

1000 mm

750 mm

Red

Red

500 mm Red

1000 mm

750 mm

Black

Black

4

4

Code

Connecting Leads
Insulated with 4 mm plug at one end and crocodile clip at the other end.

Length Color

PH1054A

PH1054B

PH1054C

PH1054F

PH1054H

PH1054D

PH1054E

PH1054G

300 mm Black

300 mm Red

500 mm Black

1000 mm

750 mm

Red

Red

500 mm Red

1000 mm

750 mm

Black

Black

5

5

Code

Connecting Leads - 2 mm
Insulated with 2 mm plug at one end and crocodile clip at the other end.

Length Color

PH1054I

PH1054J

PH1054K

PH1054N

PH1054P

PH1054L

PH1054M

PH1054O

300 mm Black

300 mm Red

500 mm Black

1000 mm

750 mm

Red

Red

500 mm Red

1000 mm

750 mm

Black

Black

6

6

Code
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Connecting Leads

Connecting Leads - 4 mm
Insulated 4 mm plug at both ends.

Length Color

PH1055A

PH1055B

PH1055C

PH1055F

PH1055H

PH1055D

PH1055E

PH1055G

300 mm Black

300 mm Red

500 mm Black

1000 mm

750 mm

Red

Red

500 mm Red

1000 mm

750 mm

Black

Black

1

1

Code

Connecting Leads - 2 mm
Connecting Leads with 2 mm stackable plug at both ends. The plugs have nickel 
plated split hollow pins and are connected by high quality flexible wire.

Length Color

PH1055I

PH1055J

PH1055K

PH1055N

PH1055L

PH1055M

PH1055O

150 mm Black

150 mm Red

150 mm Yellow

300 mm Yellow

300 mm Black

300 mm

300 mm

Red

Blue

2

2

Code

Connecting Leads - 4 mm
Connecting Leads with 4 mm stackable plug at both ends. The plugs have nickel 
plated split hollow pins and are connected by high quality flexible wire.

Length Color

PH1055P

PH1055Q

PH1055R

PH1055U

PH1055S

PH1055T

PH1055V

150 mm Black

150 mm Red

150 mm Yellow

300 mm Yellow

300 mm Black

300 mm

300 mm

Red

Blue

3

3

Code

Connecting Leads - Stackable
Connecting Leads with 4 mm stackable safety plug at both ends. The plugs have nickel 
plated split hollow pins and are connected by high quality flexible wire. Maximum 
Current 12A

Length Color

PH1055W

PH1055X

PH1055Y

PH1055AB

PH1055Z

PH1055AA

PH1055AC

150 mm Black

150 mm Red

150 mm Yellow

300 mm Yellow

300 mm Black

300 mm

300 mm

Red

Blue

4

4

Code
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Simple Circuit Modules

LED Boards
Large light emitting diodes with series resistor of 220 ohms for p.d’s of upto 6V.

Specs

PH1056A

PH1056B

Red

Green

1

1

Code

Resistor
As shown, fitted with 4mm plugs.

Specs

PH1056C Resistor2

2

Code

Light Dependent Resistor Board
An ORP13 light dependent resistor, fully covered resistor of 10 ohms. In normal room 
conditions resistance of 250 ohms approx.

Specs

PH1056D Light Dependent Resistor3

3

Code

Light Dependent Resistor Board
Single pole double throw switch on base, as shown.

Specs

PH1056E Single Pole Double Throw Switch4

4

Code

Push Switch
On base, as on/off push button switch.

Specs

PH1056F Push Switch5

5

Code

Motor
On base. A low-voltage d.c. motor with series resistor to limit current consumption.

Specs

PH1056G Motor6

6

Code

These modules can be used to construct simple circuits of the type normally implemented on, for example a Worcester Circuit Board. Very useful for 
younger pupils to learn more applications of circuits and devices. The modules are having 4mm plug connections.

Simple Circuit Modules
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Reed Relay
A current through the coil produces magnetism to cause the reed to switch another 
circuit. The reed contacts are protected from short circuit damaged by low value series 
resistor.

Specs

PH1056J Reed Relay3

3

Code

Buzzer
On base. a low current buzzer of 2mA approx. capacity.

Specs

PH1056H Buzzer1

1

Code

Reed Switch
A heavy duty on/off reed switch fitted on base as shown.

Specs

PH1056I Reed Switch2

2

Code

Relay NAND Gate
On base, as shown.

Specs

PH1056K Relay NAND Gate4

4

Code

Lamp Holder
4.5V / 0.3A bulb in a holder.

Specs

PH1056L Lamp Holder

Code

Thermistor Unit
Fitted on base, as shown.

Specs

PH1056M Thermistor Unit5

5

Code

Simple Circuit Modules
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Electricity Kits

1

2

Economy Electricity Kit
Ideal for introductory electronics. A basic assortment of circuit components including:
•	10 pcs. MES Lamp holders
•	10 pcs. MES Bulb
•	1 pc. 6V Buzzer with connecting leads
•	1 pc. Electric Motor, 3-6 V
•	5 pcs. DPDT Slide Switch
•	3 pcs. 1.5V Cell Holder
•	10 pcs. Crocodile Leads

Specs

PH1057 Economy Electricity Kit1

Code

Electricity Kit
The perfect starter set to conduct numerous physics experiments, specifically electricity 
and magnetism. Set includes 37 pieces, batteries not included.
Single Cell Holder Stackable - 2, Red & Black crocodile Lead 30cm - 3, Red & Black 
Banana Plug Lead 30cm - 2, Resistance 5Ω 1/4W - 1, Resistance 10Ω 1/4W - 1, 
Rheostat on Base - 2, Bulb Holder on Base - 2, Push Switch on Base - 2, Volt meter - 1, 
Ammeter - 1, Electroscope - 1, Silk Cloth - 1,  PVC Rod - 2,  Acrylic Strip - 1, Electrolysis 
Apparatus - 1, Cupric Sulfate 10gm - 1, L Base - 1, Support Rod for L base - 1, 
Rectangular coil of wire - 1, Bar Magnet - 1, Electromagnet U-Form with Keeper - 1, U 
Magnet - 1, Electro Bar Magnet - 1, Iron Filling 10 gm - 1, Stand Magnetic needle - 1, 
Magnetic needle 62mm - 1, Microfine Wire 5" - 5

Specs

ELEM2 Electricity Kit2

Code

3

Basic Electricity Kit
The Basic Electricity Kit has been designed as a low-cost, attractive and flexible 
alternative to the ‘circuit-board’ approach to pupil investigations into simple circuits. 
Each component such as a switch, rheostat, bulb holders etc., is mounted on its own 
individual plastic panel with 4mm sockets. The panels are then formed into circuits by 
connecting them together using 4 mm stackable leads.

Because this is ‘real circuit making’ the equipment will find users throughout secondary 
school science curricula. Each kit is supplied in two polystyrene trays which keep the 
units organized. Supplied with manual.

Components
•	12 pcs. cell holders (without batteries)
•	4 pcs. electrode holders l12 pcs. 4 mm leads red 10 cm
•	12 pcs. 4 mm leads black 10 cml4 pcs. 4 mm leads red 25 cm
•	4 pcs. 4 mm leads black 25 cm l1 sheet copper foil 150x150 mm
•	8 pcs. crocodile clips l1 teachers book
•	4 pcs. changeover switches l40 pcs. bulbs (4.5V, 0.3A)
•	12 pcs. carbon rods l50 m copper wire bare 20 swg
•	50 g ‘Eureka’ wire bare 34 swg l50 m insulated copper wire
•	4 pcs. universal clips l2 pcs. polystyrene storage trays
•	2 pupils books l20 pcs. bulb holders
•	8 pcs. soft iron rods l4 pcs. silicon diodes
•	4 pcs. fixed resistors l8 pcs. push switches
•	4 pcs. rheostat units l1 pack steel wool

Specs

BKEPH2010 Basic Electricity Kit3

Code

NEW
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Elementary Basic Electricity Kit
An introductory circuit kit for children with work cards covering the following topics:
•	Lighting a lamp
•	lUsing a switch
•	lLamps in series and parallel
•	lConductors and insulators
•	lHeat from electricity
•	lUsing motors
•	lA model house
•	lMaking an electromagnet
•	lA quiz for three or four people

Components are mounted on bright blue bases, each with two 4 mm sockets.
Components: 6 cell holders, 6 bulb holders, 6 bulbs, 3 on/off switches, 2 two-way 
switches, buzzer, motor, reel of nichrome wire, 10 crocodile leads. Supplied with 
manual.

Specs

BKEPH2014 Elementary Basic Electricity Kit

Code

Spare components for above

Specs

BKE1

BKE3

BKE5

BKE7

BKE9

BKE2

BKE4

BKE6

BKE8

BKE10

Bulb Holder

Rheostat

Universal Clip

Changeover Switch

Mounted Buzzer

Cell Holder

Push Switch

Electrode Holder

Mounted Motor

Spare Carbon Electrode

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10
1111

Code

Primary Basic Electricity Kit
Designed as a resource for the teaching of introductory electricity, these kits include 
well structured instructional material and robust components mounted on tough, plastic 
bases, each with two 4mm sockets. The panels are formed into circuits by connecting 
them together using 4 mm stackable leads. Kit A is for a group of up to 6 students, 
while Kit B contains additional items and consumables which could be issued by 
teachers are required. Only one Kit B would be needed by a class.

A Teacher’s Manual is included in Kit A which introduces each items of equipment 
and a range of tasks and investigations. Topics covered are bulbs and cells, switches, 
electromagnets, motors and buzzers.

Specs

BKEPH2011

BKEPH2012

Components of Kit A: 6 cell holders (without cells), 6 
bulbs in holders, 3 press switches, 3 two-way switches, 18 
connecting leads, Primary Electricity Kit booklet.

Components of Kit B: 20 replacement bulbs, 4 variable 
resistors, 3 motors, 3 buzzers, 2 electrodes holders, 3 
diodes, 3 fixed resistors, 4 universal clips with 8 crocodile 
clips, 6 steel rods, 6 carbon rods, reel of plastic coated 
wire. Supplied with manual.

1

1

Code

Electricity Kits
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Wires

1

Copper Wire - Bare

Dia. in mm Nearest s.w.g. Mass per reel

PH1058A

PH1058C

PH1058E

PH1058G

PH1058I

PH1058B

PH1058D

PH1058F

PH1058H

PH1058J

2.09 14 500 g

1.22 18 250 g

0.71 22 250 g

0.45 26 250 g

0.31 30 250 g

1.63 16 500 g

0.91 20 250 g

0.56 24 250 g

0.38 28 250 g

0.27 32 250 g

1

Code

4

Eureka/constantan Wire - Bare
A copper nickel alloy of low temperature coefficient suitable for resistance coils etc

Dia. in mm Nearest s.w.g. Mass per reel

PH1066A

PH1066C

PH1066E

PH1066G

PH1066I

PH1066B

PH1066D

PH1066F

PH1066H

PH1066J

1.63 16 125 g

0.91 20 125 g

0.55 24 125 g

0.38 28 125 g

0.27 32 125 g

1.22 18 125 g

0.71 22 125 g

0.45 26 125 g

0.31 30 125 g

0.24 34 125 g

4

Code

3

Nichrome Wire - Bare

Dia. in mm Nearest s.w.g. Mass per reel

PH1064A

PH1064C

PH1064E

PH1064G

PH1064H

PH1064I

PH1064B

PH1064D

PH1064F

1.22 18 125 g

0.71 22 125 g

0.45 26 125 g

0.31

0.27

0.24

30

32

34

125 g

125 g

125 g

0.91 20 125 g

0.56 24 125 g

0.38 28 125 g

3

Code

2

Copper Wire
This is general-purpose high conductivity annealed copper wire with a thin coating of 
tough flexible insulating plastic 26 SWG. Supplied in reel of 45 m.

Specs

PH1059 Copper Wire2

Code
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Worcester Circuit Board Kit & Soldering Iron

Wire Box
A Set of different wire spools for lab.

Specs

PH1067 Wire Box2

2

Code

Wire Flexible
Multistrand copper, PVC insulated to carry 5 amps, supplied in multiples of 10 meters.

Specs

PH1068 Wire Flexible3

3

Code

Soldering Wire
Used for soldering, pack of 100 g, Lead free.

Specs

PH1072F Soldering Wire5

5

Code

Soldering Flux Paste
For applying on the surfaces to be soldered. Pack of 50 g.

Specs

PH1072G Soldering Flux Paste6

6

Code

Soldering Iron
With wooden / bakelite handle, lightweight body, element tested for high insulation, 
with long life pencil bit.

Specs

PH1070A

PH1070B

PH1070C

25 Watts

65 Watts

125 Watts

4

4

Code

1

Worcester Circuit Board Kit
Kit consists of baseboard terminals, set of metal connection pillars and a number 
of clip-on connections strip and accessories units, enable a variety of circuits to be 
constructed quickly. Supplied with all accessories, without cells. Operating instructions 
provided.

Specs

PH1301 Worcester Circuit Board Kit1

Code
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Wire Strippers

Wire Stripper – Executive
Multi gauge wire stripper & cutter with comfortable vinyl grips. Screw adjuster to 
preset wire size for removing the insulation. Made of high grade alloy steel. Length 
130 mm.

Specs

PH1072I Wire Stripper – Executive1

1

Code

Wire Stripper & Cutter - Super
Heavy duty wire stripper and cutter with dial adjuster to preset wire size for removing 
insulation. Strips and cuts heavy electrical and cable wires. Length 165 mm.

Specs

PH1072K Plier - Stripper – Cutter - ECO2 2

Code

Extension Cord
With handle and switch light, one 3 pin socket, three 2 pin sockets, 6 amp 220 volts 
Length 4 m.

Specs

PH1072M Extension cord4
4

Code

Tool Kit
Consists of 6” slip joint pliers, 6.5” long nose pliers, 6” adjustable wrench, screwdriver 
set featuring slotted bits, phillips bits and nut drivers.

Specs

PH1072P Tool Kit7

7

Code

Wire Stripper & Cutter - Dlx
Self adjusting tools for stripping the wire without damaging the inner core. Strips and 
cuts wire from 0.2 to 6 mm Suitable for electronics, industrial, aviation automobiles 
and domestic use. Length 175 mm.

Specs

PH1072L Wire Stripper & Cutter - Dlx3
3

Code

Screwdriver
Slotted screwdrivers with durable plastic handle.

Specs

PH1072N

PH1072O

Screwdriver - 75 mm long x 2 mm head

Screwdriver - 125 mm long x 4 mm head

5

5

6

6
Code
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Inductors - Resistors

Inductors
Sturdy epoxy-molded axial inductors having tolerance of +10%.

Value Pack

PH1073A

PH1073B

PH1073C

PH1073F

PH1073I

PH1073D

PH1073E

PH1073H

PH1073G

PH1073J

1.0 μH each

6.8 μH each

10 μH each

100 μH

100 mH

each

each

22 μH each

68 μH

10 mH

1 mH

1 H

each

each

each

each

1

1

Code

Resistors
Quality carbon resistors for electrical experiments and general wiring in the laboratory. 
10Ω, 2Ω, 5Ω and 100Ω resistors are wire wound.

Ohms Watts Pack

PH1073K

PH1073M

PH1073O

PH1073Q

PH1073S

PH1073U

PH1073L

PH1073N

PH1073P

PH1073R

PH1073T

PH1073V

10 ½ 10

100 ½ 10

220 ½ 10

1K ½ 10

10

5

½

½

5

5

68 ½ 10

150 ½ 10

470 ½ 10

2.2K ½ 10

2

100

½

½

5

5

2

2

Code

Capacitors
Capacitors are polarized with tolerances of + 10%.

Max. Volts Capacitance Pack

PH1073W

PH1073Y

PH1073AA

PH1073AC

PH1073AE

PH1073AG

PH1073X

PH1073Z

PH1073AB

PH1073AD

PH1073AF

25 1 μF 10

25 22 μF 10

25 47 μF 10

25 220 μF 10

25

25

470 μF

2200 μF

10

5

25 10 μF 10

25 33 μF 10

25 100 μF 10

25 330 μF 10

25 1000 μF 5

3

3

Code
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Electricity - Meters

Moving Coil Meters DC
Moving Coil Meters DC
Clear acrylic front cover, fully enclosed economically priced and offer + 2.5% 
accuracy. Scale length 60 mm. Overall size 125 x 90 x 85 mm with zero adjustment 
and connection terminals.

Specs

PH1074B

PH1079

PH1080H

PH1074A4

PH1080C1

PH10824

PH1074A2

PH1080B

PH10822

PH1076A2

PH1080D

PH1084B

PH1078B

PH1080F

PH1084D

PH1074A1

PH1080A

PH10821

PH1076A1

PH1080C2

PH1084A

PH1074A3

PH1080C

PH10823

PH1078A

PH1080E

PH1084C

PH1078C

PH1080G

PH1084E

Ammeter DC 0 - 1 A, 0 - 5A (Dual

  50mA, 500mA, 5A (Triple)

  0 - 3 V, 0-15 V, 0-300 V (Triple)

  0 - 10 A

  0 - 3 V ; 0 - 15 V (Dual)

  0 - 500 mV

  0 - 3 A

  0 - 5 V; 0 - 10 V (Dual)

  0 - 150 mV

  0 - 500 mA

  0 - 3 V

  35 - 0 - 35 mV Sensitivity 1mV/Div.

  0 - 500 μA

  0 - 10 V

  30 - 0 - 30

  0 - 1 A

Voltmeter  DC 0 - 5 V, 0 - 15 V (Dual)

Millivoltmeter  DC 0 - 100 mV

Milliammeter  DC 0 - 100 mA

  0 - 300 V

Galvanometer  DC 1 - 0 - 1 mA

  0 - 5 A

  0 - 15 V

  0 - 250 mV

Microammeter DC-20-0-100mA

        (internal resistance 2000W)

  0 - 5 V

  3.5 - 0 - 3.5 mA

  Sensitivity 0.1mA/Div.

  0 - 100 μA

  0 - 3 V, 0-15 V, 0-30 V (Triple)

  500 - 0 - 500 μA

1

2

3
3

2

1

Code

Regular shipments
across the Globe
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Electricity Meters & Ohm’s Law Apparatus

Galvanometer
Moving Coil Meters DC Clear acrylic front cover, fully enclosed economically priced 
and offer + 2.5% accuracy. This galvanometer can be converted into any type of 
Ammeter / Voltmeter using shunts. Overall size 125 x 90 x 85 mm.

Specs

PH1085 20 - 0 - 100 mA Resistance 1000 Ω1

1

Code

Digi Read School Meter with Shunts
This digital bench meter is very robust & simple to use, can be easily converted to DC 
Voltmeter or DC Ammeter. Supplied with changing shunts of 20V & 10A. 9V Battery 
Included.

Specs

DIGIMT2 Digi Read School Meter with Shunts5
5

Code

Dual Student Ammeter & Voltmeter
This dual purpose bench meter offers an analogue quadruple range. A slide selector 
for amps / volts automatically selects internal shunting, indicating whether on amps or 
volts reading and secures the input sockets from the possibility of incorrect connection. 
Input is made via a dual 4 mm or terminal type connection and zeroing is achieved by 
the screw adjustment on the front of the meter.
DCA 100 mA - 100 mA - 1A - 5A
DCV 100 mV - 1V - 10V - 50 V + 5%

Specs

PH1103 Dual Student Ammeter & Voltmeter6

6 Code

Digital Meters
Portable type, having large display of 3½ digits, type LCD, power 9 Volts battery, 
accuracy +1 digit. Battery included.
DC voltage ranges : 0 - 19.9 V - 20 V
DC current ranges : 0 - 10 Amp.
Size : 140 x 100 x 100mm

Specs

PH1102A

PH1102B

Digital Voltmeter 0 - 19.9 V

Digital Ammeter 0 - 10 A

3

3

4
4

Code

Shunt
For use with Galvanometer as per cat. no. PH1085.

Specs

PH1099A

PH1099C

PH1099E

PH1099B

PH1099D

PH1099F

PH1099G

0.1 mA

1 A - 5 A

10 V

100 mA

1 V

50V

1 V / 5 V

2

2

Code
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Multi Range Meters

Ohm’s Meter
Ohm’s meter is designed for measuring the resistance in electric circuits. It is housed 
in unbreakable case with front clear cover. The dry battery cell is fixed to stand from 
the bottom side.
Size : 140 x 100 x 100mm

Specs

PH1106A

PH1106B

SHUNT Type 0 - 2 kΩ

SERIES Type 0 - 100Ω

2

2

Code

Moving Coil Multirange Meter
For DC & AC current and voltage. The operation of these meters depend on the 
reaction of the current circulating in the moving coil and a field of a fixed permanent 
magnet. Considering the operational nature and design of these instruments , the scale 
is linear. Since the direction of the movement rotation depends on the direction of the 
current flow ( polarity) in the circuit. The moving coil multirange meter can be used 
on direct current circuit and also alternating current with a suitable rectifier inserted 
in the circuit.
Accuracy  DC + 2 F. S. D.
  AC + 2.5 F. S. D.
Scale Length  85 mm Approx with knife edge pointer and anti parallel mirror 
  scale
Dial Size   80 x 100 mm rectangular
Overall Size  190 x 125 x 85 mm Approx.

Specs

PH1108A

PH1108B

Moving Coil Multirange Meter - Voltmeter

DC - AC Volt Meter Ranges

0 - 1 - 10 - 30 - 100 -300 - 500 Volts

Moving Coil Multirange Meter - Ammeter

DC - AC Ammeter Ranges

0 - 10 mA, 100 mA, 300 mA, 1A, 3A, 5A

4

4

5

5

Code

Demonstration Meter
These meters are developed to teach easily constructional features of permanent 
magnet moving coil type. Movement is fitted in transparent wooden box and internal 
electrical connection are made visible. These meters can be used for demonstration 
and also for actual measurements. Accuracy Class : 2.5 Scale Length : 110 ± 2 mm 
Overall size : 80 x 100 x 190 mm approx.

Specs

PH1105 Demonstration Meter1

1

Code

Ohm’s Law Apparatus
With this simple apparatus the very fundamental Ohm’s Law of interdependence of 
current, voltage & resistance can be demonstrated effectively. The apparatus has a 
DC Voltmeter, DC Current meter & a low wattage built in rheostat. The DC Voltage is 
connected from outside at the appropriable sockets & the resistive load is connected 
outside. Measuring the Values of Voltage (V) & Current (I) on the meters & the value of 
external resistance connected.
The Ohm’s Law Current (I) =   Voltage (V)
   Resistance (R)
Can be verified using different set of V & R.

Specs

PH1107 Ohm’s Law Apparatus3

3

Code
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Demonstration Meters

Demonstration Meter Interscale
Housed in a ABS plastic case 300 x 150 x 300 mm with glass front and rear. Moving 
coil type with accuracy of ± 2.5%. Basic sensitivity of meter is 5 mA, 100 mV f.s.d. 
The meter can be used to demonstrate the working principle of AC or DC ammeters or 
voltmeters with the interchangeable plastic scales. DIFFERENT DIALS ARE AVAILABLE 
AS PER CAT. NO. PH-1118.

Specs

PH1116 Demonstration Meter Interscale1

1

Code

Demonstration Meter - Multi Range
Same as per cat. no. 1116 sizes are same but meter is supplied with extended range 
box which allows one scale to be used for different ranges.

Specs

PH1116A Demonstration Meter - Multi range33

Code

Dials - Interchangeable
For use with PH - 1116. Each dial comprises a laminated plastic panel 315 x 115 mm 
with a sealed moulded box at one end which contains the shunt or voltage multiplier 
appropriate to the scale.

Dial Range Input

PH1118A

PH1118G

PH1118B

PH1118H

PH1118B1

PH1118I

PH1118D1

PH1118J

PH1118F1

PH1118M

PH1118C

PH1118I1

PH1118D

PH1118I2

PH1118F

PH1118L

PH1118E

PH1118K

PH1118F2

PH1118N

PH1118O

2.5 - 0 - 2.5 mA

0 - 15 V

DC Current

DC Voltage

0 - 10 mA

5 - 0 - 5 V

DC Current

DC Voltage

0 - 50 mA

0 - 10 mA

DC Current

AC Current

0 - 5 A

0 - 1 A

0 - 5 V

0 - 300 V

DC Voltage

AC Current

DC Voltage

AC Voltage

0 - 100 mA

0 - 50 mA

DC Current

AC Current

0 - 1 A

0 - 100 mA

0 - 1 V

0 - 15 V

0 - 10 A

0 - 5 A

0 - 10 V

0 - 100 mV

0 - 500 mV

DC Current

AC Current

DC Voltage

AC Voltage

DC Voltage

AC Current

DC Voltage

DC Voltage

DC Voltage

2

2

Code
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Multimeters - Digital

Spot Reflecting Galvanometer
Suitable for Industrial Kelvin Double Bridge and Senior Kelvin Double Bridge. 
Galvanometer Resistance 125 ohms Nominal, Sensitivity 15mm scale division per 
micro amp., time period 2 second, critical damping resistance 1000 ohms and working 
voltage is 230 Volts. AC. 50 Hz.

Specs

PH1118J-GAL Spot Reflecting Galvanometer1

1

Code

Multimeter Demonstration Board
This simple Multimeter demo board explains the complex working of Multimeter in a 
very simple/effective way & can be demonstrated practically with almost using very 
few components such as variable resistances & few resistors as per the calculations, 
to control the current flow. With this demo trainer we can learn how the Multimeter 
works & how AC/DC voltage & current is measured. The resistance measurement can 
also be demonstrated.

Specs

PH1120 Multimeter Demonstration Board2

2

Code

Digital Multimeter Model M-830D
D.C. Voltage   200 mV - 1000 V ± 0.5% ± 2 digit
A.C. Voltage   200 V - 750 V ± 1.2% ± 10 digit
D.C. Current   200 μA - 10A ± 1% ± 2 digit
Resistance   200 Ohms - 2000 kohms ± 1.2% ± 8 digit
Max. Display   1999
Display size   16 x 48 mm, 3½ digit LCD
Range    Manual
Transistor Test   Yes
Diode Measurement  Yes
Continuity Test   Yes
Accessories   Battery, Testing leads with Instruction Manual,
   CE-marked

Specs

PH1121A Digital Multimeter Model M-830D3

3

Code

Digital Multimeter Model M-830L
D.C. Voltage   200 mV - 600 V ± 0.5% ± 2 digit
A.C. Voltage   200 V - 600 V ± 1.2% ± 10 digit
D.C. Current   200 μA - 10 A ± 1% ± 2 digit
Resistance   200 Ohms - 2 MOhms ± 0.8% ± 2 digit
Transistor Test   NPN & PNP Range 0 - 1000
Test Voltage   VCE - 3V
Display Size   15 mm High LCD , 3½ digit, 7 Segments
Diode Test   Yes
Continuity Test   Yes
Fuse Protection   F 200mA / 250 Volts
Accessories   Battery, Testing leads with Instruction Manual,
   CE-marked

Specs

PH1121B Digital Multimeter Model M-830L4
4

Code
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Resistance Box

Digital Multimeter Model M-3900
D.C. Voltage   200 mV - 1000 V ± 0.5% ± 1 digit
A.C. Voltage   2 V - 750 V ± 0.8% ± 3 digit
D.C. Current   200 μA - 10A ± 0.5% ± 1 digit
Resistance   200 Ohms - 20 MOhms ± 0.8% ± 1 digit
Max. Display   1999
Display size   25 x 60 mm, 3½ digit LCD
Range    Manual
Transistor Test   Yes
Diode Measurement  Yes
Continuity Test   Yes
Accessories   Battery, Testing leads with Instruction Manual,
   CE-marked

Specs

PH1121C Digital Multimeter Model M-93A1

1

Code

Resistance Box - Single Dial
This single decade resistance box is available in 10 steps. All the resistance used are 
of MFR type & are +1% accurate & 1W.
Size : 13 x 8 x 6 cm.

Specs

PH1127A

PH1127C

PH1127E

PH1127B

PH1127D

PH1127F

PH1127G

0.1 Ω - 1 Ω in steps of 0.1 Ω

10 Ω - 100 Ω in steps of 10 Ω

1 KΩ - 10 KΩ in steps of 1 KΩ

1 Ω - 10 Ω in steps of 1 Ω

100 Ω -1000 Ω in steps of 100 Ω

10 KΩ - 100 KΩ in steps of 10 KΩ

100 KΩ - 1 MΩ in steps of 100 KΩ

2

2

Code

Resistance Box - Plug Type
For accurate work, in moulded box, ohms mentioned on panel. Split brass contact 
blocks hold precision cut, interchangeable plug having moulded black fluted tops. 
Coils of constantan wire, double silk covered are wound co-efficient. Accuracy ± 0.1%.

Range in Ohms Total Ohms No. of Coils

PH1130A

PH1130C

PH1130E

PH1130B

PH1130D

PH1130F

1-50 110 8

1-500 1110 12

1-5000 11110 16

1-100 210 9

1-1000 2110 13

1-10000 21110 17

3

3

Code
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Resistance Box - Decade

Decade Resistance Box - 4 Decade
This decade resistance substitution box provides 4 decade ranges as given below and 
total value 0 to 11110Ω with a resolution of 1Ω . Each decade is selected using rotary 
switch. All resistance values are of ±1% tolerance and of 2 watts maximum ratings.
(i) 1 - 10 Ohms in steps of 1 Ohm
(ii) 10 - 100 Ohms in steps of 10 Ohm
(iii) 100 - 1000 Ohms in steps of 100 Ohms
(iv) 1K - 10 Kohms in steps of 1K
Size : 20 x 12.5 x 5 cm

Specs

PH1133A4 Decade Resistance Box - 4 Decade1 1

Code

Decade Resistance Box - 6 Decade
This decade resistance substitution box provides 6 decade ranges as given below and 
total value 0 to 1111110Ω with a resolution of 1Ω . Each decade is selected using rotary 
switch. All resistance values are of ± 1% tolerance and of 1 watts maximum ratings.
(i) 1 - 10 Ohms in steps of 1 Ohm
(ii) 10 - 100 Ohms in steps of 10 Ohm
(iii) 100 - 1000 Ohms in steps of 100 Ohms
(iv) 1 K - 10 Kohms in steps of 1K
(v) 10 K - 100 Kohms in steps of 10 K
(vi) 100 K - 1000 Kohms in steps of 100 K
Size : 20 x 12.5 x 5 cm

Specs

PH1133A-N8 Decade Resistance Box - 6 Decade2

2Code

Decade Resistance Box - 7 Decade
An high quality tool, this decade resistance substitution box provides seven decade 
ranges from 0 to 11111110Ω. Each decade is selected by a rotary switch. All resistance 
values are ± 1% with a rating of 1W maximum per range. Two tapped points are 
provided for output. Size 25 x 18 x 5 cm, box made of ABS, with safety sockets.

Specs

PH1133A7PL Decade Resistance Box - 7 decade3

3

Code

Decade Resistance Box - 7 Decade
This is an ideal portable resistance box housed in a metal box, which provides 
resistance from 1 Ohms to 11.111110 Mohms. It is built in solid metallic body. Total 
value as well as individual values are available at all levels. All the resistances are of 
± 1% tolerance & are of 1 watt capacity.
Seven available ranges are as under
1. 1 to 10 Ohms in steps of 1 Ohms
2. 10 to 100 Ohms in steps of 10 Ohms
3. 100 to 1000 Ohms in steps of 100 Ohms
4. 1kΩ to 10kΩ in steps of 1kΩ
5. 10kΩ to 100kΩ in steps of 10kΩ
6. 100kΩ to 1000 kΩ in steps of 100kΩ
7. 1 Mega Ohm to 10 Mega Ohms in steps of 1 Mega Ohms
Total Vol. 11.111110 Mega Ohms

Specs

PH1133A7 Resistance Box - 7 Decade4

4

Code

An easy to use, multiple value resistances with 4mm sockets. Decade Resistance Boxes are best in any electronics laboratory and ideal for
testing circuits with different resistances. ABS housing case allows an easy reading of resistance value and easy changing of resistance values
without having to remove them from the circuits. All resistance values are of ± 1% tolerance and of 1 watts maximum ratings.

Decade Resistance Box
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Resistance Box - Decade

1

Resistance Boxes
This resistance box provides 10 standard identical values each of 10 Ohms, 2 watts. 
These resistances are of ± 1% tolerance. The beautiful feature of this simple R. Box 
is that many different combinations can be made using these values in series or in 
parallel or in both ways. Hence this provides a very good learning technique making 
different combination to obtains the desired value. Size : 20 x 12.5 x 4 cm.

Specs

PH1133RB Resistance Box1

Code

2

Resistance Coils Mounted
A quality unit for your experiments, coiled around a divided wooden spool are 4 
lengths of copper wire (22 gauge, 10m long; 22 gauge, 20m long; 28 gauge, 10m 
long and 28 gauge, 20m long) and 1 length of copper-nickel wire (22 gauge, 10m 
long). The spool is mounted on a lightweight base with 6 binding posts. Labels indicate 
each wire’s type, length and gauge. To measure resistance, connect the mounted 
coils to your Wheatstone bridge, digital ohmmeter or multimeter that measures ohms. 
Computations are simplified thanks to the coils’ 2:1 length ratios.

Specs

PH1141A Resistance Coils Mounted2

Code

3

Resistance Substitution Box
This resistance substitution box has 12 different values 100 Ω, 220 Ω, 470 Ω, 1 KΩ, 
2.2 KΩ, 4.7 KΩ, 10 KΩ, 22 KΩ, 47 KΩ 100 KΩ, 220 KΩ, 470 KΩ. All values are in + 
1% tolerance & all the resistance are of 1watt rating.
Size : 13 x 8 x 6 cm.

Specs

PH1128 Resistance Substitution Box3

Code

4

Resistor Set - High Power Set/7
Resistors are mounted in case, each individual terminated to 4 mm banana sockets. 
Resistors can be connected & interconnected directly into circuits with 4 mm plugs. 
Values are
(i) 10 ohm 2 watt    (v) 220 ohm 2 watt
(ii) 22 ohm 2 watt    (vi) 470 ohm 2 watt
(iii) 47 ohm 2 watt    (vii) 1000 ohm 2 watt
(iv) 100 ohm 2 watt
Accuracy + 5%. 12 volts power supply can be applied to any resistor without 
overloading or damaging.

Specs

PH1129 Resistor Set4

Code

5

Bridge Rectifier
Consists of four diodes connected in a bridge circuit. The most common application of 
this circuit is the conversion of alternating current (AC) input into direct current (DC) 
output. The unit has a circuit diagram printed so that student may gain an appreciation 
of the importance of diodes and how they can rectify alternating current to direct 
current. Available in three current ratings. Size : 13 x 8 x 4 cm.

Specs

PH1134CN8 5 Amp / 100 V5

Code
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Capacitance Box - Decade

2

Condenser Box
Built on 8” x 5” Plastic Box. This condenser box provides different values of Electrolytic 
capacitors ranging from 1μfd to 10μfd/35V. All these capacitors are of ± 10% tolerance 
and are of 63 volts working voltage.

Specs

PH1136 Condenser Box2

Code

Capacitance Box
This is a very handy capacitance box which provides normally usable. Electrolytic 
Capacitors of Six different values.
•	1μfd - 35V DC Max.

•	10 μfd - 35V DC Max.

•	22μfd - 35V DC Max.

•	47μfd - 35V DC Max.

•	100μfd - 35V DC Max.

•	220μfd - 35V DC Max.

All these capacitors are of ± 10% tolerance & are of 35V working voltage.

Specs

PH1137 Capacitance Substitution Box3
3

Code

Capacitance Substitution Box
Capacitor Box, using 1 rotary dial with 12 steps. Various capacitors are selected one 
by one. Useful for general purpose electronic work. The unit has an easily selectable 
range of 12 preferred capacitors from 100 pF to 1 mFd. The individual values are 100 
pF, 220 pF, 470 pF, 2.2 nF, 4.7 nF, 10 nF, 22 nF, 47 nF, 100 nF, 220 nF, 470 nF and 
1mFd. All values of + 10% Accuracy and of 63V ratings.
Size : 13 x 8 x 6 cm.

Specs

PH1138 Capacitance Substitution Box4
4

Code

1

Decade Capacitance Box
All accurate capacitors to serve as laboratory standard, very useful in resonance 
timing / wave shaping / oscillator experiments, ± 10% accuracy. Voltage range 63 V. 
Size : 13 x 8 x 6 cm.

Specs

PH1135N8A

PH1135N8C

PH1135N8E

PH1135N8B

PH1135N8D

PH1135N8F

PH1135N8G

10 - 100 pf in steps of 10 pf

1 - 10 kpf in steps of 1 kpf

0.1 - 1 μfd in steps of 0.1 μfd

100 - 1000 pf in steps of 100 pf

10 - 100 kpf in steps of 10 kpf

1 - 10 μfd in steps of 1 μfd

10 - 100 μfd in steps of 10 μfd1

Code
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Housed in box with dial and knob fitted with 4 mm output sockets.

Inductance Boxes

Inductance Box - Decade & Resistance Coils

Decade Inductance Box - 3 Decade
(i) 1 mH to 10 mH in steps of 1 mH
(ii) 10 mH to 100 mH in steps of 10 mH
(iii) 100 mH to 1000 mH in steps of 100 mH
Accuracy ±10 to ±20%.

Standard Resistance Coils - High Current
Having terminals, Each coil is non-inductively wound on insulated bobbins with 
constantan wire, enclosed in plastic case. Accuracy +0.1%.

Decade Inductance Box - 7 Decade
(i) 1 μH to 10 μH in steps of 1 μH
(ii) 10 μH to 100 μH in steps of 10 μH
(iii) 100 mH to 1 mH in steps of 100 mH
(iv) 1 mH to 10 mH in steps of 1 mH
(v) 10 mH to 100 mH in steps of 10 mH
(vi) 100 mH to 1 H in steps of 100 mH
(vii) 1 H to 10 H in steps of 1 H
Accuracy ±10 to ±20%.

Resistance Coils
Non-inductively wound with double silk covered constantan coils on plastic rod 
enclosed in transparent plastic tube with two terminal and values figured. Accuracy 
±1%.

Specs

Specs Specs

Specs

Specs

PH1135E

PH1142A PH1142F

PH1142C PH1142H

PH1142E

PH1142B PH1142G

PH1142D PH1142I

PH1135F

PH1140A

PH1140C

PH1140E

PH1140G

PH1140B

PH1140D

PH1140F

PH1140H

Decade Inductance Box - 3 Decade

0.1 Ω 10 Ω

1 Ω 50 Ω

5 Ω

0.5 Ω 20 Ω

2 Ω 100 Ω

Decade Inductance Box - 7 Decade

0.5 Ω

2 Ω

10 Ω

50 Ω

1 Ω

5 Ω

20 Ω

100 Ω

1

1

4

4

2

2

3

3

Code

Code Code

Code

Code
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Resistance Units & Rheostats

Resistance Units
A range of resistance units on a high stability metal film element. Improved and less 
expensive resistance coil. Accuracy + 1 %.

Rheostats - Open type Economy
For use as series resistors or potentiometers. Open type slide wire type with a variety 
of resistance and current carrying capacity. Oxidised Constantan wire is wound on 
porcelain tube to give perfect insulation. Three 4 mm socket terminals are provided. 
Supports are made of ABS moulded. Diameter 43 mm.

Resistance Ω

Amps.

150 200 250 300

Max. Volts

Resistance in ohms

Length in mm

Max. mA

400

PH1143A

PH1144A

PH1144I

PH1143C

PH1144C

PH1144K

PH1143E

PH1144E

PH1144M

PH1143G

PH1144G

PH1144O

PH1143B

PH1144B

PH1144J

PH1143D

PH1144D

PH1144L

PH1143F

PH1144F

PH1144N

PH1143H

PH1144H

PH1144P

PH1144Q

1

8

1.6

1.5

50

2.5

75

3.5

100

0.7

4.5

125

700

6.5

175

5

5.0

1.2

4.5

89

6.5

135

9

180

1.6

11

225

320

15

315

20

3.3

0.8

11

160

16

240

22

320

100

2.3

0.5

23

400

34

600

45

800

3.0

27

400

7.0

56

1000

150

37

560

70

80

1400

2

6.5

1.4

3

64

4.4

96

6

128

1.0

7.5

160

500

10.5

220

10

4.2

1.0

8

115

12

175

16

235

2.2

20

290

220

26

405

50

2.8

0.6

15

270

22

400

29

540

200

1.8

0.4

0.3

36

660

1150

55

975

1700

74

1300

2250

5.0

36

670

10.0

92

1625

2850

100

50

930

50

128/

2275

3950

1

1

2

2

Code

Code
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Rheostats

Rheostats
Same as per Cat. No. PH1144 but diameter 56 mm.

Amps.

150 200 250 300

Resistance in ohms

Length in mm

400

PH1148A

PH1148I

PH1148C

PH1148K

PH1148E

PH1148M

PH1148G

PH1148O

PH1148B

PH1148J

PH1148D

PH1148L

PH1148F

PH1148N

PH1148H

PH1148P

PH1148Q

8.5

1.6

2

64

3

96

4.5

125

5.5

160

8

225

5.0

1.2

5.5

115

8

170

11

230

14

290

20

400

3.3

0.8

14

200

20

300

28

400

2.3

0.5

26

500

41

750

56

1000

34

500

71

1250

48

700

102

1800

6.5

1.4

3.5

82

5.5

120

7.5

160

9.5

200

13

285

4.2

1.0

10

148

15

225

20

295

25

365

35

520

2.8

0.6

18

345

28

510

38

676

1.8

0.4

0.3

47

840

1350

70

1200

2100

93

1650

2850

48

835

116

2070

3600

66

1165

160

2900

5100

1

1

Code

Rheostats - Standard
Rheostat is wound with heavily oxidised constantan wire on a vitreous enamelled steel 
tube. The tube is supported on robust diecast end stands and the heavy duty sliding 
contact is of phosphor bronze, nickel plated for corrosion resistance, 4 mm terminal 
post are fitted facilitating external connection conventional 4 mm plug.

Resistance Ω Max. Current Amps. Tube Size mm

PH1150A

PH1150C

PH1150E

PH1150I

PH1150G

PH1150K

PH1150B

PH1150D

PH1150F

PH1150J

PH1150H

PH1150L

1600 0.3 200 x 43

300 0.9 200 x 43

55

1325

8.5

37

2.3

0.5

5

3.2

300 x 43

300 x 43

200 x 43

300 x 43

600 0.6 200 x 43

135 1.4 200 x 43

16

280

2.5

4.5

4

1.2

9

9

200 x 43

300 x 43

200 x 43

300 x 43

2

2

Code
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Rheostats

Rheostat - Air Cooled
Useful for a variety of lab. demonstrations. These rheostats provide a variable 
resistance in electrical circuits. Oxidized constantan wire is wound on viterous steel 
enameled tube. Sliding contact carriage, mounted on the slide bar, carries a phosphor 
bronze contact for long life. 3 binding posts, one at each end of the winding and the 
other at the end of the slide bar for electrical connections.

Rheostats Extended Range
An extended range of rheostats differing in resistance and dimensions from the 
standard range but otherwise having the same specification as Cat. No. PH1150.

Rheostats with Protection Cover
With protected cover, newly designed, wounded with oxidised constantan wire on a 
tube. Fitted with 4 mm safety socket terminals. Resistance ± 10 % compared to nominal 
value.

Resistance Ω

Resistance Ω

Resistance Ω

Max. Current Amps.

Max. Current Amps.

Max. Current Amps.

Tube Size mm

Tube Size mm

Tube Size mm

PH1151B

PH1152B

PH1155A

PH1151D

PH1152E

PH1155C

PH1151F

PH1152I

PH1155E

PH1151C

PH1152C

PH1155B

PH1151E

PH1152F

PH1155D

PH1155F

PH1155H

PH1155I

PH1155J

PH1155G

125

10

1.8

4

300 x 43

200 x 56

36

10.5

33

3

6.5

2.2

300 x 43

300 x 43

200 x 56

11

350

100

330

5

1

1.25

0.7

300 x 43

350 x 43

200 x 56

300 x 56

56

50

10

2.3

2

5.6

300 x 43

200 x 43

300 x 56

20

33

4.2

3.1

300 x 43

300 x 56

14.2

100

80

330

1000

1000

5

1.75

2.3

0.95

0.4

0.5

350 x 43

300 x 56

400 x 43

300 x 56

200 x 56

300 x 56

1

1

2

2

3

3

Code

Code

Code
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Wheatstone Bridge

Wheatstone Bridge One Meter
This substantial bridge has broad, heavily plated brass strips mounted on polished 
hardwood base. Terminals with 4 mm sockets are provided. 24 SWG constantan wire 
is stretched along the top of a meter scale in mm and cm Supplied WITH JOCKEY. 
Dimensions 1.13 mm x 80 mm x 50 mm approx.

Specs

PH1156A

PH1156B

Wheatstone Bridge Two - Gap

Wheatstone Bridge Four - Gap1

1

Code

Potentiometer One Meter - Single Wire
Comprising 24 SWG constantan wire stretched along a meter scale, subdivided in cm 
and mm clamped to stout plated brass end plates. The terminating strips are provided 
with heavy duty 4 mm socket terminals and the whole is mounted on a polished 
hardwood baseboard. Supplied WITH JOCKEY.
Dimension 1.13 mm x 80 mm x 50 mm approx.

Specs

PH1160A

PH1160B

Potentiometer Single Wire

Potentiometer Two Wire2

2

Code

Potentiometer One Meter - Single Wire
As per Cat. No. PH1160A but on metal base.

Specs

PH1161A

PH1161B

Potentiometer Single Wire

Potentiometer Two Wire3

3

Code

Resistance Board - Metal
To investigate the relation between electric resistance and conductor section, length 
and material. 6 wires are tensed next to each other on a metal base and connected on 
both ends with 4 mm sockets. Length of wires 1 m dimensions 1065 x 90 mm
Material    Dia. mm
Constantan        1
Constantan       0.5
Constantan       0.7
Copper        0.7
Copper        0.35
Brass        0.5

Specs

PH1161C

PH1161D

Resistance Board - Metal

Resistance Board - Wooden5

5

4

4

Code

Resistance Investigation Board
A lower cost alternative to above version. This board is much smaller about 45 cm in 
length and allows to investigate resistance quantitative. Three different wire samples 
with a cross sectional area ratio of 1: 2: 4 is mounted 4 mm terminals. Other type of 
wires can be easily connected.

Specs

PH1161E Resistance Investigation Board66

Code

Current

Voltage
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Induction Coils

1

Jockey
For use with wheatstone bridge and potentiometer, with insulated handle, plated brass 
contact with 4 mm socket terminals.

Specs

PH1162 Jockey1

Code

3

Molecular Movement Tube
Straight tube filled with glass beads and mercury under high vacuum. When heated 
on spirit lamp, the glass beads give exact replica of the Brownian movements visible 
to naked eyes.

Specs

PH1184 Molecular Movement Tube3

Code

4

X-ray Tube Roentgen
For use with induction coil, with vacuum regulating device. Comprises a glass sphere 
with a concave disc electrode generating cathode rays and focusing on a tungsten 
target. These tubes produce soft X-Rays and care must be taken from over exposure. 
Dia. 80 mm.

Specs

PH1186 X-Ray Tube Roentgen4

Code

2

Induction Coil
The traditional induction coil capable of producing a spark with an input of 6 to 12 V 
DC and is therefore ideal for use with vacuum tubes, eudiometers etc. A fully adjustable 
vibrator system is incorporated and spark suppression capacitors are housed in the 
base. A pair of pointer electrodes are supplied with the instrument. Pointer electrode 
have an insulating handle for adjustment of the spark gap. Low voltage input is via a 
pair of mounted 4 mm Sockets.

Spark in mm

PH1168E

PH1168F

PH1168H

50

30

100

2

Code

NEW
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Spectrum Tubes & Holder

2

Spectrum Tube Holder
This economical special holder allows an external power source to be used for 26 cm 
long spectrum tubes. Fitted with 4 mm safety sockets on black panel. This holder is 
fitted with bosshead which allows its clamping on any laboratory stand. Stand is not 
included.

Specs

PH1197B Spectrum Tube Holder2

Code

3

Spectrum Tube Power Supply
This best seller of EISCO is now CE, CSA and CUS approved. A specially designed 
box holds 26 cm long spectrum tube firmly, preventing the user from touching the 
electrodes. The new matt black paint behind the tube eliminates the distracting ambient 
light and the soft spring action holders protects tubes from breakage.

Specs

ESRPH1197A

ESRPH1197B

Power Supply Spectrum -

Operates on 220/240 volts AC, 50/60Hz

Power Supply Spectrum

Operates on 110/120 volts AC, 60Hz

3

Code

4

Spectrum Tube Power Supply with Safety Door
Same as above power supply but fitted with safety door which is the improved version 
keeping in mind user safety. Power is supplied to the electrode only when the door is 
shut, if the unit is accidently left ON.

Specs

PH1199A

PH1199B

Power Supply Spectrum -

Operates on 220/240 volts AC, 50/60Hz

Power Supply Spectrum

Operates on 110/120 volts AC, 60Hz

4

Code

1

Spectrum Tubes
Straight form, with side electrodes and 100 mm long fine capillary in the middle. 
Length 26 cm.

Spark in mm

PH1196B-1 PH1196B-9

PH1196B-5 PH1196B-13

PH1196B-3 PH1196B-11

PH1196B-7 PH1196B-15

PH1196B-2 PH1196B-10

PH1196B-6 PH1196B-14

PH1196B-4 PH1196B-12

PH1196B-8

Oxygen Sulphur

Argon Mercury Vapour

Helium Krypton

Hydrogen Air

Neon Xenon

Carbon Dioxide Water Vapo

Nitrogen Bromine

Iodine Vapour

1

Code
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Motor Demonstration

Mechanical Effect
Cathode Rays exert a pushing effect on objects it falls on, is shown by the rotating 
vanes by the force extended by cathode rays.

Specs

PH1212 Mechanical Effect1

1

Code

Magnetic Effect Deflection
Running cathode rays are visible to naked eye by the glowing path on fluorescent 
screen. When a magnet is brought near deflecting path cathode rays is visible. 
Supplied without magnet.

Specs

PH1216 Magnetic Effect Deflection2

2

Code

Motor - Economy
This open type model is an open type simple motor for demonstration. Operates on 
4 - 9 volts DC. Fitted on moulded ABS base of size 10 x 10 cm approx.

Specs

PH1228 Motor - Economy4

4

Code

Demonstration Motor with Newton Color Disc
Large size, mounted on moulded ABS base. Operates on 6-8 volts DC with Newton’s 
colour disc.

Specs

PH1232 Demonstration Motor with Newton Color Disc5

5

Code

Shadow Effect Maltese Cross & Shadow
An object star obstructing the path of cathode rays casts its shadow on the fluorescent 
painted wall facing cathode rays.

Specs

PH1220 Shadow Effect Maltese Cross & Shadow3

3

Code

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field
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Newton Fan & Motor Demonstration

Newton Color Disc with 6V Motor
For demonstrating that white light is composed of all the spectral colors through the 
additive mixing of the colors. Comprising a multi-coloured circular disc, having sectors 
of various spectral color in proper proportions, mounted on a low voltage motor. On 
rotating the disc, all the colors are observed to disappear by merging into a single 
white color.

Specs

PH1232MT Newton Color disc with 6V Motor1
1

Code

Demonstration Motor - Simple
Open type demonstration motor with magnets mounted. Simple construction is very 
good for students understanding the concept of electromagnetism.

Newton Fan
This newton fan can be used to convert most dynamics carts quickly and easily into a 
fan cart. By adjusting the angle of the fan, how forces can be resolved into their vector 
components can be demonstrated. This fan helps with the study of Newton's second 
law.

Specs

Specs

PH1235

NTN-FN

Demonstration Motor - Simple

Newton Fan

3

3

2

2

Code

Code

Demonstration Motor - St. Louis
For the study of the fundamental principals of electric motor and generators. The motor 
consists of a two pole D.C. armature. The brush holder, with two heavy binding post 
terminals, may be rotated for experiments. The permanent bar magnets are supported 
by spring brass clamps which are unadjustable in the horizontal plane to show the 
effects of pole separation. Complete with two bar magnets, a two pole DC armature.

Specs

PH1236 Demonstration Motor - St. Louis44

Code

Demonstration Electric Motor
A model of the simplest form of DC electric motor, having three armature, 2 pole, 3 
pole and 4 pole, wound with enamelled copper wire and a permanent magnetic field 
provided by a removable bar magnet. The construction of the model is completely 
open and all parts clearly visible. A disc-type commutator is incorporated and external 
connection to the phosphor-bronze bushes is by means of a pair of 4 mm sockets. 
Operates on 4.5 - 9 Volts DC.

Specs

PH1237 Demonstration Electric Motor5

5

Code

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field

NEW
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Motor Demonstration

Electric Motor Kit
The kit comprises all the part required to build 6 model motors as in the electromagnetic 
kit. Each kit contains 12 pieces of magnets, 6 pieces of armatures, 6 pieces of mild 
steel yokes, 6 pieces of support bases, 6 pieces of shaft, 24 pieces of rivets, 12 pieces 
of split pins, 1 reel of 26 s.w.g. PVC tinned copper wire, 2 reels of cellotape, 300 mm 
rubber tubing of 3 mm bore.

Specs

PH1239 Electric Motor Kit2

2

3

Code

Basic St. Louis Motor
Useful in demonstrating the operations of a DC motor. Consisting of a two-pole 
armature mounted between magnets. Steel supports are mounted on a ridged plastic 
base. Will operate on 3 to 6 V DC.

Specs

PH1240-N8 Basic St. Louis Motor3

Code

Motor Generator
This well designed motor generator demonstrates both shunt-wound and series wound 
connections for motors and generators. Includes 2 pole armature, commutator, brushes 
and a coil for use as an lectromagnet.
Also includes a powerful horseshoe magnet. Easily dismantled to change the 
configuration.

Specs

PH1241 Basic St. Louis Motor4

4

Code

Demonstration Motor DC
Specially designed for students to learn electromagnetic forces. All parts visible and 
polarity of the magnets can be reversed to change the direction of the rotation. It can 
be used with a rheostat to observe the change of speed with the change of current. 
Operates on 1.5 V battery which is not included.

Specs

PH1242 Demonstration Motor DC5
5

Code

Dynamo - Economical
A 6 V motor, hand driven mounted on base. When driven produces a nice glow in 
bulb.

Specs

PH1242D Dynamo - Economical6

6Code

Demonstration Electric Motor
A model of the simplest form of DC electric motor having 2-pole armature wound with 
enamelled copper wire and a permanent magnetic field provided by a removable 
bar magnet. A disc-type commutator is incorporated and external connection to the 
phosphorbronze bushes is by means of a pair of 4 mm sockets. Operates on 6 - 8 
Volts DC.

Specs

PH1238 Demonstration Electric Motor1

1

Code

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field
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Dynamo - Demonstration

Motor Alternator
This motor demonstrate basic ideas of action of magnets, production of an induced 
current, principle of alternator with stationery inductor with moving inductor, the 
principle of DC motor with stationery magnet, study of series wound motor, study of 
parallel wound motor. Fitted on base with handle for rotating the rotor, two 4 mm 
sockets, two labelled magnets.

Specs

PH1244A Motor Alternator1

1

Code

AC/DC Motor Generator Demo. Activity Model
An excellent activity model for study of generation of electric current. Produces AC/
DC current simultaneously when the hand wheel is turned. The generation of AC/DC 
Voltage is represented by bulb holders. Mounted on plastic base of size 25 x 18 cm. 
Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH1245N8 AC/DC Motor Generator Demo. Activity Model22

Code

Demonstration Dynamo
This model uses the same basic assembly as the motor cat. no. Ph1238 but is mounted 
on a base plate 200 x 125 mm approx. which also carries a hand-drive pulley 125 mm 
diameter coupled to the smaller dynamo pulley by a rubber belt to give a step-up ratio. 
Electrical output is via a pair of 4 mm sockets and a light emitting diode is provided as 
simple output indicator. The model may also be used as a motor on 6 - 8 V DC supply.

Specs

PH1246 Demonstration Dynamo3

3 Code

Hobby DC Motor Kit
This kit contains all you need to build a working DC motor and learn its parts from 
the inside out. Wind your own armature and field coil, build the commutator with two 
snap together pieces. It’s a device that’s been used for many to teach crucial concepts. 
Includes - 2 copper wire coils, plastic base, field poles, armature core, brushes and 
fasteners.

Specs

PH1229 Hobby DC Motor Kit4

4

Code

Hand Generator
Hand operated, housed in clear tough plastic case. Mounted lamp on the end can be 
used as a flash light. Can be utilized with almost any experiment requiring upto 12V 
DC current. Use binding post to connect outside electrical circuit.

Specs

PH1229HG Hand Generator5

5 Code

Current

VoltageMagnetic 
Field
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Hand Generator & Morse Key & Sounder

Hand Generator - Superior
Whether your are teaching about turning mechanical energy into electrical energy, or 
just looking for a cost effective non battery driving hand generator this is the device 
for you. The hand held unit has 2 4mm banana plug terminals, a hand crank and can 
easily fit in the palm of your hand. The maximum output is 0.5W.

Specs

HNDGN-SP14 Hand Generator - Superior1

1

Code

Bicycle Dynamo Assembly
For showing slow AC on an oscilloscope or meter or for demonstrating the use of a 
dynamo in lighting a lamp. This apparatus has a cycle dynamo mounted on a base. 
Two 4 mm. socket terminals are provided for the dynamo output, connected in parallel 
with an M.E.S. lamp holder and 2.5 V bulb.

Specs

PH1252N8 Bicycle Dynamo Assembly2

2

Code

Demonstration Relay
The Relay Demonstration Unit allows the investigation and study of how a relay 
functions, in a clear and practical manner. A useful property of this unit is that the 
circuit powering the coil is easily seen to be completely separate from the circuit 
switched on by the relay. This is one of the reasons relays are used where a safe low 
voltage circuit can be used to control a high voltage circuit. Coil Input 4-6V DC Bulb 
Input Max. 6V AC / DC.

Specs

DER14 Demonstration Relay3

3

Code

Morse Key
On rectangular wooden base with two terminals, pivoted contact arm with adjustable 
spring.

Specs

PH1254 Morse Key4
4

Code

Morse Sounder
On rectangular wooden base with electromagnet, pivoted arm with adjustable screws.

Specs

PH1256 Morse Sounder5

5

Code
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Telegraph Sets & Bell Models

Telegraph Set Lecture Pattern
Set of TWO units working model, each unit is mounted on vertical stand, all connections 
are clearly visible to explain the principle of telegraph. Each unit is workable on 4-6 
volts DC.

Bell Demonstration Model
All the components of electric bell are mounted on a large panel. All wiring is visible 
and parts are of large size. Operates on 3-6 volts AC.

Transmission Line Appts / Power Grid Simulation
This apparatus demostrates safely and effectively why electricity is stepped up to 
1,000s of volts when transported over large distances. Measure all currents and 
voltages in the power station, transmission lines and home. Compare the electricity 
loss (with step up) to the electricity loss (no step up)

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH1262

PH1272

TMLN-JUP

Telegraph Set Lecture Pattern

Bell Demonstration Model

Transmission Line Appts/Power Grid Simulation

1

1

2

2

3
3

Code

Code

Code

Current

Sound

Voltage

Precise Packing for Export Products
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Oscillioscopes

Oscilloscope Model EI 800
Single trace oscilloscope, compact and light weight, specially designed for laboratories, 
with built-in component tester which allows active and passive components to be tested 
while still in-circuit. Very efficient and cost effective. All controls are clearly identified.
•	15 MHz Bandwidth
•	Digital Readout with Backlit LCD
•	Sharp Trace CRT and Auto focus
•	Sweep Speed 200ns
•	Stable Triggering upto 30 MHz
•	Component and Continuity Tester
•	Gold Plated BNC Connectors
•	USB Interface & PC Software (Optional)

Oscilloscope Model EI 803
Microcontroller based oscilloscope, gives you feel of smooth digital touch. Digital 
readout backlit LCD displays Volts/Div. and Time/Div. settings when these controls are 
operated. Light weight and have sharp and bright trace. Vertical bandwidth is more 
than adequate and you can view signals up to 50MHz. The four trace features allows 
you to view original and expanded signals simultaneously for quick analysis.
•	30 MHz Bandwidth
•	Sharp Trace CRT and Auto focus
•	Component and Continuity Tester
•	Stable Triggering up to 50 MHz
•	2 Channel – 4 Trace Display
•	X 10 Magnification
•	20ns max Sweep Speed
•	Alternate Triggering
•	Variable Hold Off & Line Triggering
•	USB (Optional)

Specs

Specs

PH1294A

PH1294C

Oscilloscope Model EI 800 - 15 MHz

Oscilloscope Model EI 803 - 30 MHz

1

1

2

2

Code

Code

Come chat with us
Live on www.eiscolabs.com
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NEW

Function Generators

1

Function Generator
This Function Generator is a quite versatile and useful equipment in the lab. It is 
available in two models:
Model I    : Output 1 Hz to 100 KHz
     in five ranges with multiplier x 10
Wave Shape Output  : Sine, Square & Triangular
Amplitude   : 0 - 10V peak to peak
The equipment operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240VAC, 50/60Hz using 
voltage selector switch. Size : 22 x 21 x 13 cm.

Specs

PH1296-N9 Function Generator - 1-100 KHz1

Code

2

Low Frequency Generator
A very versatile and portable unit which can be battery operated as well as powered 
from an external source, this function generator is an excellent unit for many 
applications such as a bridge of LEDs, input to wave generators etc. The unit is housed 
in a plastic case of size 200 x 125 x 60 mm.
•	Frequency Range 0-2 kHz
•	Waveforms: Sinusoidal, Square, Triangular & TTL Compatible output
•	Level of output: 0 to 8 Volts peak to peak (output amplitude depends upon the 9V 

battery status)
•	Out puts via safety sockets.
•	9 Volt battery x 2

Specs

PH1298 Low Frequency Generator2

Code

3

Microphone Audio Amplifier
This is a simple and wonderful experiment, one can view the spectrum on the CRO. 
The microphone is connected to the input and the amplified output is available on 
the speaker and the amplified spectrum can be viewed on the CRO. The demo unit is 
operated on external + 9V DC supply. Size 20 x 12.5 x 5 cm.

Specs

PH1297C Microphone Audio Amplifier3

Code

4

Circuit Breaker Demo
This model explains the roles of the differential circuit breaker and the importance of 
connecting an electrical installation to the earth. The aim is to supply the electrical 
circuit with alternative 6V voltage (which simulate 230V AC) to run a DC motor in 
safety conditions. 
A metal frame around the motor simulate the metal carcass of the machine. A figurine 
with a LED on heart enable students to see when they are in situation of electric shock.
The students can experiment dangerous situation (overcurrent, leakage current, earth 
fault, etc) and determine the best way to protect goods and persons.
The device is supplied with  20 mm riders.
Dimensions : 240 x 375 x 110 mm

Specs

CBD17 Circuit Breaker Demo4

Code
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Diode Units

1

Worcester Circuit Board Kit - Superior
Kit consists of baseboard with terminals connections, set of high quality plastic 
connectors with metal inserts and with potentiometer and lamp holders and 
accessories units, enable a variety of circuits to be constructed quickly. Supplied with 
all accessories, without cells. Supplied with manual.

Specs

PH1301SPL Worcester Circuit Board Kit - Superior1

Code

Zener Diode Unit
Mounted on transparent base, with 4 mm color coded sockets, with circuit diagram 
printed for demonstration. Available from 2.7 V to 24 V.

Specs

PH1303 Zener Diode Unit2

Code

3

Silicon Diode Unit
Mounted on transparent base, with 4 mm color coded sockets, with circuit diagram 
printed for demonstration.

Specs

PH1305 Silicon Diode Unit3

Code

2

Germanium Diode Unit
Mounted on transparent base, with 4 mm colour coded sockets, with circuit diagram 
printed for demonstration.

Specs

PH1309 Germanium Diode Unit4

Code

Thermistor Unit
Mounted on transparent base, with 4 mm colour coded sockets, with circuit diagram 
printed for demonstration.

Specs

PH1311 Thermistor Unit5

Code

4

5
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Triode Diode Valves

Light Dependent Resister Unit (LDR)
With photo-sensitive resistor mounted on 90 x 90 x 30 mm base. Shows that resistance 
is inversely proportional to light density.

Specs

PH1317 Light Dependent Resister Unit (LDR)2

Code

3

Photo Electric Cell Unit
Mounted on base, with 4 mm colour coded sockets, with circuit diagram printed for 
demonstration. Fitted with LED.

Specs

PH1318 Photo Electric Cell Unit3

Code

4

Mini Motor Unit
This small motor is a good fit for a variety of electronics experiments. Operates from 
1.5 to 4.5 volts DC.

Specs

PH1319 Mini Motor Unit4

Code

1

2

N-P-N Transistor Unit
Mounted on transparent base, with 4 mm colour coded sockets, with circuit diagram 
printed for demonstration.

Specs

PH1313A

PH1313B

N-P-N Transistor Unit

P-N-P Transistor Unit

1

Code

Current

Voltage

Magnetic 
Field
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Solar Cell & Energy Conversion Kits

Solar Panel
6 solar cells connected in series. Output 12V and current 130 mA.

Specs

PH1320A Solar Panel1

Code

Solar Cell Unit
Capable of running a small propeller, this solar cell is designed for use with the mini 
motor. Use this unit to demonstrate the conversion of solar energy into mechanical 
energy.

Specs

PH1320 Solar Cell Unit2

2

Code

Solar Energy Kit
Apply knowledge of solar energy in a practical experiment with this Solar Energy Kit. 
A solar panel housed in a plastic box, a low consumption motor with fan, a buzzer and 
an LED are all included for conducing a series of solar powered activities.

Specs

PH1321 Solar Energy Kit3 3

Code

Energy Conversion Kit
Each component in this kit connect to the solar cell. Expose the cell to light source 
and then demonstrate the effect of solar power in various devices. The kit includes 
a mounted solar cell with output on sockets and a cell holder on mounted on base. 
Different attachments motor with fan, buzzer, LED, heat resistance and electromagnet 
are provided to show the demonstration. It can be operated by hand to show DC 
generation or on battery or with solar cell.

Specs

PH1321A Energy Conversion Kit4

4

Code

NEW

1
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Logic Gate Modules

Invertor Single Input
Suitable to verify the logic conditions of invertor.

Specs

PH1322A Invertor Single Input1

1

Code

AND Gate Two Input
Suitable to verify the AND GATE logic conditions.

Specs

PH1322B AND Gate Two Input2

2

Code

NAND Gate Two Input Gate Two Input
Suitable to verify the NAND GATE logic conditions.

Specs

PH1322C NAND Gate Two Input3

3

Code

Or Gate Two Input
Suitable to verify the OR GATE logic conditions.

Specs

PH1322D OR Gate Two Input4

4

Code

Nor Gate Two Inputt
Suitable to verify the NOR GATE logic conditions.

Specs

PH1322E NOR Gate Two Input5

5

Code

Ex. Or Gate Two Input
Suitable to verify the Ex - OR GATE logic conditions.

Specs

PH1322F Ex - OR Gate Two Input6

6

Code

These modules are suitable to verify the digital logics and verification of the truth table. All the relevants digital logic input and output conditions are printed 
on the board. HI and LO output conditions are shown by Red and Green LEDs.

UNIVERSAL DIGITAL LOGIC GATE MODULES
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Power Supplies

3

Power Supplies Regulated DC 0-20V, 0.5A
This is a very unique low current regulated DC Power supply. The 20V DC, 500mA 
output is continuously variable & adjustable from 0-20V. The output voltage is adjusted 
with the help of control knob duly marked provided on the front panel. The output is 
electronically short circuit protected. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V 
AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size 18 x 14 x 10 cm Weight : 1.3 kg

Specs

EPR1323D Power Supplies Regulated DC 0-20V, 0.5 Amp.3

Code

4

Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 6V/12V 10A
Outputs AC 6V / 12V 10 Amp.
Outputs DC 6V / 12V 10 Amp.
Fully regulated AC / DC voltage is selectable with the help of changeover switch. The 
DC output is fully regulated and overload short circuit protected. Overload condition is 
indicated by Red LED. Operates on 110/120V AC 60Hz & 220/240 Volts 50/60Hz. A 
thermal cut off is provided for AC overload and short circuit protection.
Size 26 x 25 x 17 cm Weight : 4.6 kg

Specs

PH1342B Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 6V/12V 10A4

Code

Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 6V / 12V 5A
Outputs AC 6V / 12V 5 Amp.
Outputs DC 6V / 12V 5 Amp. fully regulated. 6V / 12V
AC / DC voltage is selectable with the help of change-over switch. The DC output is 
fully regulated and overload short circuit protected. Overload condition is indicated 
by Red LED. Operates on 110/120V AC 60Hz & 220/240 Volts 50/60Hz. A thermal 
cut off is provided for AC overload and short circuit protection.
Size 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight : 3 kg

Specs

PH1342C Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 6V/12V 5A5
5

Code

2

1

Power Supplies - Compact
This power supply is used where typically low currents are required. Range : 0-12VDC, 
500mA Selectable in six steps of 1.5V, 3, 4.5, 6, 9 & 12V DC & 12V AC. Both these 
voltages are independent from each other & can be used SIMULTANEOUSLY upto full 
combined current capacity. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 
50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch. Size 18 x 14 x 10 cm Weight :1.3kg

Specs

EPR1323C

EPR1323A

EPR1323B

1.5V to 12V DC/0.5A & 12V AC/0.5A

1.5V - 12V AC/DC/1A

1.5V - 12V AC/DC/12A

1

2

Code
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Power Supplies

Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC 1-12V, 6A
This power supply gives DC voltages as well as AC voltages from 1V - 12V in steps of 
1 Volt upto 6Amps combined current. The desired voltage is selected by means of a 
U shaped plug in type 4mm shorting link. The output needed is selected by inserting 
the free end of the U shaped plug into the required voltage socket. A safe and rugged 
power supply ideally suited for everyday use by students. Operates on 110/120V AC 
60Hz & 220/240V, 50/60Hz. Both AC & DC output voltages are overload & short 
circuit protected by thermal cutoff. Size 22 x 20 x 13cm Weight 3.3kg.

Specs

EPR1328-6A Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC 1-12V, 6A1

1

Code

Power Supplies AC/DC 2V - 12V / 5A
This is unregulated very useful power supply. It gives the DC voltages as well as AC 
voltage from 2V - 12V in steps of 2 volts at 5 Amp. combined current capacity. It is 
available in 120V/60Hz as well as in 220/240V, 50/60Hz. Both AC & DC output 
voltages are overload & short circuit protected by thermal cutoff switch.
Size 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight 3.5kg.

Specs

EPR1328 Power Supplies AC/DC 2V - 12V/5A2

2

Code

Power Supplies AC/DC 6V/5A
The Power Supply gives two INDEPENDENT outputs, 6VAC & 0 to 6 VDC (Regulated) 
continuously variable with the help of knob provided in the centre of front panel & 
duly calibrated as per the marking. The two Outputs AC Voltage & DC Voltage can be 
used SIMULTANEOUSLY at full loads. Outputs are overload & short circuit protected 
thermally & electronically. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 
50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight 3.7kg.

Specs

EPR1329 Power Supplies AC/DC 6V/5A3

3

Code

Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC 12V/6A
The unit offers AC voltages of 1.5, 3, 6, 9, 12Volts and regulated continuously variable 
0-12 V DC voltages. Separate AC and DC color coded terminals are provided AC 
and DC Voltages can be used simultaneously up to a maximum combined load of 
6 Amps. DC voltages appear on the digital display on the front panel. The output 
voltage is overload & short circuit protected. A thermal cut-off is also provided for AC 
Voltage protection. Supplied with IEC connector and detachable IEC lead. Operates 
on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight 4kg

Specs

EPR1330 Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/ DC 12V/6A44

Code
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Power Supplies

Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC 2-12V/6A
This is an unregulated very useful power supply. It gives the DC voltages as well as AC 
voltage from 2V - 12V in steps of 1 volts at 6 Amp. capacity. Voltage is selectable by 
means of a positive click stop rotary knob on the front panel. Safe and rugged power 
supply ideally suited for normal day to day use by students. Operates on 110/120V 
AC 60Hz & 220/240V, 50/60Hz. Both AC & DC output voltages are overload & short 
circuit protected by thermal cutoff.
Size 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight 3.3kg

Specs

EPR1330SPL Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/ DC 2-12V/6A1
1

Code

Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 12V/5A
This is a highly useful power supply. It provides DC voltage 0-12V continuously variable 
and adjustable at 5 Amps. capacity. The output voltage & current are displayed on the 
digital display. The 12V AC at 5 Amp. capacity is also provided. DC output voltage is 
overload and short circuit protected. Thermal cut-off is provided for the AC overload 
protection. Both the outputs can be used simultaneously to the full capacity. Operates 
on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch. 
Size 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight 4.5kg

Specs

EPR1331 Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 12V/5A2 2

Code

Power Supplies Regulated DC 0-30V / 2 Amp.
This is general purpose Regulated DC power supply. It provides the continuously 
adjustable DC output from 0-30V DC at 2 Amp. max. current ratings. It has a dual 
independent digital display for voltage and current. It is overload and short circuit 
protected. It also provides AC voltage 1 volt to 6 volt in steps of 1V at 2 Amp. capacity 
which can be used for any general purpose requirement. Thermal cutoff is provided for 
AC overload protection. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 
Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size 26 x 25 x 17 cm Weight 4.5kg

Specs

EPR1332 Power Supplies Regulated DC 0-30V / 2 Amp.3

3Code

Power Supplies Multi-Output Quad Regulated DC
This highly versatile supply comes with digital display for both current and voltages. 
Housed in high quality ABS case, the unit offers four outputs, each of the 4 outputs are 
protected from overload and short circuit. This unit is perfect for driving motors, digital 
and analog circuits, light sources and many more. The outputs include
(i) +5V DC, 3 Amp.   (ii) 0-20V DC, 2Amp
(Iii) +12V DC, 1 Amp.   (iv) -12V DC, 1 Amp.
Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector 
switch.
Size 26 x 25 x 17 cm Weight 5.5kg

Specs

ESRQP1343 Power Supplies Multi-Output Quad Regulated DC4
4

Code
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Power Supplies High Voltage

1

Power Supplies Discharge Tube Digital Model
This Discharge Tube Power Supply is a very useful and unique which provides the High 
Voltage (0 to 500V, 10mA & 0 to 80V, 10mA) & Low Voltage (0 to 20V DC, 5 Amps.) 
along with the DIGITAL DISPLAY for Voltage & Current. It also provides the AC Voltage 
selectable from 1 to 6V AC, 2 Amps. All the outputs provided are independent of each 
other and can be used simultaneously. The DC voltage 0 to 500V (adjustable) & 0 to 
80V (adjustable) are displayed on the DIGITAL DISPLAY by selecting with the help of 
Voltage Monitor Selector Switch. The Low Voltage 0 to 20V, 5 Amps. DC output voltage 
is displayed on the DIGITAL DISPLAY. The Voltage or Current Display is selected with 
the help of A/V selector switch. The 6V AC, 2 Amp. is also provided on four different 
sockets, The A/C Voltage can be selected from 1 to 6V in the step of 1V, out of these 
four sockets. 2 Amp. AC Overload Cut-off resettable switch is provided in series with 
the AC O/P for the overload protection. Once the AC Current exceeds the 2 Amps. 
The switch will be cut off & O/P will be reduced to Zero. This switch has to be reset to 
reactivate the AC output voltage. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V 
AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch. Size : 26.5 x 30 x 15.5 cm Weight : 7.1kg

Specs

ESRDS1337 Power Supplies Discharge Tube Digital Model1

Code

2

Power Supplies Universal Regulated AC/DC
This is a very useful power supply. It provides all type of normally required DC voltages. 
The output voltages are as under :
(i) 0 to 5V at 3 Amps. (Adjustable Regulated)
(ii) ± 8 volts fixed voltages 0.1 Amp. Regulated
(iii) ± 250V fixed voltages unregulated at 10mA
(iv) ± 125V fixed voltages unregulated at 10mA
In addition to this, it also provides the fixed 6.3V AC voltages at 2 Amp capacity. Unit 
is properly earthed & HV tested. All the regulated voltages are overload and short-
ciruit protected. The AC O/P voltage is protected using 2 Amp. thermal cut-off switch. 
Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector 
switch. Size 26 x 25 x 17 cm Weight 4.5kg

Specs

ESRUV1339 Power Supplies Universal Regulated AC/DC2

Code

3

Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC with Digital Dis-
play
This Power supply provides the following independent AC & DC Voltages. The voltage 
is displayed by means of digital voltmeter mounted on the front panel. Glass fuse 
protection is provided to both the AC & DC output voltages.
•	DC Output Voltage 0-25 Volts Max.
•	Current 5 Amps. Max.
•	AC Output Voltage 0-25 Volts Max.
•	Current 5 Amps. Max.
•	Mains input 110/120V AC 60Hz & 220/240V, 50/60Hz

Size : 31 x 27 x 18.5 cm Weight : 10.5kg

Specs

EPR0255A Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC Digital Model3

Code

4

Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC Regulated 0-24V, 
6A with Digital Display
This is a very unique model which provides continuously variable AC & DC power 
supplies independent of each other. DC voltage is available from 0- 25V DC at 0-6 
Amp. capacity and AC voltage is available from 0- 25V AC at 6 Amp. capacity. 
The voltage and current of both DC and AC are displayed independently, V and A 
selection is made using the rocker changeover switch. Both the output voltages are 
electronically & thermally protected. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V 
AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size : 31 x 30 x 15cm Weight : 10.6 kg

Specs

EPRHC08019 Power Supplies Low Voltage AC/DC Regulated 0-24V, 6A 
with Digital display

4

Code
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Power Supplies High Voltage

1

Power Supplies Dual Output Regulated DC Heavy Duty
This dual output Regulated DC Power Supply is highly useful for carrying out numerous 
electronic & electrical experiments. It provides output voltages from 0 - 60 V DC max., 
Current 5 Amp. max. Output voltages are displayed on the digital voltmeter. The output 
voltage is adjusted with the help of coarse & fine control knobs. Two independent 
parallel outputs are provided and power supply is short circuit protected.
*Mains input: 220/240V, 50/60Hz, 110/120V, 60Hz (Separate Model)
Size : 31 x 26 x 18.5 cm Weight : 9.5 kg

Specs

EPR605A Power Supplies Dual Output Regulated DC 220V1

Code

2

Power Supplies H. T.
This is a very handy power supply for Low and High voltage applications. It provides 
0- 300V DC at 60mA capacity and 0-30V DC at 60mA capacity. It also provides 6.3V 
DC at 2 A capacity which can be used for any general purpose applications. Operates 
on 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.
Size 20 x 21 x 10 cm

Specs

EPR1336 Power Supplies H. T.2

Code

3

Power Supplies E.H.T. 5kV
Continuously variable output form 100V to 5KV displayed on 0 to 5kV Digital 
Voltmeter. E.H.T. circuits are fully floating so that for certain applications the positive 
and negative terminals may be connected to earth. E.H.T. output are taken from 4 mm 
sockets and provide 100V to 5KV at 3mA. A centre tapped socket is provided to give 
± 2.5kV output. Additional pair of 4 mm socket at 20 mm spacing are provided giving 
6.3V AC at 2A for filament supplies. An illuminated on / off switch is mounted on the 
panel. Housed in metal case. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 
50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size 26 x 21 x 13 cm Weight : 3.4 kg

Specs

PH1338 Power Supplies E.H.T. 5 kV3

Code

4

Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 0-6V, 5Amp.
The Power Supply gives two INDEPENDENT outputs, 6VAC & 0-6VDC (Regulated) 
continuously variable with the help of knob provided in the centre of front panel & duly 
calibrated as per the marking. The two Outputs AC Voltage & DC Voltage can be used 
SIMULTANEOUSLY at full loads. 6V AC Voltage is available at four blue socket outputs. 
Voltage can be selected from 1-6V with different combinations. Outputs are overload 
& short circuit protected thermally & electronically. Operates on 110/120V AC, 60Hz 
and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz using voltage selector switch.
Size : 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight : 3.7kg

Specs

EPR1329A Power Supplies Regulated AC/DC 0-6V, 5Amp.4

Code
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Power Supplies High Voltage

Power Supplies Electrophoresis
It is low voltage electrophoresis Regulated DC Power supply. It provides three different 
volatges - 50 V, 100V and 125 V at 500 mA capacity. Output voltage is selected with 
the help of Band-switch. The output is available in three parallel pair of scoket. It is 
available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.
Size 18 x 14 x 10 cm Weight : 2kg

Specs

PH1339 Power Supplies Electrophoresis1

1

Code

Power Supplies Dual Output
It provides two fixed voltages. 70V and 125 V at 300mA capacity. The output voltage 
is selected with the help of rocker switch either 70V or 125V DC. The output is available 
on two parallel pairs of safety sockets. It is available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 
220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.
Size 18 x 14 x 10 cm Weight : 1.5kg

Specs

PH1341 Power Supplies Dual Output2

2

Code

Power Supplies Mono Output
This is a mono-output model. It gives only 70V DC fixed output at 300mA capacity. 
The output is available on pair of safety sockets. It is available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz 
and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.
Size 18 x 12 x 10 cm Weight : 1.3kg

Specs

PH1343 Power Supplies Mono Output3

3

Code

Power Supply Electrophoresis DC Regulated
A precision regulated DC power supply with digital readout for voltage and current. 
Outputs: 3 Parallel Outputs 0-125 volts to be able to connect 3 Gel tanks simultaneously. 
The output current can be limited with the help of a control knob provided on the panel. 
Max output current is limited to 500mA. Input is glass fuse protected and output is 
electronically current limited for protection. It is available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 
220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.
Size : 22 x 20 x 13 cm Weight : 3kg

Specs

ELPS13 Power Supply Electrophoresis DC Regulated4

4

Code
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Power Packs & Breadboard

Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 6V/12V, 2 A
This simple AC/DC Power Pack gives an output of 6/12V AC/DC selectable by 
convenient switches. It is ideal to use for equipments such as Ray boxes, DC motor 
experiments etc. It is available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.

Specs

PH0971DCAC-V1

PH0971DCAC-V2

Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 6V/12V - 2 A

Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 6V/12V - 1 A

1

1

Code

Regulated Low Voltage DC Power Packs
These Power Packs provides the fully regulated DC Voltages e.g. ±5V / 1A, ±12V/1A, 
±15V/1A. Quite handy & easy to use for low voltage and low current applications in 
electronics, optics and electrical experiments. It is available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz 
and 220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.

Specs

EPP02

EPP03

EPP04

Regulated Low Voltage DC Power Pack ±5V - 1 A

Regulated Low Voltage DC Power Pack ±12V - 1 A

Regulated Low Voltage DC Power Pack ±15V - 1 A2

2

Code

Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 0-12V, 2A
Same as above Cat. No. PH0971DCAC but output selectable in 6 taps of 1.5V, 3V, 
4.5V, 6V, 9V & 12 V at current upto 2 Amp. It is available in 110/120V AC, 60Hz and 
220/240V AC, 50/60 Hz.

Specs

EPP05 Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 0-12V, 2A3

3

Code

4

Bread Board & Jumper Wire Set
Bread Board is an ideal tool for carrying out small Electronic / Electrical experiments. 
It provides the following facilities.
•	Spring loaded 1600 points which are useful for fixing the components such as  IC’S, 

Transistors, Resistances, Diodes & Capacitors etc.
•	Interconnecting columns for supply & common / earth points. 3. Three 4mm Sockets 

are mounted on PCB with additional pins for connections. These sockets are primarily 
used for (+ve, -ve & Common) Power Supply.

•	Set of 150 wires (Singe Strands) of different lengths & 10 nos. with connector on one 
side (Pin on one side & Female Connector on other side).

Specs

BBRD ST Breadboard & Jumper Wire Set4

Code

Power packs are very handy and useful for Low AC/DC Voltages and for low current applications. They are build in sturdy light weight ABS housing. 
Normally the outputs are the fixed AC/DC voltages, Regulated or unregulated. These packs are available in 120V AC as well as 220V AC, 50/60Hz.

Power Packs
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Planck’s Constant Determination Box

Planck’s Constant Determination Box
This apparatus is designed to determine the approximate value of Plancks constant 
using the elbow voltage in the characteristic curves of a number of LEDs.
There are 7 LEDs covering from deep blue at 470 nm to near IR 940 nm mounted on 
the box with sockets for voltage and current measurements..By monitoring the voltage 
at which each LED just begins to emit light a graph of energy input as a function of 
light emitted frequency can be plotted and an approx value of Planck’s constant can 
be deduced. External power supply for 9 volts is required or a 9 Volts battery with 
suitable connecting cords can also be used.
Size : 20 x 12 x 5 cm

Analogue to Digital Convertor
An analogue input in the range 0 to 7V is converted to a binary digital output in 1V 
steps i.e. 1V is represented by 001, 2V by 010 etc. A switch converters the unit to 0 
to 2V sensitivity so that low frequency sine waves from a signal generator can be 
digitized. The binary output is available at 4mm sockets for use with the companion 
DAC. An excellent system for demonstrating the basis of digital communications. A 12 
V DC input is required either from a smoothed bench PSU or mains adaptor. Size : 20 
x 12 x 4 cm

Digital to Analogue Convertor
This is a companion unit the ADC. A 3 bit binary input (0V represents 0 and 2V 
represents 1) is converted to 0 to 7V analogue output. By using the two units together 
the sampling process can be demonstrated to show that information is lost during the 
conversion process. The DAC can be powdered from the ADC or used simultaneously 
from a 12V supply.
Size : 20 x 12 x 5 cm

Specs

Specs

Specs

PH1365

PH1366

PH1367

Planck’s Constant Determination Box

Analogue to Digital Convertor

Digital to Analogue Convertor

1
1

22

3
3

Code

Code

Code

Come chat with us
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Trainer Boards

Laboratory Experiments Training Board
Suitable for student trainees in science colleges, polytechnics, engineering colleges, 
technical and industrial institutions. Provides advanced practical training in modem 
electronics from blackboard to board. All experiments are printed circuit boarded to 
eliminate wiring mistakes and experiments are conducted by patching wires only. Each 
training board is mounted on a sloping cabinet for better viewing and convenience. 
Easy to build and understand.

Potentiometer Mounted
A convenient box with 2 mounted potentiometers for various electrical experiments, 
4mm safety sockets are provided.
Range :   0-10K ohms, 1W ± 5% continuously variable
  0-470K ohms, 1W ± 5% continuously variable

Specs

PH1368 Potentiometer Mounted1

1

Code

General Purpose Trainer Board

Specs

PH1346A

PH1346C

PH1346E

PH1346G

PH1346K

PH1346I

PH1346M

PH1346B

PH1346D

PH1346F

PH1346H

PH1346L

PH1346J

PH1346N

PH1346O

Diode / Zener diodes characteristics Trainer Board

Common collector transistor characteristics Trainer Board

Emitter follower transistor characteristics Trainer Board

Two stages RC coupled amplifier Training Board

Double stage filled effect transistor (FET) amplifier Trainer 
Board

Feed back amplifier Trainer Board

Descret Active & Passive Components Trainer Board

Half wave and full wave rectifier Trainer Board

Common emitter transistor characteristics Trainer Board

Single stage R.C. coupled (CE) transistor amplifier Trainer 
Board

IC 555 as a timer /square wave generator Trainer Board

Class B & class C power amplifier Trainer Board

Potentiometer Mounted

Switch Mode Power Supply Trainer Board

Bread Boards

2

2

Code

Operational Amp. Trainer Board

Specs

PH1348A

PH1348B

Operational Amp. as an adder / mixer and subtractor

Trainer Board

Operational Amp. as an amplifier Trainer Board

Code

Operational Amplifier Tutor
This trainer Board is quite ideal for performing the op-amp experiments. Experiments 
like adder, subtractor, integrator and differentiator can be performed. External DC + 
15V / + 12V is to be used.

Specs

PH1348C Operational Amplifier Tutor3
3

Code
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Gas Turbine / Turbojet Engine Model................................ 144
Model of Steam Engine ....................................................143
Steam Engine Model with Boiler ........................................143
Two-stroke Diesel Engine Model ........................................143
Two-stroke Petrol Engine Model .........................................143
Wankel Engine Model ..................................................... 144

Equality of Pressure in Liquids ................................................... 73
Ex. Or Gate Two Input .......................................................... 282
Expansion Apparatus .............................................................126
Expansion Apparatus - Gunther ...............................................126
Expansion of Liquids Apparatus ...............................................129
Extension Cord ..................................................................... 253

F
Falling Bodies Apparatus ......................................................... 88
Faraday's Law ...................................................................... 205
Faraday's Pails ..................................................................... 223
Fibre Optic Cable ..................................................................187
Fibre Optic System .................................................................187
Fixed Resistance ....................................................................241
Fixed Resistor ....................................................................... 242
Floating Ring Magnets ............................................................201
Fluid Pressure Apparatus .......................................................... 77
Fly Wheel Unit.......................................................................139
Force Board Kit ..................................................................... 108
Force Board Wall Type .......................................................... 108
Forced Oscillation and Resonance Demonstrator .......................192
Forceps ...................................................................................51
Force Pump ............................................................................ 73
Force Sensor Clamp ...............................................................110

Force Table
Economy ........................................................................ 109
Economy 3-legged .......................................................... 109
Precision ........................................................................ 109

Friction Board Apparatus ......................................................... 95
Friction cube with Four Surfaces ............................................... 96

Friction Rods
Compound ......................................................................218
Ebonite ...........................................................................218
Glass ..............................................................................218
Perspex ...........................................................................218

Fulcrum Balance - Simple Machines .......................................... 93
Function Generator ............................................................... 278
Fuses ................................................................................... 239

G
Gaussian Gun ....................................................................... 116

‘g’ by Free Fall Apparatus
Advanced ....................................................................... 119
Basic ..............................................................................120
Economy with Timer .........................................................120

General Purpose Trainer Board ...............................................291
Geometrical Models, Large Scale - Set of 6 ............................... 56
Geometrical Shapes - Two Dimensional ..................................... 56

Gilley Coils
Gilley Coils .....................................................................213
Gilley Coils - Superior .......................................................213

Gold Leaves Pack ................................................................. 224
Guinea and Feather Apparatus - Acrylic.................................... 70
Guinea and Feather Apparatus - Glass ..................................... 70

Gyroscope
Gyroscope ....................................................................... 97
Bicycle Demonstration ....................................................... 97
Demonstration .................................................................. 97

H
Hair Hygrometer ..................................................................... 79
Half Life Analogue .................................................................. 66

Hall’s 
Car Pair - Minimal Friction ................................................. 113
Hall’s Carriage ................................................................ 114
Hall’s Car Single .............................................................. 113

Hand Generator ....................................................................274
Hand Generator - Superior .....................................................275
Hand Held Centripetal Force Kit ............................................. 108
Handwheel Driving Unit .........................................................140
Hare’s Apparatus .................................................................... 67
Harmonic Motion Spring ........................................................184
Hartley’s Optical Disc.............................................................170
Head of Water Unit ...............................................................140
Heat Absorption & Radiation Comparator ................................138
Heat and Thermology Kit ........................................................138
Heat Transfer Kit ....................................................................136
Helical Spring Set ................................................................... 90
Helmholtz Coils .....................................................................213
Hero’s Engine - Eolipile .......................................................... 145
Hobby DC Motor Kit ..............................................................274
Holder for Diffraction Objects .................................................181
Hollow Cylinder .................................................................... 222
Holographic Type Grating ......................................................172

Hook’s Law
Apparatus ........................................................................ 89
Apparatus - Student ........................................................... 89
Spring Set ........................................................................ 89
Hook’s Law with Weight Pan .............................................. 89

Hope’s Apparatus ..................................................................129
Horseshoe Magnets ...............................................................197
Hydraulic Press ....................................................................... 77
Hydraulic Press - Bramah ......................................................... 73
Hydro-electric Power Station .................................................. 145

Hydrometer
Heavy Liquids ................................................................... 65
Light Liquids ...................................................................... 65
Universal .......................................................................... 65

I
Ice Melting Plates ..................................................................136

Immersion Heater
Immersion Heater .............................................................133
Premium ..........................................................................133
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Inclined Plane
Aluminium, Industry Standard ............................................. 96
Friction Board ................................................................... 95
Cart ................................................................................101
Metal - Economy ............................................................... 96
Precision Arc Deluxe .......................................................... 96
Rollers for Inclined Plane .................................................... 96

Simple Machines .............................................................. 92
Steel - Long Form............................................................... 95
with Angle Measurer ......................................................... 95

Induced Current Apparatus ..................................................... 211
Inductance Boxes .................................................................. 264

Induction Coil
Demonstration Induction Coil ............................................. 211
Induction Coil ..................................................................269

Inductors .............................................................................. 254

Inertia
Apparatus ....................................................................... 117
Balance Kit ....................................................................... 87
Ball.................................................................................. 88
Demo - Heavy Duty .......................................................... 117

Ingen - Hausz on stand ...........................................................129
Insulated Socket - Spin Free .................................................... 243
Insulated Socket Terminal ....................................................... 243
Invertor Single Input .............................................................. 282
Iris Diaphragm.......................................................................181
Iron Clad Electromagnet ........................................................ 204
Iron Filing............................................................................. 202
Irregular Shaped Body .......................................................... 100

J
Jockey ..................................................................................269
Jolly Bulb - Metal - Superior ...................................................... 67
Jolly Bulb with Gauge ............................................................. 67
Joule Meter ...........................................................................137
Joule Meter - Low Voltage .......................................................137
Junior Magnet Kit .................................................................. 202

K
Kinetic Theory Model ...............................................................75
Kit for Study of Moments ....................................................... 100
Knife Edge Clamp ................................................................... 99
Knife Switch ..................................................................238, 241
Kundt’s Tube - Unmounted .......................................................184

L
Laboratory Experiments Training Board ....................................291

Lamp
12V, 21W .......................................................................182
240V ..............................................................................182
Holder ........................................................................... 248
Holder B-22 ................................................................... 240
Holder E-10 .................................................................... 240
Spare Lamp .....................................................................177

Lamphouse ............................................................................174

Lamp House Spare .................................................................177
Lamp Unit, Triple ....................................................................139
Laplace Apparatus .................................................................212
Laplace Law ..........................................................................212
Laplace Rail ..........................................................................212
Large Motor / Generator ........................................................139
Learn How a Telescope Works - Demo Model ...........................165
Leclanche Cell .......................................................................231
LED mounted .........................................................................241
LED Array .............................................................................169
LED Boards .......................................................................... 247

Lenses
Acrylic lenses ..................................................................158
Cylindrical.......................................................................153
Dia. 42 mm and Supports .................................................153
Glass Lenses - Double Convex & Concave .................. 151, 152
Glass Lenses Premium - 50 mm dia .....................................152
Meniscus Lenses ...............................................................151
Plano Concave ................................................................150
Plano Convex ..................................................................150
Plano Cylindrical ..............................................................150
Set of six .........................................................................152

Lens Holder
Wooden .........................................................................153
Adjustable .......................................................................181
Clip Pattern .....................................................................181

Lenz’ Law Kit ........................................................................ 205
Lenz’ Law - Open & closed loop ............................................. 205
Leslie’s Cube .........................................................................131
Lever Kit Set ........................................................................... 97
Lever - Simple Machines ...........................................................94
Leyden Jar ............................................................................ 224
Lift Pump ................................................................................ 73

Light Box and Optical Set
Light Box and Optical Set .................................................167
in Gratnell Tray ................................................................167
Spares for Light Box .........................................................168

Light Dependent Resister
Unit (LDR) ....................................................................... 280
Board ............................................................................ 247
Board ............................................................................ 247

Light Guide Demonstrator .......................................................159
Light Meter - LUX ....................................................................173

Light Source
Battery operated ..............................................................165
for Optical Bench - Halogen Type ......................................165

Linear Air Track
with accessories ...............................................................122
Precision Air Track System .................................................123

Linear Expansion Apparatus ...................................................126
Line Shaft Unit .......................................................................139
Liquid Level Apparatus .............................................................74
Loop the Loop ......................................................................... 90
Loop the Loop with scale ......................................................... 90

Loud Speaker
Big .................................................................................192
Large Double ...................................................................193
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Loud Speaker ..................................................................192
Small ..............................................................................192
Superior ..........................................................................192

Low Frequency Generator ...................................................... 278

M
Magdeburg Hemisphere

Brass ............................................................................... 72
Large ............................................................................... 72
On Base .......................................................................... 72
Plastic .............................................................................. 72
Rubber ............................................................................. 71

Magnets
Bar Magnet ALNICO 5 .....................................................199
Bar Magnet ALNICO III ....................................................198
Bar Magnet Chrome Steel .................................................198
Boxes .............................................................................199
Breaking Magnets ............................................................197
Ceramic Magnets - 6 colors ..............................................197
Cylindrical Magnets .........................................................199
Cylindrical Magnets - ALNICO ......................................... 200
Magnets .........................................................................197
Magnets Ceramic ............................................................201
Magnet Probe ................................................................. 200
Magnet with Hook ...........................................................101
Plastic cased Bar Magnet ..................................................198
Set of Three Horseshoe Magnets .......................................197
Strong U-shape Magnet ....................................................197
Support for Bar Magnet ....................................................199
U-shaped magnet ALNICO 5 ........................................... 200
U-shape Magnets - ALNICO ............................................. 200

Magnetic Effect Deflection ..................................................... 271

Magnetic Field
Chamber ........................................................................ 207
Demo. Long Solenoid ...................................................... 206
Demonstration Plate - Large .............................................. 205
Demonstrator .......................................................... 204, 205
Demo. Vertical Coils ........................................................ 206
Demo. Vertical Wire ........................................................ 206

Magnetic Needle Inclination ...................................................210
Magnetic Needles ........................................................ 208, 209

Magnetising and Demagnetising Coil
Magnetising and Demagnetising Coil ................................ 206
Mounted Solenoid - Heavy Duty ....................................... 207

Magnetising Charger ............................................................ 203
Magnetizer Box - Electrical .................................................... 203
Magnetometer ...................................................................... 208

Magnifier
Bi-focal ...........................................................................146
Folding .......................................................................... 145
Folding Aluminium Case .................................................. 145
Linen Testers ....................................................................147
Pocket Type with Pouch .................................................... 145
Reading Glass .........................................................146, 147

Manometer
Demonstration Manometer ..................................................76
Glass ................................................................................76

Plastic ...............................................................................75
w/o Stopcock ....................................................................75

Masses
Hanger - Special ............................................................... 47
Iron ................................................................................. 50
Slotted ............................................................................. 46
Mass Set - Cast Iron without Hook ....................................... 50

Materials
Collection Set ................................................................. 202
Kit Solids ...........................................................................61
Kit Solids - Gratnell Storage Tray ........................................ 62
Kit Solids - Mini ................................................................. 62

Maxwell Apparatus ...............................................................110
Maxwell Wheel .....................................................................110
Mechanical Effect ................................................................. 271
Mechanical Training Modules .................................................125
Melde’s Apparatus .................................................................191
Mercury Trough ...................................................................... 78
Metal Blocks Set ..................................................................... 60
Metal Board ......................................................................... 100
Metal Lever ...........................................................................101
Metal Rivets ..........................................................................132

Meters
Demonstration Meter ....................................................... 257
Demonstration Meter Interscale ......................................... 258
Demonstration Meter Multi Range ..................................... 258
Dual Student Ammeter & Voltmeter ................................... 256
Galvanometer................................................................. 256

Meter Scale
Flexible Steel .................................................................... 52
Rules - Folding .................................................................. 52
Rule Flexible Steel ............................................................. 52
Rule Steel ......................................................................... 52
Wooden .......................................................................... 52
Wooden - Premium ............................................................ 52

Mirrors
Concave Mirror - Glass .....................................................148
Convex Mirror - Glass.......................................................149
Cylindrical Mirror - Stainless Steel ......................................150
Plain Spherical Mirrors .....................................................149
Plane Mirrors Glass - Mounted ..........................................147
Plane Mirrors Glass - Unmounted .......................................147
Plastic Mirrors ..................................................................148
Support Block ..................................................................148
Universal Mirror - Stainless Steel ........................................150

Micrometer Screw Gauge ........................................................ 54
Micrometer Screw Gauge - Digital ............................................ 54
Microphone ..........................................................................192
Microphone Audio Amplifier .................................................. 278
Mini Motor Unit .................................................................... 280
Minute Timer .........................................................................121
Model of Astronomical Telescope ............................................166
Model of Gallieon Telescope ..................................................166
Model of Terrestrial Telescope .................................................166
Model Water Turbine with Dynamo ........................................ 144
Molecular Movement Tube ......................................................269
Moleset ................................................................................. 58
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Moment of Force Apparatus ..................................................... 99
Moment of Inertia Disc on Magnet .......................................... 100
Monkey and Hunter ...............................................................121
Morse Key ............................................................................275
Morse Sounder ......................................................................275
Motion Convertor - Simple Machines ........................................ 93

Motor
Alternator ........................................................................274
Demonstration Motor with Newton Color Disc .................... 271
Economy ........................................................................ 271
Generator ...................................................................... 273
Motor ............................................................................ 247

Mounted Lamp 12V 24W .......................................................141
Mounted Motor For Solar Cell .................................................141
Mounted Solar Cell ................................................................141
Moving Coil Meters DC ......................................................... 255
Moving Coil Multirange Meter ............................................... 257
Multimeter Demonstration Board ............................................. 259
Multi Spring Hook’s Law Apparatus .......................................... 90

N
NAND Gate Two Input Gate Two Input ................................... 282

Newton
Fan ................................................................................ 272
Meters / Dynamometer ..................................................... 42
Scale Platform .................................................................. 40
Ring Apparatus ................................................................160

Newton Cradle
Aquistic Newton’s Cradle Economy - 3 Balls........................ 111
Cradle - Giant.................................................................. 111
Engineer’s Newton’s Cradle- 5 Balls ................................... 111

Newton Disc
Color Disc with 6V Motor ................................................. 272
Color Disc - Economy .......................................................160
Color Disc - Hand Driven ..................................................160
Color Disc - Motor Driven..................................................160
Demonstration Motor with Newton Color Disc .................... 271
Disc Card ........................................................................160

Nichrome Wire - Bare ............................................................251
Nor Gate Two Inputt ............................................................. 282
N-P-N Transistor Unit ............................................................. 280
Nylon Rod ............................................................................218

O
Object Needle ......................................................................181
Object Screen .......................................................................182
Oersted’s Apparatus ..............................................................210
Ohm’s Law Apparatus ........................................................... 257
Ohm’s Meter ........................................................................ 257
Operational Amplifier Tutor ....................................................291
Operational Amp. Trainer Board .............................................291
Opisometer ............................................................................ 55

Optical Bench
1.5 meter - Metal .............................................................180
1.5 Meters ......................................................................179
Accessories for Optical Bench (PH0666 & PH0668) ............181

Aluminium .......................................................................176
Aluminium 42” .................................................................175
Graduated Screen ...........................................................177
Kit ..................................................................................176
Matt White Screen ...........................................................182
Optical Bench .................................................................180
Premium Optics Bench Kit .................................................179
Set .................................................................................177
Set of 6 Objects ...............................................................177
Single Rod - Economy .......................................................175
Spares Accessories for University Optical Bench (PH0652)...178
Stand for Optical Bench Accessories ..................................182
Student - Economy ............................................................175
University Optical Bench - 1.8 Meters .................................178

Optics Kit ..............................................................................169
Optics Lens & Mirror Set, with Plastic Case ...............................157
Organ Pipe ...........................................................................193
Or Gate Two Input ................................................................ 282

Oscilloscope Model
EI 800 ........................................................................... 277
EI 803 ........................................................................... 277

P
Parallelogram of Forces Apparatus ......................................... 108
Parallel Plate Capacitor ......................................................... 220
Pascal's Demonstrator ............................................................. 77
Pascal's Law Apparatus ............................................................76

Pendulum
Bobs ................................................................................ 87
Bobs - Set of 3 .................................................................. 87
Clamp ............................................................................. 87
on Stand .......................................................................... 87

Perspex Block - Circular ..........................................................158
Photo Electric Cell Unit .......................................................... 280
Photogate Timer - Industry Standard ......................................... 119
Photometer Jolly’s ...................................................................160
Pin Hole Camera ...................................................................161
Pinhole Camera Kit ................................................................165
Pinhole Screen .......................................................................181
Pins for Optics Experiments .....................................................154
Pith Ball - Spare Pack............................................................. 222
Planck’s Constant Determination Box ....................................... 290
Plates for Simple Cells ........................................................... 229
Plotting Compass .................................................................. 209
Plotting Compass - Plastic .......................................................210
Plugs - Transverse Hole .......................................................... 245

Plug Switch
One way.........................................................................237
Two way .........................................................................237

Pocket Compass ....................................................................210
Pocket Compass with Covers ...................................................210
Polarimeter Laurent’s Half Shade .............................................173
Polarimeter Student Model ......................................................173
Polarising Filter Stress Demonstration .......................................172
Polaroid Sheet .......................................................................173
Polythene Rod .......................................................................218
Polythene Strip ......................................................................218
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Potentiometer
Mounted .........................................................................291
One Meter - Single Wire .................................................. 268
One Meter - Single Wire .................................................. 268

Power Pack
AC / DC Power Pack ....................................................... 236
Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 0-12V, 2A ....................... 289
Low Voltage AC/DC Power Pack 6V/12V, 2 A ................... 289
Power Pack ......................................................................178
Power Pack for Lamp ........................................................177
Power Packs ................................................................... 289

Power Supplies
AC/DC 2V - 12V / 5A ..................................................... 284
AC/DC 6V/5A ................................................................ 284
Compact ........................................................................ 283
Discharge Tube Digital Model .......................................... 286
Dual Output ................................................................... 288
Dual Output Regulated DC Heavy Duty ..............................287
E.H.T. 5kV .......................................................................287
Electrophoresis ............................................................... 288
H. T. ...............................................................................287
Low Voltage AC/DC 1-12V, 6A......................................... 284
Low Voltage AC/DC 2-12V/6A ......................................... 285
Low Voltage AC/DC 12V/6A ........................................... 284
Low Voltage AC/DC Regulated 0-24V,
6A with Digital Display .................................................... 286
Low Voltage AC/DC with Digital Display ........................... 286
Mono Output .................................................................. 288
Multi-Output Quad Regulated DC ..................................... 285
Regulated AC/DC 0-6V, 5Amp. .........................................287
Regulated AC/DC 6V / 12V 5A ....................................... 283
Regulated AC/DC 6V/12V 10A ........................................ 283
Regulated AC/DC 12V/5A ............................................... 285
Regulated DC 0-20V, 0.5A .............................................. 283
Regulated DC 0-30V / 2 Amp. ......................................... 285
Regulated Low Voltage DC Power Packs ............................ 289
Universal Regulated AC/DC ............................................. 286
Electrophoresis DC Regulated ........................................... 288

Prisms
7 Piece Glass Prism and Lens Set with Wooden Case ..........157
Prisms .............................................................................158
Acrylic Equilateral ............................................................155
Acrylic - Right Angled .......................................................155
Equilateral Acrylic Prism Set ..............................................154
Equilateral Prisms .............................................................154
Equilateral Refraction Prism ...............................................156
Glass Equilateral ..............................................................155
Glass - Right Angled .........................................................155
Hollow Acrylic Prism ........................................................154
Hollow Acrylic Prisms and Cubes .......................................153
Hollow Glass Prisms and Cubes .........................................153
Hollow Prism ...................................................................159
Pair of Narrow Prisms .......................................................155
Right Angled Acrylic Prism Set ...........................................154
Right Angle Refraction Prisms.............................................157
Set of Prisms & Lenses .......................................................157
Table ..............................................................................181
with Different Angle .........................................................159

with Narrow Angle ..........................................................159
Projectile Launcher .................................................................. 98
Proof Plane............................................................................219

Pulley
Adjustable Clamp ............................................................. 84
Assembly Set .................................................................... 83
Bench Clamp Fitting .......................................................... 84
Blocks .............................................................................. 83
Demonstration Activity Set Student’s .................................... 86
Differential ....................................................................... 82
Differential - Economy ........................................................ 83
Differential Pulley with Magnet ..........................................101
Force Table ...................................................................... 85
for Magnetic Force Board ...........................................84, 101
Large with Universal Clamp .......................................... 84, 86
on Clamp ......................................................................... 85
on Clamp - Plastic ............................................................. 85
Plastic Ball Bearing Tandem ............................................... 82
Rod Mounted .................................................................... 83
Rod Mounted Demonstration .............................................. 85
Rod Mounting ................................................................... 84
Single Bench mounting  ..................................................... 83
Metal ............................................................................... 82
Plastic .............................................................................. 82
Spoke Pulley ..................................................................... 83
with Universal Clamp ........................................................ 85

Pump Plate Machined .............................................................. 70
Pump Pressure ........................................................................ 70
Push Pull Balances - Clear Tubular ............................................. 42
Push Switch ...................................................................240, 247
Pyrometer Alcohol .................................................................126

R
Radiometer - Crook’s ..............................................................131

Rain Gauge
British Association Pattern .................................................. 80
Stainless Steel ................................................................... 80
Symon’s ........................................................................... 80

Ray Box
Laser Ray Box ..................................................................163
Premium LED Ray Box with Power Supply ............................162
Ray Box .................................................................. 162, 163
LED, Battery Operated - Metal ...........................................162
LED Cool temperature - Plastic ...........................................163
Mirrored - Color Mixing ....................................................163
Sliding ............................................................................162
(Wall Powered), Halogen Source .......................................163
with Magnetic Base - 12V, 21W .........................................164

Ray Optics Kit .......................................................................164
Receiving Screen ...................................................................182
Rectangular Block - Acrylic .....................................................156
Rectangular Block - Glass .......................................................156
Rectifier Diode .......................................................................241
Reed Relay ........................................................................... 248
Reed Switch ......................................................................... 248
Refraction & Reflection Apparatus ............................................166
Refraction & Reflection Apparatus - Metal .................................166
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Relay NAND Gate ................................................................ 248

Resistance
Board - Metal ................................................................. 268
Boxes .............................................................................262
Box - Plug Type ............................................................... 260
Box - Single Dial ............................................................. 260
Coils .............................................................................. 264
Coils Mounted .................................................................262
Investigation Board ......................................................... 268
for Measurements ............................................................241
Substitution Board ........................................................... 238
Substitution Box ...............................................................262
Thermometer - Platinum .....................................................132
Units .............................................................................. 265
Resistor ................................................................... 247, 254
Resistor Set - High Power Set/7 .........................................262

Resonance Apparatus ............................................................184
Resonance Apparatus - Brass Tubes .........................................184

Rheostats
Rheostat - Air Cooled........................................................267
Rheostats........................................................................ 266
Extended Range...............................................................267
Open type Economy........................................................ 265
Standard ........................................................................ 266
with Protection Cover........................................................267

Ring and Ball
Gravesande ....................................................................127
 with Stand ......................................................................127
with stand - Superior ........................................................127

Ring Thrower .........................................................................217

Ripple Tank
Advanced with Projection Screen .......................................195
Basic Ripple Tank .............................................................194
Controller ........................................................................194

Rocking Gimble ...................................................................... 97
Rods for Thermal Conductivity Experiments ...............................129
Rolling Friction Cars ............................................................... 113
Rotatable Optical Disc - Hartley’s ............................................170
Rotating Magnet for Electromagnetic Induction .........................213

S
Safety Plugs 4mm with Rigid Sleeve ........................................ 244
Safety Socket for Banana Plugs .............................................. 244
Savart’s Toothed Wheel .........................................................193
Scale Pan ............................................................................... 85
Screwdriver .......................................................................... 253
Second Law of Motion Apparatus ............................................. 88
Semi Circular Block - Acrylic ...................................................156
Semi Circular Block - Glass .....................................................156

Sensors
Current Sensor Kit ............................................................. 34
EISCO Base Handheld....................................................... 29
EISCO Current Sensor ....................................................... 30
EISCO Force Sensor ...........................................................31
EISCO Light Sensor ........................................................... 30
EISCO Motion Sensor ........................................................ 32
EISCO pH Sensor...............................................................31

EISCO Pressure Sensor .......................................................31
EISCO Sensor Pack ........................................................... 33
EISCO Sensors ................................................................. 28
EISCO Sound Sensor ......................................................... 32
EISCO Temperature Sensor ................................................ 30
EISCO Voltage Sensor ....................................................... 29
EISCO WIFI Module .......................................................... 32
Force Sensor Kit ................................................................ 36
Light Sensor Kit ................................................................. 35
Motion Sensor Kit.............................................................. 37
pH Sensor Kit ................................................................... 35
Pressure Sensor Kit ............................................................ 36
Sound Sensor Kit ............................................................... 37
Temperature Sensor Kit ...................................................... 34
Voltage Sensor Kit ............................................................. 33

Series & Parallel Demonstration .............................................. 243
Set of 7 Acrylic Blocks ............................................................157
Set of Colored Filters - Mounted ..............................................174
Set of Geometrical Models - 16 pcs. ......................................... 55
Set of Geometrical Models - 19 pcs. ......................................... 56
Set of Large Acrylic Blocks ......................................................158
Set of Metal Discs ................................................................. 202
Set of Metal Strips ................................................................ 202

Set of Specific Heat Cylinders
Equal in Mass ..................................................................133
Equal in Size ...................................................................133

Set of Springs ......................................................................... 62
Shadow Effect Maltese Cross & Shadow ................................. 271
Shunt ................................................................................... 256
Silk Cloth Piece ......................................................................219
Simple Cell .......................................................................... 229
Simple Circuit Modules .......................................................... 247

Simple Machines
Block & Tackle ...................................................................94
Gear ............................................................................... 93
Gear Train ....................................................................... 92
Pendulum ......................................................................... 92
Screw ...............................................................................94
Pulley ............................................................................... 92
Wedge ............................................................................ 93
Wheel & Axle - Simple Machines ........................................94

Simple Resonance Tube Set .....................................................184
Simple Switch ........................................................................241
Simple Thermocouple - Copper-constantan ...............................132
Sling Psychrometer Kit ............................................................. 79

Slotted Weights & Masses
Individual Slotted Weights - Cast Iron .................................. 50
Slotted Hanger - Spare ...................................................... 49
Slotted Hanger Spare - Brass .............................................. 47
Slotted Spare - Stainless Steel ............................................. 47
Slotted Spare - Brass ......................................................... 46
Slotted - Stainless Steel ...................................................... 47
Slotted Kilogram Masses Set - Cast Iron ............................... 50
Slotted Masses Set- Zinc Casted ......................................... 49
Slotted Set of Masses and Hanger - Brass ............................ 48
Slotted Set of Masses and Hanger - Stainless Steel ............... 49

Small Motor / Generator ........................................................139
Smoke Cell - Whitley Bay .........................................................75
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Socket for Banana Plugs ........................................................ 243
Sodium Lamp Power Supply ....................................................174
Sodium Vapour Lamp .............................................................174

Solar
Cell Unit ..........................................................................281
Energy Kit .......................................................................281
Furnace...........................................................................138
Panel ..............................................................................281

Soldering Flux Paste .............................................................. 252
Soldering Iron ...................................................................... 252
Soldering Wire ..................................................................... 252

Solenoid
Air Cored ....................................................................... 207
Small ............................................................................. 207

Sonometer
Sonometer .......................................................................185
3-wire Pattern ..................................................................185
Mini ...............................................................................185
Pickup .............................................................................186
Simple Pattern .................................................................185
Small ..............................................................................185
Wire Set .........................................................................186

Spade Terminal Adaptor........................................................ 243

Specific Gravity
Blocks .............................................................................. 59
Blocks Set ........................................................................ 64
Bottle ............................................................................... 65
Bottle - Solid ..................................................................... 65
Cylinders with Hooks ......................................................... 59
Cylinders with Hooks ......................................................... 59
Metal Cylinder Set ............................................................ 58

Spectrometer
Advanced .......................................................................171
Basic ..............................................................................170
Light Source .....................................................................174
Precision .........................................................................171
Standard .........................................................................171

Spectroscope
Adjustable Slit type ..........................................................161
Direct Vision Spectroscope ................................................161
Direct Vision Spectroscope - Premium .................................161
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PH0330......................91
PH0331 ......................91
PH0334......................95
PH0335 ......................95
PH0336 ......................95
PH0337 ......................95
PH0338 ......................96
PH0339 ......................96
PH0339DX ..................96
PH0340 .....................97
PH0341A ....................96
PH0341B ....................96
PH0342......................97
PH0342A ...................97
PH0342B ....................97
PH0342RG .................97
PH0343 .....................98
PH0343A ................. 114
PH0343DL ..................98
PH0343TWC ............ 114
PH0344 .....................99
PH0344CG ................99
PH0344DB .................99
PH0344DPM ............. 101
PH0344IPC .............. 101
PH0344IS .................100
PH0344KE ..................99
PH0344KM ..............100
PH0344MB ..............100
PH0344MB .............. 101
PH0344MF .................99
PH0344MH .............. 101
PH0344MI ................100
PH0344ML ............... 101
PH0345 ...................108
PH0346 ...................108
PH0347A ..................109
PH0347BR ................109
PH0347CN8.............109
PH0347FSC .............. 110
PH0347FT ................109
PH0348 ...................108
PH0348AN8 ............ 110
PH0349A ................. 110
PH0349CTD ..............111
PH0349DCP ............. 112
PH0349ECB ...............111
PH0349NC3 .............111
PH0349NC5 .............111
PH0349NCL ..............111
PH0349SDS .............. 110
PH0349WL ............... 110
PH0350.................... 112
PH0350A ................. 112
PH0350B .................. 112
PH0351 .................... 112
PH0351APL ............... 113
PH0351HCS ............. 113

PH0351PLN8 ............ 113
PH0352 .................... 117
PH0352CKT .............. 115
PH0352CKT .............. 116
PH0352/CRA ........... 115
PH0353A ................. 118
PH0353B .................. 118
PH0353BTP............... 118
PH0353C ................. 118
PH0353CPR .............. 118
PH0353D ................. 118
PH0353MOP ............ 119
PH0353SPT .............. 118
PH0354A .................120
PH0354B ..................120
PH0355APL .............. 114
PH0355DYTR ............ 117
PH0355IA ................ 117
PH0358A ................. 121
PH0358B .................. 121
PH0359 .................... 121
PH0360B .................. 121
PH0361 .................... 121
PH0362A .................122
PH0362B ..................122
PH0362GTACC ......... 123
PH0362SET............... 123
PH0363A .................122
PH0363B ..................122
PH0363C .................122
PH0363D .................122
PH0366 ...................125
PH0368.................... 126
PH0369 .................... 126
PH0371A .................. 126
PH0371B .................. 126
PH0372A ................. 126
PH0372B .................. 126
PH0374A ..................127
PH0374B ..................127
PH0374C ..................127
PH0374D ..................127
PH0376 ....................127
PH0376A ..................127
PH0377....................127
PH0377CS ...............127
PH0378A ................. 128
PH0378B .................. 128
PH0380A ................. 128
PH0380B .................. 128
PH0382 .................... 128
PH0383.................... 128
PH0384A ................. 128
PH0384B .................. 128
PH0388A .................129
PH0388B ..................129
PH0388C .................129
PH0390A .................129
PH0390B ..................129
PH0397A ..................129
PH0397B ..................129
PH0397C .................129
PH0397D .................129
PH0397E ..................129
PH0397F ..................129
PH0397G .................129
PH0398 ....................129
PH0399....................129
PH0400A .................130
PH0400B .................130
PH0400C .................130
PH0401A ..................130
PH0401B ..................130
PH0401C..................130
PH0401D ..................130
PH0401E ..................130
PH0403 ...................130
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PH0469F ..................142
PH0471B ..................142
PH0471C .................142
PH0471D ..................142
PH0472....................142
PH0474A ..................142
PH0474B ..................142
PH0483 ...................143
PH0485 ...................143
PH0486 ...................143
PH0488 ...................143
PH0490 ...................143
PH0492....................144
PH0494 ....................144
PH0496 ....................144
PH0497A ..................144
PH0497A-N8 ............145
PH0498A .................145
PH0498B ..................145
PH0500A .................145
PH0500B .................145
PH0500C .................145
PH0500D .................145
PH0500E ..................145
PH0500F ..................145
PH0502A .................145
PH0502B ..................145
PH0503 ...................145
PH0506B ..................146
PH0506C .................146
PH0506D .................146
PH0506E ..................146
PH0507 ....................146
PH0508A .................146
PH0508B ..................146
PH0508C .................146
PH0508D .................146
PH0508E ..................146
PH0508F ..................146
PH0508G .................146
PH0508H .................146
PH0508I ...................146
PH0508J ..................146
PH0508K .................146
PH0508L ..................146
PH0509 ...................146
PH0510A ..................147
PH0510B ..................147
PH0510C .................147
PH0510D ..................147
PH0510E ..................147
PH0510F ..................147
PH0510G .................147
PH0510H .................147
PH0510I ...................147
PH0510J ...................147
PH0512A ..................147
PH0512B ..................147
PH0514A ..................147
PH0514B ..................147
PH0514C..................147
PH0514D ..................147
PH0514E ..................147
PH0514F ..................147
PH0515A ..................147
PH0515B ..................147
PH0515C ..................147
PH0515D ..................147
PH0515E ..................147
PH0515F ..................147
PH0516 ....................148
PH0517A ..................148
PH0517B ..................148
PH0519A ..................148
PH0519B ..................148
PH0519C..................148
PH0519D ..................148

PH0403A .................130
PH0405 ................... 131
PH0408A ................. 131
PH0408B.................. 131
PH0409 ................... 131
PH0410A .................. 131
PH0410B .................. 131
PH0411A .................. 131
PH0411B .................. 131
PH0418A .................. 131
PH0418B .................. 131
PH0422....................132
PH0425....................132
PH0426 ....................132
PH0428 ....................132
PH0429....................132
PH0430A .................132
PH0430C .................132
PH0432....................133
PH0432CB ...............133
PH0434 ...................133
PH0435A .................133
PH0435B ..................133
PH0435C .................133
PH0435D .................133
PH0436 ...................133
PH0436ELK ..............134
PH0436/PRM ...........133
PH0436THF ..............134
PH0438A .................134
PH0438B ..................134
PH0440A .................134
PH0440B .................134
PH0442A .................134
PH0442B ..................134
PH0443A .................134
PH0443B .................134
PH0448A .................134
PH0448B .................134
PH0450 ...................135
PH0452A .................135
PH0452B ..................135
PH0453A .................135
PH0453B ..................135
PH0453C .................135
PH0454A .................136
PH0454B..................136
PH0454B/ST ............136
PH0455 ...................136
PH0456 ................... 137
PH0458A ................. 137
PH0458B .................. 137
PH0460 ................... 137
PH0466 ................... 137
PH0466JM ............... 137
PH0466JM/LW ......... 137
PH0467A ..................139
PH0467B ..................139
PH0467C .................139
PH0467D .................139
PH0467E ..................139
PH0467F ..................140
PH0467G .................140
PH0467H .................140
PH0467HAR .............138
PH0467I ...................140
PH0467J ...................140
PH0467K ................. 141
PH0467L .................. 141
PH0467M ................. 141
PH0467SF ................138
PH0467SG ............... 141
PH0469A .................142
PH0469B ..................142
PH0469C .................142
PH0469D .................142
PH0469E ..................142
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PH0615AG ...............168
PH0615AH ...............168
PH0615AI .................168
PH0615AJ ................168
PH0615AK ................168
PH0615AL.................168
PH0615AM ...............168
PH0615B ..................169
PH0615B1 ................169
PH0615B2 ................169
PH0615GT ................167
PH0615WTAC ..........163
PH0616A .................. 170
PH0616B .................. 170
PH0616EMS ............. 175
PH0616HOD ............ 170
PH0616OPT .............. 175
PH0618A .................. 170
PH0619 .................... 171
PH0620 .................... 171
PH0621 .................... 171
PH0624A .................172
PH0624B ..................172
PH0624C .................172
PH0624E ..................172
PH0624F ..................172
PH0625 ....................172
PH0627A ..................172
PH0628B ..................173
PH0630 ...................173
PH0632....................173
PH0633 ...................173
PH0633AA ...............173
PH0634 ................... 174
PH0636 ................... 174
PH0638 ................... 174
PH0640 ................... 174
PH0647 ................... 175
PH0647A1 ................ 175
PH0647A2 ............... 175
PH0647A3 ............... 175
PH0647A4 ............... 175
PH0647A5 ............... 175
PH0647A6 ............... 175
PH0648A ................. 174
PH0648B.................. 174
PH0649 ................... 176
PH0650-2M .............. 176
PH0651 ....................177
PH0651A..................177
PH0651B-V1 .............177
PH0651B-V2 .............177
PH0651C .................177
PH0651D ..................177
PH0651F ..................177
PH0652.................... 178
PH0652A ................. 178
PH0652B .................. 178
PH0652C ................. 178
PH0652D ................. 178
PH0652E .................. 178
PH0652E2 ................ 178
PH0652F .................. 178
PH0652G ................. 178
PH0652H ................. 178
PH0652I ................... 178
PH0652J .................. 178
PH0652OP-2M ......... 178
PH0653 ...................179
PH0666 ...................179
PH0668A .................180
PH0668B..................180
PH0669 ...................180
PH0672 .................... 181
PH0673 .................... 181
PH0674 .................... 181
PH0675 .................... 181

PH0573B ..................157
PH0573C .................157
PH0575 ....................154
PH0576 ....................157
PH0577A..................158
PH0578 ....................158
PH0579PB ................158
PH0580....................160
PH0582A .................160
PH0583 ....................160
PH0583A .................158
PH0583B ..................158
PH0583C .................158
PH0583D .................158
PH0583E ..................158
PH0583F ..................159
PH0583G .................159
PH0583H .................159
PH0583I ...................159
PH0583J ...................159
PH0583K ..................159
PH0583L ..................159
PH0583M .................159
PH0583N .................159
PH0583O .................159
PH0583P ..................159
PH0583Q .................159
PH0583R ..................159
PH0583S ..................159
PH0583T ..................159
PH0584....................160
PH0585....................160
PH0585A .................159
PH0585B ..................159
PH0586 ....................160
PH0587 ....................159
PH0592 .................... 161
PH0594A ................. 161
PH0594B .................. 161
PH0595 .................... 161
PH0595B .................. 161
PH0596 .................... 162
PH0598RNPL ............ 161
PH0600A ................. 162
PH0600B ................. 162
PH0600B .................177
PH0600C ................. 162
PH0600D ................. 162
PH0600E ................. 162
PH0600LED .............. 162
PH0600LEDSU .......... 162
PH0601A .................. 162
PH0601B .................. 162
PH0601C ................. 162
PH0601D .................. 162
PH0602A .................163
PH0602ALED ............163
PH0605A .................165
PH0606A .................164
PH0606BAT ..............165
PH0606CMB ............164
PH0606LSHT ............165
PH0606RBMB ...........164
PH0606WLED ...........165
PH0607 ...................165
PH0608 ...................166
PH0610 ....................166
PH0612 ....................166
PH0613 ....................166
PH0614A ..................166
PH0615 ....................167
PH0615AA ...............168
PH0615AB ................168
PH0615AC ...............168
PH0615AD................168
PH0615AE ................168
PH0615AF ................168

PH0520A .................148
PH0520B ..................148
PH0520C .................148
PH0520D .................148
PH0520E ..................148
PH0520F ..................148
PH0520F-1 ...............148
PH0520F-2 ...............148
PH0520H .................148
PH0520I ...................148
PH0520J ...................148
PH0520K..................148
PH0520L ..................148
PH0520L-1 ................148
PH0520L-2 ................148
PH0520M .................148
PH0520N .................148
PH0520N-1 ..............148
PH0520N-2 ..............148
PH0520N-3 ..............148
PH0520O .................148
PH0520P ..................148
PH0521A ..................149
PH0521B ..................149
PH0521C ..................149
PH0521D ..................149
PH0526A .................149
PH0526B ..................149
PH0526C .................149
PH0526D .................149
PH0526E ..................149
PH0526F ..................149
PH0526F-1................149
PH0526F-2 ...............149
PH0526H .................149
PH0526I ...................149
PH0526J ...................149
PH0526K ..................149
PH0526L ..................149
PH0526L-1 ................149
PH0526L-2 ................149
PH0526M .................149
PH0526N .................149
PH0526N-1 ..............149
PH0526N-2 ..............149
PH0526N-3 ..............149
PH0526O .................149
PH0526P ..................149
PH0527A ..................149
PH0527B ..................149
PH0527C .................149
PH0527D .................149
PH0528 ....................150
PH0529A .................150
PH0529B ..................150
PH0530....................153
PH0530A .................150
PH0530B ..................150
PH0530C .................150
PH0530D .................150
PH0531A-CC ............ 152
PH0531A-CV ............ 152
PH0531B-CC ............ 152
PH0531B-CV ............. 152
PH0531C-CC ............ 152
PH0531C-CV ............ 152
PH0531D-CC ............ 152
PH0531D-CV ............ 152
PH0531E-CC ............. 152
PH0531E-CV ............. 152
PH0531F-CC ............. 152
PH0531F-CV ............. 152
PH0532A-CV ............150
PH0532B-CV ............150
PH0532C-CV ............150
PH0532D-CV ............150
PH0532E-CV .............150

PH0532F-CV .............150
PH0532I-CV .............150
PH0532J-CV .............150
PH0532K-CV ............150
PH0532K-CV ............150
PH0533A ................. 151
PH0533B .................. 151
PH0533C ................. 151
PH0533D ................. 151
PH0533E .................. 151
PH0534A-CV ............ 151
PH0534B-CV ............ 151
PH0534C-CV ............ 151
PH0534D-CV ............ 151
PH0534E-CV ............ 151
PH0534F-CV ............. 151
PH0534F-CV1 ........... 151
PH0534F-CV2 ........... 151
PH0534G-CV ........... 151
PH0534H-CV ............ 151
PH0534I-CV ............. 151
PH0534J-CV ............. 151
PH0534K-CV ............ 151
PH0534L-CV ............. 151
PH0534L-CV1 ........... 151
PH0534L-CV2 ........... 151
PH0534N-CV ........... 151
PH0534O-CV ........... 151
PH0534P-CV ............. 151
PH0534Q-CV ........... 151
PH0534R-CV ............ 151
PH0534R-CV1........... 151
PH0534R-CV2 .......... 151
PH0536A-CC ............ 151
PH0536B-CC ............ 151
PH0536C-CC ............ 151
PH0536D-CC ............ 151
PH0536E-CC ............ 151
PH0536F-CC ............ 151
PH0536F-CC1 ........... 151
PH0536F-CC2 .......... 151
PH0536G-CC ........... 151
PH0536H-CC ............ 151
PH0536I-CC ............. 151
PH0536J-CC ............. 151
PH0536K-CC ............ 151
PH0536L-CC ............. 151
PH0536L-CC1 ........... 151
PH0536L-CC2 ........... 151
PH0536N-CC ........... 151
PH0536O-CC ........... 151
PH0536P-CC ............ 151
PH0536Q-CC ........... 151
PH0536R-CC ............ 151
PH0536R-CC1 .......... 151
PH0536R-CC2 .......... 151
PH0537A-CV ............ 152
PH0537B-CV ............ 152
PH0537C-CV ............ 152
PH0537D-CV ............ 152
PH0537E-CV ............. 152
PH0537F-CV ............. 152
PH0537F-CV1 ........... 152
PH0537F-CV2 ........... 152
PH0537G-CC ........... 152
PH0537H-CC ............ 152
PH0537I-CC ............. 152
PH0537J-CC ............. 152
PH0537K-CC ............ 152
PH0537L-CC ............. 152
PH0537L-CC1 ........... 152
PH0537L-CC2 ........... 152
PH0537M-CV ........... 152
PH0537N-CV ........... 152
PH0537O-CV............ 152
PH0537P-CV ............. 152
PH0537Q-CV............ 152

PH0537R-CV ............. 152
PH0537S-CC ............ 152
PH0537T-CC ............ 152
PH0537U-CC ............ 152
PH0537V-CC ............ 152
PH0537W-CC........... 152
PH0537X-CC ............ 152
PH0538A ................. 152
PH0538B .................. 152
PH0538C ................. 152
PH0538D ................. 152
PH0539 ....................153
PH0550A .................153
PH0550D .................153
PH0550E ..................153
PH0550F ..................153
PH0550H .................153
PH0552A .................153
PH0552B ..................153
PH0552C .................153
PH0552D .................153
PH0552E ..................153
PH0552F ..................153
PH0552G .................153
PH0552H .................153
PH0553A .................154
PH0553A .................154
PH0554AC ...............154
PH0554BC ...............154
PH0554CC ...............154
PH0554DC ...............154
PH0554GG ..............154
PH0554HG ..............154
PH0554IG ................154
PH0554JG ................154
PH0554-SET .............154
PH0555A .................154
PH0555B ..................154
PH0555C .................154
PH0555E ..................154
PH0555G .................154
PH0555-SET .............154
PH0556A .................155
PH0556B ..................155
PH0556C .................155
PH0558A .................155
PH0558B ..................155
PH0558C .................155
PH0560A .................155
PH0560B..................155
PH0560C .................155
PH0562A .................155
PH0562B ..................155
PH0562C .................155
PH0564 ...................155
PH0566A .................156
PH0566B ..................156
PH0566C .................156
PH0566D .................156
PH0566E ..................156
PH0568A .................156
PH0568B ..................156
PH0568C .................156
PH0568D .................156
PH0568E ..................156
PH0569A .................156
PH0569B ..................156
PH0570A .................156
PH0570B ..................156
PH0570C .................156
PH0570D .................156
PH0570E ..................156
PH0571 ....................157
PH0572A .................157
PH0572A .................158
PH0572AG ...............157
PH0573A .................157
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PH0676 .................... 181
PH0678 .................... 181
PH0680 ................... 181
PH0682.................... 181
PH0684 ...................182
PH0685 ...................182
PH0686 ...................182
PH0694 ....................182
PH0695 ....................182
PH0696 ....................182
PH0696/12V ............182
PH0702A .................182
PH0702B ..................182
PH0706 ....................183
PH0706A .................183
PH0708A .................183
PH0708B ..................183
PH0709N8 ...............183
PH0712 ....................183
PH0712N8 ...............183
PH0713 ....................184
PH0715 ....................184
PH0718B ..................184
PH0720 ....................184
PH0722 ....................184
PH0725 ....................185
PH0726 ....................185
PH0728 ....................185
PH0729 ....................185
PH0730 ....................185
PH0730A .................186
PH0731 ....................186
PH0732 ....................186
PH0733 ....................186
PH0733A .................186
PH0733B ..................187
PH0733C .................187
PH0734 ....................187
PH0736A .................188
PH0736B ..................188
PH0736C .................188
PH0736D .................188
PH0736E ..................188
PH0736F ..................188
PH0736G .................188
PH0736H .................188
PH0737A ..................188
PH0737B ..................188
PH0737C..................188
PH0737D..................188
PH0737E ..................188
PH0737F ..................188
PH0737G .................188
PH0737H .................188
PH0737I ...................188
PH0737J ...................188
PH0737K ..................188
PH0737L ..................188
PH0737M .................188
PH0737N .................188
PH0737O .................188
PH0737P ..................188
PH0738A .................188
PH0738B ..................188
PH0738BN8 .............190
PH0738C .................188
PH0738D .................188
PH0740A ..................189
PH0742A ..................189
PH0742AH ...............189
PH0742B ..................189
PH0744A..................189
PH0744A-JU .............189
PH0744B ..................189
PH0745 ....................190
PH0745A ..................190
PH0745B ..................190

PH0745C..................190
PH0745STR ...............190
PH0746 ....................190
PH0750 .................... 191
PH0752A .................. 191
PH0752STRB-V1 ........ 191
PH0752STRB-V2 ........ 191
PH0753A ..................192
PH0753B ..................192
PH0753FOR ..............192
PH0754 ....................192
PH0755 ....................192
PH0755-SUP .............192
PH0755A ..................192
PH0755AN8 .............192
PH0755SUP ..............192
PH0757 ....................193
PH0759 ....................193
PH0764 ....................193
PH0767A .................. 194
PH0767B .................. 194
PH0767C-V1 ............. 194
PH0767C-V2 ............. 194
PH0769A .................. 194
PH0769B-V1 ............. 195
PH0769B-V2 ............. 195
PH0769-V1 ............... 195
PH0769-V2 ............... 195
PH0770-V1 ...............196
PH0770-V2 ...............196
PH0780A .................197
PH0780B ..................197
PH0780C .................197
PH0780D .................197
PH0780E ..................197
PH0781A ..................197
PH0781B ..................197
PH0781C ..................197
PH0782 ....................197
PH0783 ....................197
PH0784 ....................197
PH0785 ....................198
PH0786B ..................198
PH0786C .................198
PH0786D .................198
PH0786E ..................198
PH0786F ..................198
PH0788A .................198
PH0788B ..................198
PH0788C .................198
PH0788D .................198
PH0788E ..................198
PH0788F ..................198
PH0788G .................198
PH0788H .................198
PH0788I ...................198
PH0788J ...................198
PH0789-38 ...............198
PH0789-50 ...............198
PH0789-75 ...............198
PH0789A ..................198
PH0789B ..................198
PH0789C .................198
PH0789D .................198
PH0789E ..................198
PH0789F ..................198
PH0789G .................198
PH0790A .................199
PH0790B ..................199
PH0790C .................199
PH0790D .................199
PH0791 ....................199
PH0791A ..................199
PH0791B ..................199
PH0791C ..................199
PH0791D ..................199
PH0791SM ...............199

PH0792A .................199
PH0792B ..................199
PH0792C .................199
PH0792D .................199
PH0793-10 ...............200
PH0793A .................200
PH0793B ..................200
PH0793C .................200
PH0793D .................200
PH0793E ..................200
PH0793F ..................200
PH0793G .................200
PH0795A..................200
PH0795B ..................200
PH0795C .................200
PH0795D..................200
PH0795E ..................200
PH0795F ..................200
PH0795G .................200
PH0795H .................200
PH0795I ...................200
PH0797A ..................201
PH0797B ..................201
PH0798A .................202
PH0798A-SUP ...........202
PH0798B ..................202
PH0798B01 ..............202
PH0798C .................202
PH0798MP ...............200
PH0799A .................202
PH0799B ..................202
PH0799B01 ..............202
PH0800 ...................202
PH0800A .................203
PH0800B .................203
PH0800C .................203
PH0800D .................203
PH0800E..................203
PH0801DE ................204
PH0801MFD .............204
PH0801VGM ............204
PH0802FLA ..............205
PH0802LLO ..............205
PH0802MF2 .............205
PH0802MF4 .............205
PH0802MFD .............205
PH0803A .................206
PH0803B ..................206
PH0803C .................206
PH0803/SET .............206
PH0804A .................206
PH0804B..................207
PH0804C .................207
PH0804D .................207
PH0805 ...................207
PH0810 ....................207
PH0811 ....................208
PH0812 ....................208
PH0813 ....................208
PH0814 ....................208
PH0815 ....................208
PH0816A ..................208
PH0816B ..................208
PH0816C ..................208
PH0817A ..................209
PH0817B ..................209
PH0817C ..................209
PH0818A ..................209
PH0818B ..................209
PH0818C ..................209
PH0818D ..................209
PH0819 ....................209
PH0820....................209
PH0820A .................209
PH0820B ..................209
PH0820C .................209
PH0820D .................209

PH0879 ....................220
PH0880 ...................220
PH0881 ....................220
PH0882A .................221
PH0882B ..................221
PH0884A .................221
PH0884B ..................221
PH0885A .................221
PH0885B ..................221
PH0885C .................221
PH0886A .................221
PH0886B ..................221
PH0888 ...................221
PH0889....................222
PH0890 ...................222
PH0894 ....................222
PH0896 ....................222
PH0898....................222
PH0899 ...................222
PH0900 ...................223
PH0901 ....................223
PH0902 ...................223
PH0904 ...................224
PH0906 ...................224
PH0912 ....................224
PH0913N8 ...............224
PH0914 ....................224
PH0916 ....................225
PH0916B ..................225
PH0917 ....................225
PH0917A ..................225
PH0918A ..................226
PH0918B ..................226
PH0918B ..................227
PH0918B ..................227
PH0918B ..................228
PH0918B/L ...............226
PH0918B/L ...............226
PH0918C..................226
PH0918C..................226
PH0918C..................226
PH0918C..................227
PH0918C..................227
PH0918C..................228
PH0918DFM .............225
PH0919A ..................226
PH0920A-V1.............226
PH0920B-V2 .............226
PH0922A-V1 ............227
PH0922A-V2 ............227
PH0924 ...................229
PH0925 ...................230
PH0926A .................229
PH0926B ..................229
PH0926C .................229
PH0926D .................229
PH0927A .................230
PH0927B ..................230
PH0927C .................230
PH0927D .................230
PH0927E ..................230
PH0927F ..................230
PH0927G .................230
PH0927H .................230
PH0927I ...................230
PH0927J...................230
PH0927-N8 ..............230
PH0928....................230
PH0930 ................... 231
PH0934 ................... 231
PH0935 ................... 231
PH0936.................... 231
PH0937 .................... 231
PH0939A .................232
PH0939B ..................232
PH0940 ....................232
PH0941 ....................232

PH0820E ..................209
PH0820F ..................209
PH0821A .................. 210
PH0821B .................. 210
PH0821C .................. 210
PH0822....................209
PH0823A ................. 210
PH0823B .................. 210
PH0824.................... 210
PH0825.................... 210
PH0832N ................. 210
PH0838.................... 210
PH0839.................... 211
PH0840 ................... 211
PH0841A-V1 ............. 211
PH0841A-V2 ............. 211
PH0842 ................... 211
PH0843 ................... 211
PH0845 ................... 212
PH0845ACI .............. 214
PH0845CAC ............ 214
PH0845CBB ............. 214
PH0845EDU ............. 212
PH0845GIL ............... 213
PH0845HEL .............. 213
PH0845LAA ............. 212
PH0845LAL .............. 212
PH0845LAR .............. 212
PH0845MFC ............ 213
PH0845RME ............. 213
PH0845VIC .............. 214
PH0846 ................... 217
PH0847 ................... 214
PH0848C .................228
PH0848D .................229
PH0849 ................... 215
PH0849A ................. 215
PH0849AK1 ............. 215
PH0849AK2 ............. 216
PH0849B .................. 215
PH0849C ................. 215
PH0849D ................. 215
PH0849E .................. 215
PH0849F .................. 215
PH0849GT ............... 215
PH0850 ................... 216
PH0850ACC ............. 216
PH0850CC1 ............. 217
PH0850CC2 ............. 217
PH0850CC3 ............. 217
PH0850CC4 ............. 217
PH0850CC5 ............. 217
PH0850CC6 ............. 217
PH0850CC7 ............. 217
PH0850CC8 ............. 217
PH0850CSET ............ 216
PH0850GT ............... 216
PH0850RT ................ 217
PH0851 .................... 218
PH0852 .................... 218
PH0856A ................. 218
PH0856B .................. 218
PH0857 ................... 218
PH0860 ................... 218
PH0862 .................... 218
PH0863 ................... 218
PH0864 ................... 218
PH0868 ................... 219
PH0870 .................... 219
PH0871A .................. 219
PH0871B .................. 219
PH0871C.................. 219
PH0874A .................. 219
PH0874B .................. 219
PH0876A ..................220
PH0876B ..................220
PH0878 ....................220
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PH1076A2 ................255
PH1078A ..................255
PH1078B ..................255
PH1078C ..................255
PH1079 ....................255
PH1080A ..................255
PH1080B ..................255
PH1080C .................255
PH1080C1 ................255
PH1080C2 ...............255
PH1080D ..................255
PH1080E ..................255
PH1080F ..................255
PH1080G .................255
PH1080H .................255
PH1084A ..................255
PH1084B ..................255
PH1084C..................255
PH1084D ..................255
PH1084E ..................255
PH1085 ....................256
PH1099A ..................256
PH1099B ..................256
PH1099C .................256
PH1099D ..................256
PH1099E ..................256
PH1099F ..................256
PH1099G .................256
PH1102A ..................256
PH1102B...................256
PH1103 ....................256
PH1105 ....................257
PH1106A ..................257
PH1106B ..................257
PH1107 ....................257
PH1108A ..................257
PH1108B ..................257
PH1116 .....................258
PH1116A ...................258
PH1118A ...................258
PH1118B ...................258
PH1118B1 .................258
PH1118C ..................258
PH1118D ...................258
PH1118D1 .................258
PH1118E ...................258
PH1118F ...................258
PH1118F1 .................258
PH1118F2 .................258
PH1118G ..................258
PH1118H ..................258
PH1118I ....................258
PH1118I1 ..................258
PH1118I2 ..................258
PH1118J ....................258
PH1118J ....................259
PH1118K ...................258
PH1118L ....................258
PH1118M ..................258
PH1118N ..................258
PH1118O ..................258
PH1120 ....................259
PH1121A ...................259
PH1121B ...................259
PH1121C...................260
PH1127A...................260
PH1127B ...................260
PH1127C ..................260
PH1127D ..................260
PH1127E ...................260
PH1127F ...................260
PH1127G ..................260
PH1128.....................262
PH1128N8A..............243
PH1129 ....................262
PH1130A ..................260
PH1130B ..................260

PH1058G .................251
PH1058H ..................251
PH1058I ...................251
PH1058J ...................251
PH1059 ....................251
PH1064A..................251
PH1064B ..................251
PH1064C .................251
PH1064D ..................251
PH1064E ..................251
PH1064F ..................251
PH1064G .................251
PH1064H .................251
PH1064I ...................251
PH1066A ..................251
PH1066B ..................251
PH1066C .................251
PH1066D ..................251
PH1066E ..................251
PH1066F ..................251
PH1066G .................251
PH1066H..................251
PH1066I ...................251
PH1066J ...................251
PH1067 ....................252
PH1068 ....................252
PH1070A ..................252
PH1070B ..................252
PH1070C ..................252
PH1072F...................252
PH1072G .................252
PH1072I ...................253
PH1072K ..................253
PH1072L ...................253
PH1072M .................253
PH1072N .................253
PH1072O .................253
PH1072P ..................253
PH1073A ..................254
PH1073AA ...............254
PH1073AB ................254
PH1073AC ................254
PH1073AD ................254
PH1073AE ................254
PH1073AF ................254
PH1073AG ...............254
PH1073B ..................254
PH1073C ..................254
PH1073D ..................254
PH1073E ..................254
PH1073F...................254
PH1073G .................254
PH1073H ..................254
PH1073I ...................254
PH1073J ...................254
PH1073K ..................254
PH1073L ...................254
PH1073M .................254
PH1073N .................254
PH1073O .................254
PH1073P ..................254
PH1073Q .................254
PH1073R ..................254
PH1073S ..................254
PH1073T ...................254
PH1073U ..................254
PH1073V ..................254
PH1073W .................254
PH1073X ..................254
PH1073Y ..................254
PH1073Z ..................254
PH1074A1 ................255
PH1074A2 ................255
PH1074A3 ................255
PH1074A4 ................255
PH1074B ..................255
PH1076A1 ................255

PH0941B ..................232
PH0941BGTT ............232
PH0941ED ................232
PH0941ED1 ..............233
PH0941ED2 ..............233
PH0941ED3 ..............233
PH0941ED4 ..............233
PH0941ED5 ..............233
PH0941ED6 ..............233
PH0941ED7 ..............233
PH0941EDL ...............232
PH0942 ....................233
PH0943A .................233
PH0943B ..................233
PH0945A .................233
PH0945B ..................233
PH0945C .................233
PH0945D .................233
PH0945E ..................233
PH0945F ..................233
PH0948A .................234
PH0948B ..................234
PH0948C .................234
PH0948D .................234
PH0948E ..................234
PH0952A .................234
PH0953A .................234
PH0953B ..................234
PH0953C .................234
PH0953D .................234
PH0953E ..................234
PH0955 ....................234
PH0956A .................234
PH0956B ..................234
PH0956C .................234
PH0956D .................234
PH0956E ..................234
PH0956F ..................234
PH0956G .................234
PH0957A ..................235
PH0957B ..................235
PH0957C .................235
PH0957D .................235
PH0958 ....................235
PH0962A .................235
PH0962B ..................235
PH0964 ...................235
PH0966 ...................236
PH0971A ..................236
PH0971ACDC ........... 162
PH0971B ..................236
PH0971DCAC-V1 ...... 178
PH0971DCAC-V1 ......236
PH0971DCAC-V1 ......289
PH0971DCAC-V2 ...... 178
PH0971DCAC-V2 ......236
PH0971DCAC-V2 ......289
PH0972A .................236
PH0972B ..................236
PH0972C .................236
PH0976A..................237
PH0976B-V1 .............237
PH0976B-V2 .............237
PH0984A .................237
PH0984B ..................237
PH0986A .................237
PH0986B ..................237
PH0988A .................237
PH0990A .................237
PH0992 ...................238
PH0994 ....................238
PH0995....................238
PH1000A .................238
PH1000B ..................238
PH1002A..................238
PH1002B ..................238
PH1003 ....................238

PH1004 ....................238
PH1008A ..................239
PH1008B ..................239
PH1008C .................239
PH1008D ..................239
PH1008E ..................239
PH1014A ..................239
PH1014B ..................239
PH1014C ..................239
PH1014D ..................239
PH1014E ...................239
PH1016 ....................239
PH1018A ..................239
PH1018B ..................239
PH1018C ..................239
PH1019A ..................239
PH1019B...................239
PH1019C ..................239
PH1022A ..................239
PH1024 ....................240
PH1027 ....................240
PH1029A ..................240
PH1029B ..................240
PH1029C ..................240
PH1029D ..................240
PH1029E ..................241
PH1029F ..................241
PH1029G .................241
PH1029H ..................241
PH1029I ...................241
PH1029J ...................241
PH1029K1 ................241
PH1029K2 ................241
PH1029K3 ................241
PH1029K4 ................241
PH1029K5 ................241
PH1029K6 ................241
PH1029K7 ................241
PH1029K8 ................241
PH1029L1 .................242
PH1029L2 .................242
PH1029L3 .................242
PH1029L4 .................242
PH1029L5 .................242
PH1029L6 .................242
PH1029M1 ...............242
PH1029M2 ...............242
PH1029M3 ...............242
PH1029M4 ...............242
PH1029M5 ...............242
PH1029M6 ...............242
PH1029M7 ...............242
PH1029M8 ...............242
PH1029N1 ...............242
PH1029N2 ...............242
PH1029N3 ...............242
PH1029N4 ...............242
PH1029N5 ...............242
PH1029N6 ...............242
PH1029O .................242
PH1029P ..................242
PH1030B ....................73
PH1030B ..................243
PH1042A ..................243
PH1042B ..................243
PH1043 ....................243
PH1044 ....................243
PH1045 ....................243
PH1046A ..................244
PH1046B ..................244
PH1046C .................244
PH1046D ..................244
PH1046E ..................244
PH1048 ....................244
PH1048A ..................244
PH1049A ..................244
PH1049B ..................244

PH1050SP ................244
PH1051A ..................245
PH1051B ..................245
PH1052 ....................245
PH1053A ..................245
PH1053B ..................245
PH1053C ..................245
PH1053D ..................245
PH1053E ..................245
PH1053F ..................245
PH1053G .................245
PH1053H ..................245
PH1054A ..................245
PH1054B ..................245
PH1054C ..................245
PH1054D ..................245
PH1054E ..................245
PH1054F ..................245
PH1054G .................245
PH1054H ..................245
PH1054I ...................245
PH1054J ...................245
PH1054K ..................245
PH1054L ...................245
PH1054M .................245
PH1054N .................245
PH1054O .................245
PH1054P ..................245
PH1055A ..................246
PH1055AA ...............246
PH1055AB ................246
PH1055AC ...............246
PH1055B ..................246
PH1055C ..................246
PH1055D ..................246
PH1055E ..................246
PH1055F ..................246
PH1055G .................246
PH1055H ..................246
PH1055I ...................246
PH1055J ...................246
PH1055K ..................246
PH1055L ...................246
PH1055M .................246
PH1055N .................246
PH1055O .................246
PH1055P ..................246
PH1055Q .................246
PH1055R ..................246
PH1055S ..................246
PH1055T ..................246
PH1055U ..................246
PH1055V ..................246
PH1055W ................246
PH1055X ..................246
PH1055Y ..................246
PH1055Z ..................246
PH1056A ..................247
PH1056B ..................247
PH1056C ..................247
PH1056D ..................247
PH1056E ..................247
PH1056F ..................247
PH1056G .................247
PH1056H ..................248
PH1056I ...................248
PH1056J ...................248
PH1056K ..................248
PH1056L ...................248
PH1056M .................248
PH1057 ....................249
PH1058A ..................251
PH1058B ..................251
PH1058C ..................251
PH1058D ..................251
PH1058E ..................251
PH1058F ..................251
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PH1130C ..................260
PH1130D ..................260
PH1130E ...................260
PH1130F ...................260
PH1133A4 ................ 261
PH1133A7 ................ 261
PH1133A7PL ............. 261
PH1133A-N8 ............. 261
PH1133RB .................262
PH1134CN8 .............262
PH1135E ...................264
PH1135F ...................264
PH1135N8A .............263
PH1135N8B ..............263
PH1135N8C .............263
PH1135N8D .............263
PH1135N8E ..............263
PH1135N8F ..............263
PH1135N8G .............263
PH1136 ....................263
PH1137.....................263
PH1138 ....................263
PH1140A ..................264
PH1140B ..................264
PH1140C ..................264
PH1140D ..................264
PH1140E...................264
PH1140F ...................264
PH1140G ..................264
PH1140H ..................264
PH1141A ...................262
PH1142A ..................264
PH1142B ...................264
PH1142C ..................264
PH1142D ..................264
PH1142E ...................264
PH1142F ...................264
PH1142G ..................264
PH1142H ..................264
PH1142I ....................264
PH1143A ..................265
PH1143B...................265
PH1143C ..................265
PH1143D ..................265
PH1143E ...................265
PH1143F ...................265
PH1143G ..................265
PH1143H ..................265
PH1144A ..................265
PH1144B ..................265
PH1144C ..................265
PH1144D ..................265
PH1144E...................265
PH1144F ...................265
PH1144G ..................265
PH1144H ..................265
PH1144I ...................265
PH1144J ...................265
PH1144K ..................265
PH1144L ...................265
PH1144M .................265
PH1144N ..................265
PH1144O .................265
PH1144P ...................265
PH1144Q .................265
PH1148A ..................266
PH1148B...................266
PH1148C ..................266
PH1148D ..................266
PH1148E ...................266
PH1148F ...................266
PH1148G ..................266
PH1148H ..................266
PH1148I ....................266
PH1148J ...................266
PH1148K ..................266
PH1148L ...................266

PH1148M .................266
PH1148N ..................266
PH1148O ..................266
PH1148P ...................266
PH1148Q ..................266
PH1150A ..................266
PH1150B ..................266
PH1150C ..................266
PH1150D ..................266
PH1150E ...................266
PH1150F ...................266
PH1150G ..................266
PH1150H ..................266
PH1150I ....................266
PH1150J ...................266
PH1150K ..................266
PH1150L ...................266
PH1151B ...................267
PH1151C ..................267
PH1151D ...................267
PH1151E ...................267
PH1151F ...................267
PH1152B ...................267
PH1152C ..................267
PH1152E ...................267
PH1152F ...................267
PH1152I ....................267
PH1155A ..................267
PH1155B ...................267
PH1155C ..................267
PH1155D ..................267
PH1155E ...................267
PH1155F ...................267
PH1155G ..................267
PH1155H ..................267
PH1155I ....................267
PH1155J ...................267
PH1156A ..................268
PH1156B ...................268
PH1160A ..................268
PH1160B ..................268
PH1161A ...................268
PH1161B ...................268
PH1161C ...................268
PH1161D ...................268
PH1161E ...................268
PH1162.....................269
PH1168E ...................269
PH1168F ...................269
PH1168H ..................269
PH1184 ....................269
PH1186 ....................269
PH1196B-1 ................270
PH1196B-2 ................270
PH1196B-3 ................270
PH1196B-4 ................270
PH1196B-5 ................270
PH1196B-6................270
PH1196B-7 ................270
PH1196B-8 ................270
PH1196B-9 ................270
PH1196B-10 ..............270
PH1196B-11 ..............270
PH1196B-12 ..............270
PH1196B-13 ..............270
PH1196B-14 ..............270
PH1196B-15 ..............270
PH1197B ...................270
PH1199A ..................270
PH1199B...................270
PH1212.....................271
PH1216 ....................271
PH1220 ....................271
PH1228 ....................271
PH1229 .................... 274
PH1229HG ............... 274
PH1232 ....................271

PH1232MT ................272
PH1235 ....................272
PH1236 ....................272
PH1237 ....................272
PH1238 ....................273
PH1239 ....................273
PH1240-N8 ..............273
PH1241 ....................273
PH1242 ....................273
PH1242D ..................273
PH1244A .................. 274
PH1245N8 ............... 274
PH1246 .................... 274
PH1252N8 ...............275
PH1254 ....................275
PH1256 ....................275
PH1262 ....................276
PH1272 ....................276
PH1294A ..................277
PH1294C ..................277
PH1296-N9 ..............278
PH1297C ..................278
PH1298 ....................278
PH1301 ....................252
PH1301SPL ................279
PH1303 ....................279
PH1305 ....................279
PH1309 ....................279
PH1311 .....................279
PH1313A ..................280
PH1313B ...................280
PH1317.....................280
PH1318 ....................280
PH1319 ....................280
PH1320 .................... 281
PH1320A .................. 281
PH1321 .................... 281
PH1321A .................. 281
PH1322A ..................282
PH1322B ..................282
PH1322C ..................282
PH1322D ..................282
PH1322E ..................282
PH1322F...................282
PH1338 ....................287
PH1339 ....................288
PH1341 ....................288
PH1342B ..................283
PH1342C ..................283
PH1343 ....................288
PH1346A ..................291
PH1346B ..................291
PH1346C ..................291
PH1346D ..................291
PH1346E ..................291
PH1346F ..................291
PH1346G .................291
PH1346H ..................291
PH1346I ...................291
PH1346J ...................291
PH1346K ..................291
PH1346L ...................291
PH1346M .................291
PH1346N .................291
PH1346O .................291
PH1348A ..................291
PH1348B ..................291
PH1348C ..................291
PH1365 ....................290
PH1366 ....................290
PH1367 ....................290
PH1368 ....................291
PH10821 ..................255
PH10822 ..................255
PH10823 ..................255
PH10824 ..................255
PH0201601 ..............157

PTIPCR ......................106
PTLFIP .......................107
PTLOP .......................105
PTPEN ......................105
PTPGS ......................104
PTPROJ .....................105
PTSTR1 .....................103
PTWDA ....................107
RBX14 ......................163
SPKP14 .......................83
STRBS-DIG ................ 191
STRJ ......................... 112
THRMCN ..................138
TMLN-JUP .................276
VBGN ...................... 194
WDSM10 ...................92
WDSM11 ....................92
WDSM12 ...................92
WDSM13 ...................92
WDSM14 ...................93
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